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ABSTRACT
Meek, James A. "The Gentile Mission in Old Testament Citations in Acts: Text,
Hermeneutic, and Purpose." Ph.D. diss., Concordia Seminary, 2005,341 pp.
Study of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts has focused on the role of the Old Testament in
development of Luke's Christology. Explicit citations and summary statements of Old Testament
teaching, however, support five main themes: the death and resurrection of Christ, eschatological
blessings, judgment, rejection of the gospel by many Jews, and the inclusion of all who believe
in Jesus (including Gentiles). The question "Who are the people of God?" is posed both by the
rejection of the gospel by many Jews and the surprising acceptance of it by many Gentiles. The
role of the Old Testament in developing Luke's ecclesiology has received little attention.
The present study examines four explicit Old Testament citations in Acts. Two are applied
directly to the Gentile mission: Acts 13:47 (Isa 49:6); Acts 15:16-18 (Amos 9:11-12). Two
others anticipate it: Acts 2:16-21 (Joel 3:1-5); Acts 3:25 (Gen 22:18).
The study focuses on questions of text, hermeneutic, and purpose.
1. The form of the text cited is generally closer to the OG than to the MT, but the argument does
not depend on distinctive readings of the 0G.
2. Citations are interpreted consistently with their original meaning, but are extended or
transformed by a Christological hermeneutic. The variety of texts cited and prophetic themes
invoked demonstrate the importance of the Old Testament in Luke's understanding of Christ.
3. Luke appeals to the Old Testament as "proof from prophecy." These appeals offer a window
into concerns of Luke and his readers. The citations of Isa 49:6 and Amos 9:11-12 at the
center of the book indicate the importance of the Gentile mission. By these citations, Luke
demonstrates that an intentional mission to Gentiles was not merely the result of the rejection
of the gospel by many Jews, but had always been the plan of God and has now been
iii

commanded as the necessary consequence of the accomplished work of the Messiah, Jesus.
This proof, confirmed in the narrative by God's evident blessing on that mission, provides
the audience with confidence that Gentile believers in Jesus are full members of God's
covenant people by faith, without circumcision and the obligations of the law of Moses.
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CHAPTER 1
THE OLD TESTAMENT IN LUKE-ACTS

1.1

The Old Testament and Gentile Mission

The importance of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts has long been recognized. There is less
consensus about the exact nature of its use in Luke-Acts. In an influential 1953 essay, Paul
Schubert argued that "proof-from-prophecy theology is Luke's central theological idea
throughout the two-volume work,"I specifically the proof "that Jesus is the Christ."2 Although
Schubert's thesis was not new (he acknowledged his debt to Henry Cadbury's The Making of
Luke-Acts3), his article has become the point of departure for a considerable discussion about the
use of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts. A substantial body of literature has arisen concerning the
purpose of and hermeneutic involved in Luke's use of the Old Testament.4

Unless otherwise noted, citations of the Hebrew Bible/Old Testament are from BHS, of the Old Greek or Septuagint
from Rahlfs' edition, of the Greek New Testament from NA27, of the Vulgate from Biblia Sacra luxta Vulgatam
Versionem (Bonifatio Fischer, et. al., eds. 4th ed. Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1994) and of the English
Bible from the RSV. Chapter and verse references are from the English; the occasionally divergent numbering of the
MT and the OG are noted when relevant. Citations from the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha are from Charlesworth,
OTP. Abbreviations of standard scholarly works follow Patrick H. Alexander et al., The SBL Handbook of Style: For
Ancient Near Eastern, Biblical, and Early Christian Studies (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 1999).
Paul Schubert, "The Structure and Significance of Luke 24," in Neutestamentlichen Studien fur Rudolf
Bultmann (ed. Walther Eltester; BZNW 21; Berlin: Alfred Topelmann, 1954), 176, cf. 178.
2

Schubert, "Structure and Significance," 173.

3

Henry J. Cadbury, The Making of Luke-Acts (2d ed.; London: SPCK, 1958).

See the literature cited in Darrell L. Bock, Proclamation from Prophecy and Pattern: Lucan Old Testament
Christology (JSNTSup 12; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1987), 13-26; Gert J. Steyn, Septuagint Quotations
in the Context of the Petrine and Pauline Speeches of the Acta Apostolorum (CBET 12; Kampen: Kok Pharos,
1995), 1-21.

The most substantial contributions to this discussion have focused on the Christological
use of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts.5 While this is, as Darrell Bock has noted, "the key area
of Luke's OT usage as acknowledged by all,"6 Christology is not the only topic to which the Old
Testament is applied in Luke-Acts. Note, for example, Luke 24:46-49a.
Kai einev wino% ott oiito.); yiypantat.
raOciv 'rev xptcrrbv xai Ccvaarilvat Ex
veKpcbv till *an iimipa, Kai Kripbx0ilvat
Eiri ¶4) ovcip,a-rt avtiov gsvivotav etc
d(pecnv cigar-1,6v di; navra tia 60vri.
sipecuevot sine lEpovaakiiµ %LE%
wifyrupec toinow. Kai Poi)] &Ira)
OcnocrriXA,a) tidy inayyEXiav Toi) natpoc
gov
'opfx;.

and he said to them, "Thus it is written, that
the Christ should suffer and on the third day
rise from the dead, and that repentance and
forgiveness of sins should be preached in his
name to all nations, beginning from
Jerusalem. You are witnesses of these
things. And behold, I send the promise of
my Father upon you."

Schubert notes that in this text,
The kerygma includes the proclamation . .. of repentance and the forgiveness of sins
in his name . . . which is to go to all the nations . . . that the 'apostles' are to be
witnesses of these things . . . and the coming of the Holy Spirit.7
The kerygma that Jesus found in the writings of Moses and all the prophets included more than
Christology (his suffering, death, and resurrection). It also included the resulting proclamation of
repentance and forgiveness to the nations, the appointment of the apostolic witnesses to Christ
and his work, and the empowering gift of the promised Spirit.8 While these things are intimately
related (Christ is the basis for and subject of the proclamation to the nations through the Spiritempowered apostolic witness), Luke appeals to the Old Testament for more than Christology
proper. The summary of Old Testament expectation in Acts 26:22b-23 echoes that in Luke

5 The two most substantial studies are those by Bock, Proclamation; Martin Rese, Alttestamentliche Motive in
der Christologie des Lukas (SNT 1; Gutersloh: Gerd Mohn, 1969).

6

Bock, Proclamation, 47.

7

Schubert, "Structure and Significance," 177. Yet Schubert himself seems to understand "proof from
prophecy" primarily in terms of demonstration "that Jesus is the Christ." (173)
For a defense of the view that 24:48-49 may be included in what "is written," see below, section 2.1.1.

2

24:44-49, joining Christ's suffering and resurrection with proclamation of "light both to the
people and to the Gentiles."
oi)Etiv arKToS Air.ov cuv TE Oi npoqyfrtat
alikriaccv gekkov-ccov yivorseat Kai
Moybafic et naer1T6; 6 xpta-c6c, Ei
avaaTeciaecoc veicpciiv qx.14
rpoitoc
µ6A,Xet icatccryaXav to) TE XocCo; xaf

saying nothing but what the prophets and
Moses said would come to pass: that the
Christ must suffer, and that, by being the first
to rise from the dead, he would proclaim light
both to the people and to the Gentiles.

TOic gOVECRV.

One of the few scholars to note this broader use of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts has observed
that "in addition to the significant events concerning Jesus and the early church, there are two
other things that Luke thinks the Scripture has prophesied, and they go together. These two
things are the rejection of the gospel by many Jews and its acceptance by the Gentiles."9 This last
aspect of Luke's use of the Old Testament, to support the inclusion of the Gentiles and the
Gentile mission, has been largely omitted from major studies of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts.
Jacob Jervell, for example, has summarized Luke's understanding of the center of the
scriptures, based on seven summary statements, as "first of all . . . the suffering and death of
Messiah . . . In the second place, . . . the exaltation of this very suffering Messiah." I° Passages
related to the Gentile mission are noted, but only in a list of "other phenomena in the gospel and
even in the history of the church," along with the death of Judas, the opposition of the civil
authorities, etc.I1 In light of Jervell's interest in the people of God in Luke-Acts, it is surprising

9 Jack T. Sanders, "The Prophetic Use of the Scriptures in Luke-Acts," in Early Jewish and Christian
Exegesis: Studies in Memory of William Brownlee (ed. Craig A. Evans and William F. Stinespring; Atlanta: Scholars
Press, 1987), 194.

i° Jacob Jervell, "The Center of Scripture in Luke," in The Unknown Paul: Essays on Luke-Acts and Early
Christian History (trans. Roy A. Harrisville; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984), 122-37. The same argument, in some
places in almost identical language, is also found in Jacob Jervell, The Theology of the Acts of the Apostles (New
Testament Theology; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 61-82. The seven summary statements are:
Acts 3:18; 10:43; 17:3; 18:28; 26:22-23; Luke 24:26, 46 (to these could be added Luke 1:68-75; Acts 3:21,24;
13:27; 24:15; 28:23). The quotation is from 'Jervell, "Center," 135-36; Theology of Acts, 73-74.
Jervell, "Center," 136; Theology of Acts, 73.

3

that Old Testament citations related to the Gentile mission fall only under the category of "other
phenomena." The programmatic position occupied by summary statements such as those in Luke
24 and Acts 26, the application of the various citations,'2 and the evident importance of the
Gentiles and the Gentile mission in Acts,I3 require that more attention be paid to the way in
which the mission is legitimated by the Old Testament.
In his important study of The Gentiles and the Gentile Mission in Luke-Acts, Stephen G.
Wilson has focused attention on the Gentile mission as a key theme in Luke-Acts. In addition, he
recognizes the important role played by the Old Testament in Luke's portrayal of that mission.
The proof-from-prophecy theme is one of the most widespread phenomena in Luke's
version of the Gentile mission. Throughout the Gospel and Acts quotations from (Lk.
3:6; Acts 2:17, 3:25, 13:47, 15:17) and allusions to (Lk. 2:32, 4:25-27, 24:46; Acts
1:8, 2:39, 10:34, 15:14, 26:17, 28:260 the Old Testament are used to prophesy,
explain and justify the proclamation to the Gentiles.
The Gentile mission was not a novel element in the teaching of Jesus, nor did it
occur simply as a result of the obduracy of the chosen people; its roots went back far
deeper—to the eternal will of God. Of all the various methods Luke uses to justify
the turning to the Gentiles, this appeal to the Old Testament and, by implication, to
the eternal will of God, is the most profound and fundamental. 14
However, Wilson gives little attention to understanding precisely how Luke uses the Old
Testament in relation to the Gentiles or the Gentile mission.
In a promisingly titled article, "The Gentile Mission and the Authority of Scripture in
Luke-Acts," Joseph Tyson recognizes the central role played by scripture in Luke-Acts.

12

For the summary statements, see section 2.1 and Appendix 1. For the explicit citations, see section 2.2 and
Appendix 2.
13 "The central concern of much of Acts is the mission to the Gentiles." John T. Squires, The Plan of God in
Luke-Acts (SNTSMS 76; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 188.

14 Stephen G. Wilson, The Gentiles and the Gentile Mission in Luke-Acts (SNTSMS 23; Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1973), 243, 244. Wilson's list of texts follows that advanced previously by Nils A.
Dahl, "The Story of Abraham in Luke-Acts," in Studies in Luke-Acts (ed. Leander E. Keck and J. Louis Martyn;
Nashville: Abingdon, 1966; repr., Mifflintown, Penn.: Siglar Press, 1999), 157, n. 50.

4

Clearly, one of the most significant themes is that of the Gentile mission. One might,
indeed, say that this theme dominates the narrative, as Luke attempts to show how
the early Christians fulfilled the command of Jesus recorded in Acts 1.8. In studying
this theme, we notice that one of the things that Luke felt compelled to do in his
writings was to legitimate the Gentile mission.15
Tyson examines Luke's use of the Old Testament in Luke 4:16-30; Acts 8:26-40; 13:44-47;
15:13-21; 28:23-28; 10:1-11:18. His analysis is limited by his interest in exploring the claim of
Jerve1116 that "Luke treats scripture as authoritative."17 As a result, his analysis focuses on
whether scripture is seen as authoritative in these texts ("yes" in all except the last), but does not
explore how Luke uses scripture to legitimate the Gentile mission.
Several scholars have recently commented on the importance of the "missiological" or
"ecclesiological" role played by the Old Testament in Luke-Acts and its relation to Christology,
although none has specifically explored the way(s) in which Luke uses scripture in relation to the
Gentiles and the Gentile mission. John T. Carroll has argued:
A "christological" function of scripture is foundational in Acts. Scripture disclosed
that the Messiah would suffer and be raised from death, and in Jesus these
prophecies have been fulfilled. Yet this is only Luke's starting point, the basis for an
"ecclesiological" use of scripture which proves to be the overriding interest in Acts.
In Jesus, God's Messiah, Israel receives the salvation promised in scripture, and that
salvation encompasses gentiles as well. That is, Acts appeals to scripture in order to
legitimate the gentile mission.
The Christological use of scripture in Acts
stands in service of an even more crucial theological concern within the narrative,
one that has to do with the question, Who are the people of God?18
15 Joseph

B. Tyson, "The Gentile Mission and the Authority of Scripture in Luke-Acts," NTS 33 (1987): 621.

16

Jervell, "Center," 122-37.

17

Tyson, "Gentile Mission," 619.

is John T. Carroll, "The Uses of Scripture in Luke-Acts," in Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers,
1990 (ed. David J. Lull; SBLSP; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990), 513-14. Carroll devotes almost one-third of his

article to the Gentile mission, but since the article is brief, that provides only five pages on this topic.

5

Similarly, Nils Dahl had earlier noted how Luke adduced prophecies to demonstrate that:
Salvation of the Gentiles was from the beginning envisaged by God and included as
part of his promises to Israel. . . . The "proof-from-prophecy" has a double function:
to prove the legitimacy of Gentile mission and Gentile churches, and to prove that
Jesus is the Anointed One of whom the prophets spoke.19
Likewise, J. Dupont had argued that, although when the Old Testament is cited in Acts,
Its purpose is always to show that the sufferings Jesus endured and his subsequent
resurrection were the object of prophecies that pointed to the Messiah, and that,
consequently, Jesus really is the Messiah predicted. . . . there is also a secondary
theme, based mainly on texts from the Book of Consolation of Israel, which is
frequently encountered in the speeches in Acts: the demonstration that the salvation
the Messiah brings was intended for all peoples, and that, consequently, pagan
nations would be its beneficiaries."
Dupont even finds this to be the reason for Luke's second volume:
The Gentile mission is willed by God, and it realizes the prophetic promises that the
Messiah would bring salvation to the pagan nations; thus it is part and parcel of the
program assigned to the Christ by the Scriptures. That is the reason why Luke
decided to add the story of the apostolic missions to his narrative about Jesus, for
without those missions the work of salvation described in the messianic prophecies
would not be complete.21
Darrell Bock has also sought to link Christology and mission in Luke-Acts.
Christology is not unrelated to mission. Jesus is Lord of all, so the message can go to
all (Acts 10:36-43). Mission has two expected elements: Gentile inclusion and
Israelite hardening and rejection. . . .
The conclusion one draws from this vast array of textual data is that Luke was
defending salvation in Jesus, particularly as it is extended to the Gentiles. . . . The
attention paid to Paul in Acts only makes sense in the light of a concern to justify
Gentile mission. The same can be said for the role Peter has in taking the gospel to
Comelius.22
19

Dahl, "Abraham," 151.

20 Jacques Dupont, "Apologetic Use of the Old Testament in the Speeches of Acts," in The Salvation of the
Gentiles: Essays on the Acts of the Apostles (trans. John R. Keating; New York: Paulist, 1979), 156.

21

Jacques Dupont, "The Salvation of the Gentiles and the Theological Significance of the Book of Acts," in

The Salvation of the Gentiles: Essays on the Acts of the Apostles (trans. John R. Keating; New York: Paulist, 1979),

13.
22 Darrell L. Bock, "The Use of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts: Christology and Mission," in Society of
Biblical Literature Seminar Papers, 1990 (ed. Edward J. Lull; SBLSP; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990), 509-10.
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Further, in the conclusion to his major study of "Lucan Old Testament Christology,"23 Bock
indicates that he had hoped to explore this relationship in that work, but was unable to do so.
Nevertheless we believe that enough material has been brought forward . . . to open a
possible fruitful field for further research. It is the relationship between Luke's use of
the OT for christology and Luke's use of the OT for Gentile mission.24
Most recently, David Pao has noted limitations of influential studies, including those by
Cadbury, Schubert, Rese, and Bock. Key among these limitations, Pao finds that:
Their strong emphasis on Christological uses of scriptural citations tends to
overshadow concerns for the ecclesiological function of the "evocation" of scriptural
traditions in the Lukan writings. While the significance of the question of the nature
and identity of the early Christian community is clearly present throughout the
narrative of Acts, many works that deal with the use of Scripture in Luke and Acts
demonstrate an overly narrow preoccupation with christological issues. . . . A study
focusing on the ecclesiological function of scriptural citations in the Lukan writings
still needs to be written.2'
Pao himself attempts to partially remedy this concern, but his focus on Acts and the Isaianic New
Exodus prevents him from a full consideration of the ecclesiological or missiological citations.26
1.2

The Use of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts

The discussion in the literature focuses in three areas, text, hermeneutic, and purpose.27
These will only be sketched out here, but will receive greater attention in the body of the study.

23

The subtitle of Bock's published dissertation.

24

Bock, Proclamation, 278.

25 David W. Pao, Acts and the Isaianic New Exodus (WUNT 2/130; Tubingen: Mohr, 2000; repr., Grand
Rapids: Baker, 2002), 7-8. Emphasis added.
26 Sabine van den Eynde has concluded that "apart from a theological function, namely that God keeps his
former promises in view of his salvation for Israel and the world, there is a christological and ecclesiological aim.
The main point of Luke's use of the Old Testament is the proclamation of Jesus. The hope of Israel and the
messianic expectations have now come to fruition and climax in the life, suffering, death, and resurrection of Jesus,
who is portrayed as 'the prophet like Moses', the Servant, the Davidic Messiah, the Lord. The ecclesiological aim
can be discovered in two essential items: the Gentile mission and the rejection by Israel." Sabine van den Eynde,
"Children of the Promise: On the d/AeHKH-Promise to Abraham in Lk 1,72 and Acts 3,25," in The Unity of
Luke-Acts (ed. J. Verheyden; BETL 142; Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1999), 479.

7

1.2.1 Text
Do Old Testament citations in Luke-Acts appear to come from a Hebrew or Greek
original? Iffrom Hebrew, does the text appear to conform to the MT or does it reflect another
tradition? If it is from the Greek, is there evidence of a divergent Hebrew textual tradition that
may explain the Greek form of the text? Finally, if the form of the citation appears to depend on
the Greek, does it appear that the distinctive features of the Greek form of the cited text
prompted the citation, or would a translation of the Hebrew appear to have served as well?28
It is generally agreed that Luke cites the Old Testament from the OG, and from the A text
in particular, except when he quotes from memory or takes his Old Testament text from another
source.29 Dupont, for example, comments that "in general it should be observed that the whole
argumentation of the speeches in Acts is based on the Septuagint text."3°
We have observed several passages in which the whole weight of the argument
depends on readings proper to the Greek version, and in which the Hebrew text
would offer no support to the argument at all. . . . And there are cases in which the
text as we have it makes much better sense if we presume that the speaker has the
Greek version of an Old Testament passage in his mind.31
27 These questions have been raised by a number of scholars. In particular see Bock, Proclamation, 47-53;
Charles A. Kimball, Jesus' Exposition of the Old Testament in Luke's Gospel (JSNTSup 94; Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press, 1994). Bock and Kimball also raise questions of historicity: whether the events recorded are
genuine historical occurrences or were invented and/or creatively reported in light of Old Testament prophecy by the
author or the church; and whether texts were cited by speakers as described in the narrative or are entirely the
author's creations. This study is concerned with the text as we have it and will give little attention to these questions.
28 This question admittedly begins to draw on the interpretation of the cited text. It is included here, however,
because it is relevant to the question of the form of the text cited.
29 William Kemp Lowther Clarke, "The Use of the Septuagint in Acts," in The Beginnings of Christianity, Part
I: The Acts of the Apostles (ed. Frederick J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake; 5 vols.; London: Macmillan,
1920-1933; repr., Grand Rapids: Baker, 1979), 2:66-105; Traugott Holtz, Untersuchungen fiber die
alttestamentlichen Zitate bei Lukas (TUGAL 104; Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1968). For the view that Luke's sources
included traditions besides the OG, see Max Wilcox, "The Old Testament in Acts 1-15," ABR 4 (1956): 1-41.

°

Dupont, "Apologetic," 139.

31

Dupont, "Apologetic," 153. As examples of the former, Dupont specifically mentions the Amos quotation in
Acts 15 and the quotation of Psalm 16:10 in Acts 2 and 14.

8

Darrell Bock has argued that there are actually two questions involved. First, does the form
of the citation appear to be derived from the Greek or the Hebrew? Second, "if Luke uses a
Greek text, is the conceptual form of the argument limited to the Greek text?"32 In other words,
we must distinguish the form of the text cited and the argument made from it. Bock contends
(contra e.g., Dupont and others) that the conceptual form of the argument in no case depends on
distinctive OG readings.33 (If the argument appears to require the OG, this fact becomes part of the
evidence used to determine whether the MT or the OG is the basis of the citation.)
1.2.2 Hermeneutic
How has Luke used the Old Testament text? Is the use congruent with the cited text in its
Old Testament context? In what ways is the text changed, expanded, or transformed in order to
function in its New Testament context? How does the argument develop from the text? Is the
argument dependent on distinctive readings from either the Greek or Hebrew manuscript
traditions? Is the hermeneutic reflective only offirst-century assumptions, or does it represent an
exegetically valid approach that exegetes may or should seek to emulate today?
Many scholars view the New Testament's use of the Old as similar to that of first-century
Judaism. In both rabbinic and sectarian interpretation, context often seems to be of little
importance, meanings can be found in wordplay or linguistic ambiguities, and texts may be
linked merely on the basis of catchwords. Early Christian interpreters are often said to show
equally little interest in either context or in the original meaning of the text.34 In his study of the

32

Bock, Proclamation, 48.

33

Bock, Proclamation, 270.

34 This vast literature cannot even be summarized here, but see Jan W. Doeve, Jewish Hermeneutics in the
Synoptic Gospels and Acts (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1953); Edward Earle Ellis, "Biblical Interpretation in the New
Testament Church," in Mikra: Text, Translation, Reading and Interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in Ancient

9

Old Testament in the speeches in Acts, for example, Dupont finds that "the scriptural
interpretation practiced in the speeches betrays no interest in the original meaning of the Hebrew
text"35 and, in at least one case, "distorts the original meaning."36 In the New Testament, also,
Dupont finds wordplay (puns) and texts linked by catchwords.37 Wilson finds that "it is not
certain how far Luke considered the exact meaning of either verse, except insofar as they both
contained a clear universalistic reference."38 Jervell claims that "obviously, one cannot expect
too much logic in the use of Old Testament quotations in New Testament writings."39 Such
judgments do not reflect a favorable estimate of Luke's Old Testament hermeneutic and suggest
that it is not one that responsible exegetes could or should attempt to follow today.4°
1.2.3 Purpose
How does the citation function rhetorically in its New Testament context? What is Luke 's
purpose in citing the Old Testament? What does he hope to achieve? How is his purpose
realized? Reversing the question, what do the citations tell us about the purpose of Luke's work?

Judaism and Early Christianity (ed. Martin Jan Mulder; CRINT 2.1; Assen/Mastricht: Van Gorcum, 1988),
691-725; Michael Fishbane, "Use, Authority and Interpretation of Mikra at Qumran," in Mikra: Text, Translation,
Reading and Interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity (ed. Martin Jan Mulder;
CRINT 2.1; Assen/Mastricht: Van Gorcum, 1988), 339-77; Richard N. Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the
Apostolic Period (2d ed.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999).
35

Dupont, "Apologetic," 154.

36

Dupont, "Apologetic," 133.

37 "Playing upon the various possible meanings of an ambiguous term was a popular and legitimate procedure
in early Christian interpretation." Dupont, "Apologetic," 144.
38

Wilson, Gentile Mission, 229.

Jacob Jervell, "The Divided People of God: The Restoration of Israel and the Salvation of the Gentiles," in
Luke and the People of God: A New Look at Luke-Acts (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1972), 52.
39

40

For a similar judgment on the New Testament as a whole, see Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 219-20.
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The discussion of Luke's purpose in using the Old Testament revolves around the concept
of "proof from prophecy."'" The starting point in the discussion remains Schubert's, "The
Structure and Significance of Luke 24." Schubert argues that the use of the Old Testament in
Luke 24 should be understood as "proof from prophecy," specifically "that Jesus is the Christ."42
It is apparent that for Luke Jesus' own predications of his suffering, death and
resurrection, continuing, confirming and elaborating Scriptural prophecies, are
regarded as the decisive proof that Jesus is the Christ, and that God has raised him
from the dead.43
Not only is "Luke's proof-from-prophecy theology . . . the heart of his concern in chapter 24," "it
is the structural and material element which produces the literary and the theological unity and
climax of the gospel." In fact, "proof-from-prophecy theology is Luke's central theological idea
throughout the two-volume work."44 Schubert argues primarily from Luke 24, particularly the
Emmaus account and 24:44-49, but finds this idea anticipated at key points in Luke 1-9: Old
Testament echoes in the birth narratives (1-2); Jesus' first sermon in the synagogue at Nazareth
(4:14-32, citing Isa 61); Jesus' answer to John the Baptist (7:18-23, alluding to Isa 61; 29; 35);
the transfiguration account, with the preceding passion prediction and subsequent exorcism
(9:18-44); and the prominence of Jerusalem as the place of literary and theological climax to the
gospel. The concluding chapter of the second volume, Acts 28 is "a deliberate and close parallel,
structurally, formally and materially (proof-from-prophecy scheme) to Luke 24:1-53.'45

41 For

more on the discussion of "proof from prophecy" in Luke-Acts, see Bock, Proclamation, 27-37.

Schubert, "Structure and Significance," 173. "The proof-from-prophecy theology of Luke-Acts is but the
hard rational core of what we should more adequately call Luke's theology of history." (173, n. 20)
42

43

Schubert, "Structure and Significance," 174.

44

Schubert, "Structure and Significance," 176, cp. 178.

45

Schubert, "Structure and Significance," 185.
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Although Schubert's essay is cited most often, others have advanced similar views. Henry
Cadbury had earlier proposed a similar understanding of prophecy and fulfillment in Luke-Acts.
Although Cadbury does not use the expression "proof from prophecy," his influential The
Making of Luke-Acts speaks of an "apologetic motive" in Luke's use of scripture.
In Luke the Scripture serves a more apologetic motive, being applied to that which is
hard to understand, like the general proposition that Christ must suffer, rather than to
the specific details. There is a necessity about the course which Luke's story takes, a
"must," to use Luke's own favorite auxiliary, rather than a mere predictive "shall."46
Hans Conzelmann, whose Die Mitte der Zeit appeared the same year as Schubert's article, speaks
of "evidence of promise and fulfillment" and "proof from Scripture" that "points to Christ."47
Nils Dahl, in the Festschrift to Paul Schubert, speaks both of "prophecy and fulfillment" and
.

`proof-from-prophecy."48 More recently Luke Timothy Johnson has written that "'proof from

prophecy' is an important weapon in Luke's apologetic armory" and that
Luke extends and refines the argument from prophecy. He extends it by including
not only the life, death and resurrection of the Messiah, but the development of the
messianic community as well: Scripture interprets stages in the church's life and
growth.49
Others, however, have been less enthusiastic about the designation "proof from prophecy."
Charles Talbert has proposed a number of qualifications. First, not all citations from or allusions
to the Old Testament can be seen as promise and fulfillment. Second, not all prophecies in LukeActs come from the Old Testament (some come from Jesus, angels, contemporary prophets,
etc.). Third, one's understanding of the purpose of promise-fulfillment must be understood in

46

Cadbury, Making of Luke-Acts, 304.

47

Hans Conzelmann, Theology of St. Luke (trans. Geoffrey Buswell; New York: Harper & Row, 1961), 157.

48

Dahl, "Abraham," 147, 150, 151.

Luke Timothy Johnson, Septuagintal Midrash in the Speeches of Acts (Milwaukee: Marquette University
Press, 2002), 11-12.
49
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light of Luke's cultural context. These are helpful distinctions, but can be seen more as
clarifications than objections.5° Although Talbert questions Schubert's claim that "proof-fromprophecy theology is Luke's central theological idea throughout the two-volume work," he
concedes, "there can be no doubt that the theme of prophecy-fulfillment is a major one in LukeActs, it is certainly not the only one.
There can be no doubt that the theme of prophecy-fulfillment is a major one in LukeActs, it is certainly not the only one. It is doubtful, moreover, that it is the major one
under which all else can be subsumed.51
In his study of the Christological use of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts, Martin Rese
argues that few quotations and allusions display the "linear" temporal relation that "proof from
prophecy" would seem to require. He therefore questions Cadbury's "apologetic motive" and
casts doubt on Schubert's understanding of "proof from prophecy."52
Robert F. O'Toole likewise expresses concern with "proof from prophecy." O'Toole
"contends that Luke's main theological theme is that God who brought salvation to his people in
the Old Testament continues to do this, especially through Jesus Christ." He believes that "proof
from prophecy" and "promise-fulfillment" call too much attention to the use of scripture
compared to other "ways of portraying God's saving action among his people." They wrongly

5° Charles H. Talbert, "Promise and Fulfillment in Lucan Theology," in Luke-Acts: New Perspectives from the
Society of Biblical Literature Seminar (ed. Charles H. Talbert; New York: Crossroad, 1984), 93-101. Although
Talbert seems to view these as serious objections, we should note that it is indeed the case that some citations and
allusions refer to provisions of the law, or highlight similarities between God's dealings in the past and present. (See
the similar analysis in chapter 2 of the present study.) Further, Schubert had already called attention to the presence
of prophecies by characters in the New Testament narrative and incorporated it into his understanding of "proof
from prophecy."
51 Talbert,

"Promise and Fulfillment," 101.

52

Rese, Alttestamentliche Motive, 210. A full evaluation of Rese's work is beyond the scope of this study. For
a substantial interaction with Rese's views, see Bock, Proclamation.
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suggest an historical "break" between ancient Israel and the Christian movement, when in fact
"Christianity just continues the Old Testament.//53
Darrell Bock has undertaken a thorough study of the "key passages in which Luke uses the
OT to develop Christology" (including quotations, allusions, and, to a lesser extent, ideas). Bock
concludes that Schubert's characterization of Luke's use of the Old Testament must be modified
in two ways: first, Luke is "not primarily . . . a defensive apologetic," but "the direct
proclamation of Jesus;" second, "Luke sees the Scripture fulfilled in Jesus in terms of the
fulfillment of OT prophecy and in terms of the reintroduction and fulfillment of the OT patterns
that point to the presence of God's saving work"—hence the title of Bock's book: Proclamation
from Prophecy and Pattern. At the same time, contra Rese, Bock demonstrates that the promise
and fulfillment motif plays a prominent role in the development of Luke's Christology. 54
While many of these concerns may be seen as refinements in rather than objections to
"proof from prophecy," they require reevaluation of Schubert's claim that "proof from
prophecy" is at the heart of Luke's use of the Old Testament.
There are also other issues related to Luke's purpose in citing the Old Testament. As we
will see below (section 1.3) an appeal to scripture is an appeal to authority. Such an appeal is a
rhetorical strategy that, together with other rhetorical strategies, gives insight into the author's
purpose. We can therefore consider not only the author's purpose in citing the Old Testament,
but also what this citing of the Old Testament tells us about the overall purpose of the work.

53 Robert F. O'Toole, The Unity• of Luke's Theology: An Analysis of Luke-Acts (GNS 9; Wilmington, Del.:
Michael Glazier, 1984), 17.
54

Bock, Proclamation, 274-77. "Proof" can refer to a positive demonstration as well as to a defensive
response. Bock may wrongly assume that Schubert thought primarily in terms of defense. The two are not as far
apart as Bock suggests and Bock's discomfort with "proof' is unnecessary.
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1.3

The Rhetorical Use of Old Testament Quotations

In a series of articles,55 Christopher D. Stanley has argued for the importance of examining
the rhetoric of biblical quotations in the New Testament, since "the decision to introduce a direct
quotation into a piece of discourse is a rhetorical act."56 Although his work has been limited to
study of biblical quotations by Paul, his approach is relevant to the study of biblical quotations
elsewhere in the New Testament.
A rhetorical analysis of Paul's biblical quotations will examine how quotations
"work" within the surface structure of his letters, not how Paul himself read and
understood the biblical text. The focus will be on the way the quotations advance (or
fail to advance) Paul's rhetorical aims in a given passage. . . . Attention will be given
to the affective and poetic as well as the intellectual aspects of such an encounter
with the holy Scriptures of Israel.57
Stanley's work is important in several ways. First, rhetorical analysis calls attention to the
way in which the Old Testament is actually used in the New Testament.
Recent studies of biblical quotations in early Judaism and Christianity have focused
rather one-sidedly on the interpretive process that lies behind the present text. In the
process, the rhetorical dimension of the quotation process has been overlooked.
Quotations are typically embedded into an argumentative discourse in which the
author's prior interpretative activity is largely hidden from view. While there is much
to be gained from studying early Jewish and Christian hermeneutical techniques, this
should not be confused with an investigation of how the Bible was actually used in
early Jewish and Christian literature.58

55

Christopher D. Stanley, "Biblical Quotations as Rhetorical Devices in Paul's Letter to the Galatians," in

Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers, 1998 Part Two (SBLSP; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1998), 700-30;
"'Pearls Before Swine': Did Paul's Audiences Understand His Biblical Quotations?," Nov T41 (1999): 124-144;
"The Rhetoric of Quotations: An Essay on Method," in Early Christian Interpretation of the Scriptures of Israel (ed.
Craig A. Evans and James A. Sanders; JSNTSup 148; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 44-58. I am
indebted to Professor Stanley for sharing with me portions of the pre-publication manuscript of Arguing With
Scripture: The Rhetoric of Scripture in the Letters of Paul (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 2004).
56

Stanley, "Rhetoric," 57.

57

Stanley, "Quotations," 702-3.

58

Stanley, "Rhetoric," 58.
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In other words, we must distinguish between the way in which the New Testament author may
have come to understand an Old Testament text from the way he uses the text in his own writing.
For this reason, we should pay particular attention to explicit quotations.
Since most scholars have been concerned with the way Paul understood and
interpreted the biblical text, they have typically defined "quotation" as broadly as
possible, to include any series of words that reproduces with some measure of
accuracy the wording of a particular passage of Scripture. In this "author-centered"
approach, quotations need not be marked for audience recognition—the focus is on
what the author was doing with the biblical text, not whether the audience was aware
of the author's activity. The identification of allusions and "echoes" is important in
this approach, since these indirect references offer additional evidence of the
author's interpretive activity.
When the question is framed in terms of audience understanding, on the other
hand, the definition of "quotation" must be drawn more narrowly. The only
quotations that Paul's first-century audience would have definitely recognized are
those that are marked as such within the text. These include (a) those introduced by
an explicit quotation formula ("as it is written, etc.—the bulk of the texts); (b) those
accompanied by a clear interpretive gloss (e.g., 1 Cor. 15:27); and (c) those that
stand in demonstrable syntactical tension with their present Pauline surroundings
(e.g., Rom. 9:7 10:18; Gal. 2:12)?9
Quotations serve a variety of rhetorical purposes. The first is to persuade the audience.
What makes such a situation rhetorical is the perception by a speaker/author that (a)
things are not as they should be, and (b) language can be used to induce an audience
to bring about a change in the situation. By addressing a group of people in terms
meant to win their adherence, the speaker/author hopes to induce the audience to
think or act in such a way as to eliminate the rhetorical urgency that provoked the
address.6°
A quotation is most often an "argument from authority" that "is typically used to anticipate
and/or close off debate." The effectiveness of such an appeal "will depend in large part on the

59 Stanley, "Pearls," 131-32. Stanley may be too pessimistic about the ability to recognize quotations without
clear textual markers. Some texts may have been widely known in the church and thus recognizable without explicit
textual markers, as "let there be light," "God is love," and "do not judge" are recognized as biblical today, even by
those who know little about the Bible. Nevertheless, Stanley's overall point is sound.

69

Stanley, "Quotations," 707.
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audience's perception of the authority and/or credibility of the original source . . ."61 For the
early Christian community, an appeal to scripture would be the highest appeal of all.
From Paul's quotations we can see that he, like other Jews, believed that quoting the
words of Scripture should close off all debate on a subject. His appeals to the
authoritative text reveal his conviction that the words of Israel's God carry a force
that transcends all human argumentation.62
In addition, quotations "create a sense of communion between speaker and audience"63 and so
"increase the likelihood of a favorable response to the speaker's message."64
Second, quotations enhance the authority of the speaker. When an audience shared the
speaker's conviction of the divine origin of the scriptures, "the quotation showed the God of
Israel standing firmly on the side of the speaker." The speaker's knowledge of and ability to
interpret the scriptures would also prompt respect. "The fact that Paul could quote and interpret
such a holy text would have reinforced his status in the eyes of those to whom his letters were
directed, thus enhancing the success of his rhetoric."65
Even though an appeal to scripture might seem sufficient to clinch an argument, quotation
is usually not Paul's only means of argument.
Even in passages where quotations play a key role, Paul rarely grounds his argument
on the authority of Scripture alone. His usual practice is to embed his quotations in a
series of carefully structured arguments that he believes will speak to the needs and
capacities of his audience. Some of these arguments are framed around specific
biblical passages, but more often Paul simply follows the normal canons of rhetorical
speech, appealing to Scripture as one element in a broader argument.66
61 Stanley,

"Quotations," 703.

62

Stanley, "Quotations," 714.

63

Stanley, "Quotations," 704.

64

Stanley, "Rhetoric," 56.

65

Stanley, "Quotations," 722-23.

66

Stanley, "Quotations," 714-15.
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Stanley notes that "the use of multiple lines of argumentation is a standard recommendation of
rhetoricians as far back as Aristotle."67 From the argument as a whole (employing both
quotations and other rhetorical strategies), we can discern the author's rhetorical purposes.68
Stanley has also attempted to characterize the attitude toward and understanding of the
Bible among the original readers/hearers of the New Testament. The frequent quotations suggest
that the New Testament authors expected their audience to hold the Old Testament in high
regard. At the same time, Stanley believes that limited access to biblical scrolls69 and low rates of
•
that few in the audience would have had the ability to recognize the background
literacy70 meant

and context of many biblical quotations, or the opportunity to identify and examine the original
text of biblical quotations?' Fewer still would have possessed sufficient biblical knowledge to
recognize more subtle scriptural allusions or "echoes."72 This is not, however, necessarily an
impediment to understanding Paul's argument.

67 Stanley,
68

"Pearls," 140, n. 35.

Stanley, "Quotations," 724.

69 Private ownership of biblical scrolls would have been rare and Christians would have had limited access to
synagogues scrolls once tensions developed with official Judaism. Stanley, "Quotations," 717-19; "Pearls," 127.
7° Stanley cites data indicating literacy rates of perhaps 10-20%. Stanley, "Quotations," 719; "Pearls," 129.
OCD, s.v. "literacy," estimates literacy rates of at most 20-30%, but notes that this varied over time, location,
gender, and social class. Slaves were generally less literate, but "much reading and writing was done by slaves,
especially in Rome." Where much of the church was drawn from the lower classes (e.g., 1 Cor 1:26-29; 2 Cor 8:2;
Gal 2:10), literacy in the church may have been quite low, but "the ancient habit of reading aloud meant that written
texts could often be shared the more easily by others." Regardless of the exact percentage, literacy in the ancient
world was clearly lower than in contemporary industrialized societies. Stanley's larger point is unaffected.
71 Stanley,

"Pearls," 133-36,138.

72 Stanley, "Pearls," 131-33,139. This is not to say that the audience was completely biblically illiterate. "The
Christian gospel was accompanied by biblical prooftexts from its earliest days, and Christian moral instruction was
likewise grounded in part on biblical injunctions. Certain biblical passages (e.g., the Ten Commandments) and
stories about important biblical figures (Abraham, Moses, Elijah, David) were no doubt passed on orally in every
Christian congregation. The same was probably true for texts that could assist the members in defending their faith
before a hostile world. But this is a far cry from the kind of biblical knowledge that would be required to grasp the
significance of the many quotations that Paul offers, for example, in Romans 9-11, especially when the letter was
being read aloud before a gathered congregation." Stanley, "Quotations," 721.
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In most of Paul's quotations, however, the rhetorical point is clear enough that no
knowledge of the original context is required to make sense of the text. In other cases
Paul refers briefly to a biblical character or story in order to make a point, but the
reader need only know the broad parameters of the biblical story to grasp what Paul
is saying.73
As a result, the audience's understanding of the text cited would often be shaped more "by the
broader rhetorical context in which the quotation was embedded" than the original context.74
Stanley's work is important for a number of reasons. First, Stanley helpfully highlights the
important distinction between the way the Old Testament may have shaped an author's beliefs
and the way that author uses the Old Testament to instruct and persuade his audience, i.e., the
author's rhetorical purpose. Second, Stanley underscores the point that quotations are one of the
tools that authors use to accomplish their rhetorical purposes. By analyzing the use of quotations
and other rhetorical devices, we can gain insight into the author's purpose. We should therefore
expect to find explicit quotations and other rhetorical strategies concurring with and supporting
one another. Third, the use of quotations reveals something about the author's expectations of his
readers. Analysis of the use of quotations can help shape our understanding of the intended
audience of a work. Finally, Stanley has wisely warned us against assuming that the audience
would have been able to recognize subtle biblical allusions and recall their contexts.75 There is
therefore considerable value in focusing study on explicit quotations as key indicators of the
author's rhetorical purpose.

73

Stanley, "Pearls," 139.

74

Stanley, "Quotations," 720. See also Stanley, "Rhetoric," 53.

75 This is not to deny the presence of allusions, the light they shed on author's thinking, or the way in which
they lend authority to someone able to make them. It is rather to note the presence of Gentiles with little biblical
background in the audiences of many New Testament writings, and to assert that an author sensitive to his audience
would make the most important appeals to scripture ones that would be readily recognized and understood. For the
use of allusions in Jewish interpretation, see Martin Hengel and Daniel P. Bailey, "The Effective History of Isaiah
53 in the Pre-Christian Period," in The Suffering Servant: Isaiah 53 in Jewish and Christian Sources (ed. Bernd
Janowski and Peter Stuhlmacher; trans. Daniel P. Bailey; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004), 80.
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1.4

Goals, Methodology, and Assumptions

1.4.1 Goals
The present study seeks to contribute to the understanding of the Old Testament in LukeActs (and, more broadly, in the New Testament) by focusing attention on the neglected area of
Luke's use of the Old Testament in relation to the Gentiles and the Gentile mission. By doing so,
we can expect to shed fresh light on the text of the Old Testament cited by Luke, his Old
Testament hermeneutic, and his purpose in citing the Old Testament. The hermeneutical issues
are of particular importance, for, as C. H. Dodd has argued, the source of the distinctive
approach to the Old Testament that we find in the New is none other than Jesus himself.76 Many
who follow him as "teacher and lord" (John 13:13) will seek to follow his approach as their own.
Such a study will also contribute to our understanding of other issues. It will contribute
generally to the ongoing discussion about the purpose of Luke-Acts77 and will have implications
for wider questions about the relationship between the testaments, Old Testament hermeneutics,
the doctrine of the church and its mission, and the relation of Israel and the church.
1.4.2 Methodology
This study will focus on explicit Old Testament citations.78 The Old Testament has clearly
influenced the New in a variety of ways: linguistic influence (or imitation), explicit quotation,
and implicit influence (e.g., allusion, reference, motifs).79 Recent studies have increasingly

76

Charles H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures (London: Fontana Books, 1952), 110.

See the helpful summary of positions in Ian Howard Marshall, The Acts of the Apostles: An Introduction and
Commentary (TNTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), 17-22.
77

78

The methods by which explicit citations are identified and specific texts chosen are outlined in chapter 2.

79 Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 2. Larkin divides the latter category into allusions and use of Old Testament
ideas. William J. Larkin, "Toward a Holistic Description of Luke's Use of the Old Testament: A Method Described
and Illustrated from Luke 23:33-38, 44-49," in Evangelical Theological Society Papers (Portland: Theological
Research Exchange Network, 1987), 1.
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attended to scriptural allusions and intertextual "echoes."8° Such studies can provide insight into
the ways scripture may have shaped the author's thought and presentation, but explicit
statements and quotations claim a degree of priority. Although an author may not expect his
readers to recognize subtle allusions, audiences will certainly recognize explicit quotations.
Explicit citations are part of an author's conscious rhetorical strategy.81 The present study will
therefore focus on explicit citations. We will not only increase our understanding of the author's
explicit use of the Old Testament, but also develop a framework by which we may evaluate
proposed allusions or intertextual references.
The need to examine Old Testament citations related to the Gentiles and the Gentile
mission has been outlined above. The most significant recent contributions to the study of the
Old Testament in Luke-Acts (Rese and Bock) focus on role of the Old Testament in the
development of Luke's Christology. They address "the problem [of the Old Testament in LukeActs] from the perspective of only one aspect of the Lukan theology ."82 To understand more
fully the role of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts, we must bring other Old Testament citations
into this discussion. We noted Pao's observation that "a study focusing on the ecclesiological
function of scriptural citations in the Lukan writings still needs to be written."83 Because of the
central place occupied by the Gentile mission in the ecclesiology of Luke-Acts, an examination
of related Old Testament citations will constitute a major step toward meeting this need.
80 An influential figure in the discussion has been Richard B. Hayes, Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989). In Luke-Acts, see Rebecca Denova, The Things Accomplished Among
Us: Prophetic Tradition and the Structural Pattern of Luke-Acts (JSNTSup 141; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press, 1997); David P. Moessner, Lord of the Banquet: The Literary and Theological Significance of the Lukan
Travel Narrative (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989); Pao, Acts.

81 For

more on quotations as part of the author's rhetorical strategy, see, e.g., Stanley, "Rhetoric."
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Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 3.

83

Pao, Acts, 7-8.
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Specifically, this study will examine four explicit citations from the Old Testament in the
book of Acts that appear to be related to the Gentile mission.84

NT Reference
Acts 2:16-21
Acts 3:25
Acts 13:47
Acts 15:16-17

Reference to Gentiles
All flesh ... everyone who calls on the name of the Lord
All the families of the earth will be blessed
A light to the nations
All the Gentiles called by my name

OT Citation

Joel 2:23-32
Genesis 22:18
Isaiah 49:6
Amos 9:11-12

Each of these is plainly marked as an explicit citation by the use of an introductory formula.
Two, Acts 13:47 and Acts 15:16-18, explicitly function in the narrative to legitimate the Gentile
mission. In the other two, Acts 2:16-21 and Acts 3: 25, the Gentile mission has not yet begun or
become an issue in the life of the church, but it is anticipated by these citations.85 These four
texts have been identified through a careful examination of the topics to which the Old
Testament is explicitly applied in Luke-Acts, both in the statements that summarize Luke's
understanding of Old Testament (without explicit citations) and in the explicit citations.
These four texts come from four Old Testament books, evoke four major prophetic themes,
and occur in speeches by the three most important characters in Acts."

NT Reference
Acts 2:16-21
Acts 3:25
Acts 13:47
Acts 15:16-17

OT Citation

OT Theme

Joel 2:28-32
Genesis 22:18
Isaiah 49:6
Amos 9:11-12

Spirit
Abraham's seed
Isaianic servant
Davidic kingdom

Speaker
Peter
Peter
Paul
James

Reference to Gentiles
All flesh ... everyone who calls
All the families of the earth
A light to the nations
All the Gentiles called by my name

84 These texts were identified by the analysis outlined in chapter 2. A fifth text, Luke 3:6 (lsa 40:5) was also
identified, but limiting the present work to the four citations in Acts seemed to make a more focused and coherent
study. (Luke 3:6 will be treated briefly in the discussion of the expression "all flesh" in Acts 2:16-21.) The same
five texts have also been identified by Dahl, "Abraham," 157, n. 50; Wilson, Gentile Mission, 243.
85

We are not therefore dependent on D in Acts 1:2 for any hint of the Gentile mission before Acts 10 as Epp
claims. Eldon Jay Epp, The Theological Tendency of Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis in Acts (SNTSMS 3; Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1966), 66. See also the brief discussion of Acts 1:8 (section 3.3.3.3. below).
86 Three of these speeches "are strongly Davidic-Messianic" and they are given by "three of the most
theologically [emphasis his] important characters in Acts." Mark L. Strauss, The Davidic Messiah in Luke-Acts: The
Promise and Its Fulfillment in Lukan Eschatology (ISNTSup 110; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 192.
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This variety indicates the breadth of Old Testament support that Luke (and the speakers) found
for their views. The centrality of the themes and speakers underscores the issue's importance.
Once these Old Testament citations have been identified, each text will be studied in detail.
• Examination of the Old Testament text cited, including text-critical issues (in both the MT
and oG), and the meaning of the cited text in its original context.
• Examination of the New Testament citation, including text-critical issues, the New
Testament context in which the citation appears, and the interpretation of the citation in its
New Testament context.
•

In the light of the above, an examination of the form of the text cited, the hermeneutic
employed in the interpretation of the text and its application in its new context, and the
purpose of the citation, i.e., the way(s) in which the citation functions in the New Testament
context. (Because text, hermeneutic, and purpose are interrelated they will not be discussed
in separately, but conclusions will be summarized at appropriate points in the discussion.)
Two of the texts, Acts 13:47 and Acts 15:16-18, receive more detailed study. There are

three reasons: first, these texts play a distinctive role in explicitly legitimating the Gentile
mission in the narrative of Acts; second, there are complex issues involved in the interpretation
of these two texts; and, third, these texts have received less attention in recent studies on the Old
Testament in Luke-Acts." Even though the citations in Acts 2:16-21 and 3:25 have received
considerable attention because of their connection to Christological themes, it is necessary to

87 Neither of these texts, for example, are examined in Bock's major study, which ends with Acts 13:43. Bock,
Proclamation. The reason is that neither has been viewed as a Christological text.
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examine them in this context, in order to see clearly the way in which Old Testament citations
are employed to legitimate the Gentile mission in Luke-Acts.88
1.4.3 Principles, Assumptions, Limitations
To accomplish the purposes of this study, a number of principles, assumptions, and
limitations have been adopted.
This study focuses on the existing text of the book of Acts, and particularly on the way in
which selected Old Testament citations function within that text. It will not attempt to identify
sources or traditional material lying behind the text, nor will it examine the way(s) in which the
author may have used such sources or traditional materia1.89 This approach is motivated by the
conviction that, whatever sources may have been employed, the text as we have it is the text that
we must seek to understand. For those who view the final form of the text as the authoritative
canon of the church, it is particularly important that this form of the text be understood.
This study makes several assumptions. It assumes the unity and common authorship of
Luke-Acts, a position widely accepted by scholars." For the sake of convenience, the author of
this two-volume work will be referred to as "Luke."9 ' The fundamental historicity of the account

88 The issue is not whether Gentiles participate in the eschatological salvation. That is evident in many Old
Testament texts and in the teaching of Jesus. Cf. Joachim Jeremias, Jesus' Promise to the Nations (trans. S. H.
Hooke; SBT 24; Naperville, Ill.: Allenson, 1958). The issue is the way in which they are included in this salvation.
89 The

absence of parallel accounts makes it more difficult to identify sources in Acts in any case.

9° See, e.g., Frederick F. Bruce, The Book of the Acts (rev. ed.; NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988);
Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Gospel according to Luke (2 vols.; AB 28-28A; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
1981-1985); Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction (3d rev. ed.; Downers Grove, Ill.: Inter-Varsity, 1970);
Werner Georg Kummel, Introduction to the New Testament (trans. Howard Clark Kee; Nashville: Abingdon, 1975);
Ben Witherington, III, The Acts of the Apostles: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998).
91 The present study does not depend on the identification of this author. A strong case can be made, however,
for the identification of "the beloved physician," as the author of the third gospel and Acts. Fitzmyer, Luke, 35-39.
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given in Acts is assumed, i.e., that the book gives a reliable account of the events it records,92
including the accounts of speeches as "at least faithful epitomes, giving the gist of the arguments
used,"93 despite those who see the speeches as mostly or entirely compositions by Luke."
This study will not explore in detail the theme of rejection of the gospel by many Jews,
although this has been related to the Gentile mission both historically and theologically.95
Haenchen, for example, has argued that "for Luke, the Jews are 'written off" and "the Jewish
people . . . has forfeited salvation" and, as a result, the effort to reach the Jews has ended and
"now the mission goes only to the Gentiles."96 This view has come under increased attack, as "a
growing chorus of scholars . . . are protesting the notion that Luke depicts the triumph of gentile
Christianity at the expense of Jews."97 Jacob Jervell has argued that "'Israel first and after that
92

See the defense of Luke as historian in Ian Howard Marshall, Luke: Historian and Theologian (3d ed.;
Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1988).
93 Frederick F. Bruce, The Speeches in the Acts of the Apostles (London: Tyndale Press, 1942), 27. See also
Conrad Gempf, "Public Speaking and Published Accounts," in The Book of Acts in Its Ancient Literary Setting (ed.
Bruce W. Winter and Andrew D. Clarke; vol. 1 of the Book of Acts in Its First Century Setting, ed. Bruce W.
Winter; Grand Rapids, Eerdmans, 1993), 259-303; W. Ward Gasque, "The Speeches of Acts: Dibelius
Reconsidered," in New Dimensions in New Testament Study (ed. Richard N. Longenecker and Merrill C. Tenney;
Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1974).
94 Cadbury found the speeches "devoid of historical basis in genuine tradition." Henry J. Cadbury, "The
Speeches in Acts," in The Beginnings of Christianity: Part I The Acts of the Apostles (ed. Frederick J. Foakes
Jackson and Kirsopp Lake; 5 vols.; London: Macmillan, 1920-1933; repr., Grand Rapids: Baker, 1979), 5:426. So
also, Cadbury, Making of Luke-Acts, 184-193. Similarly, Dibelius found that "All of the preaching ... has Luke as
its author.... The author did not feel himself obliged to be loyal to what he had heard or the text that had come into
his possession." Martin Dibelius, Studies in the Acts of the Apostles (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1956),
183-184. E. Schweizer finds that "the speeches are basically compositions by the author of Acts" [emphasis his].
Eduard Schweizer, "Concerning the Speeches in Acts," in Studies in Luke-Acts (ed. Leander E. Keck and James
Louis Martyn; Nashville: Abingdon, 1966; repr., Mifflintown, Penn.: Siglar Press, 1999), 208.
95

See, e.g., Acts 13:36; 18:6; 28:28. Sanders believes Acts 4:11 also connects the rejection of the gospel by
Jews with the Gentile mission, arguing that the establishment of the cornerstone ensures that the building goes on,
but with other builders (compare Luke 20:16-17). Sanders, "Prophetic Use," 195-97.
Ernst Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles: A Commentary (trans. R. McL. Williams; Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1971), 128,129. In a similar vein, Jack T. Sanders can speak of Christ as "the cornerstone [the
reference is to Ps 118:22] not of a 'renewed Israel,' of 'the redeemed within Israel,' but of the church, which is
Gentile." Or, more bluntly: "The Jews are out and the Gentiles are in." Sanders, "Prophetic Use," 196,197.
97

Robert L. Brawley, Luke-Acts and the Jews (SBLMS 33; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987), 3.
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the Gentiles' is . . . not to be understood as an unsuccessful proclamation to Jews, which thereby
compelled the proclamation to Gentiles so that the Gentiles form a substitute for the lost people
of God."98 In fact, not all Jews rejected the gospel. In every text in which "the Jews" oppose the
gospel, there are also Jews who have believed. Thus "the schema that sees the rejection of the
gospel by the Jews as providing the impetus for the Gentile mission is not supported by a reading
of Luke-Acts as a whole."99 Rather "the salvation of the Gentiles and Israel are inseparable."'w
This is an important and sensitive area. Jewish scholars are understandably troubled by the
idea of the "replacement" or "supersession" of Israel by a (predominantly) Gentile church as the
true heir of the scriptures and "heritage of Israel,"1°1 even if the church began among the many
Jews who accepted the message about Jesus.1°2 Christian scholars are at the same time eager to
claim the Old Testament as part of the heritage of the church. These questions are as old as the
book of Acts, and their sensitivity has not been diminished by the long history of anti-Semitism
that has been sometimes (spuriously) been based by some on the answers given to these
questions. Nevertheless, Luke's use of the Old Testament in relation to rejection of the gospel by

98

Jervell, "Divided People," 53,'11 49.

99

Earl Richard, "The Divine Purpose: The Jews and the Gentile Mission (Acts 15)," in Luke-Acts: New
Perspectives from the Society of Biblical Literature Seminar (ed. Charles H. Talbert; New York: Crossroad, 1984),
197. "The partial rejection on the part of the Jews does not provide the basis for preaching to Gentiles because
preaching to Gentiles was already contained in the missionary command of God." Jervell, "Divided People," 61.
(The argument is based on the citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47. See below, chapter 3.) Similarly, "salvation of
Gentiles was from the beginning envisaged by God and included as part of his promises to Israel. Luke does not
claim that the church has replaced Israel as the people of God." Dahl, "Abraham," 151.
w° Johannes

Munck, Paul and the Salvation of Mankind (trans. Frank Clarke; London: SCM, 1959), 44.

101 This latter expression is prompted by the recent volume, David P. Moessner, ed., Jesus and the Heritage of
Israel: Luke's Narrative Claim upon Israel's Legacy (Harrisburg, Penn.: Trinity Press International, 1999).

102 This study will speak of "rejection by (many) Jews" to indicate that many Jews (and official Judaism)
rejected the message about Jesus, while seeking to avoid the impression that all Jews did so. The expression "the
Jews" appears in quotation marks, both to signify that this is the language Luke uses to characterize Jewish
adversaries and to serve as a reminder that "the Jews" does not mean all Jews.
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"the Jews" is a distinct topic, and will not be examined in detail in this study, except where this
issue arises explicitly in discussion of the four citations.
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CHAPTER 2
SCRIPTURE SUMMARIES AND OLD TESTAMENT CITATIONS
This chapter will seek to survey the full range of explicit appeal to the Old Testament in
Luke-Acts. First, it will examine 14 statements in which Luke summarizes Old Testament
teachings without citing a particular text.' These have seldom been brought into the discussion of
the use of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts. Second, it will look at explicit Old Testament
citations in Luke-Acts. More than half of these are cited as prophecies. It will become apparent
that the major themes in the prophetic citations correspond closely to the major emphases in the
summary statements. Both summary statements and explicit citations focus on the suffering,
death and resurrection of Christ; the attendant eschatological blessings; the rejection of Christ by
"the Jews;" the coming judgment; and the proclamation of the gospel to the nations. This twofold
witness to Luke's understanding of the Old Testament will shed light on Luke's purpose in
writing, as well as his understanding of the Old Testament and its fulfillment in Christ.
2.1

Scripture Summaries

One of the distinctives of the use of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts is the 14 statements
that summarize aspects of the Old Testament expectation that have now been fulfilled (or are yet
to be fulfilled) in Christ.2 These statements use language commonly employed in citation

The full text of these summaries is found in Appendix 1.
2

Jacob Jervell has noted that these summaries are distinctive of Luke's approach to the Old Testament. He can
find only a few similar statements elsewhere in the New Testament (Matt 22:40; 26:56; John 1:45; 5:39, 46; 20:9;
Rom 1:2-3; 3:21; 16:26; 1 Cor 15:3-4; Heb 1:1).
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formulas (e.g., ypacpco, ypeapi, xpopirtrig, vOp.oc, or 7aripow), but do not cite particular Old
Testament texts. We will refer to these 14 texts as "scripture summaries."3
2.1.1 Luke 24
Of particular importance are the two scripture summaries in Luke 24. Schubert's argument
for the importance of Luke 24 for understanding of Luke-Acts has already been noted. In
particular, Schubert notes the emphasis on fulfilled prophecy in the three events that are related
in this chapter. First, in vv. 5-9, angels remind the women at the tomb of words of Jesus had
spoken before his death.` Second, in vv. 25-27, two travelers on the road to Emmaus receive a
lesson from Jesus on the interpretation of the Old Testament and its application to himself.5
Kai ccirroc eine)/ rpoc cciycniq w Ccvenizoi,
ical.13pa,8814 zlj icap&pc Tub Etat£1)£1,V bet
reicnv oic adaricrav of rpoyficcev of
zsciira aez yraOsiv 'rev xptarav ;cal
eicrelOsiv sic v)v Way celizoi3; Kai
Ccpeciu.ivoc Curb Mcoikrie)c Kai, Curb
navrcov ztiJv irpoprriiiv Ettipplivivaiv
ccirroic Ev nocaat; tai; ypcupaic roc nipi

And he said to them, "0 foolish men,
and slow of heart to believe all that
the prophets have spoken! Was it not

necessary that the Christ should
suffer these things and enter into his
glory?" And beginning with Moses
and all the prophets, he interpreted to
them in all the scriptures the things
concerning himself.

"All the prophets" "beginning with Moses" had spoken, just as Jesus had, about his suffering and
glory. The comprehensive nature of the Old Testament witness to Christ in this text is striking.
Not only is it necessary toii ntatEl)ELV

necolv ID% acickriaav of npogritroct ("to believe

3

Joseph Fitzmyer calls these "global references" and lists seven in Acts: 3:18, 24; 10:43; 17:3; 18:28; 24:1415; 26:22-23. The present study counts Acts 3:18-26 as a single summary and adds Acts 7:52; 13:27; 28:23 as well
as Luke 1:68-75; 18:31-33; 21:20-24; 24:25-27; 24:44-49. I cannot find that Fitzmyer has attempted to identify
similar texts in Luke. Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Acts of the Apostles (AB 31; New York: Doubleday, 1998), 91.
Darrell Bock has referred to them as "summary citations," and lists five: Luke 24:26, 44-47; Acts 3:22-23; 17:2-3;
26:22-23. Darrell L. Bock, "Scripture and the Realization of God's Promises," in Witness to the Gospel (ed. Ian
Howard Marshall and David Peterson; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 42. Jacob Jervell calls them "summary
references" and lists nine: Acts 3:18, 24; 10:43; 17:3; 18:28; 24:14; 26:23; Luke 14:26, 46. Jervell, "Center," 123.
4

Because this prophecy comes from Jesus rather than the Old Testament, it will receive no further attention.

5 In each of these citations, bold italic type indicates the content of the Old Testament teaching, while
underlined text indicates the general reference to the Old Testament.
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all that the prophets have spoken"), but to see throughout the Old Testament, Ccith Marliaicoc
Kai anb navuov tciiv 7rpovri-reiiv ("from Moses and all the prophets") Tat nepi, iavroi3
("the things concerning [Jesus]"). It seems that we are not meant merely to identify a few
isolated predictions of Christ here and there in the Old Testament, but to find Christ anticipated
(in various ways) in iv naaatc 'talc wa(paic ("in all the scriptures"). This stimulating lesson
in Old Testament interpretation prompted an enthusiastic response (v. 32).
Kai ibrav icpbc 67,.X.TjA.ovg OAVL i KapSia
v Katopivi Av [iv iigiv] oi; bAicAzt.
eic Stiivotyev
Tat;
ill.tiv iv Tfi
ilm(Pacc;

They said to each other, "Did not our
hearts burn within us while he talked
to us on the road, while he opened to
us the scriptures?"

Third, vv. 44-49 record Jesus' final and fullest summary interpretation of the Old Testament.6
Einev Se 7cpbc aiycoi%. oirrot of Xoyot
goy at); iXeckricya Tcpec 4,a; sect iov ai)v
Ott Sal laripaAhlvat navta Tic
yeipaggiva iv TO vow!) Mcoiiclicoc Kai
TOlic npotpitratc iccet iva4toic
Toy vain/ Dati
Tote Strivotev
aiwtivat Tie; ipcupac• Kai einev cuntoic

Cat oiito); yiypartat gaiety zbv xplarbv
Kai avacrrilvat ex veKpoiv s-§ rpizil
iluipa, Kai Knpvx0ijvca exi zcp ovopart
mica peravoiav sic atpeaav apapradiv
sic ativra za it9vi . apgapevoz arch
TepovaaVyt •opeic paprvpeg raozaw.
Kai [i(SolV ay& diroaziA.A.co zily
izaryeAlav Tali ravel pov iv' t'ylifigilieig SE Kaelaare iv '01 yreblei icoc ot3
iv8iknicree a t5vovg

Then he said to them, "These are my words
which I spoke to you, while I was still with
you, that everything written about me in
the law of Moses and the prophets and the
psalms must be fulfilled." Then he opened
their minds to understand the scriptures,
and said to them, "Thus it is written, that
the Christ should suffer and on the third
day rise from the dead, and that
repentance and [lit. unto] forgiveness of
sins should be preached in his name to all
nations, beginning from Jerusalem. You
are witnesses of these things. And behold,
I send the promise of my Father upon
you; but stay in the dry, until you are
clothed with power from on high."

Again, these words leave the clear impression that there are many things in the Old Testament
that must be fulfilled in Jesus (theta Toe lifeypagpivcc, "everything written"). In addition to
Jesus' suffering, death, and resurrection, we are to find more written about Christ and his

6

The central importance of this summary has also been noted by Carroll Stuhlmueller and Donald Senior, The

Biblical Foundations for Mission (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis, 1983).
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ministry iv To) V6110,) Maiiaiwc Kai ioiS irpmpirjuac Koti tvaXgoi. ("in the law of Moses,
the prophets, and the psalms"). As noted previously, Schubert summarizes:
The kerygma includes the proclamation . . . of repentance and the forgiveness of sins
in his name . . . which is to go to all the nations . .. that the 'apostles' are to be
witnesses of these things . . . and the coming of the Holy Spirit.7
This scripture summary thus moves beyond Christology proper to include implications or results
of Jesus' suffering, death, and resurrection, i.e., the proclamation of repentance and forgiveness
"to all the nations," led by the testimony of the apostles and empowered by the Holy Spirit.8
Similar summary statements are found in 12 other passages in Luke-Acts. After surveying
the language used to refer to the Old Testament, we will summarize their teaching.
2.1.2 References to the Old Testament
The scripture summaries refer to the Old Testament in a variety of ways.
Luke 1:68-75

Luke 18:31-33
7

ibiA.rlacv &Cc atop.ovrog -ccbv
Ccyitov an' c owo; immo-rubv
gkEoc 1.te'rix ubv
natipow iDubv &Wiwi;
ecyiag aiyurti, optcov ov efilloaEy
rpbc 'Appaocp, toy irazipa fulcbv
mivra tat yeypowl.thva Stia Toil/

he spoke by the mouth of his holy
prophets from of old ... the mercy
promised to our fathers . .. his
holy covenant, the oath which he
swore to our father Abraham.
everything that is written of the

Schubert, "Structure and Significance," 177.

8 Most commentators conclude the summary of "what is written" with the proclamation to "all nations" (or
possibly with agigevov Curb lepowsockiw, if we follow the RSV and a substantial number of manuscripts
reading agac.tEvov in place of ecgagevot.) Thus J. Dupont believes that in 24:46-47 Luke "reduces the teaching
of the messianic prophecies to three points," the suffering of Christ, his resurrection on the third day, and the
proclamation to the nations—omitting the apostolic witness and promise of the Spirit from the prophetic summary.
Dupont, "Salvation," 17. Admittedly, verses 48 and 49 are admittedly not grammatically a part of "thus it is
written." However, the Spirit-empowered apostolic witness is the means by which the message of repentance and
forgiveness are to be preached to the nations. Luke finds the gift of the Spirit promised by the prophet Joel (Acts
2:16-21). Dennis Johnson has argued that this witness, the Spirit, and "the ends of the earth) are three themes from
the 1saianic servant songs woven together in the "programmatic" Acts 1:8. Dennis E. Johnson, The Message of Acts
in the History of Redemption (Phillipsburg, N.J.: P&R Publishing, 1997), 34-36. It may thus be argued that the
universal witness and the Spirit belong to a complex of themes that Luke found prophesied in the Old Testament and
that their presence in this summary of "what is written" is not accidental. The apostolic witness to Christ's sufferings
and resurrection in fact becomes part of the kerygma (Acts 2:32; 3:15; 5:32; 10:39, 41; 13:31; cp. 22:15; 26:16.)
Thus, "all the elements of verses 46-48 fall under the spell of the lead, 'thus it is written': the death and resurrection
of Jesus, the worldwide proclamation of conversion and forgiveness, the gift of the Spirit to the witnessing
community," Stuhlmueller and Senior, Biblical Foundations, 257.
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Luke 21:20-24
Luke 24:25-27

Luke 24:44-49

Acts 3:18-26

Acts 7:52
Acts 10:43
Acts 13:27-29

Acts 17:2-3
Acts 18:28
Acts 24:14-15
Acts 26:22-23
Acts 28:23

Irporreiiv to) viti) -Ea avepoirov
aiStai Etatv Tub Tariaefivat
netvta "r6c yeypaggiva
nasty ol.; iXdariaav ot
rpovitrat ... ecosii.tevoc eaco
Morbaicog mi dciro navrcov '6W
7CpWTI-6W ... iV necaat; nag
ypcupaig "Ca icEpi iwutoi)
oei nkripcoefivat icavta TO(
yeypaggiva iv TO v6p.o.)
Mortiaicoc Kai TOic nporitoct;
Kai waXgoi; =pi igotil ...
oiitcoc yiyncortat ygypartat.
o Si 0a5;, a IrpoicatijiyetXcv &Cc
otogaToc iravuov 'rein/ rpogyritiov
. inXiipcoaev OiSTCO; ... ncivrew
(17w iXecAmcrev 6 OeOc 8toe
o-rop,ccroc c6iv dcyicov Cur' atoivog
airroi5 npogrriubv ... recvsec Se
ot nomptat &no EagoviiA, Kat
tdiv ica04r1c 6r.yot iXakriaocv
'OW nportroiv ... toi.);
npoicaTaiyeiXavz a;
navtc; ot Tcpoptriat
gap rupofiatv
Tat; (powac; TeoV xporrroiv -cacc
Kat& nav .36(13(3a-toy
avaymoaxopivac ...
inXijpoxyav navta Tex irept
ainoi) yeypagggva.
T6.iv ypoupciiv
-rein/ ypoupiov
Ram Toic -Kat& Tin/ vop,ov Kai
coi; iv 'MI; rpoviratg
yEipapivotc
oi)Sev ixtog Xiyow aiv le of
irpo(pfitat aackriaav 1.taktiv-ccov
yiveaeat -Kai Murbali;
aro 're 'COf) vopkru Mcobagtoc Kai
tdiv npocinitcbv

Son of man by the prophets
to fulfill all that is written
all that the prophets have spoken
... beginning with Moses and all
the prophets ... in all the
scriptures the things concerning
himself.
everything written about me in the
law of Moses and the prophets and
the psalms must be fulfilled ...
Thus it is written
what God foretold by the mouth of
all the prophets ... he thus
fulfilled ... all that God spoke by
the mouth of his holy prophets
from of old . .. all the prophets
who have spoken, from Samuel
and those who came afterwards
the utterances of the prophets ...
who announced beforehand
all the prophets bear witness
the utterances of the prophets
which are read every sabbath ...
fulfilled ... all that was written of
him
the scriptures
the scriptures
everything laid down by the law or
written in the prophets
what the prophets and Moses said
would come to pass
both from the law of Moses and
from the prophets

We can summarize these expressions in the following table.
Expression
the prophets (written or spoken)

the scriptures
(everything that is) written

Frequency References
Luke 18:31-33; 24:25-27; 24:44-49; Acts
12
3:18-26 (3x); 7:52; 10:43; 13:27-29;
24:14-15; 26:22-23; 28:23
4
Luke 1:68-75; 24:25-27; Acts 17:2-3; 18:28
Luke 21:20-24; 24:44-49; Acts 13:27-29
3
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Moses / the law (of Moses)

5

Luke 24:25-27; 24:44-49; Acts 24:14-15;
26:22-23; 28:23

the Psalms
Samuel
those who announced beforehand

1
1
1

Luke 24:44-49

the mercy promised to our fathers

1
1

Luke 1:68-75

1

Luke 1:68-75

His holy covenant
the oath which he swore to our
father Abraham

Acts 3:18-26
Acts 7:52
Luke 1:68-75

"The prophets" is the most prevalent way of referring to the Old Testament here. Only three
summaries do not mention the prophets (Luke 21:24; Acts 17:2-3; Acts 18:28). Nine refer to
"the scriptures" or "what is written," including the three that do not mention "the prophets," so
that at least either "the prophets" or "the scriptures"/"what is written" appears in each of the
summaries. "Moses" or "the law of Moses" occurs in five texts. Surprisingly, although there are
13 explicit citations from eight Psalms in Luke-Acts, the Psalms are mentioned only once in the
summaries. Several other expressions appear only once, especially those from Luke 1:68-75. All
of the scripture summaries in Acts appear in speeches to or descriptions of encounters with Jews,
who would be expected to know and respect the Old Testament; none appear in addresses to
unbelieving Gentiles, who might be less likely to find such an appeal persuasive.9
2.1.3 The Content of the Scripture Summaries
We can identify five main themes in the scripture summaries: the suffering, death,
resurrection, and exaltation of the Messiah; the coming of eschatological blessings; God's
judgment; the rejection of Christ by many Jews; the offer of forgiveness to all (Jew or Gentile)
who believe in Jesus.
9 This observation is not meant to depreciate the importance of the Old Testament among Gentile believers.
Luke (usually understood to be a Gentile) cites the Old Testament over 70 times in his two-volume work addressed
to Theophilus, another Gentile. Nevertheless, the Old Testament is not cited in speeches addressed to "true pagans,"
Gentiles who did not have previous contact with the Scriptures of Israel. See Acts 14:14—I 8; 17:22-31. Paul's
reference to the law and the prophets in 24:14 is not an appeal to authority (as 26:22, 27 appears to be) but part of
Paul's strategy of presenting himself as an orthodox Jew guilty only of an intramural disagreement.
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Like Luke 24:25-27, several scripture summaries focus on the suffering and death of the

Messiah. Luke 18:31-33 records Jesus' third passion prediction. Luke alone (of the synoptic
authors) explicitly notes that Jesus' passion must happen so that TEXEsuariazTat narca Tex

yeypcwava Stec tthv npocmcciiv tiw vice -cub- Ocvepthnov ("everything that is written of the
Son of man by the prophets will be accomplished"), I°
HapaXarkov Se tobg ScliSeKa ETICEV xpes
ccirrol5c- ',Sob avapaivogev eic
lepovaakip, Kai, TeXeolijaetat micvta

is yeypaggiva &a tcbv npowit tOO

Viet) toy a,Vep(o/COlY rapaSofhjarrat yap
roic lOveatv Kai epiratxthjaerat xai

Optaerjaerat xai eisgsvcrericre-cat !cal
pacrnythaavrec earoicrevoticriv aiprov,
Kai ri 4ilipce zfl zpipi avaaviaeras.

And taking the twelve, he said to them,
"Behold, we are going up to Jerusalem,
and everything that is written of the
Son of man by the prophets will be
accomplished. For he will be delivered
to the Gentiles, and will be mocked
and shamefully treated and spit upon;
they will scourge him and kill him,
and on the third day he will rise."

What specifically will be fulfilled is that Jesus will be handed over to the Gentiles, that he will be
ridiculed, abused, and killed, and that on the third day he will return to life. The same ideas find
expression in Paul's sermon at Thessalonica (Acts 17:2-3).
Kat& Si to eiaeog tiw flaiiXo?
itpac aiyrobc Kai E7ci cyliNata tpia
SteXgato ainoic dote toiv ypay6jv.
Stavoiycov Kai Icapatteggevoc 6-ct, 'rev

xpiarew 'Set =OEN xai eevaavivat ex
veicpciiv Kai Su olls-og early o zpearac
[o] lricrofic Ov Eych KatayyikXto

And Paul went in, as was his custom,
and for three weeks he argued with
them from the scriptures, explaining
and proving that it was necessary for
the Christ to suffer and to rise from
the dead, and saying, "This Jesus,
whom I proclaim to you, is the Christ."

By demonstrating that "the scriptures" made it "necessary for the Christ to suffer and to rise from

the dead," Paul sought to bring his hearers to the conclusion that Jesus is the awaited Christ.
Other texts also indicate that the Old Testament anticipated Christ's passion. In Acts 26:23,
=cell.* o xplatoc ... 4 dcvaa'rdcaecog veKpoiv ("Christ must suffer, and . . . rise from the

I° Cp. Matt 20:17-19; Mark 10:32-34, although the reference to the "Son of man" may itself be construed as a
reference to the Old Testament See the bibliography provided in George Eldon Ladd, A Theology of the New
Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974), 145-46. The other two passion predictions are found in Luke 9:22 (II
Matt 16:21; Mark 8:31) and 9:44 (II Matt 17:22-23; Mark 9:31).
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dead") is among the things 6v

'CC

of zpocpttrat iXeckrpocv geacirrow yiveaeat Kai

Moyiimjc ("what the prophets and Moses said would come to pass"). In Acts 3:18-24, Peter
announces that 6 SE 8e6;, a irpoicavjyyakev Stec cytogatoc necvuov ..cCov irpoqyritciiv
("what God foretold by the mouth of all the prophets," 3:18, cp. 3:21) . &no EagoirO, Kai
Toiv ica9Efic &rot aakricrav ("from Samuel and those who came afterwards," 3:24) was
nakiv Toy xptcrcov ocircoii ("that his Christ should suffer," 3:18). Acts 13:27-29 states that
the Tag cpcovecc Tiov itpocpwcoiv indicated that the Christ would be condemned and killed:
Ot yap KOCTOIXO'UVTEc iv lepovacaiip,
icat of Cipxovng airriov Z013TOV
ecyvoipavtec kat Tac; (pcovat; cebv
irpocivntiov TOE; Ka-coc 'nay adcp(3orrcov
ex.vaytwomcouivac xpivavre;
gialipcoaav, Kai gioegiav al:ritzy
Oavatov ei)porre; frrirjaavto IltAtiTov
avoupeOlivat at5rov. thc Si iTiXecav
rdcvta tec 7rEpt aircol3 yeypaggiva.
ica0eXOrrec dc/co Toi) VaoA) E9rpcav eig
pArrigeiov.

For those who live in Jerusalem and their
rulers, because they did not recognize him
nor understand the utterances of the
prophets which are read every sabbath,
fulfilled these by condemning him.
Though they could charge him with
nothing deserving death, yet they asked
Pilate to have him killed. And when they
had fulfilled all that was written of him,
they took him down from the tree, and laid
him in a tomb.

Other scripture summaries indicate that the Old Testament points to the Messiah's identity
and demonstrate that Jesus is the awaited Messiah. We noted above that Paul, in Acts 17:2-3,
draws the explicit conclusion that otircog gCYTIN 6 xptatOc 6 'Iticrolic ("This Jesus . . . is the
Christ"). Similarly, Acts 1 8:28 summarizes Apollos' message as demonstrating dvat toy
xptatOv Trpoliv ("that the Christ was Jesus").
lovoalotc
drrovcog yap
Stanc-rip.iyxe•co 8ii_tocricc intoetxvi); Stec
teov ypacpeov eivat rev xptarov 777aoliv.

for he [Apollos] powerfully confuted the
Jews in public, showing by the scriptures
that the Christ was Jesus.

In Acts 3:25-26, Peter adds a quotation from Genesis to the summary of 3:18-24 to establish
that Jesus is the long-awaited prophet and "seed" of Abraham, who will establish itecrrow
Xeckiriaev 6 0E0c Stec at011octoc T6w ayiow art' aldivoc ainoi) irpooTtthv ("all that God
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spoke by the mouth of his holy prophets from of old, 3:21") and bring Koapol, avatrgecoc
&no npoadncov to'6 Kvpiov ("times of refreshing from the Lord," 3:19).
o Se 0e6c, a zpolcanjyyalev Sta

avOitaroc iccirrcov ro3v irpocirrdiv gaBeiv
Toy xpaarov atiZov, ZirMpwcrev oth-wc
p.ezavoiloate crov KaL ircta-cpiwate sic zb
gaXeupOilvat i)p.ciiv vac cip.apriccg, kw;
Curb
av 0.0(i)61,V Katpoi
irpoathrrov to'6 rupiov Kai C7coa-real:1 toy
npoKexetpusgivov vgLV xptcrcov Thaoi3v, Ov
oat o•Upavov ger/ Kaaeat, axpt xpovow
iiiroKatacruicrauc narrow thy acieAmaEv 6
sack St& cycogaroc to5v ayix.ov alt' aiiovoc
avzov irpogyriviw. Mcoi5afic µEv Einev oft

gpopizqv tipiv avacrrijael rijptoc 6 Osag
tipdiv ex TOW 0a5e2vo3v 4/L6,V aig eile"
afrrob encotiaeaBe mar zarra 5aa ery
brat Se islicra
AaAljag 7rpbc
#rtc eo , eacoijan Tof spoqnjwv
erceivov goAeOpevehicrerat etc Tofi Aaof).
Kai iraytec SE of rEpoyfitat Ocrcb EagoviiA.
Kai -tiov KaOgilg ocrot, Ad.A.Thryav Kai
KatijyyEaav zac i}pepo;c• rairrag. •tigei;
ecru of vi01, 'OW rrpo(pirciiiv Kai Trig
otaefirric 1); 81.60E-co 6 ecoc rpac Tab;
A.gyow npoc 'Al3paeep: Kai b
ircagpac
td argpp.ati. aov [iv]evkaynOricrovrat.
nthrat cd rcatptal TA; yijc. vµiv irpo3rov
civacrrrjaag o Osac rbv saaa atia-of
dexecrcetilev ain-bv etiA,oroiivra Autiq ev
rib 0exoarpivetv iicacrzov dice riiiv
soviiptcliv poky.

But what God foretold by the mouth of
all the prophets, that his Christ should
suffer, he thus fulfilled. Repent
therefore, and turn again, that your sins
may be blotted out, that times of
refreshing may come from the presence
of the Lord, and that he may send the
Christ appointed for you, Jesus, whom
heaven must receive until the time for
establishing all that God spoke by the
mouth of his holy prophets from of old.
Moses said, 'The Lord God will raise up
for you a prophet from your brethren as
he raised me up. You shall listen to him
in whatever he tells you. And it shall be
that every soul that does not listen to
that prophet shall be destroyed from the
people.' And all the prophets who have
spoken. from Samuel and those who
came afterwards, also proclaimed these
days. You are the sons of the prophets
and of the covenant which God gave to
your fathers, saying to Abraham, 'And in
your posterity shall all the families of the
earth be blessed.' God, having raised up
his servant, sent him to you first, to
bless you in turning every one of you
from your wickedness."

Acts 7:52 describes the prophets as To'bc icpoicaTccyyEiXccv-rct; ("those who announced
beforehand") ... tfig iXEISCTECO; Tof) Succciau ("the coming of the Righteous One").
Tim Toiv npogyrrriiiv oiyK g8i.o.Aav oi
rcatepec i)plOv: Kai dorgicravav -roVc
rrpoKatayyeilav-ca; sepi rill eletkrecK
rov SucaIov, ov viivi4teig irpookat Kai
yoveic iyeve606,

Which of the prophets did not your
fathers persecute? And they killed those
who announced beforehand the coming
of the Righteous One, whom you have
now betrayed and murdered

In Acts 28:23, Paul in Rome is otagaptvpogevoc Thv J3aaileiccv to 0Eoli ("testifying
about the kingdom of God") and seeking to "convince them" nEpi Two Triaotii ("about Jesus").
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iiXeov
TaVitp,Evot
4viccv
icAxiovec
irpbc airtov Eic tiiiv
otc it etieeto Stagap-cupoilevoc rile
13acraeiav ZOO ()sob', ireiecov tie
airrubc xepi roi3 7rlaoii &no tic con
vogov Mcoiiago); Kai Taiv irpovisiov.
&Kb nixot Ecoc kanipac.

When they had appointed a day for him,
they came to him at his lodging in great
numbers. And he expounded the matter to
them from morning till evening, testifying
to the kingdom of God and trying to
convince them about Jesus both from the
law of Moses and from the prophets.

Other scripture summaries describe the blessings of the Messianic age. Zechariah's prayer
in Luke 1:68-75, one of the less precise but certainly more exuberant of the scripture summaries,
celebrates God's redemption of his people using a variety of terms from the Old Testament:
visited, redeemed, salvation, mercy, deliverance, service.
Eiaorrro; r6ptoc 6 Ocog to13
Ott effecrrityaro Kai effolgaev lorpwatv
acv Aaci) mom"), Kai ibreipev Kipag
cramipiac 41.tiv eV oixcp davii5 ;mak
croroi3, KaOcbc iXakricycv St6c atOgatoc
akiivoc irporrritiv aiyroi5.
Tcbv ecyicov
aompiav 4 izepeiv illsiov Kai ix
zezpag xenon, re& pscrolivrow
norliaat aeoc geth Taw rcaTepow AReov
icc RvricrOgivat &aim; oiyiac
OpKov Ov 651-toacv orcp6; 'Af3packu, tbv
iraTepa ilucbv. rob 3otivat 4piv avcificog
eK zetpb; ex9p6iv hvaGivrag flarpeoetv
atIro, iv ocrtorwt tad ihratocrovy
iwinriov aorof) zacratc raig iLuipcag.
7}µ63v.

"Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, for

he has visited and redeemed his people,
and has raised up a horn of salvation
for us in the house of his servant David,
as he spoke by the mouth of his holy
prophets from of old, that we should be
saved from our enemies, and from the
hand of all who hate us; to perform the
mercy promised to our fathers, and to
remember his holy covenant, the oath
which he swore to our father Abraham,

to grant us that we, being delivered from
the hand of our enemies, might serve
him without fear, in holiness and
righteousness before him all the days of
our life.

Acts 28: 23 (cited above) indicates that Paul was StagainupOptvoc

Paatkeiocv Tab

°art') ("testifying to the [realization of the] kingdom of God"). Acts 3:24 refers broadly to "these
days," which in context include the suffering and ascension of Christ, the long-awaited prophet
like Moses, and the seed of Abraham, who will bring times of refreshing from the Lord (Katpoi
(3cvaxtrkeco; ano npocconov Tub rupiov).
Among these blessings is the hope of the resurrection (Acts 24:14-15).
OuoXorb Se ToV--co Got on. rata Tip/
666v ijv Xiyouotv atpEatv, 01STCO;
nottpgio? 0E65 7CLGTEISOW
Xawelko
Kat&
Toy vogov Kal Tot; iv
ndat Tot;

But this I admit to you, that according to the
Way, which they call a sect, I worship the
God of our fathers, believing everything laid
down by the law or written in the nronhets.
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TOic rpocinitat; yeypocu.Ovotc, eAfriSa
irov sic %-bv 6ebv •Iv xai ainoi 01`YZ0t
npocrogxovtat, oevaaracrtv gen.etv
&wear Swaim/ Te Kai &Throw.

down by the law or written in the prophets,
having a hope in God which these
themselves accept, that there will be a
resurrection of both the just and the unjust.

This same blessing is suggested by Acts 26:22-23, when Paul refers to Christ as "being the first
to rise from the dead" (ei, nixirrog

4 avacyclicsecog vexpeov), implying that others will follow.

This is "nothing but what the prophets and Moses said would come to pass" (oi.)Sav grcog
Xgycov wv -ce of Tcpotptcott eXecknaav p,EXX6v-tcov yiveaat Kai Mcoiiafic).
There is also an indication of impending judgment (Luke 21:20-24). This distress and
desolation will come "to fulfill all that is written" (x013 7rAlicrefival 7E6N/to( roc yeypamigvoc).
"Gray oi i:orrtE KvicAovitivqv 'orb
avawire&ov IepovaaAtip„ Ton yvelrE
Ott ijyyttcev 1) epijococric airrfjc. Ton of
EV TTl lovSaiqc (pevyi-roaccv Eic Ta opi
Kai of iv 1.tiact) airrfic iicxwpeittoaav
Kai of iv taic xthpatc
eicsepx6a0coaav etc ccimiv, Eat iipsepaz
itantlicrewc ccirrai Eictv Totii
iatiaefivat neerta tet yeypagiliva. oval
Tat; iv yacrcpi ixoixyat; Kai, Tea;
OriAteCoi")aatc iv iicEivat,c Talc iii.tipcctc•
icreat yap avecycii perciAN esci zns yfic
Kai opyri zd) Acta) Tothyp, Kai
Ireaoiirrat o-ropay pazaipqg Kai
alzuailartraelicrovrar dig sir ievii
ffavra, Kai Iepovcraillig icrs-ar ,
gctroviLevii (nth ievrav, azpt ov
70,77pa)0&atv icarpoi ievthy.

But when you see Jerusalem surrounded
by armies, then know that its desolation
has come near. Then let those who are in
Judea flee to the mountains, and let those
who are inside the city depart, and let not
those who are out in the country enter it;
for these are days of vengeance, to fulfill
all that is written. Alas for those who are
with child and for those who give suck in
those days! For great distress shall be
upon the earth and wrath upon this
people; they will fall by the edge of the
sword, and be led captive among all
nations; and Jerusalem will be trodden
down by the Gentiles, until the times of
the Gentiles are fulfilled.

The same summaries that speak of the sufferings of Christ and the judgment to come also
highlight the rejection of Jesus, particularly by those who are Jews. "Behold, we are going up to
Jerusalem .. . he will be delivered to the Gentiles" (Luke 18:31-33; cp. Acts 13:27-29). The
judgment coming on Jerusalem (Luke 21:20-24) is (in light of 19:37-44) the result of the city's
spiritual blindness and refusal to acknowledge Jesus. Stephen charged that the present generation
had merely followed in the footsteps of their fathers who had killed the prophets (Acts 7:52).
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Nevertheless, forgiveness of sins is offered through the name of Jesus. Acts 10:43 focuses
specifically on this gift, asserting that 'gem e; of npoptrat ("all the prophets") testify to this.
fol3fo) navfE; of lepocpitecet gampoi5atv
eivecnv ditapruiiv Aaf3eiv (ha roc)
ovoparog airroi3 icavra rbv ictaretiovra
8! aorov.

To him all the prophets bear witness that
every one who believes in him receives
forgiveness of sins through his name.

Luke 24:44-49 also made forgiveness (with a call to repentance) the central feature of the
proclamation to the nations. The apostolic witness(es) is/are to begin in Jerusalem." Acts
3:18-26 underscores the initial priority of the mission to Jews, asserting thati4tiv itp&tov God
has sent the risen Christ, although that mission would eventually include all nations (24:47,
Kricrux9fival . . . at; nav-ca 'Ca gOvi). Acts 26:22-23 indicates that Christ, by virtue of his
resurrection [and by means of his apostles and church] (pcbg OXXEt icocrocyyaletv tif) 'LC Act
Kai tol; gOvecnv ("proclaim light both to the people [the Jews12] and to the Gentiles").
To this day I have had the help that comes
from God, and so I stand here testifying
both to small and great, saying nothing but
what the prophets and Moses said would
come to pass: that the Christ must suffer,
and that, by being the first to rise from
the dead, he would proclaim light both to
the people and to the Gentiles.

kuccrupia; ovv flociov tfjS Coro tiov
oeof) Cixpt ffic rjpipac fairer]; gafrpcot,
gairrupowvo; pticp62 'SE icoci, iley6A,cp
oi)Sev &Tag Xaycov cbv TE of npo(pfitcct
adcAmaav geAlorrow yivealiat xai
Morbarlc. el yraiirac o xptcrrog, ei
rpciiroc 4 avaaremecog vetcpthv 05.
061,Aei icarayyaletvr43 re Aaip 'cal
wig i6vemv.

Although Jews are included in the proclamation of Acts 26:22-23 (c Xaffp) and in that of Luke
24:44-49 (navta 'roc gOvn and agagevot axe Iepovacaiip), the emphasis is on the
universality of the proclamation, to all nations.

The textual variant (apVegEvot versus eitgag.evov) does not make a substantial difference. Whether it is
the proclamation or the witnesses that are to begin at Jerusalem, Jerusalem remains the starting point and is the first
to receive the proclamation. Fitzmyer, Luke, 1584; Leon Morris, The Gospel according to St. Luke: An Introduction
and Commentary (TNTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974), 343.
Fitzmyer, Acts, 761-62; Haenchen, Acts, 687; Luke Timothy Johnson, The Acts of the Apostles (SP 5;
Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1992), 438.
12
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We can now summarize. The chief theme in these summaries is "that the Christ should
suffer . . . and die" (Luke 18:33; 24:26, 46; Acts 3:18; 17:3, 27; 26:23), that he should "rise from
the dead on the third day" (Luke 18:33; 24:46; Acts 17:3; 26:23), and "enter his glory" (Luke
24:26). More generally, the Old Testament promised "the coming of the Righteous One" (Acts
7:52) and that "Jesus is the Christ" (Acts 17:3; 18:28; 28:23). Still more generally, the Old
Testament foresaw "these days" (Acts 3:24) and "the kingdom of God" (Acts 28:23). It also
warned of judgment to come: "Jerusalem surrounded by enemies," "great distress upon the
earth," and Jews "led captive among the nations" (Luke 21:20-24). Those Jews who have
rejected Jesus are particularly in danger of this judgment. At the same time, there is reason for
hope that God will soon "redeem his people" and "deliver them from . . . [their] enemies" so that
they "might serve him without fear, in holiness and righteousness" (Luke 1:68-75) and "hope in
God . . . that there will be a resurrection of both the just and the unjust" (Acts 24:15). This hope
is based on the assurance, to which "all the prophets bear witness that everyone who believes in
him receives forgiveness through his name" (Acts 10:43). For that reason, "repentance and
forgiveness of sins should be preached in his name to all nations" (Luke 24: 47).
We can summarize five key main themes in the scripture summaries.
Old Testament Expectation in the Scripture Summaries
The suffering, death, resurrection, and exaltation of Christ
The eschatological blessings
The coming judgment
The rejection of Christ by many Jews
The offer of forgiveness all (Jew or Gentile) in the name of Jesus

2.2

Old Testament Citations

We may now compare the emphases in the scripture summaries with the explicit citations
from the Old Testament in Luke-Acts.
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This step is imperative, because, according to Dupont, if Luke defines the Christian
meaning of the OT in ch. 24 of his Gospel, he does not indicate which biblical texts
are most apt for this Christological demonstration. It is the citations in Acts which
fulfill the program announced in ch. 24.13
2.2.1 Identification of Old Testament Citations
Identifying Old Testament citations is an inexact science. There is little consensus on
which texts include explicit citations and which should be regarded as paraphrases or allusions.14
Although sharing a common text, the two standard editions of the Greek New Testament differ in
their treatment of Old Testament citations. In Luke, NA27 marks 33 passages as quotations, ten of
which are not shared with UBS4, while UBS4 lists 25 texts as quotations, two of which are not
shared with NA27. In Acts, NA27 marks 36 passages as quotations, three of which are not shared
with UBS4, while UBS4 lists 40 texts as quotations, seven of which are not shared with NA27.'5
Neither text agrees with Bratcher's survey of Old Testament quotations, which was also prepared
under the direction of the United Bible Societies.16 Other studies of citations evidence a similar
disparity.17 The citation lists of NA and UBS are larger than those of some other studies. There is
no scholarly consensus list of Old Testament citations in Luke-Acts on which to rely.

13

Francois Bovon, Luke the Theologian: Thirty—Three Years of Research (1950-1983) (trans. Ken McKinney;
Allison Park, Penn.: Pickwick Publications, 1987), 85.
14 This three-fold categorization of citations, paraphrases, and allusions is employed by Robert G. Bratcher,
Old Testament Quotations in the New Testament (3d rev. ed.; Helps for Translators 3; London: United Bible
Societies, 1987). For a more detailed scheme, see Franklin Johnson, The Quotations of the New Testament from the
Old Considered in the Light of General Literature (Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1896).
15

It appears that texts judged to be quotations in only one of these editions are listed as allusions in the other,
although I have not made a thorough study of this.
16

Bratcher, Quotations.

17 Charles K. Barrett, "Luke/Acts," in It Is Written: Scripture Citing Scripture (ed. Donald A. Carson and Hugh
G. M. Williamson; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 231-44; Holtz, Untersuchungen; Johnson,
Quotations; Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 57-59; Helmer Ringgren, "Luke's Use of the Old Testament," HTR 79
(1986): 227-35; Crawford Howard Toy, Quotations in the New Testament (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
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One could limit citations to those are introduced by an introductory formula (e.g., "it is
written," "God says," "the prophet says"). This would yield a more limited list of citations than
is generally accepted. Even so, difficulties would remain, such as the proposed citation of Isaiah
45:21 at the conclusion of the explicitly introduced Amos citation in Acts 15:18.
The development of a consistent rationale for identifying citations and the detailed
application of such a methodology to Luke-Acts would be a study in itself. However, it is
possible to gain some idea of the use of Old Testament citations by analyzing data compiled
according to the criteria just outlined: citations identified in either NA27 or UBS4 (the two agree
over 80% of the time) and the narrower list of citations prefaced by introductory formulas. Both
lists of citations display similar patterns in the usage of Old Testament. (A complete table of all
of the passages indicated as Old Testament citations in either NA27 or UBS4 is found in
Appendix 2. The table also indicates those citations introduced by an introductory formula.)
2.2.2 Introductory Formulas in Luke-Acts
Luke employs a considerable variety of introductory formulas before Old Testament
citations. A total of 40 introductory formulas introduce 48 citations.18
Expression
it is written
in the law [of the Lord]
in the words/book of the
prophets/Isaiah
in the Psalm/in ... Psalm
whom/what it is written
Moses wrote
scripture
it is said/was spoken

Frequency
6
2
3
2
2
1
2
1

References
Luke 4:4, 8, 10-11; 19:46; Acts 15:15-17; 23:5
Luke 2:23; 10:26-27
Luke 3:4-6; 4:17-19; Acts 7:42-43
Acts 1:20; 13:33
Luke 7:27; 20:17
Luke 20:28
Luke 22:37; Acts 8:22-23
Luke 4:12

1884); David McCalman Turpie, The New Testament View of the Old: A Contribution to Biblical Introduction and
Exegesis (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1872).
la

Several formulas introduce two, or even three, separate citations. A full list is found in Appendix 3.
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in the law of the Lord
by the prophet Joel/in the prophets
says/said
Moses says/said
David says/said
the prophet says/said
God/the Lord/Holy Spirit says/said
God commanded us
the commandments
the voice of the Lord came
this is ...

1 Luke 2:24
2 Acts 2:16-21; 13:40-41
2 Luke 20:37 ("calls"); Acts 3:22
5 Luke 20:42-43; Acts 2:25-28, 31 ["foresaw and
spoke"], 34-35; 4:25-26 ["by the Holy Spirit"]
I Acts 7:49-50 [Isaiah]
6 Acts 3:25; 7:33; 13:22 ["testified and said"], 34,
35 ["in another psalm"]; 28:25-27
1 Acts 13:47
1 Luke 18:20
1 Acts 7:31-32
1 Acts 4:11

This terminology is similar to that found in the scripture summaries, although there are no
generalized expressions here such as "the law and the prophets." The "written" character of Old
Testament revelation is emphasized (18 times), as well as the language of speech (18 times).
Speakers include Moses, David, "the prophet" (i.e., Isaiah), and God himself. The terminology
indicates the authority ascribed to scripture. The expression in Acts 13:47 ("God has commanded
us") is distinctive in its particular and contemporary application.
2.2.3 Uses of Old Testament Citations in Luke-Acts
Both sets of texts (those with introductory formulas and those identified from NA27 and
UBS4) show that Old Testament citations are employed in a variety of ways.19 An analysis of
these citations suggests that we may identify five main categories of citation: legal, historical,
doctrinal, other, and prophetic (Christological, soteriological, judgment, and universal).20
First, there are legal references, which cite the requirements of the Old Testament law.

19 All of the Old Testament citations in Acts occur in speeches with the exception of Act 8:32-33, the text
being read by the Ethiopian eunuch. Clarke, "Use," 2:93. None occur as comments by the narrator, in marked
contrast to, e.g., Matthew. Cf. Matt 1:22-23; 2: 25, 17-18; 3:3; 8:17; 12:17-21; 13:35; 21:5; 27:9-10.
20

The categories were derived from a study of the citations themselves. Although some judgment is involved,
the overall pattern will not differ greatly if others assign particular texts to other categories.
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And to offer a sacrifice according to what is said in the law of the Lord, "a pair of
turtledoves, or two young pigeons." [Luke 2:24; citing Leviticus 12:8]
He said to him, "What is written in the law? How do you read?" And he answered,
"You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and
with all your strength, and with all your mind; and your neighbor as yourself." [Luke
10:26-27; citing Deut 6:5; Lev 19:18]
In addition to legal references, there are historical references (primarily in Acts 7). These
citations refer to events from Israel's past. They come predominantly from the Pentateuch, since
most refer to foundational events of Israel's history, such as the covenant with Abraham and the
exodus from Egypt. A few refer to the establishment of the kingdom or later subsequent events?!
[God] said to him, "Depart from your land and from your kindred and go into the
land which I will show you." [Acts 7:3; citing Gen 12:1]
And when he had removed him, he raised up David to be their king; of whom he
testified and said, "I have found in David the son of Jesse a man after my heart, who
will do all my will." [Acts 13:22; citing Ps 89:20; 1 Sam 13:14]
A few references are doctrinal statements about the nature and attributes of God.
But that the dead are raised, even Moses showed, in the passage about the bush,
where he calls the Lord the God of Abraham and the God of Isaac and the God of
Jacob. [Luke 20:37; citing Exod 3:6]
We also are men, of like nature with you, and bring you good news, that you should
turn from these vain things to a living God who made the heaven and the earth and
the sea and all that is in them. [Acts 14:15; citing Exod 20:11; Ps 146:6]
Two or three texts must be classified as other (Luke 4:10-11; 9:54; and possibly 13:19).
By far the largest group of texts (over half) may be designated prophetic. These citations
are drawn primarily from the prophets and the book of Psalms (but some from the Torah) and are
applied to events which have been fulfilled in Luke's narrative or which are yet to be fulfilled in
the future. It is these texts that are most often in view in discussions of the "Old Testament in
21 Although Stephen's summary of Old Testament history may itself be prophetic, there is no indication in the
speech that the citations themselves are to be understood prophetically.
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Luke-Acts." Within this large group we can identify five particular themes or emphases. Some
citations appear to evoke more than one of these themes. As noted above, a considerable number
of Old Testament citations are related to Christology.
Being therefore a prophet, and knowing that God had sworn with an oath to him that
he would set one of his descendants upon his throne, he foresaw and spoke of the
resurrection of the Christ, that he was not abandoned to Hades, nor did his flesh see
corruption. [Acts 2:30-31; citing Pss 132:11; 16:10]
And there was given to him the book of the prophet Isaiah. He opened the book and
found the place where it was written, "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he
has anointed me to preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release
to the captives and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty those who are
oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord." [Luke 4:17-19; citing Isa
61:1-2]
This latter text also has a soteriological component, speaking not only of Christ as the Spiritanointed preacher, but also more generally about the salvation that he will inaugurate.
But this is what was spoken by the prophet Joel: "And in the last days it shall be,
God declares, that I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see visions, and your old men
shall dream dreams; yea, and on my menservants and my maidservants in those days
I will pour out my Spirit; and they shall prophesy. . . . And it shall be that whoever
calls on the name of the Lord shall be saved." [Acts 2:16-21; citing Joel 2:28-32]
Luke also cites Old Testament passages to warn of and teach about the coming judgment,
particularly on unbelief and rejection of Christ by many Jews.
[Jesus] said, "To you it has been given to know the secrets of the kingdom of God;
but for others they are in parables, so that seeing they may not see, and hearing they
may not understand . . ." [Luke 8:10; citing Isa 6:9]
Beware, therefore, lest there come upon you what is said in the prophets: "Behold,
you scoffers, and wonder, and perish; for I do a deed in your days, a deed you will
never believe, if one declares it to you." [Acts 13:40-41; citing Hab 1:5]
Several citations speak of the universal spread of the gospel to include all nations (i.e., Gentiles).
As it is written in the book of the words of Isaiah the prophet, "The voice of one
crying in the wilderness: Prepare the way of the Lord, make his paths straight. Every
valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill shall be brought low, and the
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crooked shall be made straight, and the rough ways shall be made smooth; and all
flesh shall see the salvation of God." [Luke 3:4-6; citing Isa 40:3-5]
You are the sons of the prophets and of the covenant which God gave to your fathers,
saying to Abraham, "And in your posterity shall all the families of the earth be
blessed." [Acts 3:25; citing Gen 22:18]
2.2.4 Analysis of Old Testament Citations
The following table indicates the overall distribution of texts by source.
Citations
by Source
Pentateuch
History'"
Latter Prophets
Psalms
Total

Luke
13
1
11
10
35

All Citations
Total
Acts
33
20
2
3
21
10
21
11
78
43

Percent
42%
4%
27%
27%

Citations with Introductory Formulas
Luke
Acts
Total Percent
11
8
19
40%
0
1
1
2%
5
10
14
31%
3
10
13
27%
19
29
48

Both sets of citations present a similar picture. Luke draws most citations from the Pentateuch,
the latter prophets, and the Psalms. The historical narratives play a negligible role. Explicit
citations are less numerous in Luke than in Acts, particularly in light of Luke's greater length.
Citations with introductory formulas are less numerous in Luke than in Acts.
The table below summarizes the uses of Old Testament citations in Luke-Acts.
Citations
by Use
Legal
Historical
Doctrinal
Other
Prophetic
Total

I
Luke
11
0
1
3
20
35

All Citations
Acts
Total
1
12
17
I7
3
4
3
0
42
22
78
43

Percent
15%
22%
5%
4%
54%

Citations with Introductory Formulas
Luke
Acts
Total
Percent
1
9
10
21%
0
7
7
15%
1
0
1
2%
1
0
1
2%
8
21
29
60%
29
19
48

The majority of Old Testament citations are employed prophetically, applied either to events
fulfilled within Luke's narrative or events still in the future. Historical citations appear primarily
22 This category includes the former prophets and the narrative books included among the writings
(Joshua—Esther in the English Bible).
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in Stephen's speech where most lack introductory formulas.23 Legal citations predominate in the
gospel, most with introductory formulas, as the context would seem to require.
A final table summarizes the uses of prophetic citations.
Prophetic
Citations
Christological
Soteriological
Judgment
Rejection
Universal

Luke
10
5
7
4
1

All Citations
Total
Acts
20
10
4
9
7
14
9
5
5
4

Percent
48%
21%
33%
21%
12%

Citations with Introductory Formulas
Luke
Acts
Total
Percent
4
9
13
45%
4
4
8
28%
2
31%
7
9
0
5
5
17%
4
5
15%
1

(Because some texts may fit more than one category, percentages total more than 100%.) A
statistical analysis does not necessarily indicate which themes are more important. Certain
citations may play a more central role and be "weighted" more than others, although the numbers
seem to support the assertion that Christology is primary. Both sets of citations present a similar
and clear pattern. Luke most frequently cites the Old Testament to explain the suffering, death,
and resurrection of Jesus, in order to demonstrate that he is the expected Christ. Luke also cites
the Old Testament to describe generally the awaited salvation of God, to warn of judgment
(particularly on Jews who, as prophesied, reject the message about Jesus), and to underscore the
universal mission of the church, as the gospel is preached not only to Jews, but also to Gentiles.
2.3 Analysis
Luke's scripture summaries and Old Testament reveal a common understanding of the Old
Testament as "what is written" and "what was spoken by the prophets," as well as in content.
Old Testament Expectation in the Scripture Summaries
The suffering, death, resurrection, and exaltation of Christ
The eschatological blessings
The coming judgment

Old Testament Citations
Christological
Soteriological
Judgment

23 Many of these appear to be "cited" only to relate the story, rather than as part of an appeal to authority. The
only other historical citations are the two which appear in Acts 13:22, citing Ps 89:20; 1 Sam 13:14.
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The rejection of Christ by many Jews
The offer of forgiveness to all (Jew or Gentile) in the name of Jesus

Rejection
Universal

The prophetic significance of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts is therefore found in these five
themes: Christology, soteriology, judgment, rejection, and the universal offer of the gospe1.24
Why these five themes? Luke is not writing a theology of the Old Testament, but is writing
with a particular need (or needs) in mind.
It is at this point that the work of Christopher D. Stanley (cited earlier) is helpful. Stanley
has argued that biblical quotations must be subjected to rhetorical analysis, because "the decision
to introduce a direct quotation into a piece of discourse is a rhetorical act."25 Every writing is
prompted by some "rhetorical urgency."26 The use of quotations reveals something of the
28
author's rhetorical purposes27 and expectations of the work's intended readers.
In the preface to his gospel, Luke indicates his intention to write for Theophilus Cocpt(ktig
ica04fic, an "orderly account," with the goal 'Iva intyvii); it pi, 6v KomporjOic Xoycov TO
ampastav ("that you may know the truth concerning the things of which you have been
informed"). Theophilus is characterized as informed about certain things (presumably the
essential elements of the life, death, and resurrection of Christ, and perhaps key events in the

24

Cp. the analysis of Amster, who finds four points in the proclamation of Acts attested by Old Testament
citations: the coming of the promised prophet-king, the necessity of the suffering and death of Jesus, his resurrection
and ascension, and the proclamation of salvation to all men along with the hardening of Israel. Samuel Amster,
L'Ancien Testament dans l'Eglise: Essai d'hermeneutique chritienne (Neuchatel: Delachaux & Niestle, 1960), 71.
25

Stanley, "Rhetoric," 57.

26

Stanley, "Quotations," 707.

27

Stanley, "Quotations," 724.

28

Stanley, "Rhetoric," 26-58.
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history of the early church), but lacking "certainty"29 about these things. The account is
icoceeVic, used also in Acts 11:4 to describe Peter's explanation of his behavior at Cornelius'
house, an account designed to persuade his critics of its appropriateness.30 Luke-Acts, then, is
intended as a persuasive document, to bring Theophilus to certainty about those things of the
Christian faith about which he has already been informed.3I
Authors quote for a variety of reasons. One may simply illustrate a point using another's
words.32 More often a quotation is an "argument from authority" that "is typically used to
anticipate and/or close off debate." The effectiveness of such an appeal "will depend in large part
on the audience's perception of the authority and/or credibility of the original source . . ."33 For
the early Christian community, an appeal to scripture was an appeal to the highest authority.
The Old Testament citations and summaries thus provide a clue about the things of which
Theophilus (and Luke's other readers) needed assurance or that were in dispute in Theophilus'
circles.34 It appears that Theophilus was in need of assurance about the person and work of Jesus.
We know from elsewhere in the New Testament that the crucifixion of Jesus in particular was a
29 RSV's rendering "truth" is inadequate. See BDAG, s.v. ampeaeta. "The word conveys the antithesis to
unreliable gossip, rumour and doubt." In Acts "tó eccryca.e; counterbalances and compensates for all kinds of
conflicting statements and doubts as that which alone is completely dependable." In Luke 1:1-4 the author "wants to
remove doubt about the exactitude of tti)V neirAlipoyopigivow, Christ's work of salvation and bring to
Theophilus and his other readers, the complete certainty." Willem C. van Unnik, "Remarks on the Purpose of Luke's
Historical Writing (Luke 1 I-4)," in Sparsa Collecta: The Collected Essays of W. C. van Unnik, Part One:
Evangelia, Paulina, Acta (NovTSup 29; Leiden: Brill, 1973), 14.
3° Fitzmyer,
31 Robert

Luke, 299.

Maddox, The Purpose of Luke-Acts (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1982), 22,182-87.

32

Stanley, "Rhetoric," 45-46.

33

Stanley, "Quotations," 703.

34 "The plot of a work can often be illuminated by considering the major conflict or conflicts within it." Robert
C. Tannehill, The Narrative Unity of Luke-Acts: A Literary Interpretation (2 vols.; Philadelphia: Fortress,
1986-1990), 2:34. The citations in a work are a clue to conflicts present in the author's and/or recipients'
surroundings and may therefore illuminate the author's concerns and objectives.
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stumbling block to belief (1 Cor 1:23), that his resurrection was denied (Matt 28:12-15) and his
Messiahship disputed (Matt 26:63-66).35 The condemnation and execution of Christ by the
Romans was an obstacle to Jews, as well as an embarrassment to Gentiles.36 Half of the Old
Testament citations and almost all of the scripture summaries in Luke-Acts focus on the
suffering, death, and resurrection of Christ as the fulfillment of prophecy and the plan of God for
the salvation of his people. The more generally soteriological texts also support the claim that
Jesus is the Christ, by noting the blessings of the Messianic reign that attend his coming.
It also appears that Theophilus was in need of certainty about the church's mission to
Gentiles. If Theophilus were himself a Gentile, the question would have been of considerable
personal significance. Acts indicates that the Gentile mission was a matter of controversy: Jews
who did not believe in Jesus listened calmly to Paul's account of his conversion until he claimed
that God had sent him to preach good news to the Gentiles (Acts 22:21-24); Jews who did
believe in Jesus had misgivings as well (Acts 10-11; 15:1-35). Such concerns may have made
Gentile believers wonder if they in fact did belong to God's people.37 The Old Testament
citations and summaries that speak of the inclusion of Gentiles in God's plan would encourage
those who have believed in Jesus that they have indeed been accepted by God. Darrell Bock has
argued that Luke's use of the Old Testament
is designed to calm any doubts that may have existed in the church either about
Jesus' position in the plan of God, or his offering of God's salvation to all men,
especially the direct offer of salvation to the Gentiles.38
35 "The first objections to the faith were concerned with the suffering and death of Jesus." Barnabas Lindars,
New Testament Apologetic (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1961), 284.
36

Frederick F. Bruce, The Defense of the Gospel in the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977), 18,
32, 54-55.
37

Maddox, Purpose, 183-84.

38

Bock, Proclamation, 279.
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The citations related to the rejection of Jesus by many Jews and the consequent judgment
are varied. Those that speak of judgment are reminders of a future day and support the call for
repentance.39 The failure of many Jews to welcome Jesus as their Messiah was a matter of
concern (Rom 9-11). In Luke-Acts, citations related to Jewish unbelief (e.g., Luke 8:10; Acts
3:23; 13:40-41; 28:25-27) occur most often in conjunction with an announcement of the Gentile
mission. This does not mean that rejection of Jesus by "the Jews" is the cause of the Gentile
mission, as some have suggested—"occasion" would be a more accurate designation.
We should also recognize what is not included in the explicit citations. Note again:
Thus it is written, that the Christ should suffer and on the third day rise from the
dead, and that repentance and forgiveness of sins should be preached in his name to
all nations, beginning from Jerusalem. You are witnesses of these things. And
behold, I send the promise of my Father upon you; but stay in the city, until you are
clothed with power from on high. (Luke 24:46-49)
As we have seen, the suffering and resurrection of Christ is a frequent theme in the citations, as
is the proclamation to the nations. The content of the proclamation (repentance and forgiveness),
however, is not supported by Old Testament citation. Although Schubert suggested that the
apostolic witness and the gift of the Spirit are part of what "is written," the former is supported
by no Old Testament citation and the latter by only one.4° Then again, these things did not appear
to have been topics of dispute. That God forgives sins was not in question, but that he would do
so for Gentiles, without circumcision and obedience to the whole law, was something else.
Stanley notes that, even though an appeal to scripture might be sufficient to clinch an
argument, Paul seldom argues by citation alone.'" "The use of multiple lines of argumentation is

39

The prophesy of judgment on Judas in Acts 1:20 is an exception.

40

Acts 2:16-21 (Joel 2:28-32) supports the latter. Isa 43:10; 55:4 could support the former, but was not cited.

41

Stanley, "Quotations," 714-15.
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a standard recommendation of rhetoricians as far back as Aristotle."42 In Luke-Acts we find the
points made in the citations also "argued" through the narrative. The risen Jesus meets with his
unbelieving disciples, persuades them of his resurrection (Luke 24:31,36-52) "by many proofs"
(Acts 1:3), and ascends bodily into heaven in the sight of the eleven (Acts 1:9-11). The narrative
demonstrates God's acceptance of the Gentiles through the accounts of Philip's preaching in
Samaria (8:4-17), the conversion of the Ethiopian eunuch (8:26-39), the commissioning of Paul
for the Gentile mission by divine revelation (9:15; 22:21; 26:17-18), the events at Cornelius'
house (10:1-1 1 :18), the reception of the gospel by "Greeks" (11:21-26), and the Spirit-directed
decision of the council of Jerusalem (15:1-35). Luke thus brings two lines of argument to bear,
his narrative record of "the things which have been accomplished among us" (Luke 1:1) and the
divinely inspired prophecies of those events in the Old Testament. These two lines of reasoning
together give Theophilus certainty about the things of which he has been informed.
2.4 Conclusion
A careful study reveals that the prophetic significance of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts
is found in five central themes: the suffering, death, resurrection, and exaltation of the Messiah;
eschatological blessing; the coming judgment; the rejection of Christ by many Jews; and the
offer of forgiveness to all (Jew or Gentile) in the name of Jesus.
Considered as rhetorical devices, Luke's Old Testament citations and summaries offer
insight into his purpose. He brings the authority of the Old Testament to bear in order to bring
Theophilus certainty concerning the things about which he has been instructed: that, Jesus is
indeed the Messiah and that God has ordained the proclamation of the gospel to the Gentiles.

42

Stanley, "Pearls," 140, n. 35.
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This does not lead to a new conclusion about the purpose of Luke-Acts,43 but it does bring new
evidence to bear on the question.
We began by noting that recent discussions of the Old Testament in Luke-Acts have
focused almost entirely on Christology. This chapter has argued that there are other themes and
emphases in appeals to the Old Testament in Luke-Acts: the blessings of the Messianic reign, the
coming judgment, the rejection of Christ by many Jews, and the Gentile mission. It is essential
that these themes and texts also be brought into the continuing discussion about the Old
Testament in Luke-Acts. It is to the four texts that refer to the Gentile mission that we now turn.

•

43

See, e.g., Marshall, Acts, 19-22; Strauss, Davidic Messiah, 344-49.
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CHAPTER 3
LIGHT TO THE NATIONS (ACTS 13:47; ISAIAH 49:6)
3.1 Introduction
The citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47 represents a major turning point in the narrative.'
The leading character in the first 12 chapters has been Peter. The gospel has been preached
primarily in Jerusalem, Judea, and Samaria—to Jews or to Gentiles somehow connected with
Judaism (Samaritans in chapter 8 and the pious Cornelius, tkviip &Kato; Kai (pol3oligevog
TOv ()soy, in 10-11). Certain disciples, who had been "scattered because of the persecution that
arose over Stephen" (8:4), began preaching to "Greeks"2 in Antioch, and the apostles recognized
this development by sending Barnabas (11:19-26). In the narrative of Acts, however, there has
been no concerted or intentional program of preaching to Gentiles and seemingly no preaching to
Gentiles not previously connected to Judaism.3 All this is about to change.4 From chapter 13 to
the end of the book, Paul becomes the primary character and, although the gospel continues to be
' Johnson, Acts, 225.
IA.A.rivtarric is found only in the New Testament at Acts 6:21; 9:29; 11:20. Later, the more common
'Daly appears in 14:1; 16:1,3; 17:4; 18:4; 19:10, 17; 21:28; cf. TA.X.nvi; in 17:12. The term may simply indicate
one who speaks Greek (BDAG, s.v. `EA.XTivta-clic; H. Bietenhard, "Greek," NIDATT 2:124-27), or someone (e.g., a
Ica.," TDNT, 2:504-17). The term here refers to "pagan
Jew) who lived like a Greek (H. Windisch,
sympathizers of Judaism ... in the synagogues in Antioch." Eckhard J. Schnabel, Early Christian Mission (2 vols.;
Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 2004), 786-87. Acts 15 indicates that those involved were Gentiles, not merely
Greek-speakers: the issue in 15:1 is circumcision, not language or culture; James' concern is for "Gentiles" (15:19).
2

3 Chris Wright argues that the apostles inferred from Jesus' identification of himself with the Isaianic servant
that the salvation of Gentiles would follow the restoration of Israel, but the rejection of their message by so many
Jews (including those in positions of authority) seemed to put the Gentile mission on hold until Israel was restored
by its embrace of the gospel. "But then God surprised them" with the conversion of Cornelius and the events that
followed. Chris Wright, Knowing Jesus through the Old Testament (London: HarperCollins, 1992), 163-70.

David Pao speaks here of "the first sustained effort carried out by Christian missionaries to bring the gospel
to the various regions beyond the Land of Israel." Pao, Acts, 98.
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preached with some success to Jews, they are commonly portrayed as rejecting the message,
while the Gentiles to whom Paul now preaches welcome it.
The transition begins with a time of worship and fasting in which "the Holy Spirit said,
`Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have called them' (13:2). This was
done with prayer, further fasting, and the laying on of hands (13:3). The text does not at this
point explicitly identify what that work is, but this will presumably become evident as the
narrative unfolds.5 There have already been anticipations. God had told Ananias that Paul "is a
chosen instrument of mine to carry my name before the Gentiles and kings and the sons of
Israel" (9:15),6 but thus far in the narrative, Luke has reported only that Paul has preached to "the
sons of Israel."7 Barnabas had been sent by the apostles to Antioch in response to the report that
some had "preached the Lord Jesus" to "Greeks" (11:20-21). After Barnabas' arrival, and
apparently under the influence of his preaching, "a large company was added to the Lord"
(11:24).8 Barnabas then brought Saul to Antioch to assist in the ministry. Barnabas and Saul have
by this time already spent at least one year (11:26) "teaching" in Antioch, presumably continuing
the earlier evangelistic ministry. Thus, both Paul's call and the ministry he shared with Barnabas
suggest that "the work" to which they are called will include preaching to Gentiles.
In the subsequent narrative, that is what they do. Although they preach in synagogues to
Jews (13:5, 14, 34; 14:1) and "you that fear God" (13:16), they typically meet with opposition
5

Note signs of divine guidance at points during Paul's ministry, e.g., 13:4,9; 16:6; 19:21.

6

The Gentile mission also figures prominently in Paul's accounts of his call in 22:21; 26:17-18.

In Damascus (9:20) and Jerusalem (9:28-29). There is some evidence of Paul's earlier preaching to Gentiles
in Arabia (Gal 1:17), explaining why he had been in danger there (2 Cor 11:32-33). Bruce, Acts, 191-92. This is
not, however, explicit in the text.
'The text does not indicate how many Gentiles (or Jews) were included in this "company, but Gal 2:9 seems to
indicate that Barnabas as well as Paul had had a ministry to Gentiles. Bruce, Acts, 267; Fitzmyer, Acts, 495.
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from Jews (13:45, 50-51; 14:2, 5), while receiving a more favorable response from Gentiles
(13:12, 43, 48; 14:2). Their first journey is characterized in terms of the response from the
Gentiles: "And when they arrived, they gathered the church together and declared all that God
had done with them, and how he had opened a door of faith to the Gentiles" (14:27). This report
is repeated in Acts 15:3, 12 in connection with the council in Jerusalem, where the question will
arise of the basis on which the Gentiles may be included among the people of God.
It is in these two accounts, of Paul's first journey and the subsequent council in Jerusalem,
that we find the two explicit Old Testament citations that directly address the Gentile mission.
The first comes at the key point in Paul's first journey when, in the face of opposition from Jews,
he and Barnabas embark on a conscious program of preaching to Gentiles.9 They justify this
action by citing Isa 49:6 (Acts 13:47).10 The point of contact between their situation and the
citation appears to be the frustration and futility Paul and Barnabas experience in preaching Jesus
to Jewish audiences. As the servant of Isa 49 experienced frustration in his divinely appointed
ministry, so do Paul and Barnabas. As the servant then was entrusted with a larger calling, to be
a light to the nations, so Paul and Barnabas are appointed to preach to Gentiles.
Although Isa 49:6 and Isa 42:6 contain C7lA iiN`? (etc (pcbg iOveov), other features of the
citation come from Isa 49:6: the preceding verb and object, teeetmic ae (42:6 has g&mcdt ac)
and the purpose or result clause, Tub eivai ac eig acovripiocv Ecog iaxecwo tfic
9 Tannehill finds important parallels in the way that the missions of John, Jesus, Peter, and Paul are introduced
in Luke 3:4-6 (Isa 40:3-5); 4:18-19 (Isa 61:1-2); Acts 2:17-21 (Joel 3:1-5); 13:47 (Isa 49:6), contending, "There is
a sermon by each of these figures near the beginning of the story segment that will concentrate on his work, and the
sermon either includes or is accompanied by a scriptural quotation which reveals the divine purpose behind the
mission that is beginning. These scriptural quotations have a significance beyond the scenes in which they appear."
Tanneh ill, Narrative Unity, 1:52.

I° "Isaiah 49:6, which is explicitly cited in Acts 13:47 and is reflected in Luke 1:79 and 24:47 as well as in
Acts 1:8 and 26:20, apparently influenced the shape of Luke's entire work." Jack T. Sanders, "Isaiah in Luke," in
Luke and Scripture: The Function of Sacred Tradition in Luke-Acts (ed. Craig A. Evans and Jack T. Sanders;
Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1993), 20. Sanders may overstate the point, but this text is important to Luke.
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Because of its similar language and earlier place in the book, it will be necessary to examine 42:6
briefly as part of the background for 49:6 before turning full attention to that text.
The citation in Acts 13:47 is particularly interesting because there are at least two allusions
to Isa 49:6 in Luke-Acts. (It has been suggested that Acts 1:8 and Acts 26:18 also reflect the
language of these Isaianic texts.) The first is the prayer of Simeon:
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Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace, according to thy word; for mine
eyes have seen thy salvation which thou hast prepared in the presence of all peoples,
a light for revelation to the Gentiles [cpcbc etc Oucoiceckulinv ievoiv], and for glory
to thy people Israel. (Luke 2:29-32)
The second occurs in the conclusion of Paul's defense before Agrippa:
To this day I have had the help that comes from God, and so I stand here testifying
both to small and great, saying nothing but what the prophets and Moses said would
come to pass: that the Christ must suffer, and that, by being the first to rise from the
dead, he would proclaim light both to the people and to the Gentiles [cpc:66 1.igAlEt
KaTocriXXEtv tiw 're Xocio: Kai, Tot; l'clveatv]. (Acts 26:22-23)
What is striking about Luke 2:32 and Acts 26:23 is that in them Isaiah's language of the "light to
the nations" is applied to Jesus. Yet in Acts 13:47, Paul applies the words of the prophet to
himself and his companions, introducing his citation with the words, "For so the Lord has
commanded us" (ciito.); yap &cgtcatat ill.tiv 6 niplog). This raises a number of intriguing
questions about how Luke understood this text and its fulfillment.
3.2 Isaiah 49:6
3.2.1 The Servant Songs
Both Isa 49:6 and Isa 42:6 have been identified as belonging to the servant songs of Isaiah
40-55.11 The literature on these texts is immense and only a cursory survey is given here.12
In the first edition of his Isaiah commentary (1892), Bernard Duhm first identified four
texts in the latter portion of Isaiah as "Servant Songs:" 42:1-4; 49:1-6; 50:4-9; 52:13-53:12.13

" It has become customary to refer to these chapters as Deutero-lsaiah and to attribute them to a different (and
later) author. The book was regarded, however, as a single work during the Second Temple period and would have
been viewed as such by the authors of the New Testament. It will be treated as a unity in the present study.
12 "A well-known commentator is said to have abandoned his projected commentary on Isaiah because this part
of his subject overwhelmed him." Henry Wheeler Robinson, The Cross in the Old Testament (London: SCM, 1955),
66. Still the most accessible and thorough survey in English remains Christopher R. North, The Suffering Servant in
Deutero-Isaiah: An Historical and Critical Study (2d ed.; London: Oxford University Press, 1956). See also the
detailed treatment in Harold H. Rowley, The Servant of the Lord and Other Essays on the Old Testament (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1952), 3-60.

13

Cf. B. Duhm. Das Buch Jesaia. 4`11 ed. (Gottingen: Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, 1922).
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Duhm believed these had been written by a single author and inserted into the book by a later
editor. Other proposed servant songs have included 42:19-21; 48:14-16; 51:4-8; 51:9-16;
61:1-6;14 and, most notably here, 42:5-9 (or 7)15 and 49:7-13. Curiously, 41:8-9; 43:10; 44:1-2,
21-26; 45:4; 48:20 speak of Yahweh's "servant," but have not been considered servant songs.16
Duhm also believed that all four songs spoke of a single servant, a view that has largely
been taken for granted since." The quest for the identity of this single servant has led to four
main approaches: individual (variously identifying the servant as Jeremiah, Josiah, Hezekiah,
Jehoiachin, Uzziah, Zerubbabel, Isaiah, Deutero-Isaiah, the author of the songs—on the
assumption that neither Isaiah nor Deutero-Isaiah was the author—Cyrus, Moses,18 an otherwise
unknown contemporary of the author, etc.); corporate (Israel, a pious remnant within Israel, the
exiles, an ideal Israel, or the order of the prophets);19 mythological (reflecting the Babylonian
myth of the dying and rising God, particularly in reference to the fourth song, Isa 52:13-53:12);

14 North, Suffering Servant, 127-138. North dismisses these, although his grounds are open to question. He
rejects several in which the servant appears to be Israel rather than an individual and Isa 61 because, despite
"undoubted similarities" between it and the accepted songs, the passage is judged to belong to Trito- rather than
Deutero-Isaiah. Snaith, on the other hand, concludes that Isa 60-62 are "definitely the work of the Second Isaiah
himself." Norman H. Snaith, "Isaiah 40-66: A Study of the Teaching of Second Isaiah and Its Consequences," in
Studies on the Second Part of the Book of Isaiah (VTSup 14; Leiden: Brill, 1967), 234,198-200.
15 For verse 7, see, e.g., Jan Ridderbos, Isaiah (trans. John Vriend; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1984). For verse
9, see, e.g., J. Alec Motyer, Isaiah: An Introduction and Commentary (TOTC; Downers Grove, Ill.: Inter-Varsity,
1999), 259-62; The Prophecy of Isaiah (Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1993), 318-22.

16

See also Isa 41:8-9; 43:10; 44:1-2,21-26; 45:4; 48:20.

17 A single identity for the servant in these passages had not been held prior to Duhm. North, Suffering Servant,
46. So, e.g., Calvin understands 42:1 to speak of Christ, but 49:3 to speak of the church. John Calvin, Commentary
on the Book of the Prophet Isaiah (Calvin's Commentaries 8; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1979; repr., Calvin Translation
Society edition, Edinburgh, 1845-1856), 3:284 and 4:11-12.

This identification has recently been advanced by Klaus Baltzer, Deutero-Isaiah: A Commentary on Isaiah
40-55 (trans. Margaret Kohl; Hermeneia; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2001), 125-26.
18

19 See especially the influential Henry Wheeler Robinson, Corporate Personality in Ancient Israel (rev. ed.;
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980); Robinson, Cross, 75-79.
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and messianic (including some who would combine the servant with the Davidic Messiah of the
prophecies of Isa 9 and 11).20 Some have sought to combine one or more of these views. R.
Kittel and W. Rudolph argued that the servant was both an anonymous historical figure and a
messianic one.21 J. A. Alexander combined the messianic and the corporate, understanding the
"Servant of Jehovah" to be "the Messiah and his people, as a complex person."22 Delitzsch
famously proposed a pyramid, with all Israel as the base, the remnant as the center section, and
"the apex is the person of the Mediator of salvation springing out of Israel."23 The difficulty of
the issue is evident in North's observation that "there is no theory that has been altogether
immune from criticism."24 The wide variety of views, along with the absence of any consensus,
suggests that the whole question should be reexamined,25 particularly the proposed isolation of
these texts from their contexts26 and the assumption that the songs all speak of the same

20

North, Suffering Servant.

21 North, Suffering

Servant, 85.

22

Joseph Addison Alexander, Commentary on the Prophecies of Isaiah (2 vols.; new and rev. ed.; New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1865), 2:128.
23

Franz Delitzsch, Isaiah (Commentary on the Old Testament; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975), 2:174.

24

North, Suffering Servant, 209.

25 This is also the view of Harry M. Orlinsky, "The So-Called 'Servant of the Lord' and 'Suffering Servant' in
Second Isaiah," in Studies on the Second Part of the Book of Isaiah (VTSup 14; Leiden: Brill, 1967), 12-16. So also
Hans M. Barstad, "The Future of the 'Servant Songs': Some Reflections on the Relationship of Biblical Scholarship
to its own Tradition," in Language, Theology, and the Bible: Essays in Honor ofJames Barr (ed. Samuel E.
Balentine and John Barton; Oxford: Clarendon, 1994), 261-70; Johannes Lindblom, The Servant Songs in DeuteroIsaiah (Lund: Gleerup, 1951). Williamson now questions the traditional view and cites T. N. D. Mettinger (A
Farewell to the Servant Songs: A Critical Examination of an Exegetical Axiom. Lund: 1983.) Hugh G. M.
Williamson, Variations on a Theme: King, Messiah and Servant in the Book of Isaiah (Carlisle, U.K.: Paternoster,
1998), 130-31, 141.

26 This isolation seems particularly strange when the singular noun, 1,747, appears 20 times in Isa 40-55: 41:8-9;
42:1, 19 (2x); 43:10; 44:1-2, 21 (2x), 26; 45:4; 48:20; 49:3, 5-7; 50:10; 52:13; 53:11. In all but 49:7, the servant is
"my servant" or "his servant" (expressed by the pronominal suffix attached either to the noun or to an adjacent `).
Only six of these 20 occurrences appear in the servant songs as Duhm has defined them (42:1; 49:3, 5, 6; 52:13;
53:11); surprisingly, the term is absent from Duhm's third song (50:4-9), although it appears in the immediately
adjacent verse (50:10), as observed also by Orlinsky, "Servant," 90; Snaith, "Servant," 168. See also Williamson,
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servant.27 Such a reexamination would, however, be beyond the scope of the present study.
Nevertheless, the substantial discussion indicates the high importance scholars have placed on
the Isaianic servant texts, not only in view of their appearance in the New Testament, but also in
view of the servant's evident importance in the latter part of Isaiah.28
This complex discussion does not prevent us from seeking to clarify expectations
regarding the servant as we approach Isa 49. Servant language is common in the MT. "My
servant" (7:31) appears 65 times, in 58 as a servant of Yahweh (1;q only in Isa 44:21; 49:6).
"His servant" (i-i;) occurs 49 times, but in only 27 a servant of Yahweh (15 -p.g only in Isa
49:5). "Your servant" (17.7,7) occurs 20 times, 11 referring to a servant of Yahweh. "Servant of
Yahweh" (rort, 77,;) appears 11 times. The following table summarizes this data.29
My
servant

His
servant

Abraham

1

3

Moses

6

5

Caleb

1

Yahweh's
servant

Total
4

8

9

28
1
1

1

Joshua
David

Your
servant

4

23

1

1

29

Solomon

1

1

Hezekiah

1

I

Variations, 131. Several scholars have noted significant parallels between the servant songs and other portions of Isa
40-55. See, e.g.,, Morna D. Hooker, Jesus and the Servant: The Influence of the Servant Concept of Deutero-Isaiah
in the New Testament (London: SPCK, 1959), 27-30; Lindblom, Servant Songs, 52-64.
27 Orlinsky has argued that "every clear context of the 21 occurrences of (ebed in Second Isaiah points either to
the people Israel or to Second Isaiah himself as the 'ebed." Orlinsky, "Servant," 96.

28 Jewish interpreters have also paid attention to the servant, variously identifying him as the righteous, the
Messiah, the people of Israel as a whole, or some particular historical individual. North, Suffering Servant, 9-22.
More recently, see Bernd Janowski and Peter Stuhlmacher, eds., The Suffering Servant: Isaiah 53 in Jewish and
Christian Sources (trans. Daniel P. Bailey; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004).
29 There is admittedly a subjective element in this analysis, but it is small and will not greatly affect the overall
results. The application of servant terminology to Abraham, Moses, and David seems clearly established by Isaiah's
time and thus provides background for his use of this language. Instances of the plural "servants" have been omitted
as unlikely to shed light on "the servant" (singular).
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My
servant

His
servant

Your
servant

Yahweh's
servant

Total
I
7

Isaiah
A prophet

I

Job
Nebuchadnezzar
Anonymous
Jacob (as individual)

6

Israel
The Isaianic Servant

II

2

13

5

2

7

The "Branch"

7

6
3

3
2

1

3
2

2

1
108

1

Total

Moses and David emerge as the servants of Yahweh par excellence, with Israel a distant third.3°
Other prophets and kings also form part of the background for the term. Looking at these
expressions as a whole, Yahweh's "servant" is first of all chosen by him for a special role in the
accomplishing of his redemptive purposes. It is most often someone for whom Yahweh has
affection and regard (but see Nebuchadnezzar, Jer 25:9; 27:6; 43:10).31 Pending study of any
particular occurrence, we would expect that one designated as Yahweh's servant would play a
distinctive role in his saving purposes and be the object of his special regard.
There is substantial support for a corporate understanding of the servant in which a single
figure may represent the whole.32 "The 'Servant of the Lord' is a corporate term that embodies at

30 Motyer finds 14 instances of "my servant" referring to Israel, of which seven are in Isa 40-55. Kaiser claims
that 12 of the 20 singular instances of "servant" in Isaiah 40-53 are applied to Israel. Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., Mission
in the Old Testament: Israel as a Light to the Nations (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2000), 56; Motyer, Prophecy, 319, n.
I. There are 20 occurrences of the single 11117 in Isaiah 40-55, but Kaiser includes some texts lacking 11111 and omits
some with it. The correct texts are 41:8, 9; 42:19 (2x); 44:1, 2, 21 (2x); 45:4; 48:20; 49:3; and possibly 43:10.
Motyer may be counting passages rather than verbal occurrences (he does not say).
31 Contrary to the impression given by the literature, the title "servant" is never applied to Cyrus, who is
mentioned by name in Isaiah only in 44:28; 45:1. The same observation has been made by Orlinsky, "Servant," 96.
32 Although concluding that the servant must ultimately be seen as an individual, Horace Hummel has noted
that "in neither testament is it functionally possible to consider the body apart from the Head, but the accents may
vary in different texts." Horace D. Hummel, The Word Becoming Flesh: An Introduction to the Origin, Purpose and
Meaning of the Old Testament (St. Louis: Concordia, 1959), 224.
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one and the same time a reference to the One, who is the representative of the whole . . . "33 The
term may thus encompass Israel, the righteous remnant, an individual, and/or an ideal figure.
The figure of the Servant is a very fluid one; it seems to refer now to one thing, now
to another; and any attempt to interpret it too rigidly will do violence to the evidence
and almost certainly distort what the prophet wished to say. . . . The figure of the
servant oscillates between the individual and the group.34
One reason this view is attractive is that it allows the assumption of a single referent for all of the
servant references in Isa 40-55. Texts in which the servant appears to be an individual (42:1;
44:26; 49:5-7; 50:10; 52:13; 53:12) appear among those in which the servant seems clearly seem
to be Israel (41:8-9; 42:19; 44:1-2, 21; 45:4; 48:20; and possibly 43:10). If these must all have a
single referent, that referent must somehow include both the individual and corporate. The
assumption of a single referent is, however, part of the now-traditional view of the servant songs
that should be reexamined. In fact, most references to the servant indicate clearly and without
ambiguity whether Israel or an individual is in view. Different things are said about the two: as
an individual, the servant has a calling to Israel and the nations; as Israel, the servant is promised
Yahweh's deliverance. Only Isa 49:3 is problematic, with Israel and an apparently individual
servant only a verse apart. This text is a slender basis on which to postulate a corporate identity
for the servant in all of these texts. The present study will remain open to the possibility that the
term may simply be used in different senses, even in adjoining contexts.35

33 Kaiser, Mission, 56. So also Alexander, Isaiah, 2:128; Edward J. Young, The Book of Isaiah (3 vols.;
NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1965-1972), 3:109, n. 1. Kaiser may overstate the case when he claims that "to
reject the corporate solidarity of the servant figure is to leave oneself with an unsoluable enigma in these songs, or at
least a flat contradiction" (57).
34 John Bright, The Kingdom of God: The Biblical Concept and Its Meaning for the Church (Nashville:
Abingdon, 1953), 150.
35 This is not meant to question the presence of corporate personality in the Old Testament, or to deny that in
either the Old Testament or the New the Messiah represents his people. The point at issue is whether the servant
texts in Isaiah require or employ such an understanding.
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In support of differing views of the servant's identity, many scholars have sought to emend
these texts or viewed difficult statements as later additions. However we should assess such
proposals,36 the present study is concerned with Luke's use of the text as it appeared in the first
century. The substantial agreement of the MT, the DSS, and the OG make it clear this text
included the language cited in Acts 13:47.
3.2.2 Isaiah 42:6
"'I will give you for a covenant to the people, to be a light to the nations.' This formula is
so central, and yet so difficult to grasp in its precise significance!"37
In 42:1-4, Yahweh addresses his servant, whom he "upholds," has chosen, and in whom
he delights (la). We are not surprised to find that the servant has a task to perform on Yahweh's
behalf: to "bring forth" (s' ii') justice (E40) (lb, 3) and to "establish" it (cV:, 4). In v. 4,
"justice" is parallel to Yahweh's "law" (or "instruction," rriin),38 suggesting that justice includes
fulfillment of all Yahweh's will.39 The servant will be gentle (3), but his task will not be easily or
quickly fulfilled. He labors faithfully, despite apparent failure and discouragement (4). The
servant's labor is universal in scope: to bring justice "to the nations" (o,:ia`7) and establish justice

36 A good case can be made for the integrity of the songs as they appear in the MT. North finds that the songs
were written "almost certainly by the same author" as the surrounding prophecies. North, Suffering Servant, 188.

37 Baltzer, Deutero-Isaiah, 131. See also Brueggemann's observation that "The phrases are rich and suggestive,
but their precise intent is unclear." Walter Brueggemann, Isaiah (2 vols.; Westminster Bible Companion; Louisville:
Westminster John Knox, 1998), 2:44.

38

See also the association of "justice" and "law" in Isa 51:4.

39 Williamson has argued that qcfp and min here refer to the royal function of "administering, upholding and
even initiating justice," particularly on behalf of "those least able to defend themselves, such as the orphan and the
widow." Williamson, Variations, 135-39. "Justice" is more than exacting legal compliance, but is restorative as
things are put things right as God intends. TDOT, s.v.. 110.07, 92-93.
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"in the earth" (in7.);4° parallel to the latter is a statement that "the coastlands4I [0,A wait for
[hope in42] his law." For this task, the servant has been endowed with Yahweh's Spirit (1b).43
Isa 42:6 has not traditionally been included in the first servant song,44 but some scholars
have recently argued that the first song continues through verse 9.45 Yahweh is described in
universal terms that match the universal scope of the servant's mission.46 In verse 6, he
announces four actions with four verbs. First, he has "called" his servant "in righteousness" (6a).
He is "called" in the sense of "commissioned" (or perhaps "summoned" or "invited").47 "In
righteousness" refers to the righteous (i.e., "saving") purpose of Yahweh.48 The next two verbs

4° Although this expression might in another context be translated "in the land," the context here—justice also
coming "to the nations" and "the coastland" hoping in his law—clearly indicates that a broader reference is in view.

41 The

"coastlands" are distant and so here imply a universal application of torah. "Coastlands" parallel "the

ends of the earth" in 41:5; 42:10; "peoples from afar" in 49:1; cf. "the coastland across the sea" (Jer 25:22).
42

MT

BDB, s.v.

HALOT, s.v. `7r1'. See, e.g., Nov; cp. OG

tif) ovogatt

Eevii

iXTC101361N.
43 The Spirit is given in the Old Testament for leadership (Num 11:25,29), especially in war (Num 27:18; Deut
34:9; Judg 6:34; Judg 14:6, 9; 1 Sam 16:3; cp. Isa 28:6), service (Exod 31:3; 35:31; 1 Chr 12:18), and prophecy (1
Sam 10:6, 10; 19:23; Mic 3:8; Neh 9:20); The Spirit is especially associated with eschatological blessings, including
new creation (Isa 32:15; 44:3; 63:11, 14; Ezek 11:19; 36:27; 37:14; 39:29; Joel 2:28-29; Zech 4:6).

44

North, Suffering Servant, 131-135.

45 Yahweh speaks first about the servant (1-4), then to the servant (5-9). Motyer, Prophecy, 318. See also the
similar views of Baltzer, Deutero-Isaiah, 124-37; Lindblom, Servant Songs, 23. For the contrary view (that 5-9 is a
separate oracle), see Claus Westermann, Isaiah 40-66 (trans. David M. G. Stalker; OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster,
1969), 98; Roger N. Whybray, The Second Isaiah (OTG; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1983).

Yahweh created the heavens, the earth, and everything (or everyone?) in it. The Hebrew NS'NS (Rsv "and
what comes from it") is most often rendered "offspring" (i.e., of men). Of 11 instances in the MT (only Isaiah and
Job), BDB proposes "produce" only here and Isa 34:1. In this verse Yahweh also gives life to all people on earth
("who gives breath to the people upon it and spirit to those who walk in it"). On the Gentiles in Isa 40-55, see No,
Acts, 218. Verses 8-9 continue the universal orientation, echoing themes from elsewhere in Isaiah. There is no other
god (43:10-13; 45:5-7, 14, 18-21; 46:5-11). Only Yahweh can declare things before they happen (41:21-29;
43:9-13; 44:6-8; 45:18-21, 46:5-11; 48:3-8, 14). He will not share his glory with others (48:11), particularly
images (40:18-20; 41:29; 42:17; 44:9-20; 45:16, 20-21; 46:1; 48:5; 57:13; 66:3).
46

47

BDB, s.v. x-lp, 5. See, e.g., Isa 41:9; 48:12; 48:15; 49:1; 51:2; 54:6.
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indicate Yahweh's care for his servant (6b, c).49 The fourth verb introduces the servant's
mission: "I have given you as a covenant to the people, a light to the nations" (6d—e).5°
The term az/ ("people") is often taken here to refer to Israel (e.g., Isa 40:7; 42:22; 43:8)51 as
in Isa 49:8.52 The term may, however, refer to people of another nation,53 to people generally
(e.g., Isa 13:4; 25:3), or to all people on earth (e.g., Isa 24:4).54 The broader use (all people on
earth) in 42:555 and the parallel with cr.ia in 42:6,56 suggest the broader sense here.57 The phrase

48 In this way God's "righteous purposes are fulfilled." Motyer, Prophecy, 322. "The servant's mission is
rooted and grounded in God's righteousness," which "will manifest itself in love and salvation to those of His good
pleasure, and in wrath and eternal punishment, however, to those who perish." Young, Isaiah, 3:118. "In the book of
Isaiah, 'righteousness' means help, salvation, and peace for the downtrodden. No one except the Messiah can and
will establish it among his people and the nations." Markus Barth, Ephesians: A New Translation with Introduction
and Commentary (2 vols.; AB 34-34A; New York: Doubleday, 1974), 796.

49

To "hold the hand" is an expression of tender care (Ps 73:23; 139:10). The other verb (774I31) could be

derived from 1:I ("to keep") or -13' ("to form"). The former would indicate God's preservation and the latter God's
creation of the servant; either way, God's care is evident. Motyer, Prophecy, 322; Young, Isaiah, 3:119.
50

"Given" (InI) with "' likely bears the sense of "assign, designate" or "make, constitute," and is thus roughly

parallel to "call" in 6a. BDB, s.v.

Qal 2.d., 3.b.

e.g., Delitzsch, Isaiah, 179; Ridderbos, Isaiah, 379; Snaith, "Servant," 158; Young, Isaiah, 3:119-20.
Lindblom believes that "if the author had meant the nation of Israel, he would surely have written 71rlor something
else unmistakably pointing to Israel." Lindblom, Servant Songs, 21. The parallel crla admittedly lacks an article but
51 See,

this noun commonly has a broad reference to "the nations" without an article. It must be admitted that the singular
consistently applies to Israel in Isa 40-66. Snaith, "Servant," 157.
52 Some manuscripts of the OG seem to share this view, inserting gob after irivov; in 42:6;"my people" would
normally suggest Israel.

53 E.g., Gen 19:4; 23:7; Isa 1:10 (Gomorrah); 14:20 (Babylon); 18:2, 7 (Cush?); 23:13 (Babylon); 33:19
(Babylon?); 34:5 (Edom). The word does not appear in this sense in Isa 40-66, unless in 42:6 (or 49:8).
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here must be "earth," rather than "land" in light of the association of "heaven" with
The translation of
earlier
in
the
verse
and
the
fact that God "gives breath" not only to Israel, but to all who live (see 2:22).
171;$
55 So Julian Morgenstern, "The Rest of the Nations," JSS 2 (1957): 225-31; James Muilenberg, "The Book of
Isaiah: Chapters 40-66," in IB (ed. George A. Buttrick, et. al.; 12 vols.; New York: Abingdon, 1956), 5:381-733;
North, Suffering Servant; Charles Cutler Torrey, The Composition and Date of Acts (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard,
1916). Snaith argues that 0.,3 in the singular "means Israel" in Is 40-55; the only exceptions are 40:7 (written off as a

gloss) and 42:5. Snaith, "Servant," 157.
56

Lindblom, Servant Songs, 21.
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03; 171.* has been rendered "covenant people,"58 an "obligation" to the world,59 "a confederation
of peoples,"6° and "splendor of the people,"61 but more likely indicates the means by which
Yahweh's covenant is fulfilled:62 "I made you a covenant for [the] people." "Covenant" and the
application of riq

r' ;5 in 49:8 to Israel argue for understanding c7 here as Israel, making the

servant's ministry to Israel and the nations. If cq instead refers to all people, we have a striking
reference to God's intended grace to Gentiles.63
"Light to the nations" (6e) occurs also in 49:6 and deserves close attention 6a Light is
associated in Isaiah with Yahweh's salvation and blessing65 and is a fit accompaniment to the joy
57

Baltzer, Deutero-Isaiah, 132; Motyer, Prophecy, 332; Roger N. Whybray, Isaiah 40-66 (NCB; London:
Oliphants, 1975), 74-75. "The referent of 'people' ( 'am) is most plausibly the same as that found in the preceding
verse, namely, all the inhabitants of the earth, a meaning supported by the parallel 'nations' that immediately
follows." Paul D. Hanson, Isaiah 40-66 (IBC; Louisville: John Knox, 1995), 46; Westermann, Isaiah 40-66,100.
While 017 and -11 are often opposed (e.g., Num 23:9; Deut 4:6; 2 Sam 7:23), they also appear in parallel (e.g., Deut
3:8; Mic 5:8; Hag 2:14; Ps 96:3; and especially Isa 2:4; 11:10; 14:6; 25:7; 30:28; 33:3; 49:22; 61:9), including the
parallels between the singular CV to the plural 0"1; (e.g., Exod 34:10: Ps 18:4).
58 Israel W. Slotki, Isaiah: Hebrew Text & English Translation with an Introduction and Commentary
(Soncino Books of the Bible; London: Soncino, 1949), 200. The syntax, however, seems against this.
59 "He is to be the agent who imposes Yahweh's obligations upon them." Whybray, Isaiah 40-66,75. "The
nations of the world will be obliged to accept Yahweh's sovereignty, of which they will now become aware for the
first time (hence a light), and with thus be forced to accept the obligation (berit) which he imposes on them."

60 Lindblom, Servant Songs, 21. "'The called' will grow into a large assembly of peoples bound together, of
course, by the same faith and a common subjection to Yahweh, Israel's God."
61 Deriving

r7; in this case from a root meaning "shine." North, Suffering Servant, 133.

62 The servant will be "the means through whom people will come into a covenant relation with the Lord."
Motyer, Prophecy, 322. Westermann, Isaiah 40-66,100. "All the blessings of the covenant are embodied in, have
their root and origin in, and are dispensed by him." Young, Isaiah, 3:120. So also Koole, who states that in Isa 42:6,
the servant "is not described as a mediating third party, nor even as somebody who stands surety for the covenant
(thus Elliger, Whybray), but as a personification and embodiment of the covenant (Ridderbos, Van Hoonacker,
Steinmann, Smart, Young, Schoors)." Jan L. Koole, Isaiah, Part 3 (trans. Anthony P. Runia; 3 vols.; Kampen: Kok
Pharos, 1997-2001), 1:232. M. Hooker has noted covenant language as one of many points of contact between Isa
40-55 and Jer 30-33; Ezek 34-37. Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, 39.
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It must be admitted that the singular consistently applies to Israel in Isa 40-66. Snaith, "Servant," 157.

The expression occurs in the Old Testament only here, Isa 49:6, and Isa 51:4 (where the expression is
identical in the OG, but not the Hebrew). See 3.2.3. and 3.2.4. below.
64

67

of those rescued from darkness of anguish, gloom, and oppression (9:2; 59:9). Supernatural
brightness, with abundant and life-giving water, accompanies Yahweh's healing of his wounded
people (30:26). He gives light to those who are blind and have lost their way in darkness (42:16).
Israel is called to "walk in the light of the Lord" (2:5), as his law (or instruction) is made known
to the nations. Light comes not merely from awareness of Yahweh's will, but from his liberating
and restorative justice (,enV) (51:4; 59:9). Light evokes the glory Yahweh will give to his
restored people (58:8, 10; 60:1, 3), which is ultimately the glory of the presence of Yahweh
himself ("for the LORD will be your everlasting light, and your days of mourning shall be ended,"
60:19-20). "Light to the nations" is thus tantamount to "salvation to all the world."66
In the context of Isa 42:6, light comes to those who have been "blind" and imprisoned in
"darkness" (7), metaphors in Isaiah for spiritual ignorance,67 calamity, and judgment.68 The
servant thus brings deliverance.69 In Isa 49:6, the result of 071a liN`; is nr mij ri i We! ni,7`?

65 "We may take the two ["light" and "salvation"' as rough synonyms, both of them referring to the full offer
of well-being as intended by the creator." Brueggemann, Isaiah, 2:112.
66

There have been attempts to limit the extent of "light to the nations." Koole notes that Rashi applied goyim
to Israel. Koole, Isaiah, 1:233. Snaith sees the light as a beacon for the exiles who have been scattered among the
nations; only Israel experiences salvation while the nations merely "see" it. Snaith, "Servant," 156-157. Orlinsky
writes: "In a word: Israel will be 'a light of nations' in the sense that Israel will dazzle the nations with her Godgiven triumph and restoration; the whole world will behold this single beacon that is God's sole covenanted people."
Orlinsky, "Servant," 117. (This is curious in light of Orlinsky's earlier conclusion that the servant is the prophet
rather than Israel. Orlinsky, "Servant," 76-77.) He argues further that the expression "must be understood strictly
within the limits of Judean nationalism" and that "the verses that precede and follow our own make it amply clear
that Israel alone is to benefit from God's actions." Orlinsky, "Servant," 111-14. (He does not explain the nearby
universalistic references, such as 42:1, 4, 5, 10, 12.) By contrast "in DI on; always means the other nations and
never Israel." "Our v., too, must mean that the nations not only perceive Israel's salvation, but also share in the great
liberation." Koole, Isaiah, 1:233. Goldingay observes that, while Isa 48:20 invites all to praise God for redeeming
Israel, other texts, notably Isa 45:22 and 42:10 envision the nations experiencing God's salvation. John Goldingay,
Isaiah (NIBCOT 13; Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 2001), 283.
67

Isa 29:18; 35:5; 42:16, 18-19; 43:8; 56:10; 59:10.

68

Isa 5:20, 30; 8:22; 9:1; 29:18; 45:7; 47:5; 49:9; 50:10; 58:10; 59:9; 60:2.

69 Snaith understands blindness and imprisonment to refer only to the exile. Snaith, "Servant," 158. The actual
use of the terms, however, does not support this limitation.
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("that my salvation may reach to the end of the earth"). In the context of 42:4 this includes cW.
("justice") and min (Rsv "law," better "instruction"). The release from prison is metaphorical.70
The servant of Isa 42 is distinguished from the nations (1, 6) and "the people" (5, 6). His
accomplishments, "bringing forth" and "establishing" justice (1, 4) are never predicated of Israel
as a whole. Establishing of justice elsewhere in Isaiah is associated with the king (e.g., Isa 9:7;
11:3-5; 16:5; 32:1).71 "His law" (imin) cannot be "Israel's law," but is Yahweh's (51:4), albeit
mediated through his servant (cp. "law of Moses" Jos 8:32; 1 Kgs 2:3 "his servant" Mal 3:22;
Dan 9:11). The "blind" in Isaiah are most often Israel, but blind Israel cannot give Israel sight
(7). The servant here is therefore distinguished from Israel and is most plausibly an individual.72
3.2.3 Isaiah 49:6
Isaiah 49:6 MT
lt0111
1;q

'‘? 1r:117P

11' 4-17 0'171'7
:.,c)1"?. `61477 7 S.1
711701:1

1:171:1 niN5

rwr:1

Isaiah 49:6 RSV
6a he says:
b "It is too light a thing that you
should be my servant
c to raise up the tribes of Jacob
d
e

and to bring back the
preserved of Israel;
I will give you

Isaiah 49:6 (author)
And he said,
"It is too insignificant that you be my
servant
to raise the tribes of Jacob
and to bring back those kept of Israel.
I will give you

f as a light to the nations,

for a light to the nations

g that my salvation may reach to
the end of the earth."

that my salvation may be [or and to be
my salvation] to the end of the earth."

7° It may include release of literal prisoners, but is not limited to them. Details are noticeably lacking.
Goldingay, Isaiah, 242.
71 Williamson argues that the servant is a royal figure, but understands the royal language to apply to Israel's
role vis-à-vis the nations. Williamson, Variations, 132,139-46.
72 See the careful argument of Orlinsky, "Servant," 76-79. His arguments do not, however, establish the
individual as the prophet himself. The focus is more on the task to be performed than on the identity of the servant.
Williamson, Variations, 146.
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3.2.3.1 The Context of Isaiah 49:6
There is no consensus on the boundaries of the passage to which Isaiah 49:6 belongs.
Many follow Duhm in limiting the song to verses 1-6.73 Others have extended the song through
verses 9a74 or 13.75 Many also follow Duhm in isolating the song from its present context,76 but
other scholars have found connections to the immediately preceding or following contexts.78
Verses 1-6 are often viewed as a distinct unit, because in these verses the servant himself
speaks in the first person, in contrast with the verses that precede or follow.79 It is true that in
verses 5-6 Yahweh speaks, but this speech is reported by the servant. The criterion of speaker
could extend the unit as far as verse 8, as Yahweh continues to speak to "you" (masculine
singular), whom he has chosen (7), answered, helped, kept, and given a unique role (8), but the
grammar then seems to require inclusion of verse 9, and the content8° then requires further
extension verses 12 or 13. The remainder of Isa 49 (and even into the opening verses of Isa 50)
then speaks of the assurance that Yahweh will restore his people (as promised in 49:9),

Motyer, Prophecy, 383; Slotki, Isaiah, 239; Whybray, Isaiah 40-66,135.
74 Ridderbos, Isaiah. Ridderbos recognizes a change in speaker with verse 7, but believes that the servant is
still in view, as the prophet speaks of him or to him.
75

Hanson, Isaiah 40-66,126-33; Westermann, Isaiah 40-66, 213; Young, Isaiah, 3:276-83.

76

Whybray, Isaiah 40-66.

77 Motyer, Prophecy, 383-384. Many commentators, including Motyer, see chapter 48 as concluding one of the
major sections of the book.

Lindblom sees 49:1-7 related both to 48:20-21 and 49:8-21. Lindblom, Servant Songs, 27-32. See also
Young, Isaiah, 3:277.
78

79

The following verses are "a response on the Lord's part to the utterance of the servant." Young, Isaiah, 277.

(verse 9) parallels the infinitives 1:7,* and `7izit in verse 8. The following verses
80 The infinitive
describe those who are brought out of prison and their return to the land.
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continuing the thought, if not the song still further.8 ' Nevertheless, the focus of 49:1-13 is on the
servant, while the focus after 49:14 is on Zion and its restoration. On that basis, we will proceed
to consider Isa 49:1-13 as the primary context for Isa 49:6.
Although many scholars see a major division following chapter 48, H. van de Sandt has
suggested that Isa 49 is closely connected with the preceding chapters. Isaiah 47 announces the
fall of Babylon. The final verses of chapter 48 summon God's people "to leave that nation and to
proclaim God's deed of salvation to the end of the earth (48,20)."82
Go forth from Babylon, flee from Chaldea, declare this with a shout of joy, proclaim
it, send it forth to the end of the earth; say, "The LORD has redeemed his servant
Jacob!" They thirsted not when he led them through the deserts; he made water flow
for them from the rock; he cleft the rock and the water gushed out. (Isa 48:20-21)
Following this proclamation of what Yahweh has done for his people, Isa 49 issues its call
to the "coastlands" and "peoples from afar" to listen to the servant's words. The servant has been
"called" and "named" by Yahweh from before birth (1).83 The servant is described as a weapon
carefully prepared for use: a sharp sword, a polished arrow (2). The expression alo 27c9 'p
("my mouth as a sharp sword") occurs only here,84 although the idea of the mouth as a weapon is
found in Isa 11:4; Hos 6:5 (cp. Rev. 19:15). The term for "polished" (from 11:2) occurs only here
and Jer 51:11: the OG has gicXerrov ("chosen," "elect") here and 7C apaolcs'ogETE ("prepare")
in Jer 51:11; RSV reads "sharpen the arrows" in Jer 51:11. The point of concealing these weapons
81 Curiously, in 50:4-9 (-11?) we come to what has been regarded as the third servant song (the only other to
be written also in the first person), which affirms God's eventual vindication despite present suffering, the same
message given to Zion in 49:14-5:3. Could it be that the entire text (49:1-50:11) is actually a single song or unit?

Huub van de Sandt, "The Quotations in Acts 13,32-52 as a Reflection of Luke's LXX Interpretation," Bib 75
(1994): 51. See also Motyer, Prophecy, 383-384.
82

83

For a similar thought, see Isa 44:2; Jer 1:5; cp. Gal 1:15.

("the mouth [or "edge"] of the sword"), e.g., Gen 34:26;
84 The two words occur together 37 times in
Exod 17:13; Num 21:24; Deut 13:16; 20:13; Josh 6:21. Could there be here a word play on this idiom?
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is not clear—both protection and (private) preparation have been suggested.85 At a minimum,
these verses indicate Yahweh's care for and preparation of the servant.
Despite Yahweh's choice of the servant, and his having known and formed him from the
womb, the servant's calling has proven difficult. Verse 4 describes the futility the servant has
experienced: "I have labored in vain, I have spent my strength for nothing and vanity." The text
does not indicate explicitly the cause of the frustration, but it is not difficult to infer. There may
be a hint in verse 3, where there is a reference to "Israel, in whom I will be glorified." In fact,
Yahweh has not been glorified through his people Israel. Rather, "continually all the day my
name is despised" (52:5). Isaiah's own mission was one doomed to frustration:
And he said, "Go, and say to this people: 'Hear and hear, but do not understand; see
and see, but do not perceive.' Make the heart of this people fat, and their ears heavy,
and shut their eyes; lest they see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and
understand with their hearts, and turn and be healed." (Isa 6:9-10)
Israel did not listen to the preaching of Isaiah (28:12; 30:9; 65:12; 66:4). Although Isaiah does
not reveal his feelings about preaching to an unresponsive people, it cannot have been easy.
Jeremiah was also sent to preach to an unresponsive people (7:27), and he complained bitterly to
Yahweh (20:7-10, 14-18; 15:10, 17-18). Apparently in response to the servant's complaint,
Yahweh provides reaffirms his calling, assures him of his ultimate effectiveness in bringing
Israel back to Yahweh, and then expands the servant's mission to include all nations.86
The following verses (7-13) provide additional assurance that Yahweh will use his servant
to restore Israel. Kings and princes will see and respond with respect and awe (7). Prisoners will

85 Ridderbos,

Isaiah, 434-35; Young, Isaiah, 3:268.

86 Young, Isaiah, 3:273. Ekblad attempts (unsuccessfully) to distinguish the &YAK of vv. 3, 5 from the nal;
of v. 6, despite the judgment of Grelot (Les Pones du Serviteur) that the terms are synonymous in Isaiah. Eugene
Robert Ekblad, Jr., Isaiah's Servant Poems according to the Septuagint (Lueven: Peters, 1999), 108.
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be released and emerge from darkness (i.e., into the light, 9). The rejected and despised will be
honored and exalted. God will provide for his people as in the Exodus.87
Isaiah 49:6 thus appears in a context in which the servant is portrayed as known and
chosen by Yahweh. He is appointed for a two-fold task (5-6). This task is first (both in calling
and in fulfillment) to be the agent of Israel's restoration. It is "to bring Jacob back to him, and
that Israel might be gathered to him" (5), "to raise up the tribes of Jacob and to restore the
preserved of Israel" (6), and "to establish the land, to apportion the desolate heritages; saying to
the prisoners, 'Come forth,' to those who are in darkness, 'Appear' (8c-9a). To aid their return,
Yahweh provides food, water, and level ground (9b-12). The restoration includes the return from
exile to Palestine and the restoration of Israel as a coherent state, but the promised restoration is
never merely geographical and/or political.88 It is above all about restoring Israel to God himself
("to him" twice in 49:5;89 see also, Deut 30:1-10; Ezek 36:24-36; Joel 2:18-32).9° The exile had
a spiritual cause (faithlessness to Yahweh and his covenant) and was above all a spiritual
punishment—separation from the presence of Yahweh (Isa 54:8; Jer 52:3). The return is above
all a return to blessing in Yahweh's presence as his people. Prophecy continued after the return

87

The comparison is not made explicitly in the text, but the language leaves little doubt.

88 Whybray wrongly claims that "salvation" "generally in Deutero-Isaiah denotes not spiritual blessings but
Yahweh's coming victory over Babylon." Whybray, Isaiah 40-66,139.

In the second instance, the Qere ("to him") in place of g`7 ("not"). This substitution appears in a number of
texts (see BDB, s.v. g'7, Note.) The parallelism with V in the previous line makes here "undoubtedly correct."
Motyer, Prophecy, 387, n. 2. The Qere is supported by 1Q1saa and other versions. Whybray, Isaiah 40-66,139.
Reading g": ("not"), Calvin saw an indication of Israel's "rejection," although he granted that "it cannot necessarily
be proved from the context [of Acts 13:471 that Paul affirms that the Gentiles were not to be enlightened until the
light had been extinguished for the Jews." John Calvin, Acts 14-28 (trans. John W. Fraser; Calvin's New Testament
is correct, the verb "must not
Commentaries; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 391-392. Whybray argues that if
mean 'gather' but 'sweep away': 'that Israel might not be swept away."' Whybray, Isaiah 40-66,139.
89

90

Young, however, goes too far when he states that "The reference is not to a return from Babylon, but a
spiritual return to God." Young, Isaiah, 3:273-74. The two are intimately related.
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because the temple had to be rebuilt and proper worship restored (Haggai, Zechariah), while the
returned exiles must continue to seek and obey Yahweh (Malachi, cf. also Ezra, Nehemiah).
The second task given to the servant is to be "a light to the nations, that my salvation may
reach to the end of the earth" (6). The significance of this task will be considered in detail below.
The universal dimension of the servant's ministry has been apparent from the beginning of
the chapter. In verse 1, the servant addressed his words to the "coastlands" and "peoples from
afar." This dimension appears again in verse 6 ("the nations," "the ends of the earth"), in verse 7
("Kings . .. princes"), and perhaps in verse 13, where the heavens and earth (and mountains) are
to join in praising God. This universal dimension is not at the expense of Israel, for the servant's
initial calling is "to bring Jacob back to him, and that Israel might be gathered to him" (49:5), "to
restore the preserved of Israel" (49:6), to be "a covenant to the people,91 to establish the land, to
apportion the desolate heritages" (49:8), and to call "to the prisoners [apparently the exiles],
`Come forth' (49:9). This larger role for the servant is not prompted by a divine rejection of
Israel, but from God's desire to bestow even greater honor on his servant (49:5-6, especially 6b).
Verses 1-6 have been understood in more than one way by scholars seeking to identify the
servant. On the one hand, verse 3 plainly identifies the servant as Israel.92
Isaiah 49:3 MT
rir;1-":747 '`%) 1Pki
*t77

Isaiah 49:3 RSV
And he said to me, "You are my
servant, Israel, in whom I will be
glorified."

Isaiah 49:3 OG
Kai, EI1VEV 1d ot 8ofiXoc gov

IcypotriX -Kai iv aoi, Socareijaol.tat

In verse 5, the servant is distinguished from Israel and given a mission to Israel.
Isaiah 49:5 MT

Isaiah 49:5 RSV

Isaiah 49:5 OG

91 "The people" here at least is clearly Israel (see above on 42:6), in light of "the land," the apportioning of
"desolate heritages," and the summoning of (exiled) prisoners. Koole, Isaiah, 1:230; Motyer, Prophecy, 322, 391.

Lindblom, who believes that the prophet is addressed in these verses, believes the text should be read "you,
my servant, you are (i.e., symbolize) Israel." Lindblom, Servant Songs, 30.
92
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And now the LORD says, who
formed me from the womb to be
his servant, to bring Jacob back to
him, and that Israel might be
gathered to him, for I am honored
in the eyes of the LORD, and my
God has become my strength

Kai viv oii-ccoc Xiyet riiptoc
raticaa; p.e ix Koala; Esoiaov
Toli avvayayeiv 'rely Iaxo.)13
xcet IsapariA, rpoc ovirtov
cruvax03jaogovi, Kai Soacrarloolloct
evavtiov rupiov Kai 6 0E6g
gatat gov iaric

Many scholars have sought to resolve the difficulty by amending the text to remove the reference

to rviir. from v. 5, but textual support for the omission is limited to a single medieval
manuscript.93 The references to calling and forming from the womb (49:1, 5) suggest to some
that an individual is in view, although it must be admitted that the same language is used of
Israel in Isa 44:2, 22, 24.94 Williamson suggests that, while there are "royal aspects to the person
and work of the servant" in this text, the similarities to Jeremiah make the servant here "sui
generis."95 The text illustrates the difficulty of specifying a single identity for the servant.96
3.2.3.2 The Text of Isaiah 49:6
There are five minor textual issues concerning the MT of Isa 49:6.
Isaiah 49:6 MT
17;511

6a

T;T '`7 71P17P
077'?

c
d

"2'Vr:r7
7171:71
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Isaiah 49:6 RSV
he says:
"It is too light a thing that you
should be my servant
to raise up the tribes of Jacob

Isaiah 49:6 (author)
And he said,
"It is too insignificant that you
be my servant
to raise the tribes of Jacob

and to bring back the preserved
of Israel;
I will give you

and to bring back those kept of
Israel.
I will give you

as a light to the nations,

for a light to the nations

93

See the summary of the arguments pro and con in Orlinsky, "Servant," 80-89.

94

Young, Isaiah, 3:273.
Williamson, Variations, 154-155. See Jeremiah's call (1:5) and its subsequent frustration (15:25-28;

17:14-27; 20:7-18).
96

Williamson again argues the focus is more on the servant's task than identity. Williamson, Variations, 155.
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rr.4p--rs;

g that my salvation may reach to
the end of the earth."

that my salvation be to the end
of the earth."

The initial nr.*1 seems to some unnecessary,97 although no extant manuscripts omit it. The Qere
in 6d reads 71s1 (Qal passive participle from is:, meaning "watch, guard, keep," cf. 42:6; 49:8)
for the Kethiv ,-.1w (plural adjective from Ts:, meaning "preserved"—appearing only here). The
BHS apparatus suggests '74.i] ("branches," "offshoots," possibly "descendants,"98) prompted by
the Syriac, but the DSS support the Qere. 1QIsaa reverses "Jacob" and "Israel" in 6c, d and
makes rt-4p plural. 1QIsab turns 6b into a question by adding the interrogative (*ri instead of
"7:). None of these are sufficiently attested or compelling to require amending the MT.
There are a number of minor variants and two significant ones in the OG.
Isaiah 49:6 OG

Kai Einiv 1101
Mgya aoi gattV TO'ij is iefivoti ae raiSa
Am)
'rob' crtilcrat tot; plaoc; 1(21(03

Kai tiiv Staaropav tiov Iapai
intatpilictt•
iScri) TEeEtKet GE
Et; Sta0iporiv ygvoi)c Etc (IA; ievOiv
-roc) aivai ae Eic Ganiipiocv go); gaxecTOV
Ific•

Isaiah 49:6 OG (author)
6a And he said to me,
b "It is a great thing for you to be called my
servant,
c in order to establish the tribes of Jacob
d and to turn [back] the dispersion of Israel.
e Behold, I have appointed you
f to be a covenant of the people, to be a light of
nations
g so that you be for salvation to the end of the
earth."

In 6e, Vaticanus, the Lucianic recension, several other manuscripts, and a few Fathers read
8e&oicoc ae for TiOeuvic ad. The former is more frequently used to translate in; and could be
considered a more literal rendering, while the latter translates ire almost 90 times and was clearly
seen as an acceptable alternative. Although tgeeviccit ae may have been read back into the OG
from Acts 13, the fact that the two verbs are interchanged in other texts suggests that the motive
97

So BHS. "The 'dinar of ver. T is sufficient introduction." North, Suffering Servant, 119.

98

Whybray, Isaiah 40-66, 139.
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here (whichever verb was original) was stylistic.99 At the same time, there is evidence of the
assimilation of this text to Isa 42:6, where the expression is clearly .5colcdc Ge. Both Rahlfs and
the Gottingen Septuagint read TiOettcdc as in Isa 49:6.
In 6f, Sinaiticus, Origen's and Lucian's recensions, other manuscripts, and some Fathers
read eic Stoc9iperiv yivoi);, although these words are absent from other manuscripts, the MT,
and Acts 13. Their presence in 6f appears to represent assimilation to Isa 42:6, where the "light
to the nations" is joined with "a covenant to/for the people" (cal. gocoth ae etc Staeijicriv
ygvapc Etc (IA; 13-vci)v). The reverse appears in 49:8, where some manuscripts add et; pthc
i0v6w to Etc Sta911K1iv i0v6:w

n--0).1°° Although Rahlfs includes etc Staeipoiv yavov;

at 6f, the Gottingen Septuagint omits it. Its absence from Acts 13:47 suggests either that Luke
was working from the MT or from an OG manuscript tradition that omitted the expression.'°'
The OG shows other differences. In 6b, it reads Reya, seemingly reversing the sense of the
MT.

Ottley suggests that the translator heard

("great") in place of

("trivial"),IO2 but the

two words are not sufficiently similar for this explanation to be convincing. Koole suggests that
the OG rendering and the addition of an interrogative in 1QIsab indicate some discomfort with the
idea that reclaiming Israel was an "insignificant" assignment. The OG (and the Targum) has TO

99

At least five other texts show variation between &Swill and tiliquAt: 4 Kgdms 5:1; 2 Chr 3:16; Eccl 7:22 (21
MT); Ezek 30:24; 2 Esd 17:71 (Neh 7:71). In four of these six texts, A reads Tilkult while B reads &Stop, and in
one case these readings are reversed (both read tiaratt against Sinaiticus in the sixth). The only conclusion that can
be drawn is that the two verbs appear somewhat interchangeable. HRCS, s.v. ttegvat.
in 49:8 "has been inserted for the purpose of making what was
1°° However, North believes that even mi
originally an Israel-Song into a Song about the Servant." North, Suffering Servant, 129-30.
'°' "The Hebrew text is probably right as against LXX . in omitting or
as a gloss from 42:6." Snaith, "Servant," 156.

ri—th (for a covenant of the people)

102 Richard R. Ottley, The Book of Isaiah according to the Septuagint (Codex Alexandrinus) (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1906), 2:333.
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otaanopa,v 'rut-) IGpociA, ("the dispersion of Israel") in place of "the preserved of Israel" (the
difference in meaning between Kethiv "preserved" and Qere "kept, guarded" is not great).1°3
Although questions have been raised about the text of the MT of Isa 49:6, there are
sufficient grounds for accepting the text as it has come down to us. The witness of the OG is less
certain, with the apparent insertion of Eig otccOiliciv *au; in 6f and the rendering kfcc in 6b.
The portions of the text cited in Acts, however, are well attested in both the MT and the 0G.
3.2.3.3 The Interpretation of Isaiah 49:6
If only for grammatical reasons, interpretation of Isa 49:6 must begin with verse 5, where
the speaker of verse 6 is identified. The servant quotes Yahweh, who says three things: first,
Yahweh formed and shaped the servant from before birth for his own purpose (Jer 1:5; cf. Ps
22:9; 71:6; 139:13); second, that purpose is the restoration104 and regathering of Jacob/Israel;
third, Yahweh regards the servant with honor and provides him with strength.
Yahweh's regard for the servant leads to the expanded mission of v. 6. The calling is
restated, "to raise up [0-pc ] the tribes of Jacob and to restore [.-..ot:#?] the preserved of Israel."
The hi(pil of alp is commonly translated "establish, erect," but the prophets use it in the sense of
"reestablish, restore." Such a "restoration" would seem to promise all that Israel had lost.105
"Preserved" translates the Qere 7.153, the qal passive participle of ns:1(or less likely the Kethiv

103

John D. W. Watts, Isaiah 34-66 (Waco: Word, 1987), 184.

104

The promised restoration explicitly involves bringing Jacob back "to him" (following the Qere "to him").

105
North wrongly claims that this expression "can only refer to political restoration, since a tribe is a political
entity." Slightly more carefully: "the Servant's mission to Israel involved, in its initial stages, some measure of
concern for the political restoration of the nation." North, Suffering Servant, 146. See also Young, Isaiah, 3:275.
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7'•44, an adjective that would be a hapax, with the same general meaning).1°6 Ottley's suggestion
("branches") lies behind the oG's rip/ Staanopecv is unlikely.10'

that

Given Yahweh's desire to honor his servant, it is not enough "merely" to be the agent of
Israel's restoration.108 That would be ti, "trifling"109 or "too small or insignificant."'1° Instead,
Yahweh will mak& 1 his servant a "light to/for the nations" (cla -riN`?). We would expect the
expression here to mean essentially what it did in 42:6, release from the blindness and darkness
of spiritual ignorance and oppression into the salvation of God, a salvation now extended, not
only to the descendants of Abraham, but to Gentiles.112 This understanding is supported by the
purpose clause that follows:113 r-v 1i17-71.7 ,17:pd1 riV? ("that my salvation may reach to the

BHS margin suggests 74, from 133 ("branch"), but this is speculative. It is not clear why Whybray
believes that "the sense [of the Kethib or Qere] is not good," nor why "offshoots, descendants" makes better sense
here. Whybray, Isaiah 40-66, 139. The noun Ti5 is used only four times in the MT (Isa 11:1; 14:19; 60:21; Dan
11:7), never clearly with the sense of "descendants."
106

107 It is not clear how 8tocairopci would be a plausible interpretation of "branches." It is easier to imagine that
the translator would associate "preserved" (i.e., "remnant") with "scattering." The verb Staancipo) is used of the
"scattering" of the exile (Deut 4:27; 28:64; 30:3). The translator may have recalled that Israel was to be "gathered"
(5) and inferred a prior "scattering," perhaps prompted by the difficulty of the hapax, '74:I.

What is "trivial" is not being Yahweh's servant, but being the agent "only" of the restoration of Israel.
Koole, Isaiah, 2:21-22.
108

109

BDB, s.v.

II° HALOT, s.v.

Young, Isaiah, 3:275. See 1 Kgs 16:31: "And as if it had been a light thing for him to
walk in the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, he took for wife Jezebel the daughter of Ethbaal king of the
Sidonians, and went and served Baal, and worshiped him."
Qal 3.b. offers the rendering "make, constitute" when the verb has two accusatives or, as here
III BDB, s.v.
an accusative plus t (or
= 'light of the nations,' means not only that the nations (with the exiles)
112 "The genitive construction Ciri3
see salvation, 52:10, but that God's intervention brings about their own salvation, 51:4f." Koole, Isaiah, 2:23.
113 Bruce K. Waltke and Michael P. O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake, Ind.:
Eisenbrauns, 1990), §36.2.3d; Ronald J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline (2d ed.; Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1976), §520. From a formal perspective, the construction 6,- plus infinitive could be a purpose or a
result clause. However, a result that is expected to follow as the consequence of a deliberate action ("I will make
you a light to the nations") is essentially a purpose.
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end of the earth").114 RSV interprets

here, inferring that for God's salvation to "be" to the

end of the earth, it must be extended there.115 In Isaiah, God's salvation often looks toward
deliverance from the Assyrian threat or the Babylonian captivity, but it often also looks beyond
these immediate needs to a more comprehensive work of God. In 25:9, God's awaited salvation
includes a feast in Jerusalem "for all nations" and fulfillment of the promise that God "will
swallow up death for ever, and . . . wipe away tears from all faces" (25:6, 8). A salvation that
includes all nations and brings an end to death is much more than mere restoration from exile. Isa
51:4-6, joins three major themes of Isa 49:6—light, salvation, and the nations: "for a law will go
forth from me, and my justice116 for a light to the peoples" (0',7); "my salvation has gone forth,"
"my salvation will be for ever, and my deliverance will never be ended"; "and my arms will rule
the peoples [cnp]; the coastlands117 wait for me." This unending and universal salvation is much
greater than the expected deliverance from Assyria or Babylon. In the same way, the universality
of the promise of salvation in Isa 49:6 appears to look toward a greater salvation.I18
The universal thrust of the servant's ministry has been apparent throughout the text. In
verse 1, the servant had addressed his words to the "coastlands" and "peoples from afar." It
appears again in verse 7 ("kings . . . princes"), and perhaps in verse 13, where the heavens and
114 The expression Yltiri nsi:appears eight times in Isa 40-66, three times in the plural (40:28; 41:5, 9) and
four others (as in 49:6) in the singular (42:10; 43:6; 48:20; 62:11). The end(s) of the earth are created by Yahweh
(40:28); tremble before God's judgment (41:5); are the place from which God has (41:9) or will (43:6) gather his
people; will hear God has redeemed his people (48:20; 62:11); and will give him praise (42:10).

115 Others have personalized the translation: "that you may bring my salvation" (Nw); "that thou mightest be
my salvation" (Young, Isaiah, 3:276.)

116

Note "law" (a07.3) and "justice" (r-pr) together here, as in 42:4.

117

As noted earlier, the "coastlands" (m% parallel "the ends of the earth" (17F,1 risk.) in 41:5; 42:10.

A fourth text, Isaiah 52:10, also joins rand,. and olazi, but in this context it is more plausible (though not
certain) that "see" may refer to no more than the nations observing God's salvation of Zion.
118
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earth (and mountains) are to join in praising God. This universal thrust is not at the expense of
Israel, for the servant's initial calling is "to bring Jacob back to him, and that Israel might be
gathered to him" (49:5), "to restore the preserved of Israel" (49:6), etc. and this calling will be
fulfilled (vv. 8-13). In fact, the mission to Israel comes first, not only in time, but of necessity,
because it is the means by which God will glorify himself and win the worship of the nations.
Clearly the Servant's work for Israel will affect the whole world. After her
redemption Israel will call other nations to her, and they will come running (55:3-5).
In response to Yahweh's invitation to turn to him and be saved (45:14, 22), the
nations will bow down before the Lord's people (45:14; cf. 49:23), acknowledging
that there is no other God than Yahweh and he is certainly with them.119
The final goal will be a redeemed humanity. Israel will be the center of a
confederation of peoples, subject to Yahweh, the God of Israel and Creator of heaven
and earth . . .
The Gentiles, at present living in blindness and darkness, are prepared in their
hearts for that goal. They wait to share in the true faith and to become subject to
Yahweh. They are highly esteemed by Yahweh, not an object of vengeance and
punishment, but destined for welfare and salvation . . .
The realizing of that goal will imply both the glorifying of Yahweh and the
exaltation of Israel, the people of Yahweh.12°
Who is the servant? In 49:5-6, the servant seems to be an individual. Since the servant is
singled out as a unique recipient of God's favor, it is difficult to see how Whybray understands
from the text that "each man in his own way is to act as Yahweh's instrument to bring about the
nation's recognition of Yahweh's universal sovereignty."I21 The question of the servant's
identity, however, is made difficult by the apparent identification as Israel in v. 3, while, in verse
5, the servant seems to be distinguished from Israel and given a mission with respect to Israel.
119 Andreas J. Kostenberger and Peter T. O'Brien, Salvation to the Ends of the Earth: A Biblical Theology of
Mission (New Studies in Biblical Theology 11; Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 2001), 48.
12° Lindblom, Servant Songs, 53. (The ellipses mark omission of Hebrew terminology related to each point.)
The citation is from Lindblom's summary of the teaching of the servant songs. Lindblom views Israel as given first
the calling of the servant "to mediate welfare to" and "be a witness among the pagans to faith in Yahweh." (52).
121 Whybray,

Isaiah 40-66, 139.
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Although the language of calling and forming from the womb can be applied to Israel (44:2, 22,
24),122 its use in 49:1, 5 most naturally suggests an individual (cf. Jer 1:5). The language of
49:9b-12 describes either the return from exile and/or an eschatological act of redemption.
The return from exile is part of the same redemptive work of God of which Christ's
coming in the flesh is the focus. Fundamentally, the work done by men like
Zerubbabel, Joshua, and Ezra in bringing Israel back is the work of the Servant of the
Lord; they were His instruments, and at the same time they prefigured him.123
The grand scope of the servant's mission implies that the servant is an eschatological figure.124
3.2.4 Isaiah 51:4
The similarity of themes in Isa 51:4-6 and Isa 49:6 was noted above. The OG of Isa 51:4
reads cig (poic 9viov, but the Hebrew differs, reading r.r7pg -i;\`' instead of 07ia rite and it is
not the servant, but "my [God's] justice" that will be a light to the nations.
Isaiah 51:4 MT
'tz;
12'17rt
7*.:)1N 1

,p
crw

Isaiah 51:4 RSV
4a Listen to me, my people,
b and give ear to me, my nation;
c for a law will go forth from me,
d and [lit. I will cause to rest] my
justice for a light to the peoples.

Isaiah 51:4 OG

docoliaate ACM ataniaccre
Xacic j.tov
Kai of pccatAzic npag
ivania oca0e
ott vOgpc nap' egoi3
itamiacTat
-kcet 31 xpiat; gm) Etc cpciic
iOvoiv

Few scholars have reckoned Isa 51:4 among the servant songs,125 but there are a number of
similar themes. Along with "light to the nations," Isa 51:4-5 also promises n-rlin ("law,"
"instruction," 42:4), mv0 ("justice," 43:1, 4), and '.47 ("my salvation," 49:6). Where in 51:5

122

Young, Isaiah, 3:273.

123

Ridderbos, Isaiah, 437.

124 Dirk H. Odendaal, The Eschatological Expectation of Isaiah 40-66 with Special Reference to Israel and the
Nations (Nutley, N.J.: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1970), 135.

125

North, Suffering Servant, 136-37.
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"the coastlands wait for me," in 42:4 "the coastlands wait for his law" (rrir, see also 49:1).
Though not the source of the quotation in Acts 13:47, Isa 51:4 is part of the complex of ideas to
which Isa 49:6 and 42:6 belong and indicates the importance of these themes in Isaiah.
3.2.5 Summary
On two occasions the Isaianic servant is described as having been designated by God as "a
light to the nations." This light is, in Brueggemann's phrase, a "rough synonym"126 for salvation
in Isaiah. The servant is to bring this salvation, not only to Israel, but also to the nations. We can
note a number of elements common to these texts.
1. The servant is the object of Yahweh's special regard and care (42:1, 6; 49:1-2, 5-6).
2. He has been called and appointed to his task by Yahweh (42:1, 6; 49:1).
3. The servant faces difficult challenges, frustration, and even apparent failure in the fulfillment
of his divinely appointed mission to Israel (42:3-4; 49:4). Yet in the midst of this experience,
Yahweh assigns his servant a broader, seemingly universal mission (49:6).
4. The results of the servant's ministry are, in the general sense, salvific (49:6): eyes opened
(42:7), prisoners released (42:7; 49:9), Israel restored (49:8), a new Exodus (49:10-13).
5. This ministry has a universal scope. In 42, he is called by the creator of "the heavens" and
"the earth" (42:5), brings justice "to the nations" (42:1), and "the coastlands wait for his law"
(42:4). In 49, he addresses the "coastlands" and "peoples from afar" (49:1) and his salvation
reaches "to the end to the earth" (49:6) in such a way that he receives obeisance from "kings"
and "princes" (49:7) while heaven and earth join in praising God (49:13).

126

Brueggemann, Isaiah, 2:112.
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6. The servant appears to be an individual. In 42, he is distinguished from the nations and he
establishes justice (42:1, 3, 4), a royal responsibility. In 49, he has a mission to both Israel
(49:5-6) and the nations (49:6).
7. Finally, in both passages and in Isaiah as a whole, the dramatic nature of the salvation the
servant brings strongly suggests the work of an eschatological figure.
In summary, "the (Ebed Yahweh is a royal, individual, eschatological figure, who is instrumental
in bringing about the royal eschatological dominion of Yahweh."127
3.3

The Expected Servant

3.3.1 The Servant in the Old Testament
Outside of Isaiah, there are no clear references in the Old Testament to Isaiah's unnamed
"servant."128 Such an observation, however, may easily give a wrong impression. Messiah (TO)
appears relatively few times in the Old Testament,129 but few would deny the importance of
messianic expectation as central to a broader constellation of prophetic ideas.
It is much the same with the servant.I30 The royal figure of Isa 9 and 11 has been
associated with the servant of the latter chapters131 —both are endowed with the Spirit and bring
light, justice, righteousness, and release to the oppressed. Both David (Ezek 34:23-24; 37:24-25)

127

Odendaal, Expectation, 135.

138

Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, 53.

129

The term occurs fewer than 40 times with the majority in historical, rather than prophetic, contexts.

130 "This figure [i.e., the Servant of the Lord] embraces the entire messianic hope of the OT in all its depth, and
Isaiah was permitted to see in this figure basic and essential features which seem to be based on a typological
approach." Leonhard Goppelt, Typos: The Typological Interpretation of the Old Testament in the New (trans.
Donald H. Madvig; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982), 39, n. 99.

13 ' "The description of the Messianic king in Isa. XI.3-4 provides a good commentary" on Isa 42:1-4.
Lindblom, Servant Songs, 17.
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and Moses (Deut 18:18-19), the preeminent Old Testament servants of God, are models for or
types of figures to come. Morna Hooker has noted close similarities between key themes in Isa
40-55 and those in Jer 30-33 and Ezek 34-37.132 The Isaianic servant and his calling are thus
associated with other prophecies of restoration, renewal, and the conversion of the nations.
It was, however, these other ideas, and the texts that contain them, that attracted attention
during the Second Temple period. The servant apparently does not appear in the apocrypha,
pseudepigrapha,133 or (non-biblical) DSS. The texts about the Isaianic servant seem to have
attracted little attention until the New Testament.
3.3.2 The Servant in Luke-Acts134
Jesus' public ministry in Luke begins with his synagogue sermon in NA7nreth (4:16-30), in
which he applies the language of Isa 61:1-2 to himself: aTip.ipov nenViporcat i1 Tpapil
()dirt" iv tots C;XViN '61.1.6v ("Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing.").135
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to preach good news
to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and recovering of
132 Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, 30-40. E.g., Israel will be gathered again, from the ends of the earth;
Jerusalem will be rebuilt; Yahweh, the creator of all things, will be with his people and will again be their shepherd;
Yahweh will make a new covenant with his people.

133 Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, 53-54. There is an allusion to Isa 49:6 in 1 Enoch 48:4, where the Son of
Man (not explicitly the servant) is "the light of the gentiles." Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 197. There are
occasional echoes, particularly to Isa 53, but these do not refer explicitly to the servant. Janowski and Stuhlmacher,
eds., Suffering Servant. See especially in this volume Martin Hengel and Daniel P. Bailey, "The Effective History of
Isaiah 53 in the Pre-Christian Period," 75-146.

134 The servant songs are reflected in many texts: Isa 52:13-53:12 in Luke 22:37; Acts 8:32-34; Matt 8:17;
John 12:38-41; Rom 15:21; 1 Pet 2:22-25; and (questionably) Mark 15:28 (cf. 1 Clem 16; Barn 5:2). Matt 12:18-21
quotes Isa 42:1-4 and 2 Cor 6:2 quotes Isa 49:8. Less certain are claimed allusions in the accounts of Jesus' baptism
(Matt 3:17 II) and transfiguration (Matt 17:5 II); Heb 9:15; Mark 8:31; 9:31; 10:33-34,45; John 1:29; Rom 4:25; Phil
2:5-11; 1 Cor 15:3-4; Heb 9:28. Vincent Taylor, The Names of Jesus (London: Macmillan, 1953), 36.

135 Isaiah's influence on Luke-Acts is not limited to the servant songs. "Luke did not merely utilize Isaiah as a
source for prooftexts to support his own point of view. Rather Luke had investigated Isaiah extensively and had a
deep appreciation for Isaianic themes. His mind was saturated with lsaianic texts and concepts, which shaped his
views." Thomas S. Moore, "`To the End of the Earth': The Geographical and Ethnic Universalism of Acts 1:8 in
Light of Isaianic Influence on Luke," JETS 40 (1997): 392. See also Pao, Acts; Sanders, "Isaiah in Luke."
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sight to the blind, to set at liberty those who are oppressed, to proclaim the
acceptable year of the Lord. (Luke 4:18-19)
Although the term servant does not occur here and this text is not commonly identified among
the servant songs, Snaith finds that "the characteristic phrasing is unmistakable" and argues that
"the opening of His ministry, then, is said by Luke to be the fulfillment of that prophecy. This is
the advent of the Servant of the LORD."136
Snaith finds other influences of the servant passages in Jesus' ministry. He believes that
the extensive portrayal of Jesus' healing ministry in the gospels is supports the identification of
Jesus as the awaited servant, particularly Luke 7:18-23, where Jesus answers the delegation from
John by performing acts of healing which are then described in Isaianic terms.
vtxpXoi avai3X67COIXYLV Kai voXoi
nepticatoilatv, Xexpoi KaOapgovrat Kai

the blind receive their sight, the lame
walk, lepers are cleansed, and the deaf
hear, the dead are raised up, the poor
have good news preached to them

KCO(p01, aK01)01)01V, Kai VEKpOl,
iycipovtat Kai irtmoi Elkcyyaiorcat

He also believes that Jesus' passion sayings (Luke 9:22; 18:31-34 and pars.) reflect the servant
passages (50:6; 53:3-6); in the latter, "note the inclusion of the mocking and scourging, both of
which are part of the picture of the humiliated, maltreated Servant." Jesus' words in the upper
room (22:37) include a citation of Isa 53:12. Jesus' enjoining silence about his miracles and his
own silence at his trial reflect a conscious effort to embody the hiddenness and silence of the
servant (e.g., 42:2-3; 49:2; 53:7). Snaith concludes that "Jesus deliberately modeled his ministry
on the concept of the Servant of the LORD of the Second Isaiah."137 Other scholars hear echoes
of Isa 42:1 in the words from heaven, oi) El o vi6; goy o ayournt6c, iv mit 686K-rpoc, at

136

Snaith, "Servant," 205.

137

Snaith, "Servant," 205-7,210-14.
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Jesus' baptism (Luke 3:22).138 The citation of Isa 53:7-8 in Acts 8:32-33 and its application to
Jesus (8:34-35) indicates that Jesus was identified with the Isaianic servant in the early church.
In addition to explicit citations from the Isaianic servant passages, we must also consider
the use of servant language in Luke-Acts. The OG uses two nouns primarily as translations of
140
i;', Kat; (341 times)139 and Soil og (most of the 334 times Sof)Xo; occurs in the 0G),
comprising about three-quarters of the 860 instances of -r;14 in the MT. Neither term is
distinctively applied to God's servant!'" The former is the primary term for -12V in Isa 40-55142
while 5o15Xoc, although far more frequent in the New Testament (appearing 126 times), does not
seem to carry echoes from the servant songs.143

138 See, e.g., Fitzmyer, Luke, 486; Walther Zimmerli and Joachim Jeremias, "Hai; Oethi," TDNT, 5:701-2.
See also the extended argument in Jeffrey A. Gibbs, "Israel Standing with Israel: The Baptism of Jesus in Matthew's
Gospel (Matt 3:13-17)," CBQ 64 (2002): 511-26.

139

Georg Braumann, "'laic," NIDNTT, 3:283.

14° Karl Heinrich Rengstorf, "Aoiaoc, ra.," TDNT, 2:265. Rengstorf states that Soli?..oc translates -r;;; "with
few exceptions." The 334 figure is derived from Accordance Ver. 6.4.1, Oak Tree Software.
141 Moses, e.g., is called 6 0Epa3tcov ilou (Josh 1:2; 8); 6 naig p.o.0 (Josh 1:7); and 6 Sof)X6c gov (2 Kgs
21:8). Similarly, David is Tay iraibi gov (1 Chr 17:4; Isa 37:35); Toy Soi3X6v Li.o.0 (2 Sam 7:8; Ezek 34:23).

142 Fourteen times, including key texts in this chapter: 41:8-9; 42:1, 19a (translated as plural); 43:10; 44:1-2,
21 (2x), 26; 45:4; 49:6; 50:10; 52:13. The six remaining instances of -;;;zi in these chapters are translated by Soiaoc
(singular in 48:20; 49:3, 5; plural in 42:19b; 49:7), except for 53:11, where SoUsliovta appears.

143 The term appears 126 times in the New Testament, primarily for literal slaves of human masters. Although
it is sometimes assumed that the term is applied to generally to Jesus' followers, as individual Israelites could be
termed "servants of Yahweh" (e.g., Lev 25:55; 1 Kings 8:23; 2 Kings 10:23; Isa 54:17; Ps 135:14), examination of
actual use of the term does not bear this out. Paul's frequent use of the term for himself and his companions (e.g.,
Rom 1:1, Phil 1:1; I Tim 2:24) appears to refer those with leadership roles in the church (see also James 1:1; 2 Pet
1:1; Jude 1:1; and probably Acts 4:29), reflecting the application of servant language in the Old Testament to leaders
such as Moses, David, etc. Although the verb is applied to believers' relationship both to Christ and to one another
and the noun used in parables in which Jesus compares his followers to slaves, the noun is not applied to individual
believers as servants of God or Christ, except for Luke 2:29 (Simeon), one reference to slaves as "slaves of Christ"
(Eph 6:6), 1 Pet 2:16 and in Revelation (1:1; 2:20 7:3; 19:5; 22:3; 22:6; and possibly 11:18).
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In Luke-Acts, IC aic is used seven times in a theologically significant sense:144 of Israel
(Luke 1:54), of David (Luke 1:69; Acts 4:25), and of Jesus (Acts 3:13, 26; 4:27, 30). In Acts 3,
we are told that God "glorified his servant Jesus'' (3:13) and that, "having raised up his servant,
sent him to you first, to bless you in turning every one of you from your wickedness" (3:26). In
Acts 4, God's enemies were "truly in this city were gathered together against thy holy servant
Jesus, whom thou didst anoint" (4:27), but "thou stretchest out thy hand to heal, and signs and
wonders are performed through the name of thy holy servant Jesus" (4:30).145
Of the uses of Kai; in Acts, 3:26 is of the greatest interest for the present study. The
previous verse cited the promise to Abraham, that "in your posterity shall all the families of the
earth be blessed" (Gen 22:18). God's servant, then, was sent "first" to "you" (a Jewish audience
in Jerusalem) to "bless you" (i.e., convey the blessing promised to Abraham). The "first,"
however, suggests a "second," presumably some second stage in the work of the servant, sending
of the servant "second" to Gentiles, to convey to them also the blessing of Abraham.146
The explicit citations from the servant songs, the narrative indications that Jesus fulfilled
the responsibilities of the servant (e.g., recovery of sight for the blind), and the use of servant
terminology, demonstrate that the servant theme plays a significant role in shaping Luke-Acts147
and that Luke sees Jesus as the awaited servant.148

144 In other instances, the term is used three times of literal servants of a human master (Luke 7:7; 23:45;
15:26) and five times of a child or young man (Luke 2:43; 8:51, 54; 9:42; Acts 20:12).
145 Apart from Luke-Acts, there is only one other theologically significant use of the term in the New
Testament, the citation of Isa 42:1-4 in Matt 12:18-21. (The term occurs seven other times in Matthew: three times
of children [2:16; 17:8; 21:15] and four times of servants of a human master [8:6, 8, 13; 14:2; so also John 4:51].

146

See further on this citation in section 5.3 below.

147

Many have noted the importance of the servant songs in Luke-Acts. Moessner, for example, (referring to the
work of Tiede and Tannehill) describes "the servant passages of Isaiah as literarily and theologically constitutive for
much of the story material in Acts." David P. Moessner, "The Ironic Fulfillment of Israel's Glory," in Luke-Acts and
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3.3.3 Light to the Nations in Luke-Acts
While Acts 13:47 is the only explicit citation of Isa 49:6 in Luke-Acts, two other texts echo
the language of "light to the nations" and two others contain possible allusions. Other allusions
have been suggested, but the evidence for these is not persuasive.'

49

3.3.3.1 Luke 2:32
The first of these is found in the words of Simeon in Luke 2:32:5°
Luke 2:29-32
viiv ano?,...i)etc Toy 8otiaav am). Sianota,
Kat& TO Of-41,6 you ev eimivir
Ott ei8ov oil:5(0041Di gov to auyrriptOv
aou,
8 irroip.aaceg Kat& np6aconov neeVTOW T(I)V
kaciw,
(p6.); eic Corm:WI/1N iewbv Kai 86ccv
Xacrii aou lapaijk

Luke 2:29-32 RSV
29 "Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in
peace, according to thy word;
30 for mine eyes have seen thy salvation
which thou hast prepared in the presence of
all peoples,
32 a light for revelation to the Gentiles, and for
glory to thy people Israel."

3'1

Simeon's words echo a number of Isaianic texts. "Seeing God's salvation" (30), echoes Isa 40:5
(cited in Luke 3:6); 52:10.151 Verse 32, echoes Isa 49:6; 42:6, although the words are not an
the Jewish People (ed. Joseph B. Tyson; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1988), 46-47. See also the more general summary
of servant themes in Luke-Acts in Strauss, Davidic Messiah, 325 (cf. 235-250, 288-292, 324-33).
148
It is difficult to sustain the argument of D. L. Jones that the use of nat.; in Acts has "no particular reference
to Deutero-lsaiah." Donald L. Jones, "The Title 'Servant' in Luke-Acts," in Luke-Acts: New Perspectives from the
Society of Biblical Literature Seminar (ed. Charles H. Talbert; New York: Crossroad, 1984), 157. See the persuasive
case made by Dennis E. Johnson, "Jesus Against the Idols: The Use of Isaianic Servant Songs in the Missiology of
Acts," WTJ 52 (1990): 344-45.
149 Mark Strauss sees an allusion in Luke 1:79 (bruptivat wig ev (Ticket Kai co.'4 eavectau
icaOtativotg, "to give light to those who sit in darkness and in the shadow of death"), although use of the infrequent
eittpaivto makes this seem less an allusion to a text than the appropriation of an Isaianic idea, Strauss, Davidic
Messiah, 325. David Pao sees an allusion in Luke 24:46-47, although his reasoning is not persuasive, Pao, Acts,
84-86. Van Unnik suggests that Isa 49:6 "is quoted" in Acts 28:28, as well as in 13:47, "at a turning point and the
conclusion of the work," but there is little to support the claim: no "light," nor "end of the earth"—only "Gentiles"
and csarriptov (not ocurqpia as in Isa 49:6). Willem C. van Unnik, "'The Book of Acts'—The Confirmation of the
Gospel," in Sparsa Collecta: The Collected Essays of W. C. van Unnik, Part One: Evangelia, Paulina, Acta
(NovTSup 29; Leiden: Brill, 1973), 364. An allusion to Isa 49:6 (42:6) in Enoch 48:4-5 identifies the Son of Man as
"the light of the gentiles," seemingly associated the servant and the Son of Man. (I am indebted for the reference to
Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 197.) "The resultant combination of the Son of Man and the servant of God ... was of
decisive significance for Jesus' sense of mission." Zimmerli and Jeremias, TDNT, 5:688.
150

The only textual variant cited in NA27 here is the omission of iev65v in D. The text is well established.
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exact citation: where Isaiah has cis pas); i0vcbv (oG), Luke has (po5c eic ocnoicakowtv iewbv
and adds Kai SA m/ bath) auu lapaiPt..152 "Light" and "salvation"153 appear together in Isa
49:6; 51:4-6)54 "Light" and "glory" are associated in Isa 42:6, 8; 58:8; 59:17-19; 60:1-3.
"Salvation" and "glory" are associated in 46:13, and all three terms ("salvation," "light" and
"glory"—with "righteousness"!) in Isa 60: 18-21. "Revelation" (anoicalminv) does not occur
in the OG of Isaiah, although the verb (anoiccainvet) appears with saompiav in Isa 52:10,
where "the Lord will reveal . .. before all nations" "his holy arm."155
Although the general import of Simeon's words is clear, three observations must be made.
First, the term for "salvation" (To acovriptov) in Luke 2:30 is not found in the Greek of the
canonical Old Testament.156 A different term, aonipia, is found in Isa 42:6 and nine other
times in Isa 40-66. While aoyniplov has been taken by some to refer to the means of salvation

151

Plummer believes 2:32 combines Isa 49:6 and Ps 98:2. Alfred Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the Gospel according to S. Luke (5th ed.; ICC: Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1922), 69. evccvtiov .t65v
anExakuwev, however, is not cpOic etc anoktikuilitv ievr.bv.
152

It has been suggested that this phrase depends on Isa 46:13 Caii IapaqX etc Wctop.cc). NA27; Fitzmyer,

Luke, 428; Luke Timothy Johnson, The Gospel of Luke (SP 3; Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical Press, 1991), 55.

In Luke-Acts "pheis stands for the Christ who acts like the Father and is the Messiah... . it also looks to the
suffering servant, salvation, and eschatology." Robert F. O'Toole, The Christological Climax of Paul's Defense
(AnBib 78; Rom: Biblical Institute Press, 1978), 64. Light imagery appears elsewhere in the New Testament. Where
the beginning of Jesus' ministry in Luke's gospel is marked by application of servant language from lsa 61 to
himself (Luke 4:16-30), the beginning of his ministry in Matt (4:14-16) is explained by reference to the coming of
light on those in darkness through the expected royal figure of Isa 9:1-6. In John, Jesus states "I am the light of the
world." (John 8:12; 9:5; 12:46; see also 1:4-9; 3:19-21; 12:35-36; and probably 11:9-10.) Jesus' illumination is
contagious: his disciples can also be described as "the light of the world" (Matt 5:14), "light in the Lord" (Eph 5:8),
"sons of light" (1 Thess 5:5), those who have been "called ... out of darkness into [God's] marvelous light" (1 Pet
2:9), and those who have been "qualified ... to share in the inheritance of the saints in light" (Col 1:12). Light is a
New Testament metaphor for salvation (Rom 13:12; 2 Cor 4:6; 6:14; Eph 5:13-14; 1 John 2:8).
153

154

See the OG, which in 51:5 reads it 0.ei 1:SCULL (Lc (1)(11);

aortiiptov gau for MT 4:7;i7

155

Isa 52:10 continues: "the ends of the earth will see the salvation which is with God." Fitzmyer believes this
verse is the inspiration for the words kath npoacorov newton/ 'OW bacin, in v. 31. Fitzmyer, Luke, 428.
156

It is found five times in the apocryphal books: 3 Macc 6:31; 7:18; 4 Macc 12:6; 15:26; Wis 1:14.
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rather than to the salvation itself,157 its semantic range includes the salvation and it would be
unwise to attempt too great a distinction in this text. I58 Second, some have suggested that
Simeon's words do not state that Gentiles actually experience salvation, but merely that they
observe it. The Isaianic background noted above, the nature of the enlightening already
announced in Luke 1:79, and the subsequent use of Isa 49:6; 42:6 in Acts 13:47; 26:22 all argue
against this minimalist understanding: I59 light brings revelation, and consequently salvation, to
Gentiles.16° Third, it does not in the end matter greatly "whether (pie; and 8(*tv should be taken
as two coordinates in apposition to aorniptov or whether (poi; alone should be regarded as in
apposition to acirtiiplov with azoicakuivw and 8(*cv as parallel statements of the
illumination which the salvation brings about."161
Simeon's words come at, as it were, Jesus' first "public appearance." The aged saint,
prompted by God's Spirit (2:27), adds his testimony about Jesus to that of the angel (2:10-12).
Simeon applies the language of the Isaianic servant, who brings salvation to both Israel and the
nations, to the child he holds in his arms. The Lord's anointed, the Christ, whom Simeon had
157

L&N 1:2.29, 30; Frederic Godet, A Commentary on the Gospel of St. Luke (trans. E. W. Shalders and M. D.
Cusin; 2 vols.; 5th ed.; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1957), 1:139; David Gooding, According to Luke: A New Exposition
of the Third Gospel (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987), 57; Joel B. Green, The Gospel of Luke (NICNT; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), 148.
158

BDAG, s.v. aw'njptoc.

Green and Marshall attribute this view to G. D. Kilpatrick, "Xaot at Luke ii.31 and Acts iv.25-27,"JTS 16
(1986), 127. Green, Luke, 148; Ian Howard Marshall, The Gospel of Luke: A Commentary on the Greek Text (New
International Greek Testament Commentary; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978), 121.
158

16° Plummer correctly notes that of the 11 other instances of throxeckuyng with the genitive in the New
Testament, the genitive signifies either what is revealed, or (possibly) the one who reveals (2 Cor 12:1 and Rev 1:1
could be read either way). However, he also notes that there is nothing to prevent a possessive genitive here,
indicating that this revelation "belongs to" the Gentiles. Plummer, Luke, 69.
161 John Martin Creed, The Gospel according to St. Luke: The Greek Text with Introduction, Notes, and Indices
(London: Macmillan, 1965), 41. For the former, see Raymond E. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah: A Commentary
on the Infancy Narratives in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke (New updated ed.; New York: Doubleday, 1993),
440; Fitzmyer, Luke, 428; Plummer, Luke, 69. For the later, see Marshall, Luke (Commentary), 121.
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been promised he would see before he died (2:26), is also the awaited servant. This servant is the
promised light to the nations, who "will bring salvation to the end of the earth" (Isa 49:6) and
will "to open the eyes that are blind, to bring out the prisoners from the dungeon, from the prison
those who sit in darkness" (42:7). Sight to the blind and freedom to the captives will become
distinguishing marks of Jesus' ministry.162 First, however, Jesus will experience opposition: "a
sign that is spoken against" (2:34; cp. Isa 49:4).
Curiously, Simeon's words reverse the expected order—we would expect to hear first
about salvation for the Jews and only subsequently (if at all) for the Gentiles. Simeon, however,
speaks first of a salvation prepared by God icazac npocromov icavuov Titiv Xaciw ("in the
presence of all peoples") and a light bringing revelation to the Gentiles before he speaks of that
light bringing glory to Israel. He thus makes a strong statement about the universal extent of the
ministry of Jesus. "The Messianic salvation brings out the full and true glory of Israel and sheds
universal light upon all the peoples of the world."163 Luke 2:32 thus links the Isaianic servant
with Gentile blessing164 and indicates this as the purpose for which the servant has come.
Thus Luke's appropriation of scriptural traditions in Simeon's oracle also reflects a
highly specific view of the salvation of God (see Isa. 40:5, LXX), which this prophetmessiah Jesus portends for Israel, a view that was clearly subject to dispute. Indeed,
the allusion to Isa. 49:6, enriched with words and phrases drawn from the larger
context of those distinctive latter chapters of Isaiah, might well be regarded as a
thematic statement of Luke's entire narrative: the call of the servant (pais) to restore
the diaspora of Israel and to be a light to the Gentiles to the end of the earth.165
162 See especially Luke 4:18-19 (citing Isa 61:1-2); 7:19-2. The gospels record at least six occasions on which
Jesus restored sight to blind people: Matt 9:27; 12:22; 15:30 par.; 20:30 par.; Mark 8:22 par.; John 9. In addition,
Ananias told Saul that "the Lord Jesus who appeared to you on the road by which you came [dazzling him with
light], has sent me that you may regain your sight and be filled with the Holy Spirit" (Acts 9:17).

163

Creed, St. Luke, 41; Fitzmyer, Luke, 428.

164

This text appears to be the first in Luke-Acts to explicitly indicate blessing of Gentiles by Christ.

165

David L. Tiede, Prophecy and History in Luke-Acts (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980), 31.
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3.3.3.2 Acts 26:23
The second allusion appears in Acts 26:23, Paul's defense before Agrippa (26:2-23).166
Acts 26:23 RSV
To this day I have had the help that comes
from God, and so I stand here testifying
both to small and great, saying nothing but
what the prophets and Moses said would
come to pass:
23 that the Christ must suffer, and that, by
being the first to rise from the dead, he
would proclaim light both to the people
and to the Gentiles."

Acts 26:23 NA27
azet TO13 °cab' aixpt
inmovpia; ovv vux(bv
trjg figipag mimic Earva gapropop.Evoc
ptkp6) tE Kai gerickcp oi)6ev itabc Xiyow (by
TE Ot npopfitat adcknaav I.LEA.A,ovuov
yiveaeat tccit Mcokiailc,
Ei naeirreg 6 xptatoc, El npititoc 4
avaaviaco.); vexpciiv (pojc ilgUet
kovrayyalEtv Teo. TE act Kai TOic aVEM.V.

22

This scripture summary is reminiscent of Luke 24:44-47. What "the prophets and Moses" had
prophesied was the suffering and resurrection of Christ ("the first to rise from the dead"), with
the consequent proclamation of "light" to Jews ("the people")167 and (more strikingly) Gentiles.
The words do not exactly reflect Isa 49:6 or 42:6: there the servant becomes himself a light to the
nations, while here Jesus proclaims light, both to Jews and the nations. As in Isaiah, however,
the broad ministry to the nations (49:6) follows "suffering" (cp. Isa 49:4).
What is proclaimed is "light," i.e., salvation. The sermons of Acts have made clear what
has been accomplished by Jesus' death and resurrection and what is being proclaimed in his
name: forgiveness of sins (2:38; 5:31; 10:43; 13:38), the gift of the Spirit (2:38 10:44; 15:8), the
blessing of repentance (3:26; 5:31; 17:30; 20:21; 24:25), resurrection of the dead (23:6; 24:15),
and extension of God's grace to the Gentiles (11:17-18; 13:47; 15:13-18).168 (See also the

166 Curiously, this allusion is not noted in the marginal notes or table of citations NA27, although it is in UBS4.
The only textual issue noted in the apparatus of NA-7 is a conjectural addition. The presence of the words
constituting the allusion in this text is well established.

167

In Luke, the term almost always refers to Israel. See section 4.5.3. below.

168 From the narrative of Acts we can also add: healing (3:1-10; 4:10; 5:12-16; 8:6; 9:33-35; 14:8-10; 19:11);
sight to the blind (9:12, 17-19); resurrection (9:40-42; 14:19-20; 20:9-12?); release from prison (5:18-19;
12:1-19a; 16:23-40); and judgment on unbelief and disobedience (5:1-11; 8:20-23; 12:23; 13:6-12).
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description of the promised salvation in Acts 26:18 below.) When Jesus, then, on the basis of his
death and resurrection, proclaims light to the nations, he proclaims himself: the message of light
is the message about the one who is himself that light. By contrast, although Paul is here related
to the servant,169 Paul himself is not described here as himself being "a light to the nations."
3.3.3.3 Acts 1:8
Some have found an allusion to Isa 49:6 in Acts 1:8, where Jesus says that the apostles will
be his witnesses "to the end of the earth" (Ecoc eavitou Tfi; 7. 16).17° The expression is found
in the New Testament only here and the citation in Acts 13:47. T. Moore has argued persuasively
that the term indicates "both geographic and ethnic universalism," not only that the gospel is
preached throughout the world, but specifically to Gentiles as well as Jews.I71 D. Johnson finds
further echoes of the servant songs in the coming of the Spirit (Isa 44:1-8), the calling to bear
witness (Isa 41:1-4; 43:8-12; 44:8), and the extension of salvation to the nations.172 The
suggestion that the apostles are described, even in this early point in Acts, in the language of the
Isaianic servant is intriguing. The allusion (if it is one), however, is brief, and the expression

169 In 26:16, Jesus appoints Paul "to serve and bear witness" (incipirqv Kai Oprupo:). The former is not a
term for the servant in Isaiah and the term only translates 7.0 once (Prov 14:25). However, witness and servant
(1, translated by Ica%) are joined in Isa 43:10.
170

Dupont notes that "the expression 'to the ends of the earth" is not to be taken in a purely geographic sense.
In contrast to Jerusalem, the 'city of the great king' and center of the worship of the true God, the ends of the earth
represent the pagan nations. ... The expansion of Christianity 'to the ends of the earth' is not a merely geographic
movement, but involves a passage out of the Jewish world into the Gentile world. So Rome, as the capital of the
pagan world, is really situated 'at the ends of the earth.'" Dupont, "Salvation," 19-20. See also Frederick F. Bruce,
The Acts of the Apostles: The Greek Text with Introduction and Commentary (3d rev. and enl. ed.; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1990), 315.
171 Moore,

"To the End of the Earth."

172 Johnson, "Idols," 346-49. Johnson might also have included Isa 55:3-5. None of these references appear in
what are usually considered to be servant songs. If, however, one understands the songs to be integrally related to
their context, rather than separately composed interpolations, Johnson's approach can be seen as sound.
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("the end of the earth") occurs often enough in the OG that we cannot assume that readers would
have associated the phrase specifically with Isa 49:6.173
3.3.3.4 Acts 26:18
Acts 26:18 is also part of Paul's defense before Agrippa (26:2-23). It has been suggested
that Paul here describes his cal1174 with an allusion to Isa 42:7, 16175 (underlined below).
But rise and stand upon your feet; for I have appeared to you for this purpose, to
appoint you to serve and bear witness to the things in which you have seen me and to
those in which I will appear to you, delivering you from the people and from the
Gentiles—to whom I send you to open their eyes, that they may turn from darkness
to light and from the power of Satan to God, that they may receive forgiveness of
sins and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in me. (Acts 26:16-18)
Isaiah 42:7, 16 OG

Isaiah 42:7, 16 MT
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The "end of the earth" appears in the OG in Deut 28:49; 1 Macc 3:9; Ps 135:7; Pss. SoL 1:4; 8:15; Isa 8:9;
45:22; 48:20; 62:11; Jer 6:22; 10:13; 16:19; 27:41; 28:16; 32:32; 38:8. Van Unnik, however, notes it occurs with
icog only in the Isaiah four Isaiah texts, Pss. SoL 1:4; 1 Macc 3:9 (although he does not comment on the omission of
the article in this last); he cannot find any other instances of the fill' expression in Greek literature. Willem C. van
Unnik, "Der Ausdruck au); icixevrov TTic TrIS (Apostelgeschichte I, 8) and sein alttestamentlicher Hintergrund," in
Sparsa Collecta: The Collected Writings of W. C. van Unnik, Part One: Evangelia, Paulina, Acta (NovTSup 29;
Leiden: Brill, 1973), 400.
173

174 This is the third account of Paul's call: Acts 9:15-16; 22:14-15; 26:16-18. Each includes a reference to
mission to the Gentiles: Tar) ficcaTacrat cb Ovoi.ta gov evointov gOvew TE Kai poccsagow view tie lapoctiA,
(9:15-16); Ott eon p,aptvg ociyre? 7cpbc ravtag avepdncovc (22:14-15); and this text.

175

NA27 marginal reference. UBS4 lists only Isa 42:16. See also Schnabel, Early Christian Mission, 943.
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The case for an allusion here is weak. Acts 26:18a has ain65v rather than TVCIA(15V of Isa 42:7a
(oG).176 Acts 26:18b speaks of "turning" people from darkness to light, where in Isa 42:16c (00
God "will make" darkness into light. These differences are significant since the number of words
shared between Acts 26:18 and Isa 42 is so small. Nor is the language as distinctive as "light to
the nations." These blessings appear in other Isaianic texts: recovery of sight in Isa 29:18; 35:5
and provision of light in place of darkness in Isa 9:2; 58:10 (cp. Mic 7:18). These other texts do
not explicitly mention the servant.
Paul here applies the language of providing light (to both "the people and . .. the
Gentiles"), not to Christ, but to his own ministry)." The Lord Jesus had sent Paul to the Gentiles
(26:17) "to open their eyes" (avAat o(pocagoi)c), echoing the mission of the servant in Isa
42:7

07:1-; cipp`?, sivoiat expOcagoic TV(pX6w).178 The purpose (Toli plus infinitive) is

"that they may turn from darkness to light" (T013 intawgwat Cute imaiTaK at; yebg),

176 A few manuscripts of Acts read 'cupVtiv. This is the only variant cited in NA27. The words supposed to
constitute the allusion are clearly part of the text.

177 D. Johnson sees allusions to the servant songs in Paul's accounts his conversion and call. Johnson, Message
of Acts, 116. In addition to these echoes in Acts 26: 18, see also Acts 22: election (Acts 22:15; Isa 42:1; 49:2); the
righteous one (Acts 22:14; Isa 53:11; cp. Acts 3:14; 7:52); witness (Acts 22:15; Isa 41:1-4; 43:8-12; 44:8); refusal to
hear his testimony (Acts 22:18; Isa 53:1); and the extension of salvation to the Gentiles (Acts 22:15; 22:21).
178 Recovery of sight figures prominently as a metaphor (or aspect) of salvation in Isaiah. In addition to 42:7;
42:16 see 29:18; 32:3; 35:5; 43:8.
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echoing (though not reproducing) Isa 42:16 (niN1:7:).0 Itpn ott$, noujaco ainoig
ataitoc etc (pcbc).179 Paul is also to turn the Gentiles from "from the power of Satan to God"

(Tfig govaiac To.° act

ani -thv oeciv), also possibly reflecting the servant's work "to

bring out the prisoners from the dungeon, from the prison those who sit in darkness" (Isa 42:7).
Yet the light that he brings them is Christ (Acts 26:23 = Isa 49:6), and Paul is only an
apostle of Christ. If the prophecy of Isaiah is fulfilled in Paul, it must first have been •
fulfilled in Christ. Hence Paul's use of this text in connection with his own mission
presupposes its prior use for theological purposes.18°
3.3.3.5 Summary
There are at least two allusions to Isa 49:6 in Luke-Acts. In the clearest of these (Luke
2:29-32; Acts 26:23), the language of the prophecy is clearly applied to Jesus as the one who
would be (or proclaim) light to the nations. In a third (Acts 1:8), there is a briefer echo of the text
in Jesus' promise to (or commission of) the apostles as his witnesses "to the end of the earth."
The case for an allusion in 26:18 is not persuasive, yet the text is evidence of Luke's interest in
themes from the larger context of Isaiah. These texts together indicate Luke understood the
prophecy of Isa 49:6 as applying to Jesus.
3.4 Acts 13:47
Acts 13 is a turning point in the narrative of Acts. The focus of the church's mission has
been Jews and those geographically or spiritually close to them. With the beginning of Paul's
missionary activity, and particularly the citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47, this begins to change.

179 Perhaps also Isa 9:2: "The people who walked in darkness have seen a great light; those who dwelt in a land
of deep darkness, on them has light shined."

18° Dupont, "Apologetic," 146. O'Toole, however writes of" the task of the Suffering Servant begun by Christ
carried on by Paul." "The resurrected Christ has from the Father a mission which Christ performs. What Paul does
can be predicated of Christ. So, the resurrected Christ cannot only be said to be in heaven; he is with and in Paul
proclaiming the light." O'Toole, Climax, 69, 119.
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3.4.1 The Context of Acts 13:47
The first recorded episode in Paul's and Barnabas' mission takes place on Cyprus, the
home of Barnabas (4:36). After landing at Salamis, on the eastern end of the island, they first
"proclaimed the word of God in the synagogues of the Jews" (13:5), although no mention of the
response is recorded. They traveled through the island to Paphos, on the western end. There they
preached the gospel to the proconsul, who, from his name, Sergius Paulus, appears to be a
Gentile. They were opposed, however, by "a certain magician, a Jewish false prophet, named
Bar-Jesus" (13:6) or "Elymas" (13:8). Saul, "who is also called Paul" (called by this name here
for the first time in Acts), denounced Elymas for his opposition to the message and pronounced
that he would for a time be blind (13:9-11). Impressed by "the teaching of the Lord," the
proconsul believed. "Paul and his companions"181 subsequently left the island, sailed to Perga in
Pamphylia, and moved inland to Antioch in Pisidia (13:13-14).
In Antioch, they again entered a synagogue. After the reading of the scriptures, they were
invited to speak (13:14-15). Pau1182 rose and addressed the assembly of "men of Israel and . . .
Gentiles who worship God" (13:16).183 He began with a brief history of God's dealings with
Israel, from the election of Abraham (see also 3:26), through the exodus/conquest (13:17-20a) to
establishment of the kingdom (13:20b-22), concluding with the designation of David, not only
as king, but "a man after my heart, who will do all my will" (13:22). It is "of this man's

181 Note the change from the earlier "Barnabas and Saul" (11:20; 12:25; 13:1, 2, 7). From this point on, "Paul
and Barnabas" (13:43, 46, 50; 15:2, 22, 35) predominates over "Barnabas and Paul" (14:14; 15:12, 25; cp. 14:2).

182

Not Barnabas. Paul's transition into the leadership of the mission becomes more evident.

183 He will later characterize them as "brethren, sons of the family of Abraham, and those among you that fear
God" (13:26). Dunn notes that the address has thus from the beginning included Gentiles. James D. G. Dunn, The
Acts of the Apostles (Valley Forge: Trinity Press International, 1996), 178. These Gentiles are already associated
with the synagogue—they both "worship" and "fear" God. Dunn effectively challenges the view that (apart from the
distinctive readings in D), evangelization of Gentiles does not begin until 13:47. Epp, Theological Tendency, 83-84.
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posterity" that "God has brought to Israel a Savior, Jesus, as he promised" (13:23). Paul
recounted Jesus' identification by John (13:24-25), rejection by "those who live in Jerusalem
and their rulers" (13:27-29), and resurrection (13:30-32), concluding that "what God promised
to the fathers, this he has fulfilled . . . by raising Jesus" (13:32). These promises were not
fulfilled in David (Ps 2:7; 16:10; Isa 55:3)1" nor by Moses, but have now been fulfilled in Jesus.
Let it be known to you therefore, brethren, that through this man forgiveness of sins
is proclaimed to you, and by him every one that believes is freed from everything
from which you could not be freed by the law of Moses. (13:38-39)185
Paul concluded by warning of judgment on those who reject the message (13:40-41, citing I-lab
1:5).186 Many Jews and "devout converts to Judaism followed Paul and Barnabas" (13:42-43).
On the next sabbath "almost the whole city gathered" (13:44). Jealous of the respect and
attention that the missionaries received from the Gentiles, "the Jews" opposed the message
(13:45).187 The missionaries ("Paul and Barnabas," not Paul only) declared that, while it had
been "necessary that the word of God should be spoken first to" Jews, since they have rejected
the message, "behold, we turn to the Gentiles" (13:46), citing Isa 49:6 as justification.

181 Dunn (among others) has noted similarities between first recorded address by Paul and Peter's first address
in Acts 2, particularly in the use of David and the argument concerning the resurrection. Dunn, Acts, 177 .

Jervell suggests that v. 39 (iv Tamp nag 6 incrreix.ov Sticaterca.t) already anticipates the
announcement of the extension of the mission to the Gentiles. Jervell, "Divided People," 60.
185

186 At first glance, this warning may seem harsh and uncalled for. However, "the facts on the ground" have
been that many Jews did reject Jesus and the message about him, a fact not only evident in the narrative of Acts, but
even in Paul's sermon here (13:27-30).
187

That is, "some Jews," Witherington, Acts, 414. "No more did 'all Gentiles' believe than did all 'the Jews'
reject." Dunn, Acts, 184. This jealousy may indicate that Jewish efforts to obtain spiritual influence on their
neighbors had been less successful. "The fear would be of an untried and untested new sect upsetting and
undermining the good standing and good relations which the Jewish community had established for itself within the
city (minorities were always anxious about their legal and social standing since local and international politics were
so unpredictable)." Dunn, Acts, 183. Dunn argues that their privileged position in the plan of God was threatened by
the way Paul had from the beginning addressed his message to the Gentiles present, as well as to the Jews. See also
John B. Polhill, Acts (NAC 26; Nashville: Broadman, 1992), 306; David J. Williams, Acts (NIBCNT 5; Peabody,
Mass.: Hendrickson, 1990), 238. (The message is addressed, however, only to synagogue-attending Gentiles who
already "worship" and "fear" God, and the content of the message does not explicitly address Gentile salvation.
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For so the Lord has commanded us, saying, "I have set you to be a light for the
Gentiles, that you may bring salvation to the uttermost parts of the earth." (13:47)
Gentiles greeted this as good news and "as many as were ordained to eternal life believed"
(13:48). As a result, "the word of the Lord spread throughout all the region" (13:49), although
"the Jews" enlisted leading citizens in an ultimately successful effort to drive Paul and Barnabas
from the city (13:50). On their departure, Paul and Barnabas shook the dust off their feet.188 The
new disciples remained in Antioch and "were filled with joy and with the Holy Spirit" (13:52).
From this point, the Gentile mission is a primary focus of the book. In Iconium, Paul and
Barnabas begin preaching in the synagogue, where many Jews and Gentiles believe, but they are
again forced to leave the city (14:1-7). In Lystra, they speak to a pagan audience and win "a
large number of disciples" (14:8-21). When they return to Antioch, "where they had been
commended to the grace of God for the work which they had fulfilled," (14:26) they report "all
that God had done with them, and how he had opened a door of faith to the Gentiles" (14:27).
In Acts 15, controversy arose in Antioch concerning the obligation of Gentile believers to
the law, a controversy eventually settled by a council of the apostles and elders in Jerusalem.
Acts 15 is the last indication in the book of Acts of conflict within the church over the Gentiles
(although the Gentile mission remained controversial with non-Christian Jews, 22:21-22).189
Following the council, Paul traveled first to Syria then Derbe and Lystra and, after being forced
west, eventually to Macedonia and Achaia. He continued to speak first in synagogues, but also to
Gentiles wherever he found them (e.g., the marketplace in Athens, 17:17; the hall of Tyrannus,
19:9). In Corinth, and again in Ephesus, the same scenario is played out.

188

Following Jesus' instructions to the Twelve (Luke 9:5 II Mart 10:14; Mark 6:11) and the 70 (Luke 10:11).

189

Possibly because some Jews expected only destruction for Gentiles. Jeremias, Promise, 41.
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When Silas and Timothy arrived from Macedonia, Paul was occupied with
preaching, testifying to the Jews that the Christ was Jesus. And when they opposed
and reviled him, he shook out his garments and said to them, "Your blood be upon
your heads! I am innocent. From now on I will go to the Gentiles." (18:5-6)
And he entered the synagogue and for three months spoke boldly, arguing and
pleading about the kingdom of God; but when some were stubborn and disbelieved,
speaking evil of the Way before the congregation, he withdrew from them, taking the
disciples with him, and argued daily in the hall of Tyrannus. (19:8-9)
Finally, arrested on false charges in Jerusalem (related to Gentiles, 21:27-36), Paul preached to
governors and kings (24-26) as God had told Ananias he would (9:15). Acts closes with Paul
preaching in Rome, where once again many Jews did not believe and once again Paul announced
that the message had been sent by God also to the Gentiles, "and they will listen" (28:28).1"
3.4.2 The Text of Acts 13:47
Acts 13:47

ate); yap ivtitakrat iwitv
o roptoc•
tgOeuai ac

et; cpCog EOvc V
T015 CIVai OE ai.; acovipiav
Ecoc iaxatou ti1S iii;.

Acts 13:47 RSV
Acts 13:47 (author)
47a For so the Lord has
For so the Lord has
commanded us, saying,
commanded us,
b '1 have set you
"I have appointed you
c to be a light for the Gentiles,
to be a light of nations
d that you may bring salvation to that you be for salvation to the
the uttermost parts of the
end of the earth."
earth.'

There are no significant textual variants in the citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47. Some
variation appears in the introductory words in 47a (e.g., an); and oiSuo, evtgtaA,Tat and
other forms including ivzitaXice(v), erriAlEtat, etc.), but none significantly affect the
meaning. The citation itself includes some minor variants, e.g., the presence ofiSoi),191
£01/861V instead of avaiv, but none are well attested and none affects the meaning of the text.

190

The rejection of the message by Jews and the subsequent turning to Gentiles in 13:45-49 and 28:25-31 thus
form a kind of inclusio for this major section of Acts.
191

Present in the OG of Isa 49:6 (though not in 42:6).
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As noted earlier, the citation appears to be from Isa 49:6, rather than the similar 42:6. Two
factors support this conclusion. First, Acts 13:47 follows Isa 49:6 with tieEtKoc ae rather
E8ericdc GE as in 42:6. Second, with Isa 49:6, Acts 13:47 follows E',; (pcbc iewbv with -rob'
eivai csE Eig aurripiav go); iaxaTov tfic plc, an expression lacking in 42:6.
Only a portion of Isa 49:6 is cited in Acts 13:47. There is no hint of the opening words of
Yahweh's address (either from Isa 49:6b—d or 42:6a—c).

13;7

Ll7.1.7"• M;4-nt:: crpcf?
`714r '7441
170T1
c7t -riNr7
r4R-71;

ri,r.f?

Acts 13:47
aiitcoc
-yap ivritcataat
47a
o niptoc•

Isaiah 49:6 OG

Isaiah 49:6 MT

6a 'Kai clic& got
b Miya aoi Batty •rof)
kkileilvai cc nociSsi LLoi)
c T013 attlacti, 'Ca; quAic;
Iaxo313
Kai
Thy 8taa1ropav 'roc)
d
IapaiiX intarpgvccr
e iSoi) TEOEttai sae
f Etc otoceiirriv ygvauc
Etc cpcb; i0v6v
g TO.13 dvai OE Eic acotripiav
Ecog eaxercau T.fic yfi;.

b tieetica ae
c Etc yebc iOVthV
d coii eivai GE eic acotripiav
Ecoc Eaxatov TA; plc.

The citation follows the MT of Isa 49:6 more closely than it does the OG. Except for a few
manuscripts, Acts 13:47 omits the ',Soli present in the 0G. A number of OG manuscripts include
in 49:6 the expression Ei; Stoceipcnv Tivovc before etc (pcbc ievei.w. As noted earlier, this
appears to be an interpolation from 42:6 (and/or possibly 49:8). In any case, the expression is
rightly omitted from Acts 13:47. The rest of the citation follows the MT and the OG exactly.
Isaiah 49:6 OG

Isaiah 49:6 MT
6e
tzia
rr4p--117

TgOELKOC GE

etc Sta0Arliv y6vauc
etc (pitic Eevwv
g Tat) eivai aE Etc aanipiav
go4 eaxatou Tf1S
f

ni7'7
TW7,1
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Acts 13:47
47a oiitcoc yap evtitaktat
o rtiptoc•
b tgeetica ae
etc (poi; ieviov
d to13 Eivai ae Etc caniripiav
Ecoc iaxiitov tfic

Either the form of the text here represents a fresh translation of the MT that happens to coincide
closely with the OG or an OG manuscript closer to the MT than any currently extant. The text cited
does not differ significantly from that found in the MT or the OG.
3.4.3 The Interpretation of Acts 13:47
Acts 13:47 supports the stated intention in verse 46 (yap). Prompted by jealousy of the
favorable reception Paul and "his company" (13:13) received, "the Jews" (i.e., those who had
rejected the message; not the "many" who had accepted it) "contradicted what was spoken by
Paul, and reviled him" (13:45). In response, Paul and Barnabas declared (13:46):
i.a.v fly acvaikaiov npikov Xcanefivat
0E0i3- eneaii ticncoOeicY0E
Toy Xoyov
aircov Kai ok ecicrug 1Cp1VETE eavtabg
tit aicoviov coiIS, iSoi) atpEyOucOa cic
'Ca gevi.

It was necessary that the word of God should
be spoken first to you. Since you thrust it
from you, and judge yourselves unworthy [lit.
do not judge yourselves worthy] of eternal
life, behold, we turn to the Gentiles.

Paul had earlier issued a prophetic warning not to reject the gospel (13:41). Now faced with
rejection, he declares that he had discharged his obligation and is free to turn to a more fruitful
field.192 This is not surprising; Jesus had told the Twelve to move on when they met rejection.193
What is remarkable is that Paul and Barnabas will now preach intentionally to Gentiles. They
justify this surprising action by citing Isa 49:6.
The citation is introduced by the words, oiitcoc yocp irritakrat

icivtoc ("For

so the Lord has commanded us"). The action that Paul and Barnabas have announced is, they
believe, not only justified but required by this prophetic text (evtitakroct, . 6 niploc "the

192 Paul's obligation to preach first to Jews echoes Peter's application of the promise to Abraham in Acts 3:26,
"God, having raised up his servant, sent him to you first, to bless you" (i)p,iv npOtov dcvacstilacc; o Deo; Toy

raiScc avtiov airgatcacv aircov ciAbyoiivta. i)µ6c6).
193 Luke 9:5-6 (II Matt 10:14; Mark 6:11); 10:11; cp. Matt 10:23. However, the twelve were explicitly
forbidden to go to the Gentiles or even the Samaritans (Matt 10:5-6, although this does not appear in Luke).
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Lord commanded us),I94 This had been God's intention from ages past: Isa 49:6 stated Yahweh's
intention to bring "light" to Gentiles and "salvation" "to the end of the earth."195 This is the
purpose for which God had commissioned his servant, and for which the servant had suffered.
The ultimate justification, then, for the Gentile mission is not rejection of the gospel by Jews, but
the coming of Christ in the plan of God. I96 (In the context of Isa 49, however, the wider mission
of 49:6 is occasioned by the failure and frustration of the servant's mission to Israel.) The
citation justifies only "turning to" Gentiles; it does not require "turning from" Jews.I97
For the citation to legitimate the Gentile mission in this way, Isa 49:6 must be understood
to mean that salvation in Jesus is to be extended to Gentiles. In other words, Isa 49:6 must be
understood in the terms outlined above, that the nations will not simply observe the glory or
salvation of Israel, but will share in a salvation and glory extended to all nations.

194

Some have argued that the Kiiploc here is Jesus, not Yahweh who spoke through the prophet. It is therefore
Jesus who has commanded this turning to the Gentiles. Pao, Acts, 101; Martin Rese, "Die Funktion der
alttestamentlichen Zitate and Anspielungen in den Reden der Apostelgeschichte," in Les Actes des Apotres:
Traditions, redaction, theologie (ed. Jacob Kremer; BETL 48; Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1979), 78-79;
Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 201. This would be an odd way, however, for Paul and Barnabas to address a Jewish
opposition that would almost certainly have understood "the Lord" to refer to Yahweh.
195 Barrett characterizes the articular infinitive Toil eivai OE as epexegetical. The "light" and "salvation"
represent the same blessing. Charles K. Barrett, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles (2
vols.; ICC; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994-1998), 657.
1" Jewish refusal is "a contributory, though not the primary (cf. chs. 10-11), cause of the Gentile mission."
"The fact that the Gentile mission could be justified from the Old Testament does not exclude either the prior
proclamation of the gospel to the Jews or the possibility that Jewish obduracy could become an immediate cause of
the Gentile mission." Wilson, Gentile Mission, 222.
197

Witherington incorrectly limits "turning to the Gentiles" as though it "can only refer to what Paul will do
while he remains in Antioch," that "this turning is local and not permanent." However, he rightly observes that "it is
incorrect to say that this announcement .. . means that the Jews will not be preached to (or respond) again or that the
Gentiles are offered God's word only because of rejection by the Jews, as a sort of afterthought or second choice,"
particularly in light of earlier indications of God's intention to bring salvation to all the world. Witherington, Acts,
415-16. Polhill notes that "in the very next city on is missionary itinerary, he would again begin his witness in the
synagogue (14:1)" and notes Paul's continued preaching in synagogues (Acts 17:1, 10, 17; 18:4, 19; 19:8; cp. 16:13
[not, as Polhill has it, I6:121). Polhill, Acts, 308. So also Barrett, Acts, 656.
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Although the blessing and recipients in Acts 13:47 correspond to those in Isa 49:6 (and the
other allusions in Luke-Acts), the identity of the one who brings the blessing does not. Isaiah
49:6 spoke of an individual "servant" who would be the light and bringer of salvation. The
singular "you" of Isa 49:6, interpreted elsewhere in Luke-Acts as Jesus (Luke 2:29-32; Acts
26:23), has become "us," and the promise is now a command addressed to Paul and Barnabas.
The point of contact is the frustration experienced by both the servant and Paul and
Barnabas in fulfilling their divinely appointed ministries to Jews.
Their situation is nevertheless analogous to the position of the servant in Isa 49:1-6.
Just as the servant failed to bring back to God the whole of Israel, so the apostles
meet with opposition from "the" Jews. Both find themselves in difficult
circumstances and it is here that Luke actualizes the verse from Isa 49,6d. In the
greater mandate of the servant the preachers perceive a divine command, explicitly
addressed to themselves (>rvTina-tat iii.tiv):98
The particular appropriateness of Isa 49:6 to the situation is evident. Just as the servant suffered
frustration in his initial calling to minister to Israel, so "the Jews" now reject the message of Paul
and Barnabas. Just as Yahweh expanded the "trifling" task of "gathering Israel to himself," God
expands the ministry of Paul and Barnabas, directing that they preach to Gentiles:99 This pattern
("to the Jew first, but also to the Greek," Rom 1:16) will be repeated in each city as they first
speak to Jews, experience substantial (though not complete) rejection, and then speak to
Gentiles. It is emphasized narratively by its inclusion in the very last verses of Acts (28:23-31).
The result of this startling announcement is that "the Gentiles . . . were glad and glorified
the word of God" (Tat gOvii gxatpov ral gWacov 'toy X6yov tiov rupiov, 13:48). As a
result of the preaching of Paul and his companions, "as many as were ordained to eternal life
198

Sandt, "Quotations," 54.

199 Eckhard Schnabel sees echoes of servant language in Paul's descriptions of his call in Acts 18:9-10 (Isa
41:10) and 26:16-18 (Isa 42:6-7, 16), although this latter is not "unmistakable" as an allusion, as Schnabel claims.
Schnabel, Early Christian Mission, 943.
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believed. And the word of the Lord spread throughout all the region" (13:48-49). Many Gentiles
"saw the light," and salvation indeed came to those in distant parts of the earth.
3.5

The Use of Isaiah 49:6 in Acts 13:47

Our understanding of the use of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47 is shaped by answers to three questions.
To whom is the prophecy in Acts 13:47 applied? What rationale supports this application of the
prophecy? Is the prophecy applied restrictively or can its application include others?
3.5.1 To Whom/What Is the Prophecy Applied?
In Acts 13 a promise (in Isaiah, as well as in Luke 2:32; Acts 26:23) directed to an
individual becomes a command addressed to Paul and Barnabas. A number of proposals have
sought to explain this unusual development.
3.5.1.1 The Prophecy Applies to Christ
It has been suggested that the text is here applied, not to Paul and Barnabas, but to Christ.
P. Grelot states that "En depit des apparences, ce texte n'est pas transfers du Christ, Serviteur du
Seigneur, a ses deux envoyes, Paul et Bamabe."200 Grelot appeals to the grammar of Acts 13:47:
"For so the Lord has commanded us [ill.tiv, plural], saying, 'I have set you [ac, singular] to be a
light for the Gentiles, that you [6e, singular] may bring salvation to the uttermost parts of the
earth.'" He concludes that the singular address in the citation cannot be understood as applying
to (plural) Paul and Barnabas. For the same reason, J. Fitzmyer also ascribes the citation to Jesus:
Paul seems to be applying the Servant's words to himself (and Barnabas). The
difficulty, however, is that the words cited are addressed to "you" (2"d person
singular), which makes them difficult to apply to Paul and Barnabas. So the quoted
part of the Servant Song may in reality refer to Christ, who through Barnabas and
Paul is making known to the Jews of Pisidian Antioch this "light of the Gentiles" and
200 Pierre Grelot, "Note Sur Actes, XIII, 47," RB 88 (1981): 370. Also Jacques Dupont, "Je t'ai etabli lumiere
des nations (Ac 13, 14, 43-52)," in Nouvelle Etudes sur les Actes des ApOtres (Paris: Cerf, 1984), 343-49.
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"means of salvation to the ends of the earth," i.e., a light that will shine on Gentiles
and bring salvation everywhere.20I
Grelot also argues that the application of the same text from Isaiah to Christ in Acts 26:23
prohibits its application here to Paul and Barnabas. Instead, we are to understand that Paul and
Barnabas have been called by God to preach the Word—as they proclaim Christ as the light to
the nations, they bring salvation to the end of the earth. Peter Bolt understands the prophecy as a
commission that Paul and Barnabas share "indirectly."202 While it is true that Christ is himself a
light to the nations (Luke 2:32) and that Christ is "to proclaim light to . . . the Gentiles" (Acts
26:23), the question is whether these readings adequately reflect what Acts 13:47 actually says. It
does not say "God commanded us to preach Christ as light for the nations," nor does it say "God
commanded Christ to proclaim light," but God commanded imiv to be "a light to the nations."
Grelot and Fitzmyer privilege the singular CSE and constrain the plural ilgiv to fit.
3.5.1.2 The Prophecy Applies to the Salvation Accomplished by Christ
Eric Franklin argues that the citation is really about the salvation Jesus brings. "The fact
that [Luke] can apply this passage to Paul as well as to Jesus suggests that he sees its emphasis as
pointing in the first place, not so much to the person of Jesus, as to the saving work of God
which is accomplished through him. It is the salvation of God which is his first concern . . .
Such a subordination of Christ to God's salvation seems unlikely, however, given the centrality
of Christology in most readings of Luke-Acts. The language of Isa 49:6 is not simply cited, but

201

Ft•tzmyer, Acts, 521.

202 Peter G. Bolt, "Mission and Witness," in Witness to the Gospel: The Theology of Acts (ed. Ian Howard
Marshall and David Peterson; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 211.

Eric Franklin, Christ the Lord: A Study in the Purpose and Theology of Luke-Acts (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1975), 121.
203
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applied, first to Jesus and then to Paul and Barnabas in such a way that its fulfillment becomes a
personal obligation: "for so the Lord has commanded us."
3.5.1.3 The Prophecy Applies to Israel
James Dunn believes that the language of the servant song is applied to first to Israel.
Israel itself had been given the task of being and bringing light and salvation to the
Gentiles (Isa. 49.6). So all Paul and Barnabas were doing was fulfilling Israel's
mission 204
For some reason not entirely clear, Paul understood that with the death and
resurrection of Jesus, the time and possibility had arrived for Israel's responsibility to
be a light to the Gentiles to be fulfilled (Gal 1.15-16; 3.13-14, 23-29; 4:1-7).205
In a similar vein, Witherington writes that Paul and Barnabas "are assuming the role and tasks of
the Servant of the Servant Songs, which is to say, the tasks of Israel."206 Neither explains,
however, just how Paul manages to derive a command to himself and Barnabas from this
commission to Israel, nor how the audience might be expected to follow such reasoning.207
3.5.1.4 The Prophecy Applies Both to Christ and the Church
Still other scholars have found a double reference to Christ and the church.
The view that identifies the servant with Israel fails. Israel alone was never the
instrument of the world's redemption. Paul's use of this verse (Acts 13:47) supports
the identification of the servant as the Messiah and His people. When His people
labor in His Name as Paul and Barnabas were doing, He works through them.208
°4 Dunn, Acts, 184.

2

205 Dunn, Acts, 329 (commenting on 28:16).
206 Witherington,

Acts, 416.

207 A single New Testament text may support the idea that Israel was not only to bring light but to be light,

Rom 2:19: nixotecic 'CC acct rcov 65Trybv etyat vu(0.6.)v, qxii; ttoV EV cricket ("and if you are sure that you
are a guide to the blind, a light to those who are in darkness"). Beyond this, a reference to this concept is possible
(though not certain) in Matt 5:14, where he calls the disciples (the new Israel?) To cpcbc Toi3 Iccicsp.ov. Apart from
the servant songs, no Old Testament texts suggest that Israel itself was to function as a light.
208 Young,

Isaiah, 3:276.
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The double use of the imagery is important . . . Paul is a light of the Gentiles only in
virtue of the Christ heyreaches; Christ is a light to the Gentiles as he is preached to
them by his servants.2'9
Others have seen a similar connection.
But if the faithful Servant, through suffering and consequent triumph, accomplished
the saving work single-handedly, his mission was henceforth shared with his
followers, as they spread the gospel light in his name throughout the nations.21°
The present passage asserts that the mission of the Servant is also the task of the
followers of Jesus. Thus the task of Israel, which she failed to carry out, has passed
to Jesus and then to his people as the new Israel; it is the task of bringing the light of
revelation and salvation to all the peoples of the world (cf the clear allusion to Is.
49:6 in Lk. 2:29-32).211
Luke has already recorded how this verse was applied to Jesus by Simeon and will
soon record Jesus applying it to Paul (Acts 26:17-18). This is not a contradiction,
however, for the Lord's suffering servant is the Messiah, who gathers round him a
Messianic Community to share in his ministry to the nations.212
"Evidently the apostles regarded themselves as one with the servant: his mission is continued in
theirs."213 These writers do not explain the nature of the connection, nor do they offer a rationale
by which this prophecy may be interpreted in a twofold way, while other prophetic texts are
given an exclusively Christological application. Nor is there any indication why Paul believed
214
himself required by God from this text to take such a dramatic step.

209 Barrett, Acts, 658.
210

Bruce, Acts, 267.

211

Marshall, Acts, 230.

212 John R. W. Stott, The Message of Acts: The Spirit, the Church and the World (Bible Speaks Today;
Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1994), 227.

213

Richard B. Rackham, The Acts of the Apostles (WC; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1978), 221.

214

Rackham speaks of -this apostasy—for so the Jews would regard it." Rackham, Acts, 221.
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3.5.1.5 The Prophecy Applies to Paul and Barnabas
The last view ("us" = Paul and Barnabas) is the most natural and persuasive. The difficulty
is whether its generality adequately accounts for the degree of obligation expressed by "for so
the Lord has commanded us" (Acts 13:47). These words seem to have a particular, if not
exclusive application to Paul and Barnabas. We will return to this question (section 3.5.3.).
3.5.2 What Rationale Supports Paul's Reasoning?
What hermeneutical principles appear to support this application of the prophecy? The
appeal to Isa 49:6 is to persuade both Paul's hearers and Luke's readers of the appropriateness of
this new course of action.
3.5.2.1 No Rationale Is Necessary
Some claim that first-century interpreters felt little need to be logical or consistent in use of
the Old Testament215 and assume there is no point in looking for an underlying rationale beyond
mere verbal suitability. Such a view is circular: one will never explore whether there might be a
rationale if one assumes it does not exist. The conclusion that no hermeneutical or theological
rationale explains the "transfer" of the text from one party to another in Acts 13:47 can only be
made after a thorough study of possible rationales has been attempted.
3.5.2.2 A Fluid Concept
We have already seen that some believe that the servant in Isaiah is a fluid concept. At
some points, the servant seems to be Israel, while at others, the servant seems to be distinguished

215 We have previously noted Jervell's observation that "obviously, one cannot expect too much logic in the
use of Old Testament quotations in New Testament writings." Jervell, "Divided People," 52.
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from Israel (whether as a righteous remnant or an individual).216 Does Luke-Acts show a similar
understanding of the servant?
We noted earlier that Jesus' bringing sight to the blind and freedom to the captives echoed
several Isaianic texts, including 42:7, where these signs are associated with the servant. As we
read the book of Acts we also find the apostles and other divinely appointed representatives
performing signs like those of Jesus: healing the lame (3:7; 8:6; 14:8-10); healing the paralyzed
(8:6; 9:34-35); healing other people and illnesses (5:15-16; 19:11; 28:8); restoring sight
(9:17-18); casting out evil spirits (5:16; 8:7; 16:18; 19:11); raising the dead (9:36-42; 20:9-12?);
along with unspecified signs, wonders and miracles (2:43; 5:12; 6:8; 8:13; 14:3; 15:12; 19:11).217
Although these are servant tasks, servant language is not particularly evident. The only instance
where servant-related language appears to be applied to others is Acts 13:47.
Although the present survey found no commentators who attempted this argument, one
might argue Jesus and the two apostles can both be viewed as subjects of the prophecy in light of
the fluid identity of the servant. There are three reasons, however, not to do so. First, the present
study has in fact questioned the presence of a fluid or corporate understanding of the servant in
Isaiah. Second, a decision to accept a "fluid" understanding as the full explanation implies that
nothing more could be said, that no deeper, more specific rationale can be found for the
application of Isa 49:6 both to Jesus and to Paul and Barnabas. Finally, it is difficult to see how
the audience could be expected to assent to the notion that the Isaiah text constitutes a clear
command to Paul and Barnabas, if the referent is fluid or variable.

216

This view assumes a single referent for all the servant references.

217

See also Luke 9:1, 6; 10:9, 18-19.
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3.5.2.3 Imitatio Christi
There are many ways in the New Testament that believers are urged to be like Jesus, or to
follow his example. As Jesus is to suffer and die, so believers are to take up their cross (Mark
8:31-38 and par.). Believers are to suffer wrong patiently, following Jesus' example (1 Peter
2:21). They are to forgive one another and "walk in love" as Jesus did (Eph 4:32-5:2). They are
to follow Jesus' example and wash one another's feet (John 13:14-15). In Luke-Acts, disciples
are called to "follow me" (Luke 5:27; 9:23, 59; 18:22; see also the implicit call to imitation in
Luke 22:26-27; cp. also 1 Cor 11:1).
It is certainly true that, in the New Testament, believers are called to be like Jesus and to
follow his example, but believers are not to be like Jesus in every way. They do not offer their
lives redemptively for others. The New Testament never suggests that, because Jesus did not
marry, believers should not marry either. Nor did the early church understand that all believers
should, like Jesus, be itinerant preachers. A simple affirmation of the necessity to imitate Christ
does not adequately explain the rationale for the application of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47.
3.5.2.4 Ministers Share the Mission of Christ
Calvin offers a more focused explanation, understanding the prophecy to apply specifically
to both Christ and ministers of the gospe1.218 He notes that "many things that Scripture applies to
Christ, apply to His ministers," but he is careful to speak of "'many things', not everything, for
certain descriptions are peculiar to the person of Christ." However, "since He acts through His
ministers transferring His own functions to them," Christ's ministers act on his behalf and with
his authority, particularly in the preaching of the gospel. It is in this way, Calvin believes, that
the prophecy may be appropriately applied to Paul and Barnabas.

218

Calvin, Acts

14-28, 391.
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3.5.2.5 Union of the Church with Christ
A number of older interpreters have suggested that the underlying rationale for the
"transfer" of the citation from Christ to Paul and Barnabas lies in the Pauline doctrine of the
union of Christ and the church. Such an approach fits well with a corporate understanding of the
servant in Isaiah. Because of the fundamental connection between Christ and his church, what is
true of Christ may also be applied to the church. J. A. Alexander writes that:
Commanded us is not an arbitrary transfer or accommodation of the passage, but a
faithful reproduction of its original and proper import, as relating both to the Head
and the Body, the Messiah and the, Church in their joint capacity, as heralds of
salvation to the world.219
The application of this verse by Paul and Barnabas, in their address to the Jews of
Antioch in Pisidia (Acts xiii. 47) is very important, as a confirmation of the
hypothesis assumed above, that the person here described is not the Messiah
exclusively, but that his people are included in the subject of the description.22°
This approach offers a theological explanation for the "transfer" of an apparently Christological
prophetic text to the mission of Paul and Barnabas. It will appeal to those who hold this union to
be an important feature, not only of Pauline, but also of New Testament teaching generally. It
may be questioned, however, whether Luke employs such category.
Robert F. O'Toole has recognized the presence of a union between Christ and his people in
Luke-Acts, but he is unable to discover the nature of it.
Luke never fully elaborates in this chapter or in the whole of Lk-Acts how Christ
unites himself with Christians. But, if Christ be the Savior, he must really effect
something in the Christians; otherwise, Luke writes nonsense. But since Luke
remains vague on the nature of this union, we have no choice but to be vague
ourselves.221
Joseph Addison Alexander, Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles (3d ed.; New York: Scribner,
Armstrong & Co., 1875; repr., Zondervan: Grand Rapids, 1956), 504.
219
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Alexander, Isaiah, 2:228.

221 O'Toole,

Climax, 159.
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3.5.2.6 A Christ—Church Typology
There is a more fruitful way in which to understand the application of Isa 49:6 to the
ministry of Paul and Barnabas, one that draws on dynamics indigenous to Luke-Acts.
One of the major conclusion's of Bock's study on Luke's use of the Old Testament is that
Luke's Christology is developed not only by citing Old Testament prophecies, but from
fulfillment of Old Testament "patterns" as well.
Luke sees the Scripture as fulfilled in Jesus in terms of the fulfillment of OT
prophecy and in terms of the reintroduction and fulfillment of OT patterns that point
to the presence of God's saving work. In referring to patterns, we refer to what is
commonly called typology .222
Bock understands typology to refer to "a pattern within events that is to culminate in a final
fulfillment in light of the passage's and the OT's context of hope and deliverance."223 Such
patterns are sufficiently common that Bock calls "Luke's use of the OT for Christology,
`proclamation from prophecy and pattem.'"224 This principle that is clearly part of Luke's
hermeneutical strategy, and can shed light on the use of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47.
One of the most significant studies of typology (and one noted by Bock) is that of Richard
Davidson 225 In his work, Davidson distinguishes three "aspects" or phases of typological
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225 Richard M. Davidson, Typology in Scripture: A Study of Hermeneutical nuroc Structures (Andrews
University Seminary Doctoral Dissertation Series 2; Berrien Springs, Michigan: Andrews University Press, 1981).
See also Richard M. Davidson, "The Eschatological Structure of Biblical Typology" (paper presented at the annual
meeting of the of the Evangelical Theological Society, November 19, 1999); "Is Biblical Typology Really
Predictive? Some Possible Indicators of the Existence and Predictive Quality of OT Types" (paper presented at the
midwestern regional meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, St. Paul, Minn., February 26-27, 1999);
"Israel Typology" (paper presented at the annual meeting of the of the Evangelical Theological Society, November
16, 2000).
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fulfillment: some types are fulfilled in Christ (inaugurated or Christological fulfillment); some
will be fulfilled in the eschatological future (consummated or apocalyptic fulfillment); but some
are fulfilled now in the life of the church (appropriated or ecclesiological fulfillment).226
An example may help: The tabernacle (later temple) symbolized God's presence with his
people. Even within the Old Testament there are hints of a greater future presence of God (e.g.,
Isa 7:14). In the New Testament, John indicates that the promise of the tabernacle was fulfilled in
the incarnation (1:14; cp. 2:20-21), but Paul wrote that the church is now the dwelling of God by
Christ's Spirit (1 Cor 3:16; 2 Cor 6:16; Eph 2:21-22; cp. Col 1:27), and the immediacy of God's
presence with his people will eventually be such that no temple is necessary (Rev.21:22).
Christ's incarnation does not "exhaust" the tabernacle pattern, but becomes the basis for further
fulfillment in the present age and the eschaton. We can picture the entire process like this: Old
Testament type —► Christ (inaugurated) church (appropriated) -4 eschaton (consummated).
The Old Testament type anticipates Christ, but once Christ has come, subsequent fulfillments in
the church and the eschaton may also be expected. Much as the Old Testament presents types of
Christ, Christ himself becomes a type of the church and both are types of the eschaton. The
patterning does not just run from Old Testament to New (or to Christ), but also from Christ to the
church in the present age (and eventually to the eschaton).
This is the reverse of the "narrowing" often seen in Old Testament expectation, where,
e.g., David's dynasty becomes focused in the one king who "will reign over the house of Jacob
forever" (Luke 1:33). Old Testament promises and types "narrow" and come to a focus in Christ,
the one to whom all of God's promises point and in whom they find their "yes" (2 Cor 1:20). But
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then, flowing out of Christ, the fulfillment expands as these things are fulfilled not only in Christ
himself, but also through him in his church and in the consummation.
This may sound similar to the "double fulfillment of prophecy" but the dynamic is
different. In double fulfillment, many prophecies are understood to have a straightforward single
fulfillment ("this is that"), while others have a multi-layered fulfillment (e.g., fulfilled both in the
return from exile and in the coming of Christ, or in both Christ's first and second comings).
There does not seem to be any way to determine in advance from the original text whether a
particular prophecy will have a double fulfillment. Davidson offers a potentially richer
understanding of fulfillment: every prophecy or type is susceptible to a fulfillment in Christ,
which then anticipates further fulfillments in the church and in the consummation. Apparent
instances of double fulfillment are better understood as examples of this multi-layered typology.
It is particularly appropriated or ecclesiological typology that is relevant to Acts 13:47.
Rather than importing a Pauline theological category (union with Christ), typology is a biblicaltheological or redemptive-historical category native to Luke-Acts' demonstration of the fulfilling
of God's promises in and through Christ. Typology deals with the fulfillment of God's purposes
in history, with the things that "must needs be"227 in the unfolding of God's redemptive program.
There is evidence of a typological dynamic in a number of texts and themes in Luke-Acts.
We find reflections in Jesus' ministry of the ministries of Elijah and Elisha228 and of Moses.229
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Davidson 's expression for an essential feature of typological fulfillment. Davidson understands typology
not as a merely literary correspondence, but historical development within the history of redemption in which types
ordained by God must be subsequently fulfilled. Luke often expresses this necessity with his use of Sei (40 times in
Luke-Acts, including instances of redemptive-historical necessity such as Luke 4:43; 9:22; 13:16, 33; 17:25; 21:9;
22:37; 24:7, 26, 44; Acts 1:16; 3:21; 4:12; 14:22; 17:3.
228 E.g., Craig A. Evans, "The Function of the Elijah/Elisha Narratives in Luke's Ethic of Election," in Luke
and Scripture: The Function of Sacred Tradition in Luke-Acts (ed. Craig A. Evans and Jack T. Sanders;
Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), 70-83.
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We find that the ministry of Jesus is a pattern for that of his followers: they "take up the cross" as
his followers (Luke 9:22, cp. 23); they must go through suffering (Luke 9:22; cp. Acts 9:16;
14:22—Set appears in all three passages); they are empowered by the Spirit (Acts 10:38; cp.
1:8); the apostles work "signs and wonders" (Acts 2:22; cp. 2:43; 5:12; 14:3; 15:12). There are as
well striking parallels between the ministries of Jesus and Stephen,23° and Jesus and Pau1.231 The
contention is that these are not merely literary devices, but reflect a divine necessity that things
that happened in the ministry of Jesus "must needs be" mirrored and fulfilled in his followers.
Davidson's appropriated or ecclesiological typology offers help in understanding Acts
13:47. Davidson offers us the opportunity to have our cake and eat it too: we can affirm with
Simeon (Luke 2:32) and with Paul (Acts 26:23, 18) that Jesus is the servant who brings light to
the nations, while at the same time affirming with Paul and Barnabas (Acts 13), that God has
commanded these missionaries to be light to the nations. We can hold both to be true because of
the typological relationship that exists between Christ and the church. The prophecy of the
servant finds fulfillment first of all in Jesus, but also through him in his church and particularly
in those of his church entrusted with the responsibility to take his message to the nations.232
Because the promise of the servant's bringing light to the nations has been fulfilled in
Christ, it is thus incumbent on Paul and Barnabas to shine that light on the nations. Yahweh
Moessner, Lord of the Banquet. See especially Luke 9:31. See also the deliberate parallels between the
ministries of Jesus and Moses in Stephen's speech. Tannehill, Narrative Unity, 91-92.
229
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1' ' Tannehill, Narrative Unity, 80-101.
231 See their divine commissioning and reception of the Spirit in baptism (Luke 3:21-22; Acts 9:17); their
articulation of their commission in the words from Isaiah (Luke 4:16-21; Acts 13:46-47); their rejection and arrest
by Jewish leaders in Jerusalem; their being delivered by the Jewish officials to Gentiles (Luke 18:32; Acts 21:11).
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individual accomplishes an eschatological salvation suggest that the nature of the union would be typological: the
individual comes to fulfill the calling first given to the nation; the nation is a type of the one to come.
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appointed his servant to be a light to the nations. By virtue of the church's relationship to Christ,
and because the promises fulfilled in him are also fulfilled in and through his church, when
Christ received a commission to be light to the nations, so did the church.
3.5.3 Is the Prophecy Applied in a Restrictive Way or Can It Include Others?
If Isa 49:6 is applied to Paul and Barnabas in Acts 13:47, is it applied only to them?233 Or
is it applied to them in their capacity as apostles?234 Or as Christian ministers and/or
missionaries?235 Or as followers of Jesus and members of his church?236
The argument is then that, because Isa 49:6 applies to Christ, it also applies to the
church.237 It is true, however, that in the New Testament, primary responsibility for proclamation
lay with the apostles. The role of "witness" was limited to the apostles and others who had seen
the risen Jesus (Luke 24:48; Acts 1:8, 22; 2:32; 5:32; 10:39, 41; 13:31). The apostles assumed a
special responsibility for proclamation (Acts 6:2, 5) and it is primarily the Eleven who preach in
Acts238 (prior to the ministry of Paul).239 The sense of personal commission in Acts 13:47
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Witherington, Acts, 416.

234 Rackham, Acts, 221; Charles S. C. Williams, A Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles (HNTC; New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1957), 167. Barnabas is apparently referred to as an apostle in Acts 14:14; cp. 14:4, although the
use of the term in this chapter has raised questions. Fitzmyer, Acts, 526; Witherington, Acts, 419-20. The nature of
apostleship in the early church is a complex question. See, e.g., the literature cited in Frederick F. Bruce, Paul:
Apostle of the Heart Set Free (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977), 155, n. 22.
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237 It is possible that Jesus' teaching that his disciples "are the light of the world" (Matt 5:14) reflects this, even
as John records the expression applied by Jesus to himself (John 8:12). See, e.g., Alan Hugh McNeill, The Gospel
according to St. Matthew: The Greek Text with Introduction, Notes, and Indices (New York: Macmillan, 1915; repr.,
Grand Rapids: Baker, 1980), 56. Luke, however, does not record either of these sayings of Jesus.

238 Although other believers were eimyeXtCogevot as well: 8:4 ("those who were scattered"); Acts 8:12, 40
(Philip); 11:20 ("men of Cyprus and Cyrene); cp. 6:8-7:60 (Stephen); 18:24-28 (Apollos).
239 Paul's letters abound with statements reflecting his calling to preach (Rom 1:17; 1 Cor 1:17; 2 Cor 4:5; Gal
1:16; Eph 3:8; 2 Tim 1:11), yet his only exhortation to anyone to preach is to Timothy (2 Tim 4:2).
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suggests that the text is not applied equally to all believers, but especially to those entrusted with
the responsibility to preach Christ, who is himself "a light for revelation to the Gentiles," as well
as "for glory to thy people Israel" (Luke 2:32).
3.6 Summary
Acts 13 marks a turning point in the narrative of Acts. To this point in the narrative the
gospel has been proclaimed primarily to Jews, with Peter as the primary spokesman. Beginning
in Acts 13, Peter disappears from sight (except for Acts 15), Paul becomes the primary
spokesman for the gospel, and he speaks everywhere to both Jews and Gentiles. The decisive
change comes with the citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47. The summary of Paul's first journey in
14:27 highlights Gentile response to the gospel. The account of Paul's mission leads directly into
the account of the council in Jerusalem that settled the final issues relating to Gentiles and the
church (although it was not the Gentiles converted on Paul's journey but Gentiles in the church
in Antioch who prompted the dispute).
Isaiah's prophecy of the "servant" as "a light to the nations" is echoed at least three times
in the Luke-Acts. The allusions in Luke 2:32 and Acts 26:23 (and possibly Acts 1:8) are applied
to Jesus and the salvation he brings to the Gentiles. Jesus' universal ministry arises in the context
of opposition (Luke 2:32) and suffering (Acts 26:23) encountered in his initial ministry to Israel.
In the explicit citation in Acts 13:47, the text is applied to the ministry of Paul and Barnabas, and
through them to the church. Although the initial point of contact between the servant and the
apostolic preachers is their common experience of frustration and failure in ministry to Israel, the
Gentile mission is not merely a response to this rejection of the gospel, but derives from the
promise of God through Isaiah centuries before and is required by the fulfillment of that promise
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in Jesus. Paul and Barnabas, in the end, cannot not preach Jesus to Gentiles. The citation thus
demonstrates the necessity of an intentional Gentile mission.24°
3.6.1 Text
The form of the citation is close to, and could be derived from, either the OG or the MT.
Luke's wording exactly reproduces language in the OG, but does not follow the OG where the
latter diverges from the MT. The only substantive textual issues relate to those divergences. It is
impossible to determine with certainty whether the citation reflects a fresh rendering of the MT or
an OG manuscript closer to the

MT than

most extant OG manuscripts.

3.6.2 Hermeneutic
Although some doubt that Isa 49:6 envisions the extension of God's saving work to
Gentiles, this is exactly what the text indicates. The citation of this text in Acts 13:47 to
legitimate the Gentile mission is therefore in keeping with the text's original contextual meaning.
The question of the identity of the servant in Isa 40-55 is more difficult. Evidence from the
rest of the Old Testament leads us to expect that Yahweh's servant would be someone who
would be the object of his special regard and play a distinctive role in the accomplishment of his
(saving) purposes. The servant is a complex figure, sometimes apparently referring to Israel and
at other times to an individual who is to come. In Luke 2:32 and Acts 26:23, the text is applied to
Jesus, but in Acts 13:47, it is applied to Paul and Barnabas. In the former, we find the
Christocentric hermeneutic of Luke 24:44 ("everything written about me in the law of Moses and
the prophets and the psalms must be fulfilled"). In the latter, we have suggested that the same
hermeneutic is employed, with the additional recognition that there is a typological connection
between Christ and his church (and particularly to the apostles as his official representatives).
240 On the question of whether Israel was to carry out an intentional mission to the nations, see 5.3.1 below.
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Richard Davidson's understanding of appropriated/ecclesiological fulfillment of types provides a
conceptual framework that illuminates the way that the text is applied to the point in question.
3.6.3 Purpose
The citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47 demonstrates the necessity of an intentional Gentile
mission. It justifies the startling claim that Christ's messengers have been commissioned by "the
Lord" to preach the gospel to Gentiles. While Peter's vision permitted him to accept the
invitation to Cornelius' house and preach (Acts 10-11) and some had preached to "Greeks" in
Antioch (11:20), Acts 13:46-47 represents the first conscious decision by leaders of the church
to preach to Gentiles (recorded in the narrative of Acts). God had previously indicated the
appropriateness of accepting Gentiles when they believed, but an active Gentile mission as an
intentional missionary strategy had not yet begun. Such a significant step was unlikely to have
been taken apart from divine direction. Paul's claim in Acts 13:47 is that he received such
direction, not through a vision like Peter's (Acts 10), but through the commission of Yahweh to
his servant in Isaiah 49:6, that he would be a light to the nations. Since Jesus has come in
fulfillment of that commission, the church's (and particularly Paul's) active engagement in the
Gentile mission is now an obligation. It is imperative that those entrusted with the task of
proclaiming Christ preach to Gentiles as well as Jews (see Acts 1:8).
The citation not only explains Paul's subsequent actions in speaking again and again to
Gentiles, but it assures readers that this step is in keeping with the plan of God and required by
that plan's fulfillment in Jesus. The appeal to scripture both legitimates this action and enhances
the authority of Paul and Barnabas. The narrative inclusion of the missionaries' appeal to Isaiah
also serves to enhance the authority of Luke as narrator, by lending the authority of the scriptures
to Luke's narrative presentation of the work and purpose of God. At the same time, it
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presupposes that both those listening in Pisidian Antioch and Luke's readers have sufficient
respect for the Old Testament that they would find an appeal to it an appropriate and effective
means of persuasion. The subsequent narrative, particularly the characterization of this
missionary journey as one through which God "had opened a door of faith to the Gentiles"
(14:27), supports the interpretation given to the cited text. Along with earlier, less explicit Old
Testament citations (see chapter 5), it prepares for the final decision of the Jerusalem council in
Acts 15 regarding the way in which Gentiles are to be included among the people of God.
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CHAPTER 4
GENTILES CALLED BY MY NAME (ACTS 15:16-18; AMOS 9:11-12)
4.1 Introduction
The citation of Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15:16-17 raises many important questions. The
citation is embedded in a discussion of, and appears to have settled (at least for the majority of
the church), a critical theological question: the basis upon which Gentiles were to be admitted to
the people of God, particularly in regard to circumcision and the Mosaic law.' Walter Kaiser has
rightly called this important passage a "test passage for theological systems."2 The passage has
understandably spawned many special studies, as well as attracting the attention of biblical
theologians and commentators on both Acts and Amos. Nevertheless, sufficient attention has not
been paid to the relationship between the restoration of the kingdom and the Gentile mission. By
examining the citation in its context both in Amos and Acts, we can better understand the
relationship between the reestablishment of the Davidic kingdom in Christ and the gathering of
the nations, as well as the author's hermeneutic and purpose.
Amos 9:11-12 OG
Amos 9:11-12 MT
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argument. Richard S. Cripps, A Critical & Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Amos (New York: Society for
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2 Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., "The Davidic Promise and the Inclusion of the Gentiles (Amos 9:9-15 and Acts 15:1318): A Test Passage for Theological Systems," JETS 20 (1977): 97-111.
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4.2 Amos 9:11-12
4.2.1 The Context of Amos 9:11-12
Amos prophesied in the first half of the eighth century B.C., during the reigns of Jeroboam
II of Israel and Uzziah of Judah, the "Silver Age of Israelite history."3 The advances of the
Assyrian king Adad-nirari III (811-784) had seriously weakened the Aramean power to Israel's
north. Although Israel also became tributary to Assyria, neither Adad-nirari nor his successors
were able to consolidate their authority over Syro-Palestine.4 With the weakening of Damascus,
both Israel and Judah prospered.
By the mid-eighth century the dimensions of Israel and Judah together lacked
but little of being as great as those of the empire of Solomon. Since full advantage
seems to have been taken of the favorable position in which the country found itself,
a prosperity unknown since Solomon ensued. The two states being at peace with
each other, and the major trade routes—up and down Transjordan, into northern
Arabia, along the coastal plain, into the hinterland from the Phoenician ports—all
once more passing through Israelite territory, tolls from caravans, together with the
free interchange of goods, poured wealth into both countries . . .
All this resulted in a prosperity such as no living Israelite could remember. The
splendid buildings and costly ivory inlays of Phoenician or Damascene origin
3
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unearthed at Samaria show that Amos did not exaggerate the luxury that Israel's
upper classes enjoyed. Judah was equally prosperous. Population in both countries
probably reached its greatest density in the eighth century, with many towns
overflowing their walls.5
While the eighth century brought Israel a period of almost unprecedented political and
economic prosperity, it also was a period of almost unprecedented moral and spiritual
bankruptcy. Amos and his contemporary, Hosea, condemned the northern kingdom for murder
(Hos 4:2), adultery (Hos 4:2, 12-15; Amos 2:7-8), theft and deceit (Hos 4:2; Amos 5:10),
oppression and injustice (Hos 10:13; Amos 2:6-7; 4:1; 5:11; 8:4-6), bribery (Amos 5:12),
drunkenness (Hos 4:11; Amos 2:8; 4:1; 6:6), superficial spirituality (Hos 6:6; Amos 4:4-5;
5:21-27), faith in military power (Hos 10:13), idolatry (Hos 4:17; 8:4; 10:5-6; 11:2; 13:2; Amos
2:4), and Baal worship (Hos 2:8; 7:16; 13:1). After announcing judgment on the surrounding
nations (Damascus, Gaza, Tyre, Edom, Ammon, Moab) in 1:3-2:3, Amos announced God's
judgment on Judah and then, at greater length, on Israel for its many sins.
Thus says the LoRD: "For three transgressions of Israel, and for four, I will not
revoke the punishment. (2:6)
Then the Lord said, "Behold, I am setting a plumb line in the midst of my people
Israel; I will never again pass by them; the high places of Isaac shall be made
desolate, and the sanctuaries of Israel shall be laid waste, and I will rise against the
house of Jeroboam with the sword." (7:8-9)
"And on that day," says the Lord GOD, "I will make the sun go down at noon, and
darken the earth in broad daylight. I will turn your feasts into mourning, and all your
songs into lamentation; I will bring sackcloth upon all loins, and baldness on every
head; I will make it like the mourning for an only son, and the end of it like a bitter
day. (8:9-10)
I saw the LORD standing beside the altar, and he said: "Smite the capitals until the
thresholds shake, and shatter them on the heads of all the people; and what are left of
them I will slay with the sword; not one of them shall flee away, not one of them
shall escape. (9:1)
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For lo, I will command, and shake the house of Israel among all the nations as one
shakes with a sieve, but no pebble shall fall upon the earth. All the sinners of my
people shall die by the sword, who say, "Evil shall not overtake or meet us." (9:9-10)
4.2.2 The Authenticity of Amos 9:11-12
For more than a century, many have questioned whether Amos 9:11-15 is the work of the
prophet whose words are recorded in the rest of the book. Although linguistic and other
arguments have been advanced, the fundamental objection is the contrast between the hopeful
tone of these verses with the message of judgment in the rest of the book. Wellhausen's sharp
characterization is often quoted: "Rosen und Lavendel staff Blut und Eisen" ("roses and lavender
instead of blood and iron").6 Other scholars have noted, however, that the prophets routinely
announce prophecies of both judgment and hope.7
The message of hope and restoration following repeated oracles of doom may be
startling to some, but the typical pattern of oracles in the other eighth-century B.C.
prophets is that of hope for salvation following oracles of judgment.8
The same alternation of judgment and hope in Amos has been noted by Jewish interpreters.
Finally, the Rabbis regard the entire epilogue (vs. 11-15) as being
eschatological. Unlike most of the modern scholars, they accepted the epilogue as
authentic and not as an interpolation from exilic or post-exilic times. The fact that
throughout the book, Amos speaks of doom and judgment, and in the epilogue, of
restoration and a bright future, did not create a literary problem for the Rabbis. On
the contrary, that was to them characteristic of all the prophets who followed the
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example of Moses by inaugurating their prophetic utterances with words of reproach
and closing them with words of comfort.9
Andersen and Freedman observe that "the hope of salvation in the near future was given up
completely, but not all hope for the future."I°
In fact, the message of hope is not absent from Amos although one has to look with care to
find it. Yahweh is not insensitive to the pain of his people: twice Amos interceded for Israel (7:2,
5) and twice Yahweh determined not to bring the destruction he had contemplated (7:3, 6).1 t
Yahweh invites Israel to return to him.
Seek good, and not evil, that you may live; and so the LORD, the God of hosts,
will be with you, as you have said. Hate evil, and love good, and establish justice in
the gate; it may be that the LORD, the God of hosts, will be gracious to the remnant
of Joseph. (5:14-15)
Although Amos can speak of "all" being delivered to judgment (6:8) and say that "not one of
them shall flee away, not one of them shall escape" (9:1), there are hints that a few will be saved.
Thus says the LORD: "As the shepherd rescues from the mouth of the lion two legs,
or a piece of an ear, so shall the people of Israel who dwell in Samaria be rescued,
with the corner of a couch and part of a bed." (3:12)
"Two legs, or a piece of an ear" are not much. The emphasis is on the magnitude of the
destruction, but a little (i.e., a few of "the people of Israel who dwell in Samaria") will be saved.
Similarly, although "everyone" in a house will die, when a relative comes to dispose of a body,
he finds one still alive.
And if ten men remain in one house, they shall die. And when a man's kinsman, he
who bums him, shall take him up to bring the bones out of the house, and shall say to
him who is in the innermost parts of the house, "Is there still any one with you?" he
9
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shall say, "No"; and he shall say, "Hush! We must not mention the name of the
LORD." (6:9-10)
"All the sinners of my people shall die" (9:10) and God will destroy "the sinful kingdom," but he
will not "not utterly destroy the house of Jacob."
Behold, the eyes of the Lord GOD are upon the sinful kingdom, and I will destroy it
from the surface of the ground; except that I will not utterly destroy the house of
Jacob," says the LORD. (9:8)
The hope of 9:11-15, then, though not a major theme in the earlier portions of the book, is not
alien to Amos' message and does not require that 9:11-15 be a later addition.12
A second reason that has been suggested for dating these verses in the exilic or post-exilic
period has been that the description of conditions that did not exist in Amos' day. The Davidic
kingdom had not "fallen," unless that is understood to mean the division of the kingdom.13 City
walls, particularly those of Jerusalem (the city most closely associated with the house of David)
had not been breached.14 Yet this reasoning, too, seems to fail to understand the nature of Old
Testament prophecy.15 Amos has announced the destruction of Israel. Now, he announces that
after this coming destruction, when the Davidic kingdom has fallen into disrepair, God will
restore Davidic rule and the prosperity of Israel.
The argument that "abruptness of transition" to a picture of restoration
unaccompanied by an announcement of destruction point to a later dating completely
12 Benson points also to 3:2; 4:11; 5:3, 4-6, 14-15. Alphonsus Benson, "`. .. From the Mouth of the Lion': The
Messianism of Amos," CBQ 19 (1957): 199-212. On "Amos' Future Hope and Eschatology," see Gerhard F. Hasel,
Understanding the Book of Amos: Basic Issues in Current Interpretations (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1991), 105-120.

13 Clements argues for the early date of the book on just this basis. Clements, Prophecy, 111-12. See also the
argument of Max E. Polley, Amos and the Davidic Kingdom: A Socio-Historical Approach (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1989). See, however, the view of Benson: "Amos need not have look that far into the future to see
a ruined Davidic dynasty." Benson, ‘"... From the Mouth of the Lion': The Messianism of Amos," 210.

14

James D. Nogalski, "The Problematic Suffixes of Amos IX 11," VT43 (1993): 416-17.

15 Erling Hammershaimb, The Book of Amos: A Commentary (trans. John Sturdy; Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1970), 137, argues that the same issues arise in the prophecies of Hosea, Isaiah, Micah, and Jeremiah.
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misinterprets the purport of the prophetic announcements. Punishment for
punishment's sake is not the prophetic ideal. The prophet's chastisement is meant to
serve as a transitional stage to a period of future restoration, at least for the surviving
remnant. Because the previous pericope described the sifting of the "wheat from the
chaff," it is now followed by a series of unconditional promises of bliss and
salvation, comprising themes characteristic of this literary genre that portray the
happy future of those who will not be cut off by the sword.16
Amos therefore was looking for the deportation of the people, and it is only a
continuation of a leading idea in his preaching if he says that after enduring the
punishment they will no more be cast off. We cannot therefore conclude from this
expression that the prophet lives in or after the exile.17
More recently, a number of scholars questioned this skeptical approach to verses 11-12.
Shalom Paul contends that "the arguments for the lateness of the pericope are based on linguistic
and ideological grounds, all of which, however, are seriously open to question" and that "almost
all of the arguments for later interpolations and redactions, including a Deuteronomistic one, are
shown to be based on fragile foundations and inconclusive evidence."18 There are, in the end, no
arguments that compel us to deny the authenticity of these verses.19
In fact, there are a number of similarities between 9:11-15 and earlier portions of Amos.
"In that day" (11a) referred to the day of judgment (8:3, 9, 13) before it identified the day of
salvation. David's "fallen" hut (11 b) recalls "fallen . . . virgin Israel" of 5:2 (see also 7:17; 8:14).
She has "none to raise her up" (hip'il of cip) in 5:2, but Yahweh will both "raise up the booth of
18 Paul, Amos, 289. These "characteristic themes" are identified in n. 11: "The motifs of Davidic kingship,
extended boundaries, agricultural fertility, the return to former secure times, and the ingathering of exiles are
predominant in other prophetic biblical oracles of the future blissful times as well."

17

18

Hammershaimb, Amos, 138.
Paul, Amos, 288, 6.

19 J. J. M. Roberts "is not convinced the general skepticism [regarding an eighth-century date] is warranted."
Jimmy J. M. Roberts, "The Old Testament's Contribution to Messianic Expectation," in The Messiah: Developments
in Earliest Judaism and Christianity (ed. James H. Charlesworth; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992), 44. So also Gerhard
von Rad, Old Testament Theology (trans. D. M. Starker; London: Oliver & Boyd, 1965), 2:138. For other scholars
who support the authenticity of these verses. Benson, "`... From the Mouth of the Lion': The Messianism of
Amos," 208, n. 37.
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David that is fallen" (11b) and "raise up its ruins" (11d). (Amos alone among the prophets uses
the hipql of olp to denote "restore" after a "fall.") Before promising to "repair its breaches"
(11c), Amos announced that the "cows of Bashan" would be led into exile through the breaches
in Samaria's walls.20 Amos mentions Edom (12a) a total of five times (1:6, 9, 11; 2:1), more than
any other prophet (except the longer Jeremiah and Ezekiel)?' He speaks not only of "the remnant
of Edom" (12a), but also of "the remnant of the Philistines" (1:8) and "of Joseph" (5:15). The
divine origin of Amos' words is underscored by the repeated "says the LoRD."22 Although the
Davidic kingdom is not usually thought to be prominent in Amos, at least one scholar has
recently argued that the division of the Davidic kingdom is the northern kingdom's central sin
and its reunification the prophet's goal.23 The two explicit mentions of David in Amos are
24
actually noteworthy compared to the few references in the rest of the prophetic corpus.
The following verses (13-15 are usually understood belonging with 11-1225) also have
links to earlier portions of Amos. "Behold, days are coming" not only echoes the beginning of
this text ("in that day" in 11 a), but uses the language of the earlier warning of 8:11. "My people

20

Only Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Amos use this noun, each of them twice.

21 Edom is mentioned only 28 times in the prophetic books: by Isaiah (4), Jeremiah (8), Ezekiel (7), Joel (1),
Amos (5), Obadiah (1), and Malachi (1).

22

Also in 2:16; 3:10, 13, 15; 4:3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11; 6:8, 14; 8:3, 9, 11; 9:7, 8.

23 Polley, Amos. While much of Polley's argumentation seems speculative, his work is a helpful reminder of
the importance of the Davidic kingdom in Israel's identity. Unfortunately, he considers 9:11-15 to be post-exilic.

7411 ,.. occurs only 37 times in the prophetic corpus: Isaiah (10), Jeremiah (15), Ezekiel (2), Hosea (I), Amos
4

(2), and Zechariah (6). If we discount multiple instances in the same context, the number of distinct contexts is even
smaller: Isaiah (8), Jeremiah (7), Ezekiel (4), Hosea (1), Amos (2), and Zechariah (1).
25 Paul, Amos, 288; Wilhelm Rudolph, Joel-Amos-Obadia-Jona (KAT 13.2; Giltersloh: Gerd Mohn, 1971);
Gary V. Smith, Amos (rev. ed.; Ross-Shire: Christian Focus, 1998); Hans Walter Wolff, Joel and Amos (trans.
Waldemar Janzen, et al.; Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977), 351. For the view that 13-15 is a distinct unit,
see Harper, Amos and Hosea; James Luther Mays, Amos: A Commentary (OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1969).
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Israel" (14) appeared earlier in 7:8, 15; 8:2;26 the only other occurrences of the expression in the
prophetic books are in Jeremiah (twice) and Ezekiel (seven times). Verses 13-15 also proclaim
the coming reversal of the blight and frustration announced earlier (cp. 5:11; 4:9).
4.2.3 The Text of Amos 9:11-12 (Masoretic Text)
The MT of Amos 9:11-12 raises few problems. No variants in the Hebrew textual tradition
are noted by BHS. There are no variants in the biblical manuscripts from Qumran,27 although
one adaptation of verse 11 appears in two nonbiblical texts.28
Amos 9:11-12 MT
Nril &Z.'.

n'2V17.1 TT n -1-,, c'j?
IZ:MP-7 TiV
:
17$ 1'rP7i:11
7741
Oir ,rrp
r.:1-. 1-1,--n;$ ler ign`,,
x-Frn0 o7iarj-*
C7.14231 '7V
riW ;VD r9.7-tIN

Amos 9:11-12 RSV
1 la "In that day

Amos 9:11-12 (author)
In that day,

b I will raise up the booth of
David that is fallen
c and repair its breaches,

I will raise up David's fallen
hut
and I will repair their breaches

d and raise up its ruins,

and I will raise up his ruins,

e and rebuild it

and I will build it

f as in the days of old;

as in days of old;

in order that they will possess
the remnant of Edom
and all the nations upon which
my name has been called [i.e.,
which belong to me],
c says the LORD who does this. says Yahweh who does this.

12a that they may possess the
remnant of Edom
b and all the nations who are
called by my name,"

Two emendations are proposed by BHS, prompted by the Greek text and the difficulty of
the pronominal suffixes in verse 11. Verse 11 b begins with n'7pjzt

n . -m3, "David's fallen

David Allan Hubbard, Joel and Amos: An Introduction and Commentary (TOTC; Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1989), 238.
26

27

Amos 9:11-12 is preserved in only one of the biblical scrolls (Mur 88, col. VIII) and only in a fragmentary
form. The only textual question on which the fragment is able to shed any light is in verse 11d, where the masculine
singular pronominal suffix clearly appears. Pierre Benoit et al., Les grottes de Murabba'at (2 vols.; DJD II; Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1961), p1. LVIII.
This would seem
28 4Q174 (4QFlor) and CIDa read Tilin,Fri (waw plus perfect) in place of the imperfect
to reflect adaptation in these citations, as it is difficult to imagine how 'rim'pni could have originally stood in the
text following Krim cli'm Both citations are preceded by an introductory formula, :lin nrmn (4Q174 1 I, 21, 2) or
'ON 1CND (CIY, VII, 16). Both have mic written fully and 4Q174 has 1'11 and thni.ri written fully.
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hut." Since rt is feminine, one would expect subsequent pronominal references also to be
feminine singular, as we in fact find in 1 le (774). What we find, however, is "their breaches"
(feminine plural 7-47) in 11c and "his ruins" (masculine singular 7b71) in lld before
returning to "her" (feminine singular crry;;,1) in 11 e. In both 11c and lld the Greek text (both
the OG and the New Testament) reads orkfig29 (to correspond to the feminine aic'qvA) and BHS
proposes emending the Hebrew with feminine singular pronominal suffixes (7474. and 77b1m).
Commentators generally follow the Greek and the BHS emendation.3° Hammershaimb
finds that "the suffixes in 17.47 and in 7b1;71 are in disorder; it is best to read them both as
feminine singulars, referring back to the word rip.."3I Similarly, to S. Paul, "the suffixes seem to
be in total disarray, singular and plural intermixing with masculine and feminine."32 It must be
conceded, however, that there are no extant variants in the MT textual tradition.
But not all commentators find it necessary to emend the pronominal suffixes in this way.
Niehaus has argued that they should not, in fact, be emended.
The walls here are not, however, the walls of the hut (unless the hut be considered
emblematic of Jerusalem, as in Isa. 2:8, or other cities under Davidic sway), for the
Old Testament never speaks of repairing the broken walls of huts. Rather the broken
walls referred to are, implicitly, city walls in general (hence the feminine plural
pronominal suffix) . . . The Septuagint's feminine singular suffix is a typical
emendation to accomplish consistency with rop (feminine singular); but such shifts
between singular and plural are well known in ancient Near Eastern literature,
especially Old Testament poetry.33
29

In I lc Origen's recension reads otinoiv.

3° See

the list in Nogalski, "Suffixes," 417, n. 1.

31

Hammershaimb, Amos, 140.

32

Paul, Amos, 291 n. 20.

33 Jeffery Niehaus, "Amos," in The Minor Prophets: An Exegetical and Expositional Commentary (ed. Thomas
Edward McComiskey; 3 vols.; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1992), 490. In support of Niehaus's position, we can note that
r is most often used of a breach in the walls of a city, never that of an individual dwelling. The noun occurs 18
times in all in the MT. In at least seven (eight, if the present text is included) the breach is explicitly or in context a
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Nor, in Niehaus's view, is it necessary to change the masculine singular pronoun in 11 c.
The Septuagint's feminine plural suffix is another emendation for consistency with
rt, the imagined antecedent. The masculine singular pronoun ending, however, has
David as its antecedent, so that, by the metonymy of the adjunct, David's ruined
cities stand for the fallen dominion of the Davidic dynasty.34
It is therefore not necessary to emend the text, since there are plausible referents for both the
feminine plural suffix (the city walls) and the masculine singular suffix (David).
Nogalski, too, has sought to make sense of the suffixes as they stand in the MT. He faults
the "vast majority" that adjust the MT in favor of the OG for making two incorrect assumptions:
First, most authors implicitly or explicitly presume that the LXX represents the
"more original" reading; and second, they presume that the solution must explain
away one or more of the problematic suffixes.
Nogalski starts instead from the view that the "the LXX is no different from the other ancient
versions." Examining the Vulgate and Syriac along with the 00, he finds that all three
attempt a solution to the problem of the suffixes in their own way. Whereas the LXX
eliminates the problem by ignoring the change of number and gender in the suffixes,
the Syriac and Vulgate offer some help both in the verification of the MT and, more
indirectly, toward a solution.
Nogalski helpfully summarizes the diverse readings in a chart:
breach in a wall (or, in 1 Kgs 11:27, "the city," i.e., the city's walls). The three texts in which 1'.1 occurs with the
verb -17:1 (Isa 58:12; Ezek 13:5; 22:30) seem clearly to refer to building of city walls. The use with r'; in Ezekiel
13:5 is not an exception, because the "house" is the :-.r4r. ro.."; which is being prepared for battle (rirptp); the
"house" is metaphorical (as the "hut" of Amos 9) and the walls one would build up in preparation for battle would
be those of the city. The only other instance in which an object (what is breached) is explicit or implied is Judg
1'7p). The term is used twice of a flood, "a breach of waters"
21:15, "a breach in the tribes of Israel" (777'.,
(2 Sam 5:20; 1 Chr 14:11). It is used seven times without an explicit object, two with reference to giving birth and
five in an abstract or metaphorical sense (e.g., Ps 106:23 "Moses ... stood in the breach before him"). City walls in
(note the cognate verb ,17-11:n in 11c) which refers to freestanding walls, not walls
Amos are never the masculine
of buildings or cities, but the much more common feminine noun stir (which occurs 133 times in MT, including
four times in Amos, but no closer to this text than 7:7; also 1:7, 10, 14), and appearing twice with rip (Isa 30:13;
Neh 6:1). The feminine noun -17, most commonly indicating the wall of a house, also occurs in Amos 5:19.
34 Niehaus, "Amos," 490. Kaiser agrees that the masculine singular refers to David and the feminine singular to
the fallen "booth," but believes that the feminine plural refers to the two kingdoms, Israel and Judah. Walter C.
Kaiser, Jr., The Messiah in the Old Testament (Studies in Old Testament Biblical Theology; Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1995), 146. Similarly Henderson, who ascribes the feminine plural to either the "different parts or cities
of the kingdom." Ebenezer Henderson, The Book of the Twelve Minor Prophets (Boston: Draper, 1859), 180.
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MT:
LXX:
Syriac:
Vulgate:

Breaches
Suffix

Ruins
Suffix

I will rebuild
"it" Suffix

FP
FS
MP
NS

MS
FS
MP
NP

FS
FS
FS
MS

The Syriac renders the first two suffixes as masculine plurals—masculine to correspond with the
masculine (in Syriac) "tent," and plural (Nogalski believes) "to indicate that the translator
understood the entire phrase 'fallen booth of David' as a collective expression." Curiously, the
final suffix is rendered as a feminine, reflecting the MT, but having no clear antecedent in the
Syriac rendering of the text. The Vulgate renders the first as eius, which Nogalski reads as
neuter, in agreement with the neuter tabernaculum.
The Vulgate avoids the second suffix. The Vulgate obviously has problems
translating the Hebrew since it has changed the plural noun "ruins" into a masculine
plural verb as though reading haresti. One may explain this as an intentional change
for two reasons. First, it is doubtful that two letters (tau and yodh) would have fallen
away from the MT. Second, the Vulgate preserves echoes of a suffix attached to
"ruins" in its phrase "those things which" (ea quae).
For the third suffix, the Vulgate has a masculine singular (eum), presumably referring back to
David and suggesting that "importantly . . . the Vulgate interprets both 'booth' and 'David' as
antecedents to the suffixes."
Given the evidence of the other versions, the principle of lectio difficiior suggests
that the LXX merely smoothes over the problems of a very difficult MT.
One may not, therefore, presume that the LXX represents the "more original"
reading. Other solutions must be sought.35
Nogalski believes only two alternatives remain. Rejecting the suggestion that the text
originally referred to "booths" instead of the singular "booth,"36 he seeks to understand the text

35

Nogalski, "Suffixes," 412-14. Tg. Jon. supports the feminine plural in the first suffix. Michael A. Braun,
"James' Use of Amos at the Jerusalem Council: Steps toward a Possible Solution of the Textual and Theological
Problems," JETS 20 (1977): 114.
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of the MT. He begins by noting the synonymous parallelism of the four lines of 1 lb—e, with c,m
in the first and third lines.
The syntactical key to unlocking the understanding of these suffixes appears in
the expression of collective ideas via the combination of feminine singular nouns
with plural adjectives. This phenomenon occurs with enough regularity to enable us
to presume that the collective idea could as well be expressed via the combination of
a feminine singular noun and a plural suffix. Thus it is possible to view the second
statement as a collective parallel to the first statement.37
Nogalski believes that the second and third suffixes can also be explained on the basis of this
parallelism, "since the suffixes relate specifically back to the constituent elements of the phrase
`booth of David' with the second (masculine singular) referring to David and the third
(feminine singular) to the "hut."38
Niehaus and Nogalski offer plausible, if not absolutely certain, readings of the suffixes of
the MT. They demonstrate that the suffixes can be read in a way that makes sense and that the
versions taken together generally appear to support the MT. This demonstration, together with the
principle of accepting the more difficult reading, argues convincingly for retaining the suffixes as
they stand in the MT. The text of Amos 9:11-12 in the MT is thus well established.
36 Nogalski, "Suffixes," 414. Nogalski attributes this view to G. Hofmann, "Versuche zu Amos," ZQW 3
(1883), pp. 125-26. He also rejects the proposal (n. 14) that we should read "Succoth" instead of "booth," as
suggested by H. Neil Richardson, "SKT (Amos 9:11): 'Booth' or 'Succoth'," JBL 92 (1973): 375-81; Douglas L.
Stuart, Hosea-Jonah (WBC 31; Waco: Word, 1987).
37

Nogalski, "Suffixes," 415-16. Nogalski cites GKC §132g in support and offers as examples Gen 30:43 and 1
Sam 25:18, in which a feminine singular noun takes a plural adjective (ni=l igS and river igs Mgr!), and Num
Igs). It may be objected, that "sheep"
27:17, where a feminine singular noun takes a plural pronoun (0,.7-1'
is recognized as a collective noun, while "hut" is not. However, Nogalski also cites GKC §145c, which includes rr;
(cp. ri p)
. among a list of collective nouns. (It is not clear who the constituent members of this collective might be:
Davidic monarchs? the people? Which of these might justify a feminine plural pronominal suffix?)
38

Nogalski, "Suffixes," 416. He goes on to see "David's booth" in verse 11 as parallel to the "ruined cities" of
verse 14 (both are to be "rebuilt" [ma], but the term for "ruin" is different). The parallel seems genuine, but
"David's hut" is surely not to be reduced to a metaphor for ruined cities as Nogalski then does. It is the restoration of
the throne that is in view. It is thus not necessary to follow him in requiring a post-exilic date for this text (when the
cities of Judah had been destroyed), since the decline of the Davidic dynasty was already plainly evident in Amos'
time (due to the nation's overall decline in power and prestige as well as to its division). In any case Amos was a
prophet and was looking ahead to a time of restoration that would follow an as-yet-unfulfilled judgment.
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4.2.4 The Text of Amos 9:11-12 (Old Greek)
The 00 manuscript tradition includes a number of variants. Some variants emerged within
the OG manuscript tradition itself. Others appear to reflect accommodation of the OG of Amos 9
to the form of the text quoted in Acts 15.
In addition, the OG shows a number of differences from the MT of Amos 9:11-12. Some
are comparatively minor, such as the translation of two distinct verbs, 7:1-141 (11c) and crzr3;1
(11e) by avotic000koo), or the rendering of the singular rig; by the plural 'mina in 12c. A
much more substantial difference appears in 12a, however, where "that they may possess the
remnant of Edom" becomes "that the rest of men may seek." Since this change appears to
facilitate the application of this text to the question before the council in Jerusalem in Acts 15, it
will require extended attention (section 4.2.4.3 below).
4.2.4.1 Minor Variants
Amos 9:11-12 OG
gv
illiapcc

avocatijaco

crialvtiv Aocuto

At/molt-via v
xai avoticoSopiaco Tat nucuoicota ocinfic

Kai Tot KaTEcncaw.tivoc akfic (3cvaatijoi.o
Kai avoricoSol.timo)
Kocek ai figipat TOfi ociLvoc
ono); kICCTITliGCOMN of KatoiX011C01, TCIW
devepthircov
Kai irdonot Tex i'evn,
obsc inuciaritat
T6 ovoi.ta gob in' aim*
Xiyet niptoc 6 06; 6 notaiv tairca.

Amos 9:11-12 OG (author)
11 a In that day
b I will rebuild [or raise up] the fallen tent of
David
c and I will build up its fallen parts
d and I will rebuild [or raise up] its ruins
e and I will build it up
as the days of old,
12a so that the rest of men might seek
b and all the nations, upon whom my name is
called upon them
c says the Lord God, who does these things.

The OG text of Amos 9:11-12 shows more variants than the MT. Most appear simply to be
transcriptional or possibly stylistic variants of little consequence.
Amos 9:11-12 OG
iv It

sivaatilaw Tiv aniviiv
Acroto Tiiv nenuorpiav

Minor variants
11a iv Talc iii.tipat; &gym.; (11)
b Kat azenTwicviav (W Q).
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OtVOtK0801.1.00) tet
ICEntomita ainfic
Kai tic KateaKal.wava ainfic
&vac-n.1(1(3)
Kai avow°Sopipco ovirriiv
Ka06; ai ljµepat To'0 &dm;
Caw; i41lvrjacoatv oi
av0pco7rcov
xateaotnot

oz;
Kai narra tic gOvri,
intKixkritai To ovoi.ta p.au
C O1)
kiyet Kivu); 6 Oeoc 6 noubv
Tafyra.

c W airily and omits Tic nintaKirra airtfic (cp. 11d).
Origen reads aincov (cf. MT).
d 130' omits 'Ca.
233 Theodoret omit ainfic.
e

f
12a ixCitijaovaiv (W Q).
add µa before of (L C other MSS, versions and fathers).
Kat aXEXEI,gEvot (534).
b
(L and a few MSS and fathers).
omit goy (2 MSS).
avid for in' crirto* (L, three fathers); a few MSS
omit.
c tafyra is aina in 534.
7tdvtcc is inserted before or after 'mina in L and several
other MSS and fathers.

The most noteworthy is the apparent replacement of trkfic with aindiv in 11c, to conform to
the (feminine) plural pronominal suffix found in the MT. There is no evidence of a similar change
in lld to make triyvtic of lld correspond to the masculine singular suffix of the MT.
4.2.4.2 Variants Probably Reflecting Accommodation to the Text of Acts 15
Of greater interest are the variants that reflect accommodation to the New Testament text.
Amos 9:11-12 OG
iv TT) ijilipqc giceivn
avaaremo Ti1v arriviiv
Aain8 Thy nEnuoxviav
Kai avolic000lniao) Tex
nentomota airnic
xai Tex ica-ceaKaItiva
a•infig avaatijaco
Kai icvotK000p:ricro)
'roc)
Ka0thc cd
aithvoc
&rung ixcriviacoatv of
KataXotnot tcbv
avopoincov
Kai irecvm Tit gern,
oi)'g inuceickri-cat TO
ovoi.tic .Lou
ociyrolS;

Variants related to the text of Acts 15:16-17
Ha

d Kateatpaggiva (A Q and some MSS of Acts 15:16 [N B P]);
xataatpeggiva (106);
devarcpaggiva (L and Acts 15:16 [only E] ).
e lavoixoSoi.tipaco Kai avopOthaw (764, so Acts 15:16);
icvacrripaw Kai oixoSogirjaco (V).
f
12a ono); eiv (A and several other MSS, as in Acts 15:17).
add Tay Ki5ptov (A and several other MSS, as in Acts 15:17)
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Xi•yet rtipt.oc 6 0e6c 6
notthv tociita.

c 6 Oeoc in A W and a few other MSS and fathers; omitted by B,
Q, L, C, and the Gottingen text (as Acts 15:17).

In Ild, the confusion between -kocuolcapiva and icaTeatpccp.giva is reflected in
Greek manuscripts of both Amos 9 and Acts 15. The two terms have similar meanings and are
confused two other times in the OG (Jdt 8:17 and Prov 14:1, the latter translating dirt as here). It
is not possible to determine with certainty whether the variants originated in the OG and are then
reflected in the New Testament, or vice versa. (It is less likely that identical variants originated in
each manuscript tradition independently.) Both OG and New Testament manuscript evidence
favors -Katealca4tivoc. The verb icalocaiccinuo is more common as a translation of oln.39
The difference in verbs in 11d/e (OcvoucoSopjaco . . . OcvopOthao) in place of avccatrjaco
. . . avoticoSopljaco) again reflects no significant difference in meaning. The OG variant is
poorly attested (only 764, but see also the variant in V) and suggests accommodation of the OG in
this manuscript to the text of Acts 15:16d, e, where the text is secure.
The insertion of dv in the text of 12a likewise makes no significant difference in meaning.
The OG textual evidence favors its omission. In addition, Oncoc av is comparatively uncommon
in the 0G.4° The New Testament textual tradition includes dv with almost no exceptions, even
though ofincoc

39

av generally is even less common in the New Testament than in the cc!"

The verb Onn is translated by xataaxciirco) 14 times in the OG, but by IcaTacrt Own only twice.

10 Orrwc occurs 170 times in the OG of the canonical Old Testament, only 32 of them with div (19%), and all
but four of these in the Pentateuch or Psalms). OnoK occurs 6 other times in the Greek of Amos (1:13; 2:7; 4:1; 5:6,
14-15), none of them with (iv.

&mg occurs 53 times in the New Testament (38 times Matt, Luke, and Acts). Only four times does Orwc
appear with eev (7.5%): three times in Luke-Acts (Luke 2:35; Acts 3:20; 15:17) and one (Rom 3:4) where it simply
reproduces the iincog (iv from the OG of Ps 50:6 (where it appears without variants). (But see also the variant
reading in Matt 6:5.)
41
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The verb ix@yErjacoatv in 12a seems incomplete without a direct object. A number of
Greek manuscripts, versions and fathers insert ge following the verb. Other manuscripts,
including Alexandrinus, add 'thy ictiptov following dcv9pthnow (as does Acts 15:17a). The two
conflicting "solutions" suggest that an original text had the "problem" of the verb without an
object,42 which appears to result from confusion in the OG rendering of the Hebrew text. The MT
1.1n: ("in order that they will inherit/dispossess the remnant of Edom").

has

The OG translators appear to have taken

("possess," "inherit," "dispossess") as cin-r ("seek,"

"inquire"). In addition, the apparent object, iminki 11,-).4-n ("the remnant of Edom"), became the
subject oi icateckotnot

teoV

aveixonwv ("the remnant of men"), leaving no object for

iiccrivilawatv. This construction, which expects but lacks an object, would appear both to be
the more difficult reading, and the reading which most naturally explains the both the readings
pt and -thy ici'vtov (as attempts to supply the object that was felt to be missing). While the
secure text of Acts 15:17 at this point provides an additional witness to the Toy niptov textual
tradition, it seems thus most likely that the original text lacked both p,e and 'rev KiSptov.
In 12c some manuscripts read 6 966; in kiyet niptoc 6 0e6; 6 notiov 'mina. The MT
is accurately rendered without 6 0e6g and these words are omitted by a broadly representative
group of manuscripts.43 While 6 ego; appears in a number of manuscripts as wel1:14 the external
evidence appears to favor the omission. The briefer expression, ?yet niptoc (without 6 ecoc),
occurs over 500 times, 30 in Amos. The longer expression (Xgyei, iciSpto; 6 0E60 appears 63
times in the OG, nine of them in Amos (3:11, 13; 4:3, 5; 5:16, 27; 8:9; 9:12, 15). Besides 9:12,
42 Although ilCcTITECO may more occur without an object (e.g., Deut 17:4; Jos 2:22; Judg 6:29; Ps 9:25, 34), it
normally (and much more frequently) takes an object in the accusative.

43 Notably B, Q, most of the Lucianic recension, and the Catena.
44

A, W, the Lucianic subgroup Hi, the Bohairic, and two fathers.
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8:9 is also contested, with B, V, and the Catena omitting 6 0e6;. At the same time, A adds
-05p-10;

before 6 0E6c in 8:14. Both expressions are thus possible and there appears to be a

degree of fluidity in the textual tradition regarding these expressions. Although Rahlfs includes 6
0e6;, the Gottingen Septuagint is likely correct in omitting it from the text.45
4.2.4.3 Differences from the MT
More significantly, the 00 Greek differs at several points from the MT (underlined).
Amos 9:11-12 OG
11 a iv Tfl hpipct Exsivp
b avacrtijaco Thy aiCrlvlly

rigt ri!;

Aavt8 Tin/ ICEIVCombiav

CxvoticoSowliao) Toe KEIGTCOKOTCG
d net tat KateaKcci.wgva aim% avaavrjaw
avoucoSolnicra) cdrciiv
f ica8k al, figgpat toi3 aithvoc
12a Ono); i4rrcipcoatv of Ka-ream/rot "OW fivepconcov
inuckAarat to livoilcic
b Kai rav'ta tec gOrri,
a•inolic
gov
c X6yetUptoc o Oebq 0 zotaiv

We have already noted three of these differences: the feminine singular (aini1;) in place of the
feminine plural in 11c and the masculine singular in 11d, and the apparent addition of 15 0E6g to
Xeyet niptog in 12c. Although anvil ("tent") may appear to be an inexact translation of MO
("hut") in 11b, aicivii is in fact the usual translation of rIDO in the 00.46 Likewise, the plural

45

Joseph Ziegler, Duodecim Prophetae (Septuaginta: Vetus Testamentum Graecum 13; Gottingen:
Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, 1984).
46 Of 30 other occurrences of rIDO in the MT, it is rendered 21 times by mow* 5 times by anivoitrryict
(always of TO gopti)v tf1S arnvoiniyiac Deut 16:16; 31:10; Zech 14:16, 18, 19; but notice tiiv &E n* toiv
in Ezra 3:4; 2 Chr 8:13), once as a proper noun (Zon-xu)0, 3 Kgdms 21:16), once by aroxpvpoc (Isa 4:6),
cn
once apparently by Voi (in a text seeming to be a rather free rendering of the MT). In one case roc appears in a
clause that does not appear in the OG (Job 27:18).
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Tocii-rcc for the singular ri* in 12c is not uncommon.47 In addition, the OG "levels" the verbs in
11c, 11e, translating both 171141 and 7'741 by avotKoSotrijaca, but this does not seem to
introduce a significant difference in meaning."
The most striking (and theologically significant) differences from the MT are 12a:
rendering cin, as iicCritew and the direct object z1 m r'-);`Gr, as the subject oi rataX017E0t
t(i)V

avApoinaw. If, with most scholars, we view these as changes to the MT, we can distinguish

four changes: hr' became ilcciitio); the object ciiti r'-IWnt. became the subject,

became

and the singular n'lgf and :71kt became the plurals oi lactakomot and Tiov a.vepoinow.
Despite the assertion of de Waard, there is no evidence that a distinctive Vorlage of this section
of Amos ever circulated." The Vulgate, reading ut possideant reliquias Idumeae, follows the
MT.

The OG textual tradition includes only minor variants within the general outlines of On cog

14-crrijacoatv oi, Kazdaotnot teiw avepthnow and none that challenge it.5°
Most commentators begin with the verb.51 It is commonly suggested that the translator
read d'T ("possess," "inherit," "dispossess") as thi ("seek," "inquire"), mistakenly reading yod

47

A common rendering, particularly in a generalizing sense with reference to things said or done, as in four of
seven occurrences of ritkt in Amos (2:11; 8:4; 8:8; 9:11). See also Hos 5:1; 7:10; Joel 1:2; 4:9; Mic 1:5; 3:9; Mal 1:9;
2:13; Isa 1:12; Jer 5:21; Ezek 23:38; Gen 41:39; Deut 14:4; Judg 2:2; Neh 13:18; Ps 43:18; Job 12:9.
etvoticaowijou) in
48 Andersen and Freedman, Amos, 890. Adna notes the repeated pattern iivauvrialo
11b/c and 11d/e, and argues that the rendering is stylistically motivated. Jostein Adna, "James' Position at the
Summit Meeting of the Apostles and Elders in Jerusalem (Acts 15)," in The Mission of the Early Church to Jews
and Gentiles (ed. Jostein Adna and Hans Kvalbein; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2000), 129-30.
49 Jan de Waard, A Comparative Study of the Old Testament Text in the Dead Sea Scrolls and in the New
Testament (STDJ 4; Leiden: Brill, 1965), 25, 78. Braun seeks to build on de Waard's assertion. Braun, "James Use
of Amos," 116-117. In the absence of an extant text this claim remains speculative. See further section 4.4.2 below.

5° The extant variants are on the order of i4ritipovatv for iiccirriamcnv, or the addition of a direct object
in the form of pe or Toy xivtov.
81 Barrett, Acts, 727; Richard Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem Church," in The Book of Acts in its
Palestinian Setting (ed. Richard Bauckham; vol. 4 of The Book of Acts in its First Century Setting, ed. Bruce W.
Winter; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 455; Bruce, Acts, 294.
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in place of dalet, whether because of their similar appearance52 or because of an unclear or
damaged original.53 The change may also have made intentionally by a translator who felt that
the usual translation of d7 by xAmpovolleco was not appropriate here.54
How did Dirk

which seems to be the object of lc.1,7 (or IdiT), become the

subject? If the clause became corrupt initially through the misreading of e-ri as ci-r-r, Ono);
iicCirivrioloatv Toy icaniXotnov ISomicciac would have been puzzling. Why would the
people of the restored kingdom "seek" or "inquire of the remnant of Edom? In the OG of the
prophets, i4ritgo.) is used over a dozen times of "seeking" or "inquiring" of Yahweh,55 but the
post-exilic community would not worship or pray to the remnant of Edom.56 This difficulty
would have prompted the translators to make other adjustments in order to bring sense out of
what had become a perplexing text. The translator may have chosen to ignore the direct object
marker as the best way to make sense of the text.57 Perhaps, as Archer and Chirichigno suggest,
was read as iriN ("him") or

("me"), removing the object indicator from ai-r rig/ so that

52 "In the history of the transmission of the OT there was a time when d and y were virtually indistinguishable."
Braun, "James Use of Amos," 117.
53

A damaged original would explain why it is only here that the OG translators rendered CPT as iic0Treco.

54 Karen H. Jobes and Moises Silva, Invitation to the Septuagint (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2000), 195.
"Possessing," i.e., "ruling over" Edom might make more sense in the context of a revived Davidic kingdom than
"inheriting" Edom. However, other interpretive issues may also have influenced the rendering of the entire clause.

55 E.g., Amos 5:4; Isa 9:13; Jer 10:21; Hos 5:6; Zech 8:21 (in the latter two examples it translates cp.: rather
than di-r). The remaining twenty-plus instances speak either of someone's seeking good or justice (e.g., Mic 6:8), or
of something being required of someone (e.g., Ezek 3:18). Neither of these definitions makes sense in this text.

56 It has been suggested that 11ti may have been read as `.7•1 . Braun, "James Use of Amos," 117; Rainer Reisner,
"James's Speech, Simeon's Hymn, and Luke's Sources," in Jesus of Nazareth: Lord and Christ (ed. Joel B. Green
and Max Turner; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994), 271. This may make better grammatical sense, but the meaning
would still be unclear. If this were the case, we would not find the OG without the object, nor the various
manuscripts trying to complete the thought by supplying u.s or Toy 16ptov. Adna, "James," 137.
57 Jobes and Silva, Invitation, 194. The suggestion of Braun ("James Use of Amos," 117) that the translator
mistook ;IN for `;',N fails when we note that no text of the 00 supplies Oioc as the "missing" direct object.
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the text read "so that the remnant of men will seek him (or me)."58 Some grammarians believe
occasionally appears, not as the nota accusativi, but with the subject (or as an indicator of

that

was genuinely understood to be

emphasis),59 making possible (if unlikely) that

the subject, at least by the OG translators. On either reading (ii r or le-ro, "in order that the
remnant of Edom will possess/seek," the clause is incomplete and has no clear meaning.°
It is more difficult to explain how ni ii become

Many commentators assume that 0.1-1

was misread as 07$, due to their apparent identity in the consonantal text.6I The wax', however,
seems to prevent reading aiit as C":1e2 and the waw is clearly present in the extant Hebrew
manuscripts, including the one fragmentary copy of Amos from the Dead Sea Scrolls.63 It is
possible that the translator's text was defective, or was faded, soiled, or damaged, so that the
waw was

not visible. It is also possible that the translator interpreted the text, believing that "the

remnant of mankind" in 12a was a more natural parallel to "all the nations" than "the remnant of

58 Gleason L. Archer and Gregory Chirichingo, Old Testament Quotations in the New Testament (Chicago:
Moody, 1983), 155. Some OG manuscripts, versions, and fathers supply the direct object "me," but this may be the
result of copyists attempting to improve the sense by supplying the object they expected to find (cf the similar
addition of toy niptov in Acts 15:17a). Archer and Chirichigno speculate that the Lxx translators had before them
a Hebrew Vorlage with these readings, but no such Vorlage has come down to us.
59 HA LOT, 101. GKC, §117 i—m. Christo van der Merwe et al., A Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 247; Waltke and O'Connor, Syntax, §10.3.2. For the contrary, see
Takamitsu Muraoka, Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1985), 158.

This is the most plausible reason for the additions ge and Toy rtiptov in some manuscripts.
61 r."
..1-

occurs four times earlier in the book (1:6, 9, 11; 2:1), each appropriately translated as Bommia.

"Defective spelling of Edom is unknown in the MT (except for the gentilic form), but it is possible that "dm
survived to the time of the LSS alongside of 'dwm." Andersen and Freedman, Amos, 890.
62

63

Mur 88. See Benoit et al., DJD II, 188 and pl. LVIII.
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Edom,"" or that Edom, as one of Israel's most persistent enemies, was to be understood as a
representative of them all.
Once the direct object

ri--1Wr, has become the subject and

has become

avepconog, the change from singular to plural is the least difficult to explain. At least 160 times
(over one-quarter of occurrences), the OG translates the often collective 07its as eivOionot..65
Similarly, r,74 is translated more than half the time by a plural noun or participle, as here.66
Bauckham, Adna, and ININgele have recently argued that the OG does not depend on a nowlost Hebrew Vorlage, or on transmissional errors, but must be understood in the context of the
exegetical practices of the day as an instance of 'al tiqrr or "implicit" midrash.67 Bauckham
argues that those who think the OG misreads the Hebrew
entirely misunderstand the way in which Jewish exegesis of this period treated the
biblical text, as the Dead Sea Scrolls in particular have now made clear to us. A
Jewish Christian familiar both with the Hebrew and the LXX of this verse would not
regard the latter as a misreading of the Hebrew. He may not have known a Hebrew
text like that translated by the LXX, but, even if not, would have recognized that the
LXX represents, not a misreading, but either a variant text or a deliberate alternative
64 I am unfortunately not able to locate the source of this suggestion. The OG translators frequently interpreted
and applied the text. Jobes and Silva, Invitation, 21-22, 93-101.

65

E.g., Gen 6:1; Judg 16:7; Isa 6:11; Amos 4:13; Jonah 3:7; Hab 1:4.

66 It is translated 46 times by tarcaourog (or other A.oinoc compound), 38 as a plural (the three instances in
Isa are singular) and five times by taxtcaetno) (three plural participles, one singular participle, and one infinitive).
The 14 instances of A.Eigga (or a related compound) are all singular. One occurrence is not translated.

67 Jostein Adna, "Die Heilige Schrift als Zeuge der Heidenmission: Die Rezeption von Amos 9,11-12 in Apg
15,16-18," in Evangelium, Schrifiauslegung, Kirche (ed. Jostein Adna, et al.; Gottingen: Vandenhoek & Ruprecht,
1997), 1-23; Adna, "James," 131; Richard Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles (Acts 15.13-21)," in History,
Literature, and Society in the Book of Acts (ed. Ben Witherington, III; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1996), 160-61; Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem Church," 455-56; Sabine Nagele, Laubhatte Davids und
Wolkensohn: eine auslegungsgeschichtliche Studie :u Amos 9,11 in der judischen und christlichen Exegese (AGJU
24; Leiden: Brill, 1995), 104. "Implicit midrash" is from Ellis, "Biblical Interpretation," 703-6; Edward Earle Ellis,
"Midrash, Targum and New Testament Quotations," in Neotestamentica et Semitica (ed. Edward Earle Ellis and
Max Wilcox; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1969), 62. "Many a variant of the LXX may indeed not go back to a variant in
the Hebrew texts which was translated, but merely represent an interpretation of that text, yet it must be questioned
whether this holds good of all variants and of displacements of texts and parts of texts." Doeve, Jewish
Hermeneutics, 117.
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reading of the text. Jewish exegetes were accustomed to choosing among variants the
reading which suited their interpretation, or to exploiting more than one. But in a
case such as ours, it is scarcely possible to distinguish a variant text which has arisen
accidentally in the transmission of the text from one which results from the
exegetical practice of deliberately reading the text differently by means of small
changes (known as 'al tiqre'in later rabbinic terminology. The "misreading" of the
Hebrew text presupposed by the LXX of Amos 9:12 is quite comparable with many
examples of deliberate "alternative readings" Cal tiqre') in the Qumran pesharim.68
Other also see "midrashic tendencies" in the 0G.69 But, if, "it is scarcely possible to distinguish a
variant text from one which results from the exegetical practice known as 'al tiqre'," 7° it is
unclear how we can be sure that the OG reading results from this approach rather than a
misreading or an alternative text. The absence of an extent Hebrew Vorlage with these readings
suggests that the translators may have deliberately interpreted the text for Diaspora readers who
might be more interested in a believing "remnant" from the Gentiles than in the reassertion of
Jewish sovereignty over Edom.71 At the same time, it is not clear why an interpreter, having once
taken liberties with the text, would not go ahead and supply the direct object that arxi 7. rtjacocrtv
seems to require. In the end, it is not possible to be certain how the OG reading arose.
The text of the OG thus gives evidence both of some uncertainty or instability as well as
divergence from the MT. Although there are many variants within the OG manuscript tradition,
these do not call into question the distinctive OG rendering of the text of Amos 9:12a: "that the

68

Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 160-61; "James and the Jerusalem Church," 455-56.

69 Jacob Neusner, What Is Midrash? (GBS; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987), 24; Emanuel Tov, "The Septuagint,"
in Mikra: Text, Translation, Reading and Interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in Ancient Judaism and Early
Christianity (ed. Martin Jan Mulder; CR1NT 2.1; Assen/Mastricht: Van Gorcum, 1988), 177-78. See also Johnson,
Septuagintal Midrash.
70 "In those instances in which the LXX differs from the received or Masoretic Text, it may have been because
of a different text, but it may also have resulted from the translation style, or tendential concerns, or the attempt to
harmonize parallel passages." Neusner, Midrash, 24.
71 The OG reading "chimes in with the hope of many Jews of the dispersion that Gentiles would seek and find
the true God." Frederick F. Bruce, "Prophetic Interpretation in the Septuagint," BIOSCS 12 (1979): 17.
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rest of men may seek." This wording must be regarded as an established part of the OG text. In
the absence of an extant Hebrew text with this wording and the lack of divergence in the OG
manuscript tradition, it seems unlikely that the OG reflects a variant Hebrew text. While it is
possible that the OG results from a misreading of the Hebrew original, it is at least equally likely
that it represents an interpretation, application or expansion of the text by the translators.
4.2.5 The Interpretation of Amos 9:11-12
Amos 9:11 looks into x;rin

a standard prophetic term for the future,72 In this case, the

future in view appears to follow the judgment Amos had previously announced. In this new
phase of the eschatological future, Amos sees the restoration of the Davidic kingdom, a
restoration that not only brings blessing to Israel, but also to the nations.
4.2.5.1 The Booth of David (Amos 9:11)
"In that day," God will "raise up the booth of David that is fallen." The -rn rap, the
"booth of David" has been variously interpreted. S. Nagele has surveyed the interpretation of the
text since Qumran.73 At Qumran, the raising of "the booth of David" was variously interpreted as
the fulfillment of the Torah by the community (CD VII, 12-21)74 and as the "branch of David"
who was expected to arise with the "Interpreter of Torah" (4Q174, 4QF1or 1,10-13).75 The
rabbis generally understood the text to refer to the restoration of the Davidic kingdom, including
72 The expression appears over 100 times in the prophets, referring to a future (often eschatological) event.
BDB, s.v. or, 7.g. Robertson believes the expression refers merely to the future, without any likely eschatological
reference. 0. Palmer Robertson, "Hermeneutics of Continuity," in Continuity and Discontinuity: Perspectives on the
Relationship Between the Old and New Testaments (ed. John S. Feinberg; Westchester, Ill.: Crossway, 1988), 89.
The term is employed (rarely) without future reference, e.g., Gen 15:18; Josh 24:25; Neh 12:44.

73 Nagele, Laubhutte Davids.
74 Florentino Garcia Martinez and Eiblert J. C. Tigchelor, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition (2 vols.; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997-1998), 561; Nagele, Laubhutte Davids, 223-25.

75

Garcia Martinez and Tigchelor, DSS Study Edition, 353; Nagele, Laubhutte Davids, 225-26.
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national sovereignty and the rebuilding of Jerusalem and the temple;76 Bar Nafle, "son of the
fallen" was even taken as a title for the Messiah.77 Among Christian interpreters, the fathers
noted both an historical application of the text to Israel's return from exile and a Christological
reading in which the "tent of David" refers to the body of Christ (i.e., the church). Nicholas of
Lyra applied the text to the restoration of the purity of the church (i.e., true worship without
idols) by Christ. Luther understood the text to refer the restoration of the kingdom of David
through Christ's "preaching the Gospel of faith." Most recent commentators have understood the
expression ironically of David's family, dynasty and/or kingdom (the "house" has become a
"hut"), while proposing different events as the occasion of its "fall" (the division following the
death of Solomon, the Joash's conquest of Judah, or the exile).78 Others have seen the "booth" as
a metaphor for the now destroyed (through division or exile) Davidic empire.79
Other, less likely, views may be noted. Mauro believes that the expression refers to the tent
David pitched for the ark (2 Sam 6:17, although the term there is 477.tR, not rt?p).8° Richardson has
read ritp for rgp, a city that, although in ruins by Amos' time, he believes to have been held a
strategic role in David's occupation of Transjordan.81 Nagele associates the feast of tabernacles
with the temple in Jerusalem (and ultimately with Jerusalem itself) and understands the text both

76

Nagele, Laubhiitte Davids, 226-28.

77

b. Sanh. 96b-97a. Routtenberg, Amos, 127.

78

Nagele, Laubhiltte Davids, 231-33.

79

Nagele, Laubhiitte Davids, 155-57.

80

Philip Mauro, "Building the Tabernacle of David," EvQ 9 (1937).

81 Richardson, "Succoth." He has been followed by others, including Stuart, Hosea-Jonah. However, the
evidence offered seems exceedingly thin and "it is not likely that the passages in Amos 9:11 has in mind the
restoration and rebuilding of Succoth." Andersen and Freedman, Amos, 915.
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as warning to Judah that the temple would not protect from God's judgment and promising a
harvest from all nations for Yahweh.82 Motyer also finds a reference to the feast of booths that
suggests the coming of the perfect mediator, a king who will also fulfill priestly functions.83
Others understand a more focused reference to Davidic rule. Andersen and Freedman at
one point seem to favor the tents of David's military campaigns, so that the expression indicates
the restoration of Judah's military power.84 Nogalski argues that the cities of the Davidic
kingdom are in view, based on the application of the term ri to Jerusalem in Isaiah 1:8.85
Mauchline identifies the "booth of David" generally with the Davidic dynasty, but arrives there
by way of a royal or bridal canopy that signifies God's "covering" his people.86
With so many diverse proposals, it is necessary to examine more carefully the uses of rt?p
in the MT. The term occurs 31 times in 29 verses. The basic idea is that of a temporary shelter:
Jacob built "booths" for his cattle at a place which was then named Succoth (Gen 33:17); Jonah
made a "booth" in which he waited to see judgment come to Nineveh (4:5); young lions "crouch
in their dens or lie in wait in their 'booth' (Job 38:40). A "booth" was fragile and temporary: the
house of the wicked is "like a spider's web, like a booth which a watchman makes" (Job 27:18);
"the daughter of Zion is left like a booth in a vineyard, like a lodge (r0,7)87 in a cucumber field,

82 Nagele, Laubhiitte Davids, 236-38. None of the biblical texts suggested demonstrate that the temple was
ever referred to by rpp (193), nor do they demonstrate a link between the feast of booths and the temple (194-95).
83 J.

Alec Motyer, The Day of the Lion (Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1975), 202-3.

24

Andersen and Freedman, Amos, 915.

85

Nogalski, "Suffixes," 416-17.

86

John Mauchline, "Implicit Signs of a Persistent Belief in the Davidic Empire," VT20 (1970): 290-91.

87

Used only here and Isa 24:20, where the earth "is violently shaken" (24:19) and "sways like a hut." BDB
glosses as "sim. of frail, insecure structure."
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like a besieged city" (Isa 1:8). The term is used for the tents of military campaigns (2 Sam 11:11;
1 Kgs 20:12, 16). One-third of occurrences refer to the "feast of booths" (rit.Fr arl). Another
quarter refer to the "booths" in which Israel was to live during this feast.88 By itself, rqp never is
used to refer to the festival. The term is used twice simply for shelter (Isa 4:6; Ps 31:20) and
(probably in this more general sense) for God's heavenly dwelling (2 Sam 22:12 II Ps 18:11; Job
36:29). The term never refers to the tabernacle, which is uniformly represented by '7;:t or Rt::7.89
It is therefore most unlikely that the term in Amos 9:11 refers to the festival, tabernacle, or
temple. It refers simply to a temporary shelter.
The expression in Amos 9:11,

is unique in the MT and could conceivably bear

some special significance. How does "of David" modify the "booth?" Should the fact that the
"booth" is associated with David lead us back to the festival, tabernacle, or temple? It does not
seem likely that the feast of booths or the tabernacle were particularly associated with David—if
anything, "booth of Moses" would be more apt for things that originated long before David's
time. David pitched a tent for the ark in Jerusalem (2 Sam 6:17; 1 Chr 15:1; 16:1), but the term is
.7*, not rqp, and there is no indication that this tent (subsequently replaced by the temple)
played a lasting role in Israel's thinking or expectation. Finally, there is no instance in which the
temple is described as "of David" (nor even "of Solomon," for that matter).
There is an analogous expression that has received too little attention. Isaiah 16:5 speaks of
an T

17*, "tent of David," translated in the OG by 431CT1VTi Actin& as in Amos 9:11.

88 For the festival: Lev 23:34; Deut 16:13, 16; 31:10; Ezra 3:4; 2 Chr 8:13; Zech 14:16, 18, 19; cp. Neh 8:14
("the people of Israel should dwell in booths during the feast of the seventh month"). For the booths themselves: Lev
23:42 (2 times), 43; Ezra 3:4; Neh 8:15, 16, 17 (2 times).

in Ps 76:3 refers to the tabernacle or temple, although the temple is in view
" It is unlikely that the related
in 9 (for 'Tp as BDB suggests?) in Lam 2:6. Neither of these, however, is rp..
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Isaiah 16:5 RSV
then
a
throne
will be established
NP 7P7Z- 171711
in
steadfast
love
and on it will sit
'771R7.1
14?zi
opto cht! opt nil in faithfulness in the tent of David
p-r4 7;1 one who judges and seeks justice
and is swift to do righteousness.
Isaiah 16:5 MT

Admittedly, this is an `7T*, not a

Isaiah 16:5 OG
Kai Stopecoeirjaitat µet' iXiovc
Opovoc Kai icaeiitat
airroi3
Relic daireiccg iv arrivil Aamo
icpivcov
Kai
aneii8ow Sucatomivriv

While `,.+7R often refers to the tabernacle or tent of meeting,

a number of occurrences bear the generic sense of "tent"90 and `Jr* thus overlaps with rqo.91 The
context (Isa 15-16) is an oracle concerning Moab.92 In distress, Moab appealed to Judah for
assistance. God promised that Moab's oppression would cease and a good king rule in
faithfulness, righteousness, and justice (cp. Isa 9:7). That king "will sit in the tent of David" and
dispense "justice and righteousness." To what does the "tent of David" refer? It is difficult to see
how the feast of booths would be in view. The tabernacle and temple are unlikely places
(biblically speaking) for the throne of the (earthly) king. Although Jerusalem could be seen as the
seat of justice and righteousness, this does not seem to be a biblical way of speaking.93 Rather,
9° The noun occurs over 350 times in the MT. RSV translates `1.7* about 170 times as "tabernacle" or "tent of
meeting," as well as rendered as "tent" in several dozen other occurrences where that the tabernacle is clearly in
simply refers to a "tent."
view. In over 100 instances (about one-third of the occurrences)
91 Abram,

who did not possess land of his own, lived in a tent (Gen 12:8; 13:2, 18; 18:1), as did Isaac (Gen
24:67; 26:25) and Jacob (Gen 25:27; 31:25; 35:21). Israel lived in tents during the Exodus (Exod 16:16; Num 11:10;
16:26; Deut 1:27; Josh 3:14) and apparently for some time after entering the land (Josh 7:21-24; and possibly
22:4-8; Judg 20:8; but see below). An `71 was sometimes contrasted with the more permanent ITZ: (Jer 35:7, 10; Ps
84:10; Prov 14:11) and was sometimes explicitly seen as fragile or vulnerable (Isa 38:12; Jer 4:20; 10:20). Those
who cared for flocks and herds in the open would use an `7;:ik for shelter (Gen 4:20; 13:5; Judg 6:5; I Chr 5:9-10; 2
Chr 14:15; Isa 38:12; Jer 49:29). Like nw., ;7,ik is used of the shelters soldiers used in the field (Judg 6:5; 7:8, 13; 2
Kgs 7:7, 8, 10; Jer 6:3). It is used at least once metaphorically of God's dwelling (Isa 40:22). Unlike rqq, '7r* was
apparently used idiomatically for "home," even after Israel began to live in settled communities (1 Sam 4:10; 13:2; 2
Sam 18:7; 19:8; 20:1, 22; 1 Kgs 8:66; 12:16; 2 Kgs 8:21; 14:12; 2 Chr 7:10; 25:22). The term appears to be used on
only two occasions for a city (Jerusalem in Isa 33:20; as parallel to "dwellings," "city," and "palace" in Jer 30:18).
92 Scholars differ on the precise circumstances and date of this oracle. See, e.g., John Bright, "Isaiah—I," in
Peake 's Commentary on the Bible (ed. Matthew Black; Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex: Thomas Nelson, 1962),
501; Ronald E. Clements, Isaiah 1-39 (NCB; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), 150-51; John Oswalt, The Book of
Isaiah: Chapters 1-39 (NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986), 336.
93 A

search for verses containing "righteousness," "justice," or "faithfulness" and "city" or "Jerusalem" in the

RSV does not turn up a single instance in which the city is identified as the seat or source of these qualities.
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the reference must be to the king as one who stands (or sits) in the place of David, and thus one
of the line or house of David."
The "booth" is therefore the "house" of David,95 the "house"96 or dynasty God promised to
build for David (2 Sam 7:11). The expression in Amos is ironic—the formerly great "house" can
be more accurately described as a hut or shack,97 which has either already fallen98 or will at some
future point have fallen99 from its earlier glory. If the former, the reference is to Israel's decline
from its greatness under David and Solomon (including the division of the kingdomIn; if the
latter, it refers to the coming defeat and exile of Israel at the hand of Assyria and Judah at the
hand of Babylon. In any case, the fall of the "booth" will be past before God acts to raise it up
again. David's "fallen" booth echoes "fallen" "virgin Israel" of 5:2 (cf. 7:17; 8:14). While she
had "none to raise her up," Yahweh will "raise up the booth of David that is fallen" and "its
ruins."10I It will no longer be "fallen," but will be as "in the days of old" (11f). While the

94

Bright, "Isaiah," 501; Clements, Isaiah 1-39, 154; Motyer, Prophecy, 149, 152-53; Oswalt, Isaiah, 343.

Hammershaimb, Amos, 140; Carl F. Keil, Minor Prophets (trans. James Martin; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1973), 329; Simon M. Lehrman, "Amos," in The Twelve Prophets: Hebrew Text, English Translation and
Commentary (ed. Abraham Cohen; Soncino Books of the Bible; Bournemouth, England: Soncino, 1948), 123.
96

The expression appears some 25 times in the MT.

97

For the "booth" as representing a diminished or dishonored state, see Isa 1:8, "And the daughter of Zion is
left like a booth in a vineyard, like a lodge in a cucumber field, like a besieged city." However, rq.p. does not
necessarily refer to a humble structure, since the term is applied to "the Lord's heavenly pavilion." Niehaus,
"Amos," 490. Cf. 2 Sam 12:2211 Ps 18:11; Job 36:29.
98 "After the death of David, Israel's sovereignty declined fast." Hammershaimb, Amos, 141. See Andersen and
Freedman, Amos, 916. "In our view what had fallen was the empire, and that had happened a long time ago."
99 The participle may be translated "falling" or "fallen." The OG translates with the perfect itErtcoruiay.
Benson notes that "the Qal participle nophelet could mean either, but the context favors 'which has fallen.'" Benson,
tf‘
From the Mouth of the Lion': The Messianism of Amos," 210.
.

.

w° Clements,
101 Only

Prophecy, 111-12; Nogalski, "Suffixes," 416-17; Polley, Amos.

Amos of all the prophets appears to use the hip'il of nip in this sense of "restore" after "falling."
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division of the kingdom is not the primary focus, its reunification is implied: "David and his
promises relate to the entire nation of chosen people, not one part of it."1°2
4.2.5.2 The Remnant of Edom (Amos 9:12)
In verse 12, the purpose or result (IgrY?) of this restoration is expressly stated,1°3 but the
text contains a number of difficulties: why Edom is singled out; what the "the remnant of Edom"
means; who will "possess" it and in what sense; how "the remnant of Edom" is related to "all the
nations;" what it means that God's "name is called upon them."
There are two basic answers to these questions. The first expects reestablishment of the
Israelite kingdom as it had been under David and Solomon. "The remnant of Edom" is "that part
of Edom which is still independent," (not under Davidic rule).1°4 "They" are Davidic kings who
will reassert control over Edom as David had done (2 Sam 8:13-14) in the final phase of his
early campaign that secured peace for Israel and secured his rule. "They" would "possess" "the
remnant of Edom" as Israel "possessed" the nations of Canaan under Joshua, by dispossession
and destruction. "The conquest of Edom in particular would be understood to be either the final
step in the reestablishment of the Davidic kingdom,"105 or one of its key results (an exercise of
restored power). "All the nations upon which my name is called" are the other nations God ruled
through David at the height of his power, i.e., Moab, Ammon, Philistia, and Syria.1°6

102

Smith, Amos, 379.

103 The expression "implies an order both in purpose and time." Robertson, "Hermeneutics," 91.
11)4 Hasel, Remnant, 214; Niehaus, "Amos," 491. It is been suggested that the port of Elat is particularly in
view. Nagele, Laubhiitte Davids, 214-15,238.

105 Andersen and Freedman, Amos, 918.
1°6

Hammershaimb, Amos, 141; Hasel, Remnant, 214. See also Polley, Amos, 55-82.
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There are at least three difficulties with this view. First, the consistent use of remnant
language, and of r-,--,Nt.1 in particular, suggests that the "remnant of Edom" would refer to "what
is left" "after the reduction of Edom at some future date,"1°7 rather than "that part of Edom which
is still independent."'" Despite the use of "remnant" in a negative sense in Amos 1:8 ("the
remnant of the Philistines shall perish"), it is normally a good thing, a sign of God's blessing, to
belong to the remnant that has survived some danger or disaster.1°9
The second difficulty concerns the verb di,. When "dispossess" is the intended sense, di,
most often appears in the hifil with a personal object (e.g., "nations," or "them")."° It appears
here in the qal. Of the 162 instances of

in the qal in the MT, in only nine of those instances

does it appear with "nations" or "them" as the object in the sense of "dispossess."111 By contrast,
it occurs nearly 100 times with "land" or "it" as the object, yielding the sense of "possess."112
While in some cases the context includes reference to those who formerly possessed the land
(e.g., Num 21:35; Judg 11:21; Ps 37:34; 105:44), most focus simply on Israel's possession of the
land and enjoyment of it.

107

Morgenstern, "Nations," 225-31; Niehaus, "Amos," 491.

1°8 The suggestion "Edom down to its last fragment" (inferred from Amos 1:8) seems unlikely and does not
appear to have attracted many adherents. Hammershaimb, Amos, 141.
109 See, e.g., Gen 45:7; 2 Kgs 19:4 (II Isa 37:4); Jer 6:9; 8:3; 23:33; 24:8; 40:11; 42:2; Ezek 5:10; 9:8; Mic
4:6-7; 7:18; Zeph 3:11-13; Hag 1:12, 14; 2:2; Zech 8:10-12; 2 Chr 36:20. See the expression the texts which
parallel mini with mtitz:1("escape"): 2 Kgs 19:31 (II Isa 37:22); Isa 15:9; Ezra 9:14.

Of the 66 instances of cn' in the hifil, only nine lack a personal object (Num 14:24; 33:53; Jos 8:7; 17:12;
Judg 11:24?; Job 13:26; 20:15; Ezra 9:12; 2 Chr 20:11.
11°

III

Deut 9:1; 11:23; 12:2, 29; 18:14; 19:1; 31:3; Isa 54:3; Ezek 35:10.

For the two expressions Josh 23:5: 0473715 c74-1,1 op, •;177 c; I d'"Ii711 (Yahweh "will ... drive
them out of your sight [htfil with personal object]; and you shall possess their land [qal with land as object]").
11_
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And he said to him, "I am the LORD who brought you from Ur of the Chaldeans, to
give you this land to possess." (Gen 15:7)
Behold, I have set the land before you; go in and take possession of the land which
the LORD swore to your fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give to them
and to their descendants after them. (Deut 1:8)
When you cry out, let your collection of idols deliver you! The wind will carry them
off, a breath will take them away. But he who takes refuge in me shall possess the
land, and shall inherit my holy mountain. (Isa 57:13)
For behold, days are coming, says the LORD, when I will restore the fortunes of my
people, Israel and Judah, says the LORD, and I will bring them back to the land which
I gave to their fathers, and they shall take possession of it. (Jer 30:3)
He himself shall abide in prosperity, and his children shall possess the land. (Ps
25:13)
But the meek shall possess the land, and delight themselves in abundant prosperity.
. . . for those blessed by the LORD shall possess the land, but those cursed by him
shall be cut off. . . . Wait for the LORD, and keep to his way, and he will exalt you to
possess the land; you will look on the destruction of the wicked. (Ps 37:11, 22, 34)113
The land thus "possessed" by Israel suffers no loss and even enjoys blessing and fruitfulness.
The LORD will open to you his good treasury the heavens, to give the rain of your
land in its season and to bless all the work of your hands. (Deut 28:12)
May there be abundance of grain in the land; on the tops of the mountains may it
wave; may its fruit be like Lebanon; and may men blossom forth from the cities like
the grass of the field! (Ps 72:16)
At the same time, it must be conceded that the few instances of the qal of &I" with '7a
appear to employ the verb in the sense of "dispossess."114 J. A. Motyer believes that here
"possess signifies a conquest," but argues that the context requires a different understanding of
the implications of that conquest and possession.

113

See also Isa 60:21; 61:7; 65:9; Ps 37:11, 22a, 34; 69:35

114

Deut 9:1; 11:23; 12:2, 2918:14; 19:1; 31:3; Isa 54:3; Ps 105:44.
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The people of God demonstrate a superior power. But the conquest is followed by an
equality of citizenship in that it is not their name but the name of their God by which
the Gentiles are called."'
Paul Raabe argues that although the verb with a personal object
usually denotes "to dispossess," here it means "to possess" in the sense of
incorporate or own; the statement expresses more the idea of Israel controlling and
ruling the survivors of the nations than that of occupying their lands.116
The third difficulty is the expression "all the nations upon whom my name is called." The
precise relation of this phrase to "the remnant of Edom" is uncertain. If "all the nations" is meant
to parallel "remnant of Edom" as objects of

we would expect a second object marker (m)

(e.g., Hos 2:22 [MT 2:24]; 3:5; Joel 4:8). Others understand "all the nations" as a second genitive
(parallel to "Edom" only, i.e., the remnant of both Edom and all the nations).117 Either of these
alternatives is more likely than that "all the nations" is the subject of the verbldi7.118
The nations in view are those "who are called by my name" (Rsv) or, more precisely,
"upon whom my name is called." The nip'al of ;\7R plus cV denotes naming, particularly in the
sense of possession or dominion,119 as in 2 Sam 12:28, where Joab warned that David must come
115

Motyer, Day, 204-5. The church's missionary expansion "involves a submission followed by an equality."

116 Paul R. Raabe, Obadiah: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB 24D; New York:
Doubleday, 1995), 40. Raabe does not explicitly distinguish between the hifil and qal forms. He characterizes the
occupation more as religious or spiritual than military.

Henderson, Minor Prophets, 181; Raabe, Obadiah, 41; Rudolph, Joelklmos, 279. In support, Raabe cites
Paul Jotion, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (trans. T. Muraoka; SubBi 14; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute,
1991), § 129b. The difference in meaning between a second object and a second genitive here is fairly minor.
117

118

Andersen and Freedman have suggested that the phrase might instead be the subject of the verb iC77, so
that the clause would read "that they—all the nations who are called by my name—might possess the remnant of
Edom." Andersen and Freedman, Amos, 918. Lehrman had earlier argued similarly, although for the different reason
that the expression "upon whom my name is called" "is only used in the Bible of Israel, the Temple and Jerusalem"
Lehrman, "Twelve Prophets," 123. Other scholars have not generally followed this reading, nor do any of the early
versions of Amos. The expression 071:tz; rintgi is parallel to Edom in Ezek 36:3-5, as the enemies of God's people.
Huub van de Sandt, "An Explanation of Acts 15:6-21 in the Light of Deuteronomy 4:20-35 (LXX),"JSNT
46 (1992): 89.
119
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and lead the conquest of Rabbah, "lest it be called by my name."I2° The phrase used here, the
nipcal of NT plus

plus 12,121 is used particularly for God's ownership of, identity with, and

relationship to122 his people (Deut 28:10; Jer 14:9; Dan 9:19; 2 Chr 7:14; cp. Isa 43:7; 48:1),
Solomon's temple (1 Kgs 8:43; 2 Chr 6:33; Jer 7:10, 11, 14, 30; 32:34; 34:15),123 his prophet (Jer
15:16), and the city of Jerusalem (Jer 25:29; Dan 9:18-19), where God's name was to dwell (Cf.
1 Kgs 8:16; 11:36; 14:21; 2 Kgs 23:27; 2 Chr 6:5; 12:13). Isaiah 63:19 is striking in its linking of
possession and rule: "We have become like those over whom thou hast never ruled, like those
who are not called by thy name."124 When God's name is called over something it never seems to
denote mere ownership or control, but God's presence in blessing.I25 When people are called by
God's name, it seems always to be in the sense of the covenantal formula, "I will be your God
and you will be my people"(e.g., Gen 17:7-8; Lev 26:12; Jer 31:33; Rev 21:3; cp. Num 6:27).

1" See also Gen 46:18, where Jacob took Manasseh and Ephraim as his own sons, saying "and let my name be
called in them" [author], and Isa 4:1 ("And seven women shall take hold of one man in that day, saying, `We will eat
our own bread and wear our own clothes, only let us be called by your name; take away our reproach.'").
121

The expression occurs 19 times in the MT. It is represented in the OG as here with bruccako
Ovop.oc .
, except for four instances: Deut 28:10 lacks t iri; 2 Sam 12:28 and Isa 4:1 has icoaew for enticaXio.); and
iri
Jer 25:29 [oG 32:29] has ovoi.Lcio) for brucaXim. This Greek expression is used only one other time, translating
INT;(the qal of NT) in Ps 49:11.
122 "A special relationship is implied, a relationship that virtually spells out an identity." Hubbard, Joel and

Amos, 241.
123

See also 1 Macc 7:37; Bar 2:26. In light of this broad usage, we must question Nagele's assertion that "the
phrase 'over whom my name is called' is also taken from temple terminology." Nagele, Laublnine Davids, 230.
124 Amos 9:12 is the only text in the MT in which God's name appears to be called over the Gentiles. Jacques
Dupont, "Un peuple d'entre les nations (Actes 15.14)," NTS 31 (1985): 324. Dupont understands the idiom
differently, as "consecration" rather than "ownership:" the invocation of the divine name consecrates to the Lord the
people of Israel, the ark of the covenant, etc.
125

We must be careful not to overstate the potential for a "negative" reading of this idiom. Adna, for example,
states that "this idiom as an expression of ownership can have both a negative and a positive colouring; i.e., it not
only addresses cases of subjugation and dominion, but also, particularly when it is related to God's name, can mean
ownership in the sense of care and protection." Adna, "James," 146. Yet only in 2 Sam 12:28 is there any negative
connotation; the 17 other instances in the MT besides Amos 9:12 are all positive.
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When Yahweh's name is the subject, it also connotes a privileged status. In the
Hebrew Bible, only Israelite entities have "Yahweh's name pronounced upon them"
. . . That Edom and the nations would be given such a status is quite striking and
brings to mind the idea expressed in Isa 19:24-25.126
For these and other reasons, some interpreters have followed a different line of reasoning.
In their view, Amos is not here promising a restoration of the Davidic kingdom that is simply
like the one "of old."127 If the nations are called by God's name in blessing and covenantal
fellowship, then Israel's "possession" of the nations is not for judgment, but for blessing. Edom
is then understood to stand in apposition to "all the nations," as a symbol for them all.
Edom was used symbolically by the prophets as an embodiment of the hostility of
the world to the kingdom of God. This was in keeping with its attitude from the first
(cf. Nu. 20:14) to the last (cf. Am. 1:11). The overthrow of Edom therefore speaks of
a real and complete end of all opposition.128
0. P. Robertson has suggested that Amos intended to allude to the prophecy of Balaam in Num
24:18,129 noting David's unsuccessful attempt to wipe out the royal line of Edom (1 Kgs 11) and
inferring that God had chosen to preserve Esau's offspring.130 Although David had had to rule

126

Raabe, Obadiah, 42.

127 "As in days of old" should perhaps be taken to refer to particular aspects of the former kingdom, such as its
authority, glory, and rule by one of David's line, rather than to identity in every detail.

128

Motyer, Day, 204. Appeal is made to Isaiah 34; 63:1-6; Ezek 35:1-36:7; Obad 15-21, in which God's
judgment on Edom appears to represent his judgment on the nations. So also Smith, Amos, 380. At the same time, it
must be noted that this symbolism (if it occurs) is not frequent: CTIN occurs only 28 times in the prophets and in
almost all of these instances, Edom appears in lists with other nations (e.g., Amos 1:11-12), or seems to refer to a
particular people. A cursory survey turned up no entries for "Edom" in dictionaries of biblical theology or symbolic
senses of the term in Bible dictionaries. In support of Motyer's view, however, see also Kaiser, "Davidic Promise,"
103; Messiah, 147; Keil, Minor Prophets, 331; Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 398.
Robertson, "Hermeneutics," 91-92. RSV renders Num 24:18 as "Edom shall be dispossessed," but the MT
reads simply ritp, 01-4s 711, which is rendered more neutrally by the LXX as net icrtat Mop, icalk.ripovoi.tia. In
fact, the noun (rit.11.7) occurs only here. The related form, r117, occurs fourteen times and simply refers to the fact of
HALOT s.v.
nt17.
"possession," not to "dispossession." BDB (which adds "inheritance"), s.v.
129

130

We may also note God's promise to prosper Esau because he, too, is Abraham's "seed" (Gen 21:13, 18).
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Edom "by force of garrisons maintained night and day," now "Israel's possession leads to God's
name being called on the arch-rival."
[Amos] sees from among all the nations of the earth, but particularly from Edom, a
people "that bear [God's] name" (Amos 9:12). They shall not simply be held in
check. . . . In radical contrast with the entire past history of Israelite-Edomite
relations, these aliens shall become brothers called by the same name, heirs to the
same promises.I31
Raabe argues that Edom is not chosen because of any unique historic hostility with Israel, but is
an instance of a larger pattern of movement between universal and particular in judgment
oracles.132 Edom is tapped for this dubious honor in a number of texts, as "one typical nation
whose name and location evoke its own fate and that of other nations" in Isa 34 and as taking on
"the role of representing or typifying all the nations" in Ezek 35-36. Particularly "when the
prophets associate Edom closely with all nations seen as an undifferentiated whole, Edom both
represents itself and serves as a special illustration of all nations."133 "Edom" here then functions
as Egypt and Assyria do in Isa 19:23-25,13' or Egypt in Zech 14:18-19, or "Rahab," Babylon,
Philistia, Tyre and Ethiopia" in Ps 87. Amos 9:12 would thus echo the common assertion that
Yahweh rules (or will one day rule) over all nations (Ps 22:8; 2 Chr 20:6; Isa 14:26; 40:15-17).
There is at least one universal interpretation of this in (later) Jewish sources.
"In that day will I raise up the tabernacle of David," that the whole world shall
become one brotherhood, as it is said [citing Zeph 3:9 "Yea, at that time I will
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Robertson, "Hermeneutics," 92-93.
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Moab appears more than twice as often in judgment oracles and is similarly employed as representative of
the nations in Isa 25:10-12. Raabe, Obadiah, 33. "By particularizing universal judgment, the prophets grounded the
fate of one place or group of people in a more all-inclusive phenomenon." Paul R. Raabe, "The Particularizing of
Universal Judgment in Prophetic Discourse," CBQ 64 (2002): 671.
133

Raabe, Obadiah, 36, 39, 45.

Benson, `". . From the Mouth of the Lion': The Messianism of Amos," 21 I; Motyer, Prophecy, 170, n. 1;
Oswalt, Isaiah, 381.
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change the speech of the peoples to a pure speech, that all of them may call on the
name of the LORD and serve him with one accord."].135
Niehaus concludes that "there is also a promise here that the whole world Call the nations') will
come under the rule of Yahweh."136
Amos is not announcing the doom of Edom so much as a positive promise of
blessing on Edom and all the nations (Gen 12:3; 28:14) committed to Yahweh (cf.
Deut. 28:9-10; Jer 14:9). They will enjoy the blessings of this restored kingdom just
like the remnant of Israe1.137
Consequently the taking possession referred to here will be of a very different character
from the subjugation of Edom and other nations to David. It will make the nations into
citizens of the kingdom of God, to whom the Lord manifests Himself as their God,
pouring upon them all the blessings of His covenant of grace (see Isa. Ivi. 6-8).138
This language [that "those from all nations are to be 'called' by God's name or to
`bear' his name] indicates that the "possession" of Edom cannot be considered as
submission by force. The remnant of Edom and the nations are to be God's own
people, just as the elect of Israel had been in the past.139
Finally, Benson writes: "The restoration will not be for the benefit of the house of David alone.
The restored kingdom will consist of Gentiles as well as the chosen people (9,12)."140
The text concludes with a solemn "says Yahweh, who does this," certifying both that this
missionary wonder will be all of grace and that, as a word spoken by Yahweh, it will not fail.141
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Gen. Rab. 88. Routtenberg, Amos.
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Niehaus, "Amos," 491.
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Smith, Amos, 380.
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Keil, Minor Prophets, 332.
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Robertson, "Hermeneutics," 93.
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Benson,

From the Mouth of the Lion': The Messianism of Amos," 210.

standard em yhwh." Andersen and Freedman, Amos, 918. The expression occurs over 260 times in the
MT, all but 10 of them in the writing prophets (15 other times in Amos and over 160 times in Jeremiah.)
141 "The
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4.2.5.3 Amos 9:13-15
Though not cited in Acts 15, verses 13-15 describe the prosperity that the restored
kingdom will enjoy. The earlier blight and frustration (5:11; 4:9) will be reversed.142
Therefore because you trample upon the poor and take from him exactions of wheat,
you have built houses of hewn stone, but you shall not dwell in them; you have
planted pleasant vineyards, but you shall not drink their wine. (5:11)
I smote you with blight and mildew; I laid waste your gardens and your vineyards;
your fig trees and your olive trees the locust devoured; yet you did not return to me,"
says the LORD. (4:9)
I will restore the fortunes of my people Israel, and they shall rebuild the ruined cities
and inhabit them; they shall plant vineyards and drink their wine, and they shall
make gardens and eat their fruit. (9:14)
The conjunction of kingship and agricultural prosperity echoes Psalm 72. God's people will be
("planted in") their land and dwell secure, as God had promised David: "And I . will plant
them, that they may dwell in their own place, and be disturbed no more" (2 Sam 7:10).
4.2.5.4 Summary
Amos announced judgment on Israel, Judah (including Jerusalem/Zion), and the
surrounding nations, but particularly on the northern kingdom. The "booth of David" had already
suffered significant loss in the division into Israel and Judah. Even the brief renaissance enjoyed
by the northern kingdom in the eighth century brought back only a fraction of the material and
military prestige that the united kingdom earlier enjoyed. Worse, however, was yet to come. For
its many sins, God announced that he would destroy the northern kingdom.
After announcing judgment on Israel and the nations, Amos promised that God would
subsequently restore the Davidic kingdom for the purpose of blessing the nations. In uncertainty

142 I am indebted for the reference to 4:9 to Hubbard, Joel and Amos, 238. For earlier expressions of this
frustration theme, see Deut 28:30-34, 38-42, 49-51. Its roots doubtless lie in Gen 3:16-19.
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over the reading "the remnant of Edom" (or "remnant of men"), we must not miss the clear
statement that "all the nations who are called by my name" are in view. Israel's "possession" of
the remnant of Edom and all the nations does not signify mere military conquest. When the name
of Yahweh is called upon them, the nations are welcomed into the same status enjoyed by Israel,
as the people of God.
4.3

The Expected Kingdom

4.3.1 The Kingdom in the Old Testament
The Davidic kingdom was not only a political fact in Amos's day,143 but an important part
of eschatological expectation.144 Even before the establishment of the kingdom, initially under
Saul and then more firmly under David, there were hints of a coming kingdom.145 Royal
dominion was included in God's promises to Abraham.
Behold, my covenant is with you, and you shall be the father of a multitude of
nations. No longer shall your name be Abram, but your name shall be Abraham; for I
have made you the father of a multitude of nations. I will make you exceedingly
fruitful; and I will make nations of you, and kings shall come forth from you. (Gen
17:4-6)
'And God said to Abraham, "As for Sarai your wife, you shall not call her name
Sarai, but Sarah shall be her name. I will bless her, and moreover I will give you a
son by her; I will bless her, and she shall be a mother of nations; kings of peoples
shall come from her." (Gen 17:15-16)
This promise was reaffirmed to Jacob, making clear that the promised kings would not arise
merely from the collateral lines of Ishmael and Esau (Gen 17:20; 36:31), but the line of promise.

143

Amos was himself from Judah and a subject of one of the Davidic kings, Uzziah/Azariah (Amos I:1).

144

"The earliest prophesies of salvation are associated with the figure of David." Goppelt, Typos, 38, n. 99.

145 An early date for these texts is challenged by those who date all of the Pentateuchal sources later than the
establishment of the kingdom and the final form of these documents well after the exile. A strong case, however, can
be made for a much earlier date for these materials. See, e.g., the conclusion of Roland K. Harrison, Introduction to
the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1969), 541.
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And God said to him, "I am God Almighty: be fruitful and multiply; a nation and a
company of nations shall come from you, and kings shall spring from you. (Gen
35:11)
Regardless of how we are to understand the much-discussed rf5V ("to whom it belongs"), the
references to staff and scepter in the blessing of Jacob indicate an expectation of royal authority.
The scepter shall not depart from Judah, nor the ruler's staff from between his feet,
until he comes to whom it belongs; and to him shall be the obedience of the peoples.
(Gen 49:10)
The third and fourth Balaam oracles speak of a powerful Israelite king or kingdom.
How fair are your tents, 0 Jacob, your encampments, 0 Israel! Like valleys that
stretch afar, like gardens beside a river, like aloes that the LORD has planted, like
cedar trees beside the waters. Water shall flow from his buckets, and his seed shall
be in many waters, his king shall be higher than Agag, and his kingdom shall be
exalted. God brings him out of Egypt; he has as it were the horns of the wild ox, he
shall eat up the nations his adversaries, and shall break their bones in pieces, and
pierce them through with his arrows. He crouched, he lay down like a lion, and like a
lioness; who will rouse him up? Blessed be every one who blesses you, and cursed
be every one who curses you." (Num 24:5-9)
I see him, but not now; I behold him, but not nigh: a star shall come forth out of
Jacob, and a scepter shall rise out of Israel; it shall crush the forehead of Moab, and
break down all the sons of Sheth. Edom shall be dispossessed, Seir also, his enemies,
shall be dispossessed, while Israel does valiantly. By Jacob shall dominion be
exercised, and the survivors of cities be destroyed!" (Num. 24:17-19)
The Mosaic law explicitly provided for the eventual appointment of a king over Israel.
When you come to the land which the LORD your God gives you, and you
possess it and dwell in it, and then say, "I will set a king over me, like all the nations
that are round about me"; you may indeed set as king over you him whom the LORD
your God will choose. One from among your brethren you shall set as king over you;
you may not put a foreigner over you, who is not your brother. Only he must not
multiply horses for himself, or cause the people to return to Egypt in order to
multiply horses, since the LORD has said to you, "You shall never return that way
again." And he shall not multiply wives for himself, lest his heart turn away; nor
shall he greatly multiply for himself silver and gold.
And when he sits on the throne of his kingdom, he shall write for himself in a
book a copy of this law, from that which is in the charge of the Levitical priests; and
it shall be with him, and he shall read in it all the days of his life, that he may learn to
fear the LORD his God, by keeping all the words of this law and these statutes, and
doing them; that his heart may not be lifted up above his brethren, and that he may
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not turn aside from the commandment, either to the right hand or to the left; so that
he may continue long in his kingdom, he and his children, in Israel. (Deut 17:14-20)
There was no king for many years, during which "every man did what was right in his own eyes"
(Judg 17:6; 21:25).
When the kingdom was finally established, the initiative came from the people, not God,
and was prompted by a desire for "a king to govern us like all the nations" (1 Sam 8:5), a desire
ultimately based on their rejection of God as Israel's king (1 Sam 8:7). Nevertheless, God
directed Samuel to anoint Saul as Israel's first king (1 Sam 9) and, after Saul's failure to obey, to
anoint David, the "man after [God's] own heart" (1 Sam 13:14; 16), who became the model for
and forefather of the king(s) of the dynasty to come.146
The heart of later kingdom expectation was God's covenant with David.
I will make for you a great name, like the name of the great ones of the earth. And I
will appoint a place for my people Israel, and will plant them, that they may dwell in
their own place, and be disturbed no more; and violent men shall afflict them no
more, as formerly, from the time that I appointed judges over my people Israel; and I
will give you rest from all your enemies. Moreover the LORD declares to you that the
LORD will make you a house. When your days are fulfilled and you lie down with
your fathers, I will raise up your offspring after you, who shall come forth from your
body, and I will establish his kingdom. He shall build a house for my name, and I
will establish the throne of his kingdom for ever. I will be his father, and he shall be
my son. When he commits iniquity, I will chasten him with the rod of men, with the
stripes of the sons of men; but I will not take my steadfast love from him, as I took it
from Saul, whom I put away from before you. And your house and your kingdom
shall be made sure for ever before me; your throne shall be established for ever. (2
Sam 7:9-16 11 2 Chr 17:8-14)
Second Samuel 23:1-7, Ps 89:3-4, 19-37; 132:11-12, and 17-18 also rehearse the terms of this
covenant. In an important essay,147 Walter Kaiser has noted the parallels between the Davidic
146 For David as the model king, see Jer 30:9; Ezek 34:23-24; 37:24-25; Hos 3:5. For Davidic descent of
Israel's future kings, see Isa 55:3; Jer 23:5; 33:15, 17, 21-22, 26; Zech 12:7-8, 10, 12; 13:1; Ps 89:28, 36-37;
132:11, 17. For David's name applied to the dynasty, see Isa 9:7; 16:5; Jer 17:25; 22:4; Amos 9:11.

147 Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., "The Blessing of David: The Charter for Humanity," in The Law and the Prophets
(ed. John H. Skilton; Nutley, N. J.: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1974), 309.
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covenant in 2 Sam 7 and the Abrahamic covenant: a name (2 Sam 7:9; Gen 12:2), a secure place
to live (2 Sam 7:10; Gen 12:1; 15:7, 18-21), descendants (particularly a son, 2 Sam 7:12; Gen
15:4; 17:4-21), and "everlasting" duration (2 Sam 7:13, 16; Gen 17:7). Further, Kaiser has
demonstrated that the Davidic covenant is of a piece with and an extension of the foundational
covenant with Abraham.'" Max Polley finds that central elements of the Davidic covenant are
typical of those found in ancient royal grants: the loyalty of the recipient, the unconditional
(hence everlasting) nature, and the gifts of land and dynasty. Polley also notes that these three
elements likewise parallel the essential elements of the Abrahamic covenant.149
Psalm 72 is particularly striking in its description of the reign of the ideal king. Not only
does he rule in righteousness (2) and mercy (4, 12-14), but even the natural world blossoms in
response to his reign (3, 7, 16). He reigns, not only over Israel, but "from sea to sea, to the ends
of the earth" (8), over "all kings and all nations" (11), and "as long as the sun" (5, 17).15° The
language echoes the promise to Abraham, "all nations will be blessed through him, and they will
call him blessed" (17b Ntv). Israel's king does not rule over or for Israel alone, but over and for
the world. He becomes the focus of God's promise to Abraham to bless the world.

148 Kaiser sees the Davidic covenant a new phase in "a single program" begun by God in the covenant with
Abraham. By contrast, Clements believes that the account of the Abrahamic covenant has been "moulded" in light
of the Davidic covenant "as part of a conscious attempt to relate the two." Ronald E. Clements, Abraham and
David: Genesis XV and Its Meaning in Israelite Tradition (SBT 2/5; London: SCM Press, 1967), 55.
149 Polley, Amos, 46,48. The studies by Moshe Weinfeld to which Polley refers are: "Covenant, Davidic," IDB,
supplementary volume: 188-192; "The Covenant of Grant in the OT and in the Ancient Near East," JAOS, 90
(1970):184-203; Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972).

15° Cf. Ps 2:8: "Ask of me, and I will make the nations your heritage, and the ends of the earth your

possession."
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The prophets spoke about the restoration of the Davidic kingdom after the coming
judgment.I51 Isaiah 9:7 promised that a new king who would rule on David's throne (cp. Jer
17:25; 22:4; 33:17; 33:21) in righteousness (cp. Isa 16:5; Jer 23:5; 33:15). In keeping with the
promise of 2 Sam 7, this new king will be from the line of David152 and his reign will never end
(Isa 22:15; Jer 33:17; cp. Ps 110:4). Several texts call this king "David" (Jer 30:9; Ezek
34:23-24; 37:24-25; Hos 3:5). He will rule in concert with Yahweh himself (Jer 30:9; Hos 3:5).
But they shall serve the LORD their God and David their king, whom I will raise up
for them. (Jer 30:15)
Afterward the children of Israel shall return and seek the Low their God, and David
their king; and they shall come in fear to the LORD and to his goodness in the latter
days. (Hos 3:5)
This rule will first be established over Israel (in Ezek 37 it is over the reunited twelve tribes). A
universalizing dimension, however, is also evident in a number of texts. After echoing Ps 72 in
describing the wisdom and righteousness which will characterize the reign of the ideal king,
Isaiah 11:10 promised that "In that day the root of Jesse shall stand as an ensign to the peoples;
him shall the nations seek . . . " In Isa 42:6 and 49:6, the royal servant of Yahweh, a figure with
Davidic associations, is sent to be a light to the nations. Isaiah 55:3-5 reaffirmed the "everlasting
covenant, my steadfast, sure love for David."
I made him a witness to the peoples, a leader and commander for the peoples.
Behold, you shall call nations that you know not, and nations that knew you not shall

151 For additional treatment of Davidic expectation in the Old Testament and pre-Christian Judaism, see Eduard
Schweizer, "The Concept of the Davidic 'Son of God' in Acts and Its Old Testament Background," in Studies in
Luke-Acts (ed. Leander E. Keck and James Louis Martyn; Nashville: Abingdon, 1966; repr., Mifflintown, Penn.:
Siglar Press, 1999), 186-93; Strauss, Davidic Messiah, ch. 2.
152 From David's descendants (Jer 33:22, 26), the "house of David" (Isa 22:22; Zech 12:8, 10, 12; 13:1), the
"root of Jesse," a "shoot" or "branch" (Isa 11:1; Jer 23:5; 33:15).
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run to you, because of the LORD your God, and of the Holy One of Israel, for he has
glorified you. (Isa 55:4-5)153
All this fits in the larger context of prophetic expectation concerning not only the coming
judgment, but also the blessing of the nations (e.g., Isa 2:2-4 II Mic 4:1-3; Isa 19:23-25; Ps 87).
4.3.2 The Davidic Kingdom in Amos
Apart from Amos 9, there is no explicit kingdom expectation in Amos. The mention of
David in 6:5 is a musical, not a royal reference.' The other references to kings, kingdoms, and
rulers are contemporary, not eschatological (1:1, 15; 2:1, 3; 6:2; 7:1, 10, 13; 9:8).155 However,
Amos' criticism of social injustice is an implied criticism of both king and kingdom. If the ideal
king was to dispense justice,I56 the appalling injustice in the Israel under Jeroboam II was an
indictment of his rule and must have aroused hope for a true king who would rule with justice.
4.3.3 The Davidic Kingdom in Second Temple Judaism
Expectation regarding the Davidic Kingdom grew during the Second Temple period. I57
Sirach and 1 Macc refer to the promise of David's descendants ruling on his throne (Sir 45:25;
47:22; 1 Macc 2:57). In 2 Esd 12:32 we find "the Messiah whom the Most High has kept until
the end of days, who will arise from the posterity of David." Echoing canonical Old Testament
153 In this text "the fulfillment of covenant mercies to David brings hope for the world at large, in keeping with
Israel's mission to impart the knowledge of the true God to her neighbors." Frederick F. Bruce, Peter, Stephen,
James and John: Studies in Early Non-Pauline Christianity (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979), 95.

154

"Who sing idle songs to the sound of the harp, and like David invent for themselves instruments of music."

155The one exception is the difficult reference to "Sakkuth your king" (5:23); if "king" is the correct reading of
the text, the reference appears to be to a religious figure (i.e., an idol), rather than a political ruler.

156

In addition to Ps 72, see 1 Kgs 10:9; Isa 9:7; Jer 23:5; contrast Jer 22:15.

157
Jouette M. Bassler, "A Man for All Seasons: David in Rabbinic and New Testament Literature," Int 40
(1986): 156-69; John J. Collins, The Scepter and the Star: The Messiahs of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Other Ancient
Literature (ABRL; New York: Doubleday, 1995); Dennis C. Duling, "The Promises to David and their Entrance
into Christianity: Nailing Down a Likely Hypothesis," NTS 20 (1973): 55-77; Cleon L. Rogers, Jr., "The Promises
to David in Early Judaism," BSac 150 (1993): 285-302; Strauss, Davidic Messiah, 38-57.
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texts, the Pss. Sol. describes at length how the "son of David,"158 "the Lord Messiah" will bring
judgment and justice to his people, Israel (17:21-44), including subjection of Gentile nations
(17:30).159 Among references to the coming Davidic king among the Qumran materials, 4QFlor
contains an extended pesher on portions of 2 Sam 7:10-14 (with references to Exod 15:17-18
and Amos 9:11), 4Q252 joins the blessing on Judah (Gen 49:10) with the "branch of David,"
4Q161 comments on Isa 11:1-5, CD 7 joins Amos 5:26-27 with Amos 9:11 and Num 24:13,
4Q285 refers to the "shoot from the stump of Jesse," and 4Q504 speaks of "your covenant with
David."
All the foundational elements of the promise tradition are present—God's
faithfulness to his covenant promises, the raising up of David's 'seed', the reign of
this Davidic heir forever on the Davidic throne, his domination of the pagan nations,
and a father-son relationship with God.16°
4 Ezra 12:32, 34 speaks of "the Messiah who will arise from the posterity of David" who "will
deliver in mercy the remnant of my people." Strauss notes that "while the rabbinic literature
expands and embellishes its messianic images with apocalyptic or other traditions, its
descriptions agree in general with the portraits of the coming Davidic king found in the writings
of the Second Temple period, and especially the Psalms of Solomon."161 While much of the
treatment of the Messiah in this literature focuses on his rule over Israel, T. Jud draws together
allusions to a number of prophetic texts related to the Messiah and his rule, and asserts that "the

158

Pss. Sol. 17:21 appears to be the earliest witness to this Messianic title. Strauss, Davidic Messiah, 42.

159 In the somewhat puzzling rendering of Isa 11:10 in the 0G, God's rule over the nations is beneficial:
ain6) gOvri eltztoliatv ("he who rises to rule the Gentiles; in him shall the
avtcycsip,evoc apxetv ievoiv
Gentiles hope," quoted in Rom 15:12).

16° Strauss, Davidic Messiah, 44. In some of these texts we find dual (royal and priestly) messiahs. Duling,
"Promises," 64-67.
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Strauss, Davidic Messiah, 53.
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Shoot of God Most High is the fountain for the life of all humanity" and "the rod of
righteousness for the nations, to judge and save all that call on the Lord" (T. Jud. 24:4, 6).162
4.3.4 The Davidic Kingdom in Luke-Acts
In the mid-1980s, Bovon noted that "No one to our knowledge has analyzed the figure of
David in the writings of Luke."163 This deficiency has now been remedied by Mark L. Strauss.'
The expected restoration of the Davidic kingdom is evident from the beginning of Luke's
gospel. The angel Gabriel is sent "to a virgin betrothed to a man whose name was Joseph, of the
house of David" (1:27), to tell her that her son
will be great, and will be called the Son of the Most High; and the Lord God will
give to him the throne of his father David, and he will reign over the house of Jacob
for ever; and of his kingdom there will be no end. (1:32-33)165
Zechariah praised God, because
he has raised up a horn of salvation for us in the house of his servant David, as he
spoke by the mouth of his holy prophets from of old . . . to perform the mercy
promised to our fathers, and to remember his holy covenant, the oath which he swore
to our father Abraham." (1:68-75)
At Jesus' birth, angels announced that "to you is born this day in the city of David a Savior, who
is Christ the Lord" (2:11, cf. 4). The kingdom was the heart of his message (4:43; 8:1; 9:11),166
as well as the message he gave his apostles to proclaim (9:2, 60, 62; 10:9, 11). He cast out
demons as a sign that the kingdom had come (11:20). He taught his disciples to pray for (11:2)

162

See also

163

Bovon,

164

165

T. Jud. 22:2-3.

Luke the Theologian, 93. Bovon calls attention to the following texts: Luke 1:27, 32, 69, 2:4

Strauss, Davidic Messiah.
Fitzmyer has shown that these promises parallel those made to David in 2 Sam 7. Fitzmyer,

Luke, 338.

166 These texts speak of the kingdom "of God" (or simply "the kingdom"). The rule of Israel through God's
anointed king is an expression of God's rule. See 1 Chr 17:14, where God place David's son over "my kingdom."
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and to look forward to his kingdom (6:20; 12:32; 21:31). On his final journey to Jerusalem he
was hailed as (and answered to) "Jesus, Son of David," (18:35-43; cp. 20:41-45). On the night
he was betrayed, he spoke to his disciples about the kingdom (22:16, 18, 29-30). The thief on the
cross asked to be remembered when Jesus came into his kingdom (23:42). Joseph of Arimathea
was "looking for the kingdom" (23:51). Luke 13:28-29 suggests that Gentiles will participate in
the eschatological kingdom.167 Jesus is "a light . . . to the Gentiles" (2:32 alluding to Isa 49:6),
who meets a believing centurion (7:9) and a thankful Samaritan (17:18). "Repentance and
forgiveness of sins should be preached in his name to all nations" (24:46).
In Acts, following his resurrection, Jesus again teaches his disciples about the kingdom
(1:3). In 1:6-8, they ask whether Jesus will now restore the kingdom to Israel; he answers that
the Spirit will soon come upon them and empower them as his witnesses to the end of the earth.
Jesus does not here change the subject, correct them, I68 or point to the distant future,169 but
directly answers their question: the coming of the Spirit and their own subsequent testimony to
the risen (Lord) Jesus are the means by which the kingdom is restored!17° As in Luke's earlier
work, the kingdom remains at the heart of the message (8:12; 14:22; 19:8; 20:25; 28:23, 31).
David and the words of David have a special place in understanding that message. David's words
had anticipated Judas' betrayal (1:16-20 citing Ps 69:25; 109:8) and the opposition of the nations
(4:24-28 citing Ps 2:1-2). Both are called God's servant (3:25, 27, 30; 3:13-36). David spoke of

Wilson, Gentile Mission, 33. The text reads: "And men will come from east and west, and from north and
south, and sit at table in the kingdom of God."
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E.g., Bruce, Acts; Fitzmyer, Acts.

'69 John A. McLean, "Did Jesus Correct the Disciples' View of the Kingdom?," BSac 151 (1994).
Dupont, "La ported christologique de revangelisation des nations," in Nouvelle Etudes sur les
Acres des Apotres (Paris: Cerf, 1984), 49.
17° Jacques
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the resurrection (2:25-32; 13:35-37 citing Ps 16:8-11; 132:11) and ascension of Christ (2:34-36
citing Ps 110:1). He was the model king, the one "after God's heart," and the ancestor of Jesus
(13:22-23). Because "God had sworn with an oath to [David] that he would set one of his
descendants upon his throne," David foresaw Christ and his resurrection (2:30). By raising Jesus
from the dead, "what God promised to the fathers, this he has fulfilled to us their children," to
"give you the holy and sure blessings of David" (13:34-36 citing Isa 55:3).171
This importance of the kingdom in Luke-Acts has been noted by a number of scholars.
David Ravens sees it as central to Luke's purpose:
With his pastoral purpose in mind [i.e., convincing Jewish believers that they have
not forsaken the people of God and assuring Gentile believers that they do in fact
belong to the people of God], Luke has devised the following strategy. The first step
is to show that Israel remains the people of God and that he has always planned to
restore Israel to its pre-Davidic unity. . . .
The second step is to remind his readers that the prophets look forward to the
time of the incoming Gentiles. The Gentile mission is therefore Israel's mission and
the route to the fulfillment of Israel's destiny.172
Not only does Luke look for the restoration of Israel but he has provided many clues
about the form that Israel will take: it will be a reunited Israel under Jesus Messiah,
the new Davidic king.173
King and kingdom are therefore at the heart of both Luke's purpose and Luke's understanding of
the divine purpose in Luke-Acts.

171 "For Luke, it is David, not Abraham who is the primary recipient of God's promise." Robert F. O'Toole,
"Acts 2:30 and the Davidic Covenant of Pentecost," JBL 102 (1983): 251, cf. 257.

David Ravens, Luke and the Restoration of Israel (JSNTSup 119; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
1995), 250.
172

173

Ravens, Restoration, 255.
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4.4 Acts 15:16-18
4.4.1 The Context of Acts 15:16-18
Acts 15 marks a critical point in both the book and the life of the early church.174 M.
Strauss has called "the Council of Jerusalem . . . the structural and theological centre of Acts."175
S. Wilson has written that "Ch. 15 forms a watershed in the book of Acts. It is a, if not the,
turning point of the whole narrative."176 J. Dupont speaks of the "centre du livre et pivot du recit
des Actes."177 The gospel had spread from Jerusalem and Judea, through Samaria, and on toward
"the end of the earth." In doing so, it penetrated communities of Diaspora Jews, and even
overflowed these communities so that many Gentiles on the fringes of the synagogue had come
to believe. But when many Diaspora Jews rejected their message, Paul and Barnabas began
preaching more widely to Gentiles, supporting this radical step by appealing to Isa 49:6 as a
command addressed to them (Acts 13:47). The resulting success of this intentional Gentile
mission soon led to sharp disagreements regarding the way in which Gentile believers were to be
admitted to the church, the role of circumcision and the Mosaic law, the appropriateness of table
fellowship between believers of Jewish and Gentile backgrounds (Gal 2:11-14).
The controversy that led to the council in Acts 15 arose in Antioch. Some time after Paul
and Barnabas' first missionary journey,
some men came down from Judea and were teaching the brethren, "Unless you are
circumcised according to the custom of Moses, you cannot be saved." And when
Paul and Barnabas had no small dissension and debate with them, Paul and Barnabas
174

It is not necessary to review the complex discussion of the relationship between Acts and Galatians on the
matter of Paul's visits to Jerusalem. On this, see, e.g., Bruce, Acts; Fitzmyer, Acts; Witherington, Acts.
175

176

177

Strauss, Davidic Messiah, 180.
Wilson, Gentile Mission, 192-93.
Dupont, "Un peuple," 322.
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and some of the others were appointed to go up to Jerusalem to the apostles and the
elders about this question. (15:1-2)
It is important to note that the question here is not one merely of table fellowship, but of the
relationship of circumcision and the Mosaic law to the salvation of Gentiles and their admission
to the people of God ("Unless you are circumcised . . . you cannot be saved."). This point must
be emphasized in light of the frequent claim that the issue before the council was merely that of
table fellowship. Further, it is not circumcision alone that is the issue, but the accompanying
responsibility of the law: "It is necessary to circumcise them, and to charge them to keep the law
of Moses" (15:5; cp. Gal 5:3178). The "yoke" to which Simeon referred (15:10) would have been
the law ("the yoke of the commandments," m. Ber. 2:2)179 and not circumcision alone. The terms
of the "apostolic decree" (15:29) are more fitting as an alternative to the provisions of the Mosaic
law than as an alternative to circumcision alone.180 At the same time, it appears that it is not the
whole law that is in view, but its distinctive ceremonial provisions, as is evident elsewhere in
Luke-Acts and the New Testament.181 Moral obligations to love God and neighbor and to refrain
from murder, theft, adultery, etc. were not in question and are consistently affirmed throughout
the New Testament (e.g., Matt 5:17-48; 22:37-40; Rom 13:8-10; Gal 5:22-23; Eph 6:1-3).182
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„I testify again to every man who receives circumcision that he is bound to keep the whole law."
(.taptiipol.tat Se iraXtv ravti. avOpthicq.) NEprrEgvottivcp Eat expetkirrl; icrtiv SXov toy vogov irotficiat)
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Bruce, Acts (Greek, 3d ed.), 290-91.
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The terms of the decree are not substituted for circumcision or the law as requirements for salvation.
Salvation by faith, without any ceremonial observance, has already been established (Acts 10:47; 11:15; 15:8-11).
181

Luke 6:1-11; 11:37-41; 13:10-17; 14:1-6; Acts 6:14; 21:21; Ga14:10; Rom 14:2-6; Co12:11,16-17.

182 Luke 10:25-28; 18:18-20; Matt 5:17-18; Rom 13:8-10; Gal 5:22-23; Eph 6:1-3. The decree was not
intended to be the sole obligation or the exhaustive code of conduct for the Gentile believers. "Moral rules, such as
the Ten Commandments, were already assumed. All Christians, Jew and Gentile, lived by them ... Morality was not
the issue at the Jerusalem Conference." Polhill, Acts, 331-32.
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As the delegates make their way to Jerusalem (15:3), and again after they have arrived in
the city (15:4), Paul and Barnabas "reported the conversion of the Gentiles" and "declared all
that God had done with them." The language echoes the summary of Paul's first missionary
journey: "they . . . declared all that God had done with them, and how he had opened a door of
faith to the Gentiles" (14:27).
The record of the council's deliberations is presented in three stages. First, after "much
debate," Peter recounted his role in the initial introduction of the gospel to the Gentiles, recorded
in Acts 10-11. He ascribed the leading role in those events to God ("God made choice among
you, that by my mouth the Gentiles should hear the word of the gospel and believe") and drew
the following conclusions:
1. By giving the Holy Spirit, God showed his acceptance of Gentile believers.
2. This acceptance was based on their faith in Christ, not on their circumcision or obedience.
3. In this, God made no distinction between Jews and newly believing Gentiles.183
4. God had cleansed184 the hearts of these believing Gentiles by faith.185
5. Circumcision and the Mosaic law were a burden that Jews had never been able to bear.
6. To require the same of Gentile believers (after Acts 10) would be to test God.
7. Salvation is by grace (not by circumcision or law), for both Jew and Gentile. I86

183 Not only is there "no distinction," but J. Dupont has noted the framing: "them . . . as us" (v. 8), "we . .. just
as they" (v. 11). Dupont, "Un peuple," 323.
184

•
Purification
figures prominently in Acts 10-11 (10:15, 28; 11:9), Dupont, "Un peuple," 329.

185

Van de Sandt's assertion that "the beginning of [Peter's] speech is not connected with what went before" is
surprising. Sandt, "Explanation," 75. It overlooks the relevance of the reception of the Spirit, the abolition of
distinction, and the cleansing of heart to the question of circumcision and the law. In fact, both circumcision (Gen
17:10-14) and the law were clearly understood to distinguishing marks of the people of God (Deut 4:6-8; Eph
2:14-16). The symbolism of circumcision was of cleansing. True circumcision was thus a cleansing of the heart.
(Deut 30:6; Jer 4:4; 9:25; cp. Rom 2:28-29). George A. Buttrick, ed. Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible (4vols.;
IDB; Nashville: Abingdon, 1962), s.v. "Circumcision".
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Barnabas and Pau1187 then recounted for the fourth time (15:12; cp. 14:27; 15:3, 4) what
God had done among the Gentiles through them. Specifically, they describe the "signs and
wonders" God had done,188 echoing the "signs and wonders" accomplished at the time of the
Exodus,189 when God took Israel for himself (Deut 4:34, 6 Eseec Ei,a0,06v XaDeiv iccuto)
gOvoc),19° the signs and wonders prophesied by Joel (Acts 2:19-20), and the "mighty works and
wonders and signs which God did through" Jesus (Acts 2:22).
Then James spoke. He characterized the events Peter had described191 as "God taking from
among the Gentiles a people for his name" (6 0e6; eireaKiwa-co kai3Eiv 4 ieveiv A.ocov tiw

186 J. Dupont helpfully notes that Peter's address contains two parts: the first describes past events (vv. 7-9);
the second asks his hearers how, on this basis, they should regard believing Gentiles. Dupont, "Un peuple," 323.
187 This order appears only here, 14:14 and 15:25. Seven other times it is "Paul and Barnabas." (Earlier in their
association it was "Barnabas and Saul," Acts 11:30; 12:25; 13:2, 7.)
188

In the New Testament, "signs and wonders" validate the gospel and its messengers (except in Acts 7:36; see
Acts 2:19, 22, 43; 4:30; 5:12; 6:8; 14:3; 15:12; Rom 15:19; 2 Cor 2:12; Heb 2:4; cp. John 4:48 and counterfeits in
Matt 24:24; Mark 13:22; 2 Thess 2:9).
189 E.g., Exod 7:4, 9; 11:9-10; Deut 4:34; 6:22; 7:19; 11:3; 26:8; 29:3; 34:11; Ps 78:43; 105:27; 135:9; Jer
32:20-21. "When in the LXX the phrase "signs and wonders" is used, the reference is usually to the emancipation of
Israel from Egypt ... From the allusion to Exod. 7.3 in Acts 7.36 (and maybe from 2.19 as well) it is obvious that
Luke was acquainted with its reference to the Exodus." Sandt, "Explanation," 91. See also Karl Heinrich Rengstorf,
"aigelov," TDNT 7:242.
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Sandt, "Explanation," 88.

191 It has been suggested that Evi.teoiv here refers not to Simon Peter but to someone else. Simon Peter is never
called Duptuiv in Luke-Acts (only in 2 Peter 2:1 in the entire New Testament and there the text is in doubt), but in
Acts is called ZipAini only in 10: 5, 18, 32; 11:13—and even there with the qualifier ilcuccadhet IIiTpoc. Two
alternatives have been proposed, based on a statement of Chrysostom, the text of which is also in doubt. The shorter
text identifies this EviiEuiv with the "righteous and devout" man in Luke 2:25-35. Reisner finds much appealing in
this view and suggests that the Nunc Dimittis is in view. Reisner, "James's Speech." This view is mentioned, but
already discounted by Frederick J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, eds., The Beginnings of Christianity, Part I:
The Acts of the Apostles (5vols.; London: Macmillan, 1920-1933; repr., Grand Rapids: Baker, 1979), 4:175;
Williams, Acts, 182. The longer text suggests that this Evileuiv a third person; some have suggested Simon Niger,
who may perhaps been one of the representatives to the council from the church in Antioch. Fitzmyer finds the latter
view "highly plausible." Fitzmyer, Acts, 552-53. Neither of these views has gained much acceptance. The
connection with the events of Acts 10-11 indicates that, despite the unusual form of the name, Simon Peter is meant.
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OvCogan airroii), anticipating the language of Amos 9:12b (Acts 15:17b).192 With these events,
or with this interpretation of these events, James asserted, "the words of the prophets agree,"
citing the text from Amos 9:11-12.193 As Paul's and Barnabas' decision to "turn to the Gentiles"
had been sealed with a citation from the Old Testament, so here the decision of the council will
be settled by James' appeal to an Old Testament citation. Strauss has argued that "James' address
is the climactic and deciding section of the narrative of ch. 15" and that "the citation of Amos
9.11-12 forms the crux of James' argument."194
James here followed a line of argumentation found elsewhere in Acts, joining the
observation of "the things which have been accomplished among us" (Luke 1:1) with "the words
of the prophets."195 From this interpretation of events, with the support of the citation, James
concluded that the council should not "trouble" (napevoxXeiv) or put obstacles in the way of
the Gentiles who are "turning to God"196 (and whom in fact God had already accepted).
Accordingly, James proposed several limited obligations, the "apostolic decree." James'

192 Adna, "James," 149; Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 171. J. Dupont has effectively argued that this
anticipation indicates clearly that the Amos citation is not a later addition. Jacques Dupont, "AAOE' Ear EONS-IN
(Act. xv. 14)," NTS 3 (1956): 47-50. Dupont particularly has in mind the arguments of J. N. Sanders, "Peter and
Paul in the Acts," NTS 2 (1955-56), 133-43.

movement here is, in the characterization of E. Earle Ellis, "Current Event Scripture," rather than
"Scripture —a. Current Event." Although Ellis does not comment on this particular passage in light of this schema, he
finds that "most testimonia in the New Testament follow the sequence Current Event Scripture." Edward Earle
Ellis, "Midrashic Features in the Speeches of Acts," in Prophecy and Hermeneutic in Early Christianity (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978), 204.
193 The

194

Strauss, Davidic Messiah, 182.

195 In a similar vein, Christopher Stanley has observed that Paul seldom argues by appeal to Scripture alone.
Stanley, "Quotations," 714-15. "The use of multiple lines of argumentation is a standard recommendation of
rhetoricians as far back as Aristotle." Stanley, "Pearls," 140, n. 35. If anything, the argument here is based first of all
on what God has done, confirmed or interpreted by scripture in what appears to be almost a secondary role.

I% Note

the use of the present, suggesting that this turning to God on the part of the Gentiles is not yet
completed, but is expected to continue.
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concluding statement in v. 21 (that Moses is read in synagogues everywhere) is puzzling and
there is little consensus on what it means or precisely how it contributes to the argument.
The assembly agreed with James' reading of the situation and the scriptures. It decided to
send a delegation of leaders from the church in Jerusalem with Paul and Barnabas back to
Antioch. The delegation carried a letter from the apostles and elders that included the apostolic
decree. This letter disavowed those who had disturbed the church at Antioch, affirmed the
apostles' fellowship with Barnabas and Paul, introduced the delegates Judas and Silas, and listed
the obligations James had proposed.
Acts 15 offers a two-layered argument. The summary of the arguments advanced in the
council197 is joined to the narrative of the council's action, which itself makes an argument that
the council's decision had indeed "seemed good to the Holy Spirit" as well as to the church's
leaders. Readers have already noted that the gospel has been accepted by many Gentiles.198 Paul
and Barnabas had embarked on an intentional mission to Gentiles, based on their reading of Isa
49:6 (Acts 13:47). Before the council, Paul and Barnabas had announced "the conversion of the
Gentiles" and "all that God had done with them" (15:3, 4). The council's (unanimous?) decision
(15:22), the sending of the council's letter (15:23-29), and its favorable reception by the church
in Antioch (15:30-34) all underscore that the council's decision has in fact been the decision of
God. The council's deliberations, however, remain the centerpiece of the argument.199

197 The account is certainly abridged. There had already been "much discussion" before the first of Luke's
recorded comments (15:7). Any arguments that may have been offered by the other side are omitted entirely.
198 Cf. Acts 8:26-40; 10:1-11:18; 11:19-26; 13-14. These historical events, together with other events recorded
later in the narrative and with the citations considered elsewhere in the present study, offer yet another layer of
argument in support of the Gentile mission.
1" "For here, Luke says, the problem of the Gentiles and the Gentile mission is once and for all decided at a
meeting in Jerusalem of all the main figures in the early church." Wilson, Gentile Mission, 178. This "once and for
all" view has been criticized by Richard, who argues that earlier events have already pointed toward the Gentile
mission and this theme continues to be presented as late as chapter 28. Richard, "Divine Purpose." In terms of the
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Some commentators have seen significance in the fact that Acts contains one other citation
from the book of Amos, the citation of Amos 5:25-27 in Acts 7:42b-43. Portions of both Amos
9:11 b and 5:26-27a (somewhat freely) are also cited in CD VII. 14-17.200 Earl Richard has
argued that "Luke seems to write in a cumulative way so that later narratives and speeches
develop earlier themes"20I and that the citations are related by the common themes of the exile
(ger& cci}ta in 15:16a) and tabernacle. We will see that there are better ways to understand the
appearance of µeta 'mina and that "tabernacle" is not the best rendering of olaivii in Acts 15.
While it is striking that Luke includes two citations from such a brief book (and one that is not
explicitly cited elsewhere in the New Testament), two other citations from the Minor Prophets
(Joel 2:28-32 in Acts 2:16-21; Hab 1:5 in Acts 13:40-41) indicate that the book of the Twelve
was familiar to Luke. The strongly dissimilar contexts and the slimness of the evidence make it
unlikely that there is a substantial connection between the two citations.
4.4.2 The Text of Acts 15:16-18
Acts 15:16-18

get& tavta
avacrwiwo)
Kai avoixoSopjaw trly
acnviiv Aavi8 trly

Acts 15:16-18 RSV
16a 'After this
b I will return, and
c I will rebuild the dwelling of
David, which has fallen;

Acts 15:16-18 (author)
"After these things,
I will return and
I will build up David's fallen
tent

SETCTcoruiav
xai to KOCTE61CapiliVa

d I will rebuild its ruins,

and I will build up its ruins

ainfig aVOliCOSownaw
Kai dcvopethoo)

e and I will set it up,

and I will restore it

argument of Acts, Richard may be correct: the narrative continues to demonstrate the fruitfulness of the Gentile
mission and God's superintendence of it. This is, however, is not precisely Wilson's point: Acts does indicate that
the question of how and whether the Gentiles were to be included was given a definitive answer at a particular point
in time—and in the narrative. The subsequent opposition comes not from within the church but from Jews.
200

The interpretation of both texts given there, however, is quite different from that in Acts.
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Earl Richard, "The Creative Use of Amos by the Author of Acts," NovT 24 (1982): 49.
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one); av i4iirliacoatv of
icoctsiXotnot teov dtvOpthicwv
Toy KiSptov
Kai netvta tat gevri
inuceldircat 're ovol.tec i.tov
ovotolic,
Xiyet toSploc notcliv tocfna
yvcoa-cat air' aithvoc.

17a

that the rest of men may seek
the Lord,

so that the rest of men may
seek the Lord

b and all the Gentiles who are
called by my name,

and all the nations upon whom
my name is called

c says the Lord, who has made
these things
18 known from of old.'

says the Lord who does these
things,"
known from of old.

There are four variants that must be considered in establishing the text of Acts 15:16-18.
Three are of little consequence. Only D supports the reading brtawitvw for avaawgivo) in
16b and so this reading should be rejected (even though the former is more common in the New
Testament and Luke-Acts in particular).202 The alternative readings for icatealcaNuiva (16d) in
both the OG and New Testament have been noted in the discussion of the 00 above. The evidence
supports the decision of the editors of the NA27 and UBS4 in favor of icatEcricap.p.ava.203 The
omission of 6 in 17c is more difficult to decide in terms of the external evidence, but the decision
is of little consequence for the interpretation of the text. The more complicated question
regarding the final words of the text will be considered below.
The text of Acts 15:16-18, however, raises additional issues, because the citation differs
considerably from both the MT and the OG of Amos 9:11-12.204 The chart below demonstrates
these differences: differences from the MT to the OG/NT are marked with single underlining,
differences from the MT to the NT with heavy underlining, and differences from the OG to the NT
with double underlining. Omissions from the OG in NT are marked with brackets [ ].

2°2 kirtawilvto occurs 18 times in Luke-Acts and 18 more in the rest of the New Testament, while
etvcccrwiwo) occurs only two times in Acts and seven times in the rest of the New Testament.
203 The

different conclusion of Tischendorf, WH, and NA25 requires a measure of humility.

204 E. Earle Ellis has noted that all nine of the New Testament quotations that include XeyEt iciiplog "vary, to
one extent or another, both from the LXX and the M.T." Edward Earle Ellis, "Aeict Kvptog Quotations in the New
Testament," in Prophecy and Hermeneutic in Early Christianity (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978), 182.
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Amos 9:11-12 OG
Amos 9:11-12 MT
W170 Ot; 1 la iv TTl ill.tipce kelvin
n'Vo 7,17

m•.p

17.17$1P-M$ 1711FI

b avaatijaco TTIv cncriviiv
7CC7C-CONCIACCV
Accut8
c

Acts 15:16-18
16a JiEta,
b avaatnewo
Kai avotKoSowrimo Tin/
cricriviiv Aapi8
Ken-comiiav

Kai devoixoSowriao) 'La
7CE/CTO)Kcita Otinfic

d Kai to KaTearaggiva
ociyril; avaarnaco
e Kai sivoixo8ogirjao)
7:1171':41
awr iv
f Ke* ai ttipat to13
0`711.7 nrp
aiLvoc
1c7-17.133rY? 12a Eacoc bc01tijawatv oi
KaviXotnot Tiov
avepoincov
b Kai mivta to gevri, iy;
t7'irj- ?1
o'Bc
To
c7.14231 '74
ovoith tiov in' aim:Ai;
c Aiyet Kliptoc .6 Ocbc
nKt r t
;-97-0;
notiov tai3ta.
1'r,t171

d Kai to Katecricappiva
ainfic avotKoOol.tijcso)
e Kai avopethaco

17a Oro); ay iiCTITTja0)(31,V
oi KcctaXourot 'OW
ikvepoirow Toy riSptov
b Kai irecvta to 63vri
imiciiarrat tO
Ovolidc }Lou in' aincroc,
c Uyet riSptoc [6 Ococ] [6]
notcbv Tafna
18 ?math alt'

It is immediately apparent that the Amos citation in Acts 15 is based on but adapted from
the OG text.205 The influence of the OG is clear in the ocinfic of 16d. Verse 17a follows the OG
readings i4ir1tirialoatv and of icaviXotnot ¶67)v Ccv9pcOncov ("that the rest of men may seek")
instead of MT "that they may possess the remnant of Edom." As noted above (section 4.2.4.2),
the OG and New Testament manuscript traditions share some of the same textual variants.
Significantly, there appear to be no manuscript tradition in which the New Testament form of the
citation appears to conform to the MT against the 0G.
It has been suggested that Acts 15:16 independently reproduces an alternative Hebrew
Vorlage. Although such a claim remains conjectural in the absence of a Hebrew text with these

'Holtz sees a sharp distinction between v. 17, which adheres closely to the OG ("ein ganz genaues Zitat von
Amos 9,12"), and v. 16, which departs significantly from the oc ("eine gekurzte Wiedergabe des Textes, dessen
Charakter nicht ganz deutlich 1st and von dem nicht mit Sicherheit gesagt werden kann, wieweit es von der LXX
abhAngig 1st"). Holtz, Untersuchungen, 23-25.
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distinctive readings, de Waard and others have claimed that adaptations in the citations of Amos
9:11 at Qumran (4Q174 1 I, 21, 2 and CDa VII, 16) indicate that such a Vorlage did exist and
that "the text form of the Amos quotation in Acts differs from that of the MT and the LXX, but it
is exactly identical with that of 4QFlor."206 In fact, the differences are less than are claimed.2°7
The only difference that would be reflected in Greek would be -Kai (Acts 15:16c) representing
initial wax) in Amos 9:11b,208 but, Kai would be required in any case by the apparent addition of
avacrrpavo) at the beginning of the quotation (an addition not explained the Qumran citations).
Also, Kai, avoticoSowrisaw appears already in the OG of Amos 9:11c (otherwise omitted from
Acts 15:16); it is more likely that this expression was substituted for avaa-cijaco in Amos 9:11b
than that Kai in Acts 15:16c is evidence of an alternative Hebrew Vorlage.2°9
There are several relatively minor differences between Acts 15:16-18 and the OG. The
particle etv appears to have been added to Acts 15:17a (Amos 9:12a). While it appears in a few
OG

manuscripts, this OG variant is likely derived from Acts 15 and may have been added to Acts

15 for stylistic reasons (perhaps archaizing the language).21° Its presence or absence does not

206 Waard, Comparative Study, 25, cf. 78. See also George J. Brooke, Exegesis at Qumran: 4QFlorilegium in
its Jewish Context (JSOTSup 29; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1985), 210-11; Reisner, "James's Speech," 271.

The Qumran materials read -nir_opril (waw plus perfect) in place of the imperfect 074::. F. F. Bruce wisely
argues that "It takes more than the omission of 'in that day' and the insertion of `and' before 'I will (re)build' to
provide an adequate basis for such a conclusion." Bruce, Acts (Greek, 3d ed.), 340. So earlier Chaim Rabin, The
Zadokite Documents (2d rev. ed.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958), 29. See also Martin Stowasser, "Am 5,25-27;
9,11f. in der Qumranuberlieferung and in der Apostelgeschichte," ZNW 92 (2001): 47-63.
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208 The introductory formula "as it is written" (present in 4Q174, but "as he said" in CV) is common enough
that there is no need to hypothesize that a text with this formula must lie behind Acts 15:16.

209 Adna argues for an alternative Hebrew Vorlage behind Acts 15:17, but concedes that it "on its own" the
case is "very speculative," and is rendered "more likely" only in light of the supposed Vorlage lying behind 15:16
(viewed as established). Adna, "James," 138.

Richard, "Creative Use," 46. "Oircoc has largely lost its av in NT." James Hope Moulton et al., A Grammar
of New Testament Greek (4 vols.; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1908-1976), 3:105. See also BDF, §369(5).
210
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significantly affect the meaning of the text. The omission of the article 6 in 17c (notthv in place
of 6 noubv) may likewise be understood as a stylistic variation that has little affect on the
meaning. The addition of Toy roptov in 17a (Amos 9:12a) was likely prompted by the
seemingly incomplete expression "that the rest of men may seek."211 Some OG manuscripts
likewise insert Toy niptov while others insert ge. (It is impossible to know whether the text of
Acts influenced the OG or whether Acts reflects an OG text, which had these words.)
The changes in the verbs in verse 16 are more striking. Acts has avoticoSowtjaco (16c,
16d) for avaatipao) (Amos 9:1 lb, 11d). It has been suggested that this substitution reflects
Luke's desire to reserve aviaTigt for the resurrection of Christ.212 When the OG of Amos has
avoucoSoinicyco, Acts first omits Amos 9:11c entirely and then substitutes CcvopOthoco in 16e
(Amos 9:11e).213 The effect is to produce a nice chiasm:214
exvotKoSoirricsa) Thy arriviiv Aapi8 tidy nextommiav
MI Tot KCCTEGKagileVa Ctinfic aV011C080,11(10C0

Finally, Acts adds a.vaatpiNno Kai (16b), which does not correspond to anything in the MT or
OG

of Amos 9. None of these differences significantly alters the sense of the cited text. While

these differences could arise from a particular OG manuscript(s) at Luke's (or James') disposal,
211

Nagele believes that "God" could be understood as implicit in the Hebrew &II, but not in the Greek
i4vrico, prompting this "filling in" of the text in Acts 15. Nagele, Laubhutte Davids, 88. Richard views the
addition as "redactional" Richard, "Creative Use," 46.
212 Richard notes that the verb is used intransitively nine times in Acts, six with reference to the resurrection of
Christ and three with reference to Deut 18:15. Richard, "Creative Use," 47; "Divine Purpose," 206, n.38.
Bauckham's point appears well taken when he argues that the substitution of etvotic000Moo) for avacmjaco here
clearly shows that Amos 9:11 here is not employed as a prophecy of Christ's resurrection (contra Haenchen).
Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 157.
213

Both of these words are comparatively rare: civotkoSopico occurs twenty times in the canonical OG and
only these two times in the NT; avopeoco only fourteen times in the OG and two other times in the NT (Luke 13:13;
Heb 12:12). If in fact the author substituted avoricatogijaco for ecvacmjaw for theological reasons, he may have
felt obliged to provide a different word in place of avom000wriaco in 16e for stylistic reasons.
214

Breaking the symmetry of the OG (avoccrojaco

avoixoSowrimo
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avaoverco

avotkoSogilaco).

no OG manuscript with the distinctive readings found in Acts 15 has come down to us. The
differences are better understood as stylistic changes that a speaker (or writer) might make
inadvertently when citing from memory or intentionally by way of paraphrasing the text.
The text of Acts 15:16 omits two phrases from Amos 9:11. The omission of Amos 9:11 c,
Kai CcvoucoSowicno vac Kent oweca, airrilc, does not significantly affect the meaning,215 and
its omission here appears to be for the purpose of creating the chiasm. The omission of Amos
9:11f, ica0e0; cd iipapat Two ociiwoc, is likely due to conscious adaptation—James does not
understand the prophecy to indicate merely the restoration of things as they used to be, but cites
the Amos 9:11-12 to substantiate the claim that, in accepting the Gentiles as he is, God is doing
something new. Others have suggested that the phrase has not been omitted, but displaced to the
end of the citation and is reflected in the puzzling yvoxrcac

atejvog in 15:18.216

The initial words of the citation have attracted considerable attention. Verse 16a has µeta
'mina in place of iv rri Agipcc iiceivn (the OG straightforwardly represents the MT N1771 017.).
The latter is by far the more common expression, occurring 109 times in the prophets in the MT
(and translated by iv Tfi hpipq eiceivii all but 11 of those times in the 0G).217 The former
expression,llera tafiTa, is used only four times in the OG of the prophets for the eschatological
future,218 and four times in the New Testament (Acts 7:7; Heb 4:8; 1 Pet 1:11; Rev 20:3).

215 Bauckham believes 9:11c is omitted because it "suggests more strongly the walls of a city than those of a
temple," although this assumes that 00 is not the basis of the citation. Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 160.

216

Toy, Quotations, 122.

217 Or by a variant such as iv itciiirn r iii.tipcc. Of the 11 instances, one reads iv r6 tcottpc.j.) itceivcp (Zeph
3:16), while the expression is omitted from the others altogether.
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Each time as a translation of "irikt or ip-7.17 (Hosea 3:5; Joel 3:1; Isa 1:26; Jer 21:7). Cf. Gen 15:14 etc.
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Barrett and Richard have separately observed that µET& 'mina here in place of iv tilj
Agapcc keivri, is almost exactly the opposite of 2:17, where Acts reads Kai gatal try talc
ivgpat; in place of µeta tal3ta (Joel 3:1 oG).219 Similarly, Acts has p,E'rec 'mina
(7:7) for iv to) 4ayayeiv

GE Toy

kaciv goy E Airintou from Exod 3:12. These

exchanges suggest a certain flexibility in citing prophetic language regarding future time.22° In
any case, the applicability of the text to the point under discussion in Acts 15 did not depend on
these particular words. It is not necessary to posit that borrowing from another Old Testament
text, a lost manuscript tradition, or dependence on Qumran parallels. This substitution is more
likely simply a free adaptation, perhaps from memory, of the text of Amos 9:11a.
Bauckham22I and others222 have claimed that µeta 'cecina 13cvacrtpive) is taken from Jer
12:15-16 (see NA27 margin) or Hos 3:5a, but these claims are open to question. Hos 3:5a reads:
Kai !let& Tafrca iirtatpgwovaiv of
IcypaiA., Kai glEtCyrniacruatv roptov toy
OzOv aincbv Kai Aavto TON, paaaia
cuirreov.

And after these things the sons of
Israel will return and will seek the
Lord their God and David their king

To be sure, 1.18th 'tab.= appears here, but the phrase occurs ten other times in the OG of the
prophets. The conjunction of intatpiwovatv, entCritijaceuatv 16ptov Tbv 9ebv223 and
Accut8 may seem striking, but each is too common to establish the claim of dependence or
conflation. Further, intawgwovatv is not avaawitim in lexical form, person or number, and

219

Barrett, Acts, 725; Richard, "Creative Use," 47.

220 "The two temporal elements seem to have been interchanged according to the author's needs." Richard,
"Creative Use," 47, n. 23.
221 Bauckham,

222

"James and the Gentiles," 163-64.

Adna, "Die Heilige Schrift," 5-8; "James," 133-34; Clarke, "Use," 2:94.

223 Only

here. With cOv icUptov in 2 Kings 3:11; 8:8; 22:18 (i.e., without TON; Oebv).
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is a common word in any case.224 Nor is the comparatively rare gr4nTA6aumv225 the more
common i4TITA601)61,V, although to "seek the Lord" (or "the face of the Lord," or "him," etc.)
is a common expression. References to the Davidic kingdom are frequent enough.226
Jeremiah 12:15-16 reads:
Kai gaTat µgra Tb e-K13a2‘eiv µE ainoi);
intaTpiwco Kai Vizijaco ainoi); Kai
KaTouctiii ainoi); gKaaTov di; Tiiv
laripovop.iav airroii Kai gicaatov eig
al)C0i3 xai, gaTat iacv gaecivre;
µCcOcoatv Tip/ 68ov TO13 Xaoi) µau Toil
n'vtog
6pArtietv 'CO) 6v6µ,ati goy
icaeioc i51.54av Toy A.a6v gov
rri Baca. Kai oixoSopapricsorrat ev
pia(,? TO15 aaOO ).1.01)

And after I have plucked them up, I will
again have compassion on them, and I will
bring them again each to his heritage and
each to his land. And it shall come to pass,
if they will diligently learn the ways of my
people, to swear by my name, As the
LORD lives,' even as they taught my
people to swear by Baal, then they shall be
built up in the midst of my people.

Unlike Hosea 3:5a, Jer 12:15-16 speaks of the eschatological incorporation of the nations in the
people of God. Like Hosea 3:5a, it includes µEva (but not TaiiTa), intaTpewo, and (42 words
later) the passive oixoSopmolloovTat (not the active and less common avotK000piw).227
Holtz has suggested that there may be in Acts 15:16-18 a reflection of Zech 1:16.228
&A Tovto tec8e Xiyet xiiptoc intatpiwco eici
1E1)61)GOrig Ev oirttpµo) tcal 6 ()tick p,ov
avovicoSoplpiretat iv ()tint ltiyet rOpto
navroxpdvcov

Therefore, thus says the LORD, 1 have
returned to Jerusalem with compassion;
my house shall be built in it, says the
LORD of hosts,

Again it must be noted that intawilro is not livacrtpthro. While Zechariah admittedly shares
with Amos the comparatively uncommon (Ivo-00800w, so do other texts.229 The phrase kayet

224 In Hosea, it is the people who return, not Yahweh. The argument would be more impressive if Hos actually
read avampipco, which occurs only 19 times in the prophetic books. By contrast, brtatpetpu.) occurs 136 times. It
should be noted that D, but apparently only D, reads intowewto in Acts 15:16b.
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Only 12 times in the canonical OG, in comparison with over 130 for e4Trceco.

226

About two dozen references occur in eschatological contexts in the prophetic corpus.

227

Jeremiah's word, oixoSol.teto, occurs over 360 times in the canonical OG, obc000pico only 20 times.

228

Holtz, Untersuchungen, 25.
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roptoc occurs hundreds of times, far too many to make a case for borrowing for this specific
text. The similarities are too slight to make a convincing case for borrowing or conflation.23°
It must be admitted that the appearance of OcvaaTpawco is unusual. The word is used only
nine times in the New Testament (only here and Acts 5:22 as an active verb). It is used only
twelve times in the OG prophetic books and never of God returning to his people.23I
Nevertheless, once we grant the possibility of other stylistic adaptations, there seems no need to
draw strained connections to additional texts. Richard rejects the proposed connection to Jer
12:15, suggesting that "Luke's compositional techniques and thematic concerns provide
sufficient explanation for this modification [the insertion of avaawevo)].55232
The last four words of the text, erca-Yra yvcoata

aici3vog, are particularly

problematic. There are numerous variants, including the following:233
Tacna yvcoath ear' eckevoc
B C 'P 33 69* 81
w
og
adomina rcivta yvcoath
36 307 453 610
Talytoc ywoatbv eve cciciwoc To) rupt6) Toy Epyov mirtoi.) 074 A D (ear' aiciwoc Earls)
7cdorroc Ton3ta yvcoath air' aicbvoc icrrtv To) 0e4)
E H (mina mirth) L P 049
ircivta Ta Epya ccinov
(ian) 1646
mina Ray= yvcoath air' akovog iatt iccivth t s Epya 2147*
TO13 to) OECO

229 Mal 1:4 also has intatpiww, dvottco8op.eu.), and kiyEt niptog, but there what "God says" is that he will
prevent the Edomites from succeeding in their plans to return and rebuild. Jer 1:10 shares etvouco8ogiu) and
icatacucciimo with Acts 15:16-18, but this simply establishes that these two verbs are naturally associated (as
opposites). There is no indication of borrowing or conflation of either with Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15.

239 Thus Nagele's conclusion that "There are no literal quotations of other Scriptures." Nagele, Laubhiitte
Davids, 81-82, 229.

231 Nor does &mat pi(pco appear in this sense except in the post-exilic Zech 1:3, 16; 8:3; Mal 3:7. The first
aixgaXtoaiccv Xixof.)
singular of g7Ciawevo appears in Amos 9:14, but there it is transitive (intcrtpelino
got) IapirriX), reflecting a different sense altogether.
232

Richard, "Creative Use," 48, n. 27.

233 Reuben Swanson, ed., The Acts of the Apostles, New Testament Greek Manuscripts: Variant Readings
Arranged in Horizontal Lines Against Codex Vaticanus (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 262.
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The editors of NA27 and UBS4 have wisely chosen the shorter reading as the original text, as best
explaining the other readings as additions to or amendments of it. Establishing the text, however,
is only the beginning. These words are not in Amos 9 in any known MT or OG manuscript. They
may represent an editorial comment to the effect that "this has been God's intention all along."
Many find a reference to Isa 45:21,234 but gicoirpev 'mina

Ocpxfic (Isa 45:21) is not a

particularly close parallel and there is no clear reason for its addition here.235 Others suggest that
the phrase is a free adaptation of the otherwise missing Ka96; ai ttgpat Tct3 aiiiivoc from
Amos 9:11 f.236 No completely satisfactory explanation has yet been offered.
With the exception of v. 18, the text of the citation in Acts 15 is relatively secure. The
textual form of the citation seems to be both based upon and adapted from the OG rather than the
MT.

The amendment at the beginning (.te'rek 'mince), the addition at the end (roxnat air'

ccioivo;), and the alterations in 16b—e indicate that the author is citing freely, possibly without a
copy of Amos 9 before him.237 Whether the argument of Acts 15 depends on or requires the
distinctives of the OG form of the text will be considered below.

234

So, e.g., NA27 and UBS4 mg., Sandt, "Explanation," 81-84.

235 "There is little contact between our quotation and Is 45,21 in the LXX." George D. Kilpatrick, "Some
Quotations in Acts," in Les Actes des Apotres: Traditions, redaction, theologie (ed. J. Kremer; BETL 48; Leuven: J.
Duculot, 1979), 84. So also Barrett, Acts, 728; Nagele, Laubhfitte Davids, 88-89.
236 "In free scripture quotation (and that verse of Amos has been freely quoted in vs. 16) Luke and presumably
others often transfer a phrase from one part of a quotation to another. The Hebrew parallelism lent itself to such
transfer of phrases." Foakes Jackson and Lake, eds., Beginnings, 4:176-77. See also Jacques Dupont, —Je rabatai la
cabane de David qui est tombee' Ac 15,16 = Ac 9,11," in Glaube and Eschatologie (ed. Erich Grasser and Otto
Merk; Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1985), 25; Nagele, Laubhiitte Davids, 85.
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Barrett believes this is "probably a simple gloss rather than an additional quotation." Barrett, Acts, 728.
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4.4.3 The Interpretation of Acts 15:16-18
4.4.3.1 As It Is Written
The citation from Amos 9:11-12 is marked as a quotation by the familiar introductory
formula Icaeo); yiypourrat.238 The passive iiypourrat occurs 67 times in the New Testament,
62 of these in reference to the Old Testament and 55 times introducing a quotation. In LukeActs, ygypaircat introduces a quotation in 12 of 14 occurrences.239 Seven are unique to LukeActs and in six Luke identifies the source of the quotation: iv vow)? rupiov (Luke 2:23); iv
I3iI3Xco ?Lowy 'Haatoi.) tiov npogrfrrov (Luke 3:4-6);240 iv f3iI3Xcp waXiaiov (Acts 1:20); Ev
Pir3X,o,) teliv xporycitiv (Acts 7:42); co; Kai iv TO wocA4ten: yiypairrat tc1) Seircgpo..) (Acts
13:33); and icai 'winep crup.qx.ovoiiaiv of Xciyot tiov irpovrita5v (Acts 15:15).241
The somewhat indefinite reference iv 13i13AA.9 toiv npocrtyroiv in Acts 7:42 is similar to
the expression in 15:15, oi Xoyot toiv npopiirciiv and likewise introduces a citation from
Amos. It has been suggested that the plural rpogYuciw in 15:15 indicates that words from more
than one of the prophets are conflated in the citation.242 The similarly indefinite 'OW rpogrquiiv
in 7:42 introduces the citation of Amos 5:25-27, which has no evidence of conflation. Similarly,
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25 times in the New Testament: 18 in Paul (primarily Rom), 1 in Matt, 3 in Mark, 1 in Luke, 2 in Acts.

239 The exceptions are Luke 10:26 ("What is written in the law? How do you read?") and Luke 24:46 ("Thus it
is written, that the Christ should suffer and on the third day rise from the dead.").
240

Luke 3:4 is unique, because Luke alone extends the quotation of Isa 40:3 to include 40:4-5.

241 The sole exception is Acts 23:25 ("I did not know, brethren, that he was the high priest; for it is written,
`You shall not speak evil of a ruler of your people.'"). The five quotations Luke shares with the other gospels are
Luke 4:4, 8, 10 (11 Matt 4:4, 7, 10 quoting texts from Deut in the temptation account); Luke 7:27 (11 Mark 1:2,
quoting Mal 3:1 "Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, who shall prepare thy way before thee"); Luke
19:46 (11 Matt 21:13; Mark 11:17, citing Isa 56:7 "My house shall be a house of prayer").
242 "As a matter of fact, it seems that Acts 15:16-18 combines several prophetic texts, quoting Amos 9:11 f
extensively at its centre, and alluding to other texts at the beginning and the end." Adna, "James," 133. "The events
that happened when Peter visited Cornelius are said in v. 15 to agree with the words of the prophets, indicating that
what follows will be a composite citation." Witherington, Acts, 459.
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Luke's quotation of Hab 1:5 in Acts 13:41 is introduced in the preceding verse as to eiprip,ivov
iv To% 7Cp0(plitatc with no evidence of conflation. It is more likely that Lake and Cadbury
correctly understand Acts 15:15 to refer to "the roll of the Twelve Prophets,"243 The evidence
does not support the claim that T(.1)v zpopyritiv is indefinite2W or indicates the citation is a
composite.
James' argument claims that the prophecy of Amos is being fulfilled. The agreement
between the citation and the reports of Gentile conversions is not simply an agreement in
principle, as dispensational interpreters have suggested,245 but a "this is that" fulfillment.
Scripture is here cited as an authoritative interpretation of the phenomena of the conversion of
Gentiles and their reception of the Spirit.
4.4.3.2 I Will Return
The words ecvaaTpiwo) Kai are an addition to both the MT and the OG. It has been
suggested that tivaatpiim is used here in the sense of "again,"246 reflecting the Hebrew =Id ("I
247
will return and . . ." = "I will again ..."). The verb avaa-tpicpco, however, does not appear in
Foakes Jackson and Lake, eds., Beginnings, 4:176. See also Johnson, Acts, 264; Marshall, Acts, 252. Only
the quotation from Joel (Acts 2:16-21) is more precisely introduced. Like the other quotations Luke shares with the
synoptics, the quotation of Mal 3:1 (Luke 7:27 II Mark 1:2) does not indicate the source of the quotation.
243

244 As Calvin proposes, Calvin, Acts 14-28, 46. Mauro incorrectly deduces from the substitution of AnCe
that "James did not purport to give the exact language of Amos, or of any prophet
mince for iv tfi hpipq
," and that by an inexact attribution James sought "to declare the substance of 'the voices of the prophets' (not of
Amos only) touching the matter under consideration." Mauro, "Tabernacle," 401.

245

See the discussion in Robertson, "Hermeneutics," 90-108.

246 Claude E. Hayward, "A Study in Acts XV. 16-18," EvQ 8 (1936): 165. Note that Gen 26:18, to which
Hayward refers, does not contain civaa-rpicpco but nciXtv. The same view is noted, but rejected by Willard M.
Aldrich, "The Interpretation of Acts 15:13-18," BSac 111 (1954): 322.
247 BDB, s.v. 21Ci, Qal 8; GKC, §120d; TWOT, s.v. zid. The latter figure seems much too high. A cursory
review shows that RSV has "again" in over 120 texts in which zwi appears, but most appear to represent the idea of
"return" as "come again" or "go again" rather than representing the idiomatic expression "to return and ... "
translated as "to . . again."
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this construction (nor with this sense) in the OG or in any (other) New Testament text, although
the more common intatpetpco appears in OG texts where :it is commonly translated in the
English versions as "again'''. It is unlikely that the term here should be translated "again."249
A similar expression in Mal 1:4 appears to have been overlooked by scholars:
I8ovilccia Kargacpantat,
olciert
xai intaTEVO.V.EV xai dvoucoSoirriao4tEv
Tag ipligovc

Because one will say, "Edom is
overthrown, but let us return and rebuild
the desolate places." [author]

The expression here renders the Hebrew, it 1:;;Fi rrAiri. There are admittedly differences
between the OG and Acts 15:16b—c. The verbs are first person plural aorist subjunctive (instead
of first person singular future indicative) and artatkqxo is not tivaate(po). The point, however,
is not to demonstrate an allusion, but establish the meaning of an expression. The Edomites had,
at the time of Malachi's prophecy, not only seen their land made desolate but had been forced
from it 25° It was therefore necessary that they "return and rebuild," not simply "rebuild again."
The text in Acts 15 should also be translated as "return and rebuild." "Return" here then
has a relational sense, most often of the people (re)turning to God,251 but in a number of texts of

See, e.g., Jer 12:15; Hos 2:9; 14:8; Mic 7:19. Only Acts 15:36 in the New Testament could be taken in this
sense, although the English translations all seem to render imatpaym "return" or "go back," rather than as "again."
Also the syntax in Acts 15:36 is different—but:710v° is a participle rather than a finite verb.
248

249 However, the repetition of dvc (ecvacmpgwo) . . . OcvoticoSoilitow . . avoucdowjaco . . .
avopOthow) underscores the idea of restoration. Walter F. Burnside, The Acts of the Apostles: The Greek Edited
with Introduction and Notes for the Use of Schools (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1916). Kaiser argues
that dvd would make avotatpthgo unnecessary in the sense of "again." Kaiser, "Davidic Promise," 105.
250 Joyce Baldwin, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi: An Introduction and Commentary (TOTC; Downers Grove,
Ill.: InterVarsity, 1972), 223; Eli Cashdan, "Malachi," in The Twelve Prophets: Hebrew Text, English Translation
and Commentary (ed. Abraham Cohen; Soncino Books of the Bible; Bournemouth, England: Soncino, 1948), 338;
Douglas L. Stuart, "Malachi," in The Minor Prophets (ed. Thomas Edward McComiskey; 3 vols.; Grand Rapids:
Baker, 1998), 1287-89.
251 TWOT,

s.v..
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God's action in "returning to" or "turning toward" his people, i.e., a change of heart in which
God pays attention to and acts with care for his people,252 as in Zech 1:16.
&a 'coin° Task kiyet Kivtog intcrwiwco
Iipovaakrol oirtipp.0 Kai 6 oiK6;
i.tov avomoSowirpijactat cant Agyit
nipt6; navroKpectov Kai pi-Epov
ilacceijaetat i/ci IEpauaakrip. Ett

Therefore, thus says the LORD, I will
return to Jerusalem with compassion and
my house will be built in it, says the Lord
Almighty, and a measure will be
stretched out over Jerusalem.

Here the different syntax, the active into wilyce with the passive avotKoSopmEhjactat
(representing the nipcal of

prevents us from reading the idiomatic construction for "again."

Here God's "return" is relational, having explicitly to do with the restoration of his compassion
for Jerusalem; the rebuilding of the temple is a subsequent event that is dependent on the
restoration of God's favor.253
The insertion of avaawiwco in Acts 15:16b, then, highlights the change that will take
place: God has previously brought judgment on his people and their king, but now God will
"return and rebuild David's fallen tent." This change of heart is implicit in Amos' prophecy
when read in its context. The addition of dvaaweivo) does not impart additional meaning to the
text, but merely calls attention to the grace of God that is already there.254
4.4.3.3 The Tent of David
Given the divergence of views on the

nip. in Amos 9:11, diversity of opinion

regarding TO aKriviiv Davis in Acts 15:16 is not surprising. Haenchen has argued that the

252 Of the texts cited by BDB for this sense of the term, the following are most relevant: Isa 63:17; Jer 12:15
(Rsv translates as "again"); Joel 2:14; Zech 1:3; Mal 3:7; Ps 6:5; 80:15; 90:13; 2 Chr 30:6. BDB, s.v. :Atj, Qal 6.g.

253

Compare Jer 12:15: eiriaTpiwo rod, ikelam airrobc.

254

There is no warrant for the view that the return of Christ is here in view, as claimed by Aldrich, "Acts
15:13-18," 322. See, e.g., the argument of Strauss, Davidic Messiah, 186.
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restored "booth of David" is to be understood as a reference to the resurrection of Christ,255 but
few have followed him.256 Others, notably Bauckham, Nagele, Adna,257 McNico1,2" and Ellis259
have argued that the expression refers to the erection of the eschatological temple.26° Still others
come to the same conclusion as that reached regarding the

rya in Amos 9:11 above, that the

"tent of David" is the dynasty and kingdom of David 26'
We can best consider the claim that the reference is to the eschatological temple by
evaluating Bauckham's argument. Bauckham's interpretation "takes `the dwelling of David'
('riiv 6xrlvrly Actueto [sic]) to be the place of God's dwelling in the messianic age when
Davidic rule is restored to Israel. He will build this new temple so that all the Gentile nations
may seek his presence there."262 Bauckham finds support (albeit limited) for this identification in

255 "When he speaks of the re-erection of the ruined tabernacle of David, he does not see this as the restoration
of the Davidic kingdom, nor does he even see in it an image of the true Israel. He conceives it as adumbrating the
story of Jesus, culminating in the Resurrection, in which the promise made to David has been fulfilled: the Jesus
event that will cause the Gentiles to seek the Lord." Haenchen, Acts, 448.

256

Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 157.

257 Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles"; "James and the Jerusalem Church"; Ndgele, Laubhiitte Davids.
Ndgele apparently came to this conclusion independently of Bauckham. Adna, "Die Heilige Schrift," 1-23; "James,"
125-61. Adna depends on both Bauckham and Nagle.

Allan J. McNicol, "Rebuilding the House of David: The Function of the Benedictus in Luke-Acts," ResQ 40
(1998): 25-38.
258

259 Edward Earle Ellis, "Isaiah and the Eschatological Temple," in Christ and the Future in New Testament
History (ed. Edward Earle Ellis; NovTSup 97; Leiden: Brill, 2000), 60; Ellis, "Aeltet Ktiptoc," 183. Cf virtually
identical text in Edward Earle Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1957), 107-13.
260

For an earlier expression of this view, see Rackham, Acts, 253-54.

261 See, e.g., Bruce, Acts, 293; Johnson, Acts, 265; Polhill, Acts, 330. Strauss's distinction between the kingdom
and the Davidic dynasty is a distinction without a difference. There is no rule without a realm and no realm without
rule. Strauss, Davidic Messiah, 190.

262

Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem Church," 453-54. See also Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles,"

158-59.
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Tobit 13:11; Lam 2:6;263 Ps 42:5.264 As noted earlier, Bauckham argues that the citation in Acts
15:16-18 conflates Amos 9:11-12 with Hos 3:5; Jer 12:15-16 (1.1,e'rec Tccfnoc avaawiwo.)); and
Isa 45:21 (7N/coat& &it ccithvo6). These texts together "put the main quotation from Amos . . .
in a context of prophecies which associate the eschatological conversion of the Gentile nations
with the restoration of the Temple in the messianic age."265 Bauckham believes that the omitted
clauses and changes in verbs underscore that the reference is to the restoration of a building, not
to the restoration of a city or to the resurrection of Christ.266 This reading of the text would
appear to fit well with the early church's understanding of itself as the eschatological temple.267
The evidence for purported allusions to Hos 3:5 and Jer 12:15-16, however, is slight and
not necessary to explain the text of the citation. While both texts refer to restoration of God's
people, only Hos 3:5 refers to David and the context of neither supplies a reference to the
eschatological temple.268 Thus we do not have "a context of prophecies which associate the
eschatological conversion of the Gentile nations with the restoration of the Temple in the
messianic age."269 The changes of verb and omissions of clauses from Amos 9 do not imply that
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This text, however, employs different words in both the MT (the hapax lt) and the 00 (majvcoga).

264

Based on the admittedly "obscure"

265

Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem Church," 455. See also Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 165.

266

Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 157. The latter is particularly directed against Haenchen, Acts, 448.

which was rendered as cicivlic by the OG.

261 Bauckham cites I Cor 3:16-17; 2 Cor 6:16; Eph 2:20-22; Heb 13:15-16; 1 Pet 2:5; 4:17; Rev 3:12; 11:1-2.
(Some references from the Apostolic Fathers seem to refer to the individual rather than the church corporately as the
dwelling of God: Did. 10.2[?]; Barn. 4.11[?]; 6.15[?]; 16.1-10[?]; Herm. Vis. 3; Herm. Sim. 9; Ign. Eph. 9.1.
Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 165-167; "James and the Jerusalem Church," 457. Nagele notes that at
Qumran the nations were to be destroyed, while here they are included. Nagele, Laubhfitte Davids, 90-91.

268 ..The slight verbal echoes of Jer. 12.15; Isa. 45.21 can hardly count as prophetic sayings that agree or
disagree with anything." Barrett, Acts, 725. The presence of the verb obcoSowq01jaovtat in Jer 12:16 is not
sufficient to establish such a reference.
269

Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem Church," 455. See also Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 165.
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a building rather than a dynasty is in view and these can be plausibly accounted for on other
grounds. (Bauckham himself takes the building of the eschatological temple metaphorically for
the establishment of the church.) The fact that etvoucoSogico most often appears in the OG in
connection with Jerusalem and the temple does not establish Nagele's claim that these are in
view here, since (as she notes) the term is also used in connection with people or kingdom of
Israel.27° There is in fact no basis for the claim that the eschatological temple is in view.
This leaves the view that "the tent of David" is the (restored, eschatological) Davidic
kingdom, "the house and line of David"

olkau rat natptdc Aavi8). J. Dupont argues

effectively from Luke's use of "David" for the view that the "tent of David" refers to the "house
of David," which is restored in the ascension of Christ (Acts 2:34). He notes that only Luke in
the New Testament has the phrase "house of David" (Luke 1:27, 69; 2:4).271 We have noted the
prominence of Davidic and kingdom themes in Luke-Acts. The gospel opens with an
announcement of the birth of the one to whom God will give "the throne of his father David"
(1:32) and ends with the apostles' coming to understand what the scriptures had written about
"the Christ" (24:44-49). Acts begins with the apostles' question concerning the restoration of the
kingdom (1:8);272 the programmatic sermon at Pentecost reaches its climax with the assertion
that "God has made him both Lord and Christ, this Jesus whom you crucified" (2:36). The

270

Nagele, Laubhiitte Davids, 89.

271 Dupont,

"Ac 15,16," 30.

272 Jesus' answer is not "a substitute for the disciples' hopes," but "a pledge of the return of Jesus and of the
restoration of Israel of which they are the first-fruits. Israel is now being restored and awaits the gift of the
kingdom." Franklin, Christ the Lord, 95-96.
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expected kingdom has therefore been inaugurated273 and David's "fallen tent" has been (or is
being) "built up" and "restored."274
This kingdom, however, is different in important ways from the kingdom in the Old
Testament. Even in Amos 9, it is not simply David's kingdom restored as used to be; Gentiles
are to be included in its blessings.275 In Luke-Acts, the kingdom's power is that of the Holy
Spirit and its extension takes place through the preaching of Christ's appointed witnesses, rather
than military conquest (Acts 1:8). It is not ethnically restrictive, but includes Israel's neighbors
and even its historic enemies. Even the temple loses its prominence (Luke 21:6; Acts 6:13-14)
and the law is seen as "a yoke . . . which neither our fathers nor we have been able to bear" (Acts
15:10). If the kingdom were to be established exactly as before, Gentiles could be admitted only
on the basis of circumcision and obedience to the law. It is possible that Amos 9:11f (ica,06; ai
hapat Tab CCi6JV0c) is omitted from the citation to avoid confusion on this point.276

273 Craig A. Evans has taken issue with Jacob Jervell's statements that, based on the citation of Amos 9:11-12,
"the restoration of the fallen house of David has already occurred" and "Israel's restoration is an established fact."
Jervell, "Divided People," 51; Jacob Jervell, "The Twelve on Israel's Thrones: Understanding the Apostolate," in
Luke and the People of God: A New Look at Luke-Acts (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1972), 92. Evans would prefer to
say that "Israel's restoration is underway, but is far from established." Craig A. Evans, "Prophecy and Polemic: Jews
in Luke's Scriptural Apologetic," in Luke and Scripture: The Function of Sacred Tradition in Luke-Acts (ed. Craig
A. Evans and James A. Sanders; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), 207, n. 145; "The Twelve Thrones of Israel:
Scripture and Politics in Luke 22:24-30," in Luke and Scripture: The Function of Sacred Tradition in Luke-Acts (ed.
Craig A. Evans and James A. Sanders; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), 155, n. 2.

274 "The kingdom is already here, ... David's kingdom has already been rebuilt (cf. Acts 15:16 with Amos
9:11)." Goppelt, Typos, 124.
275 Robert Wall argues that "Gentile conversion does not annul God's promise of a restored and redeemed
Israel, but rather expands it." Robert Wall, "Israel and the Gentile Mission in Acts and Paul: A Canonical
Approach," in Witness to the Gospel: The Theology of Acts (ed. Ian Howard Marshall and David Peterson; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 449-50.
276 Van de Sandt attributes the omission to Luke's desire "to pull down the demarcation line between Jewish
and Gentile Christians," but other differences are also in view. Sandt, "Explanation," 92.
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4.4.3.4 The Rest of Men
Verse 17 expresses the purpose of the actions described verse 16, as indicated by the
introductory Corcug ay.277 A pair of connected events is in view, not two parallel events as a few
have suggested.278 The restoration of the kingdom is not an end in itself, nor is it (primarily) for
the benefit of Jews—its startling, stated purpose of is to benefit Gentiles: "so that the rest of men
may seek the Lord."279 "In other words, the eschatological restoration of Israel was always
intended to attract the Gentiles to seek God."28° The restoration of the kingdom (in Jesus) is
expressly meant to bring to God these Gentiles whose coming has now raised the question under
consideration by the counci1.281
The recipients of this blessing are "the rest of men . . . and all the Gentiles upon whom my
name is called" (17a—b [author]). "The rest of men" from the standpoint of the prophecy, are
presumably all who are not part of the restored kingdom, i.e., Gentiles.282 In Amos 9:12, it was

277

BDAG, s.v. onto;; BDF, §369(5); Moulton et al., Grammar, 3:105.

278 Nagele has argued that ono); av is dependent on avacrrpivco, so that two events result from God's
return: the restoration of David's tent and men seeking the Lord. Nagele, Laubhutte Davids, 96-97. This reading,
however, breaks apart Civaatpiwo) and avottcoSowijow and overlooks the fact that licvoticoSoinjacu (or its
analogues) is the main verb in both the MT and the oG; it has been argued above that avaiTtpiiitto is stylistic
addition to this text which does not significantly alter the meaning of the text. The addition avototpiwto Kai would
then appears to function in lieu of a supplementary or circumstantial participle (BDF, §471(4)). Doctrinal
presuppositions prompt Aldrich's claim that this text envisions two distinct events: the inclusion of the Gentiles and
the future restoration of the kingdom. Aldrich, "Acts 15:13-18," 317,322. Cole has rightly seen the connection
between these events when he argues that the restoration of David's hut is either the necessary condition of the
ingathering of the nations or synonymous with it. Alan Cole, The New Temple: A Study in the Origins of the
Catechetical "Form" of the Church in the New Testament (London: Tyndale Press, 1950), 47.

279 "That was, after all, the purpose of Israel's restoration: that the remnant of men may seek the Lord."
[emphasis his]. William J. Larkin, Acts (IVP New Testament Commentary Series 5; Downers Grove, Ill.:
InterVarsity, 1995), 224.
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Witherington, Acts, 459.
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Bovon speaks of "a schema which is dear to Luke (and Paul): the reestablishment of Israel (first phase)
which leads to the opening up to the nations (second phase)." Bovon, Luke the Theologian, 99.
282 Or, less likely, all who are not believing Jews (i.e., unbelieving Jews plus the [unbelieving] Gentiles).
Nagele, Laubhiitte Davids, 90-91.
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difficult to determine whether "all the nations" was in opposition to "Edom" only or "the
remnant of Edom," but the inflected Greek text clearly makes "the rest of men" and "all the
Gentiles" parallel expressions.283
This seems clear, despite the protest of Braun, who argues that "remnant" is a technical
term, which is never "applied to Gentiles in any soteriological or eschatological sense."284 The
term here, however, may not function in this technical sense. Braun is motivated, in part, by a
desire to maintain a dispensational distinction between Jew and Gentile (in support of a
distinctive future for ethnic Jews within the people of God). He is unnecessarily concerned that
ethnic Jews who believe in Jesus are absent from the text—exegetically and historically they
comprise the core of the reestablished "tent of David." It is difficult to see how "the rest of men"
would refer to ethnic Jews (whether or not they believe in Jesus), particularly in light of the
underlying MT "the rest of Edom." It remains more plausible to see the two phrases as parallel.
Much of the commentary on this expression has focused on the divergence from the MT,
including the suggestion that James has deliberately employed a textual variant to make his point
by midrashic methods.285 However, John Polhill has aptly noted that this phrase is not the one
that bears the weight in the argument: "the key phrase 'nations [Gentiles] called by my name'

283 "The conjunction 'and' before 'all the Gentiles' (v. 17) is epexegetic ... The 'residue of men' who are to
`seek the Lord' are identical with 'all the Gentiles, upon whom my name is called'—i.e., the elect from every
nation." Frederick F. Bruce, Commentary on the Book of the Acts: The English Text with Introduction, Exposition
and Notes (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1954), 310. (The statement does not appear in the 1988 edition.) So
also Barrett, Acts, 727; Nagele, Laubhutte Davids, 101. Sanders argues that "'remainder of people' and 'all the
Gentiles' are, of course, a parallelismus membrorum and synonymous." Sanders, "Prophetic Use," 195.
284 Braun, "James Use of Amos," 120. "Doctrinally, the word 'remnant' applies strictly to Israel." Braun,
"James Use of Amos," 119.
285 Adna, "James," 137; Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 160-62; "James and the Jerusalem Church,"
457; Johnson, Acts, 265; Nagele, Laubhutte Davids, 86.
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occurs in both the Hebrew and Greek texts, and either would have suited James' argument."286
Rather, the argument depends on linking the characterization of Simeon's testimony as "God
first visited the Gentiles, to take out of them a people for his name" in v. 14 (Xcc13eiv >r >r9vwv

Xaov u.1) Ovogatt airroi3) with 17b "all the nations upon whom my name is called" [author]
(nay= th

eq;

inuceicXmat

livoimi p,ov in' aincnic). The phrase, "the rest of

men," does not bear the weight of the argument. While the clause "that they might seek the
Lord" admittedly provides the verb for which "all the nations" is the subject, the relative clause
"upon whom my name is called" [author] (i(p' a); intici-KAATrat zo ovopoi Inv

ainati;)

plays a larger role in the choice of citation. In the end, therefore, much of the discussion about
17a may be beside the point as we seek to follow the argument.
4.4.3.5 All the Gentiles Over Whom My Name Is Called
The expression in v. 17b, navta is gOvi ip' ovS int-Kix/IA-rat co ovoge gau &'

ceinolic, is awkward,287 but it represents the Hebrew accurately and its meaning is clear. The
underlying Hebrew idiom expresses ownership and dominion.288 It is applied in the Old
Testament to the temple, to Jerusalem (as the city of God's special choosing), and to Israel (as
God's chosen people).289 When applied to people it particularly conveys God's presence and

286

Polhill, Acts, 329, n. 93. Similarly, Bauckham notes (also with reference to 15:17b) that "Even the MT
could easily have been understood by a Jewish Christian as predicting the extension of Israel's covenant status and
privileges to the Gentile nations. The LXX merely makes this clearer." Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 169.
287 The masculine plurals, a; and CCAST01) (when one would expect the neuter) should be understood as
contructio ad sensum, "'the Gentiles,' signifies a multiplicity of individual human beings." Barrett, Acts, 727. See
also Moulton et al., Grammar, 3:40.
288 Dupont understands the idiom here somewhat differently: it is the invocation of the divine name that
consecrates to the Lord the people of Israel, the ark of the covenant, etc. This understanding enables him to connect
the consecration involved in the Spirit's cleansing of the Gentiles' hearts (vv. 8-9) with that indicated the invocation
of the divine name. Dupont, "Un peuple," 324.
289

Islagele, Laubhutte Davids, 100.
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care, as in the covenant formula, "I will be your God and you will be my people" (e.g., Gen 17:78; Lev 26:12; Jer 31:33; Rev 21:3; cp. Num 6:27). The Greek here seems intended evoke the rich
associations of this Hebrew expression, bearing the name of Yahweh.
Barrett suggests that the relative clause could be read either as "over all those particular
Gentiles (not all) over whom my name has been called," or "all the Gentiles, in that my name has
been called over all of them." He proposes that the course of the narrative will indicate the
author's intent—as in Acts13:48-50 it became apparent that some Gentiles believed (and some
did not), so here it will become apparent that some bear God's name and some do not.290 "All"
here should be understood as distributive ("from every nation, from all tribes and peoples and
tongues," Rev 7:9), rather than inclusive ("every individual Gentile"). The narrative rather than
the relative clause limits the "all." (Note also 15:14: "to take out of them a people for his name,"
Xafleiv E gewbv Xocov t 6v6p.att mino13).
4.5

The Use of Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15

4.5.1 Context
Acts 15 provides an extended argument for the inclusion of the Gentiles among the people
of God without the necessity of circumcision and the observance of the Mosaic law. The author
presents a two-layered argument: Luke's summary of the council's discussion is the centerpiece
of a larger account that shows the church reaching a decision that was not only approved by the
church's leaders, but also "seemed good to the Holy Spirit."29I The question is whether Gentiles
who had come to faith in Jesus must "circumcised according to the custom of Moses [to] be
saved" (15:2). The council's deliberations unfold in three stages. First (after "much debate"),
29° Barrett, Acts, 727.
291 Acts

15 is itself embedded in a still larger argument as the entire narrative of Acts shows God's blessing
following the council's decision.
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Peter argued that God's past actions (in the episode in Cornelius' house) show God has accepted
Gentiles without circumcision or observing the law (15:7-12). Then, Paul and Barnabas
recounted (for the third time) how God had worked through them among the Gentiles (15:12).
Finally, James began to speak.
4.5.2 Form
J. W. Bowker has analyzed this speech along with others in Acts in light of recognized
Jewish homily forms. His judgment regarding the argument in Acts 15:14-21 is that "there seems
no doubt that Acts xv. 14-21 must be understood as a genuine yelammedenu response."292
Unlike the proem homily, which begins with a text to be expounded, "the yelammedenu homily
is so called because it derives from a request for instruction, yelammedenu rabbenu, let our
teacher instruct us."293 The matter before the council is an halakic question: the text explicitly
uses the term anexptaij (although Bowker notes that this may be for other reasons); "James
bases his decision on two grounds, what is known to have happened in the past and on scripture,
the two classic grounds for establishing halakah;" "James issues his decision, using the strong
formula, Tyco xpivco, a decision is closest to what might technically be called a taqqanah."294
In an influential article,295 Bauckham has attempted a detailed exposition of the text that
seeks to do justice to "both the way in which the scriptural quotation in 15:16-18 is composed
and interpreted by the skilled use of contemporary Jewish exegetical methods and also the way
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J. W. Bowker, "Speeches in Acts: A Study in Proem and Yelammedenu Form," NTS 14 (1967): 108.

293

Bowker, "Speeches," 99.

294

Bowker, "Speeches," 107-8.

295 Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles." The argument is summarized in Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem
Church," 452-62.
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in which the quotation is exegetically linked with the terms of the apostolic decree."296 He
believes that a proper understanding of these exegetical methods would relieve concern whether
James would have cited the OG and would eliminate the need for hypothetical variant texts.
In a case such as ours, it is scarcely possible to distinguish a variant text from one
which results from the exegetical practice of reading the text differently by means of
small changes (know as 'al tigre' in later rabbinic terminology)."297
As noted previously, Bauckham believes that the citation conflates Amos 9:11-12 with other
texts, Hos 3:5; Jer 12:15-16 and Isa 45:21, which together "put the main quotation from Amos
. . . in a context of prophecies which associate the eschatological conversion of the Gentile
nations with the restoration of the Temple in the messianic age."298 Although "Luke's summary
has obscured the exegetical argument on which the terms of the apostolic decree are based, it can
be uncovered."299 Both Jer 12:16 and Zech 2:11 contain the expression "in the midst."39° By
means of gezera sawn these texts relate the God-seeking Gentiles of the eschaton with the
Gentiles to whom the prescriptions of Lev 17-18 originally applied.30I Bauckham believes he
can explain even the puzzling conclusion in Acts 15:21: "just as the conversion of the Gentiles
has been made known by God in prophecy from long ago (Acts 15.17b-18 = Isa.45.21), so the
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Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem Church," 453.
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Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 161.
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Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem Church," 455. See also Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 165.
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Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem Church," 458.

300 Jer 12:15-16 is a purported source of get& Tai3ta (ivaa-cpiww (Acts 15:16a—b). Zech 2:11 ("many
nations shall join themselves to the LORD") is "so closely related ... as to be an obvious resource for any Christian
exegete pursuing this theme." Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 163-64,169.
301 Bauckham,

"James and the Gentiles," 175-77.
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laws which apply to them are not novel inventions, but have been read out in the synagogues in
every city from ancient times (Acts 15.21).3°2
In the end, however, Bauckham's view cannot be supported by the text. As the case for
conflation in the citation from Amos 9 was merely speculative, so is the rest of his argument
here. There is no concrete evidence for proposed allusions to Jer 12:16 and Zech 2:11, nor for the
claim that the presence of "in the midst" in these other texts should lead us to Lev 17-18 (rather
than any of a hundred other texts with the phrase, "in the midst") or even to any other text(s) at
all. Even if such subtle textual influences shaped the composition of Acts 15, it unlikely that any
reader would be able to follow such obscure textual allusions without more explicit clues.3°3
4.5.3 Resolving the Issue Before the Council
Bauckham has, however, correctly identified the issue before the council. The issue was
not whether Gentiles could be accepted into the people of God—that had been settled, certainly
by the end of Acts 11—but whether they could be accepted without undergoing circumcision and
observing the law of Moses.
The central theme in Acts 15 concerns the obligations of the Gentiles who have
become believers. In Luke—Acts it is already clear from the beginning (Lk. 2:29-32;
Acts 1.8; 2:39; 3:25, etc.) that the Gentiles were to participate in the salvation of
Israel. The question, however, was on what condition?304
"The issue which divided the Jerusalem church was evidently not whether Gentiles could join the
messianically renewed Israel, but whether they could do so without becoming Jews."3°5
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Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 177-78.

also Barrett, who believes that "one would expect at least a trace of the NIF,
one is present here. Barrett, Acts, 728.
3°3 So

form of argument" if

3°4 Sandt, "Explanation," 94. So also Robertson: "the question under debate was the manner in which Gentiles
were to be incorporated into the messianic kingdom." Robertson, "Hermeneutics," 106.
3°5 Bauckham,

"James and the Gentiles," 168.
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Bauckham finds the solution in the words, Kai icarra

Tex

gOvri ig; obsc inuciicklicat

TOgc gm) be aim* (Acts 15:17b; Amos 8:12b). He concludes:
The nations qua Gentile nations belong to YHVH. It is not implied that they become
Jews, but that precisely as "all nations" they are included in the covenant
relationship. It is doubtful whether any other OT text could have been used to make
this point so clearly. By not paying sufficient attention to these words of the text,
commentators have consistently missed the very precise relevance of Amos 9.12 to
the debate at the Council of Jerusalem.3°6
Adna has followed Bauckham in this reading of the citation.
The renunciation of circumcision and Law-observance in the aforementioned
examples of missionary practice concurs perfectly with the prophetic statement that
these Gentiles shall be called into the people of God qua Gentiles."307
It is less clear in what way Amos 9 addresses the question of the acceptance of Gentiles "qua
Gentiles," or "without becoming Jews,"308 even if interpreted in the matrix of other texts
Bauckham believes are also invoked in the citation. Nor it is clear how Amos 9 would make this
point more clearly than similar texts that prophesy incorporation of the Gentiles among the
people of God. Bauckham believes that the expression in Jas 2:7 (TO KaXev livoila zo
intickr*v

iy,tic) suggests that Acts 15:17b refers to Christian baptism. The argument

would then appear to be that the Gentiles are to be admitted simply on the basis of baptism,
without taking on the obligations of the law.309 This possibility cannot be ruled out, but the
evidence is insufficient to make it more than an intriguing hypothesis.
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Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 169.
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Adna, "James," 150.

The precise meaning of these expressions is not self-evident. Presumably they mean "without circumcision
and/or obedience to the entire Mosaic law."
308

Bauckham rightly observes that inucaXeltal To iivoga rupiov E ti 'ma "is a quite different expression
. and not to be confused with" this one. Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 169-70.
309
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How then does the citation contribute to the resolution of the issue? As James said, the
citation confirmed what the church had already understood from God's actions, that God was
bringing Gentiles to salvation and membership among his people. God has done so, not through
the proclamation of the Mosaic law, but by the proclamation of Jesus and faith in him. L. T.
Johnson has noted that the claim that iciv 7mm:within TO' gOet cw Mmx7E04, oi)
Siivacroe acoOfivai, "flies in the face of Luke's whole previous narrative, which made the
emphatic point that Gentiles could and did receive salvation through the principle of faith."31°
This had not only happened at Cornelius' house, where Gentiles "received the Holy Spirit just as
we have" (10:47) and Peter saw that "to the Gentiles also God has granted repentance unto life"
(11:18).311 It had also happened in Antioch, where "a great number that believed turned to the
Lord," and Barnabas, sent from the church in Jerusalem to investigate, "saw the grace of God"
and "a large company was added to the Lord" (11:19-26). It is much the same with the account
of Paul's (and Barnabas') first journey: in Pisidian Antioch "as many as were ordained to eternal
life believed" (13:44-49); in Iconium "a great company believed, both of Jews and Greeks
(14:1); in Lystra and Derbe they made "disciples" (14:20-22); they then returned "exhorting
them to continue in the faith" (14:22); finally, they reported to the church "all that God had done
with them and how he had opened a door of faith to the Gentiles" (14:27). The Gentiles received
the Spirit, repented, turned to God, believed, and become disciples. God had accomplished this
by giving them the Spirit (11:17), extending his grace, adding them "to the Lord," ordaining
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Johnson, Acts, 272.

311 See also Acts 15:9, where this event is understood to show that God "made no distinction between us and
them, but cleansed their hearts by faith." Nagele, Laubh tine Davids, 229.
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them to eternal life, and "opening a door of faith."312 All this had taken place without
circumcision or obedience to the law, as either a prerequisite or as a subsequent requirement.
The beginning of this history is cited explicitly in Peter's speech to the council, to which
James refers as he begins his own address, describing how "God first visited the Gentiles, to take
out of them a people for his name" (nixinov 6 96; inecricivaTo Xal3Eiv E

ievoiv Xcthv

Teo 6v6i.toctt aino0).313 James attributes this action to God alone. The terminology is
astounding: "the term laos (`people') is used by Luke almost exclusively in reference to Israel as
the 'people of God.'"3I4 This Old Testament language reflects God's election of Israel: "called
by the name of Yahweh" (Deut 28:10), "taken" by God (Exod 6:7; Deut 4:20, 34), God's own
"possession" (Deut 14:2; 7:6; Exod 19:5),3I5 and "formed" for himself (Isa 43:21). Yet James
applies this language to Gentiles, even Gentiles who have not been circumcised or taken up the
obligation to keep the Mosaic law. It thus seems clear, as Peter had said (15:9), that God no
longer distinguishes between Jew and Gentile. "For God places the Gentiles on the same level of
honour as the Jews, when He wishes His name to be invoked upon them."316
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All of this would have presumably been included in Paul's and Barnabas' report to the council (15:12).

313 Bauckham is right to see this expression as key, even if the significance he gives it is open to question.
Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 168. Wall notes that the expression "combines two important Lucan
catchwords:" Xa6; and Ovoga. Wall, "Israel," 451.

314 Johnson, Acts, 264. "The fundamental theological correspondence between James' anticipatory statement
and the prophecy of Amos is, however, comprised in the one word Xecoc (`people')." Adna, "James," 149. See also
Jack T. Sanders, "The Jewish People in Luke-Acts," in Luke-Acts and the Jewish People (ed. Joseph B. Tyson;
Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1988), 56. Wilson, however, suggests that the use of the term here "may simply be due to
Luke's carelessness" and is of no significance. Wilson, Gentile Mission, 225.

315 Dupont has argued that this language (MT t;,c, OG neptaxstoc) lies behind Xocov To) ovogoutt airroi) in
Acts 15:14. Dupont, "AAOE." However, N. Dahl finds a more likely basis for the expression in the Targums. Nils
A. Dahl, "A People for His Name (Acts XV.14)," NTS4 (1958): 320-22. Nevertheless, Dahl in essence agrees with
Dupont's statement that — pour son Nom', c'est-a-dire pour lui-mOme, pour sa gloire." Dupont, 49.

316 Calvin, Acts 14-28, 46. Similarly, "they are included in the covenant relationship (God's name has been
invoked over them)." Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem Church."
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It is precisely with this that the citation from Amos 9 agrees. In it, God has claimed navta
tioc 63vii 6(p' obc in-mild:qua do iivoith gov

ainak, "and all the nations/Gentiles who

are called by my name." This expression makes Amos 9:12 uniquely appropriate to James'
argument. The language connects with James' characterization of God's actions as reported by
Peter to the counci1.317 The language also underscores that it is God who has chosen to call his
name over the Gentiles, making this more suitable than texts such as Zech 2:11 (15 MT) which
simply predicts that "many nations shall join themselves to the LoRD."318 Although the muchdiscussed wording of Acts 15:17a, "that the rest of men may seek the Lord" (differing from the
MT),

enhances the usefulness of the citation, it does not bear the weight of the argument. The

argument therefore does not require the use of the OG rather than the MT.
The argument instead requires attention to the Ciro); ay with which 15:17a begins, and to
the relationship between the rebuilding of David's tent and God's ownership of the Gentiles. The
Ono); (iv indicates that the purpose for which God has restored the kingdom is so that he might
claim the nations as his own.319 Jesus himself had earlier answered the disciples' question about
the restoration of the kingdom by responding that they would be his witnesses to the nations
(Acts 1:6-8). In doing so, Jesus did not deflect their question,32° nor refer them to the distant

317 Or rather, James called out this phrase in beginning his speech, because it is this expression that is the key
to his argument. Robertson, "Hermeneutics," 106.
318 Bauckham correctly notes that "in most cases such texts could be taken to mean that these Gentiles would
be proselytes, undergoing circumcision as the corollary of their conversion to the God of Israel." Bauckham, "James
and the Jerusalem Church," 458. Wall notes that the use of the passive here reverses the usual form of the verb in
Acts; shifting the focus from the believer's call to God to God's call to human kind. Wall, "Israel."
319 See section 4.3.4. "The restoration of the fallen tent of David (16) is best understood of Jesus as the Davidic
seed who has now been installed as Christ and Lord, with the Gentile influx (17) occurring as a consequence." Bolt,
"Mission," 204.
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Cleon L. Rogers, Jr., "The Davidic Covenant in Acts-Revelation," BSac 151 (1994): 71-84.
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future,321 but answered them directly. The time of the full realization of the kingdom may still be
known only to the Father, but the present responsibility of the people of his kingdom is clear—to
be his witnesses to both Jews and the nations. Without the incorporation of the Gentiles among
the people of God, God's messianic project would be incomplete.
And this [the proclamation to the Gentiles] is required in order that the messianic
prophecies may be fulfilled in their entirety. For the passion and resurrection of Jesus
do not constitute the entire work of the Messiah. For the complete accomplishment
of that work, it is necessary that Paul announce salvation to the Gentiles and carry
the Gospel message to Rome, the city that rules the nations.
The Scriptures themselves justify the Christian mission among the pagans, for they
require this mission as the continuation of the salvific work of Jesus, the Christ.322
The incorporation of the Gentiles into the people of God is the appointed purpose of the coming
of the kingdom.323 If the Gentiles are prevented from coming in, God's purpose will fail.
The relationship between the reestablishment of the kingdom and the inclusion of the
Gentiles is the second, and more important, way in which the citation from Amos 9 is uniquely
appropriate to James' argument. Amos 9 connects the restoration of the kingdom in Jesus (on
which all agree),324 with the question before the council (how to regard Gentiles who believe in
Jesus are to be included). All would have presumably agreed that various Old Testament
32

McLean, "Jesus."

322

Dupont, "Salvation," 19, 33.
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This relationship is not always recognized by commentators. See, however: "The recitation of Peter's
testimony ... is now given a scriptural warrant to demonstrate that even the inclusion of the Gentiles at this
unexpected point fits with God's plan to restore Israel." Tiede, Prophecy, 91. "The Kingdom of Christ can only be
established if God is invoked everywhere throughout the whole world, and the Gentiles united into His holy people."
Calvin, Acts 14-28, 47.
324 "The Jerusalem Council was faced with indisputable evidence. The ultimate blessing of the covenant, the
possession of the Holy Spirit, had come in fullness on the Gentiles. This point was not a matter of debate. Neither
was it being debated whether or not the 'tent of David' had yet been restored." Robertson, "Hermeneutics,"
105-106. "James' declaration that God had returned to rebuild the fallen tent of David so that the Gentiles might
seek the Lord (Acts 16:16f.) shows that Luke saw the restoration of Israel not as something to be effected only at the
parousia, but as actually in progress." David Seccombe, "The New People of God," in Witness to the Gospel: The
Theology of Acts (ed. Ian Howard Marshall and David Peterson; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 351.
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prophecies indicated that at some time and in some fashion some Gentiles would turn to God.325
But James, following Amos, argues that the coming of the Gentiles is inextricably linked to, and
a necessary consequence of, the rebuilding of David's fallen tent. Since Jesus the king has come,
Amos/James says that the time for the Gentiles is now.326 The inclusion of Gentiles does not
belong still to the distant future or depend on the prior completion of Jewish evangelization. It
appears from the testimony of Peter, Barnabas, and Paul, that God is bringing Gentiles into his
kingdom and accepting them without circumcision and without the law.
James is concerned that the council "should not trouble those of the Gentiles who turn to
God" (01 napevoxl,eiv iolS are TOW eoveiiv intave(povatv bit Toy Oeov, 15:19).327
Peter already declared that it would be "testing God" to impose a burden on these Gentile
believers that Jews had been able to bear. If the council were to hinder the coming of Gentiles, or
to drive them away by adding intolerable burdens, it would defeat the purpose for which God
sent his Messiah.328 How ironic if the church (not the Sanhedrin) would be found to be
"opposing God" (Acts 6:39) in this way! The citation thus demonstrates the necessity of a
divinely ordained accommodation for the sake of ministry: the demands of the mission trump the
ceremonial requirements of the Mosaic law.
The concluding clause underscores that this is God's purpose. The text of Acts 15:17c-18
is difficult, but the most likely reading is Agyet iciSpio; nolciw tavtia yvcoa-rac Ccie aidWoc
325 Even if some Jews did not expect an inclusion of Gentiles in the future, the teaching of Jesus would have
put led the church to expect inclusion of Gentiles in the kingdom. Jeremias, Promise.

326 "We can at least infer from this text that the Cornelius story is cited as proof that the restoration of the fallen
house of David has already occurred, as well as the Gentiles seeking the Lord." Jervell, "Divided People," 51-52.
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Johnson, Acts, 272.

328 "The greatest obstacle to the conversion of Gentiles was the demand that they should be circumcised."
Jeremias, Promise, 15.
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"says the Lord who makes these things known from of old" [author]. This both emphasizes that
God is the one who is rebuilding David's fallen booth and that his plan for the completion of the
kingdom by the incorporation of the Gentiles is nothing new, but has been envisioned by him
long ago. The 700-year-old prophecy of Amos is, of course, testimony to this, and the conclusion
to the citation (v. 18) thus adds nothing new. It is best to see 15:18 as a free adaptation and
unnecessary to posit conflation with Isa 45:21. Barrett captures the thought when he says that
"God has not suddenly thought of the inclusion of the Gentiles; it has always been his intention,
and he has long made his intention known."329
4.5.4 The Apostolic Decree
The apostolic decree (15:20, 28-29; 21:25) is beyond the scope of the present study, but
Bauckham's proposed exegetical link between the citation and the decree requires comment.
Some have found the origin of the decree in the Noahic regulations, but this view has not
found wide acceptance. Fitzmyer notes that these seven prohibitions are probably later than
James' speech and are substantially more detailed than the requirements of the decree.33° NAgele
has recently argued that the provisions of the decree correspond
to the minimal requirements which are binding for Jews even in life-threatening
situations: idolatry, fornication and murder ("blood") are to be abstained from (cp.
bShevu 7b; bSan 57b). To these three minimal requirements is added "what is
strangled", viz. to abstain from eating blood (cp. Gen 9:4).331
Further evaluation of her proposal is needed, but it is unclear why only "emergency" stipulations
would be applicable to Gentile believers, and not the whole of the law.
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Barrett, Acts, 728.

33° Fitzmyer, Acts, 557. See also Bauckharn, "James and the Gentiles," 174.
331 Nagele,

Laubhiate Davids, 231.
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Many have suggested that the four requirements of the decree correspond to the four
stipulations in Lev 17-18 applied to "the strangers that sojourn among" the people of Israel.332
The decree is then understood to make table fellowship in the church possible between observant
Jews and nonobservant Gentiles.333 Bauckham argues that by means of gezerd saved the
expression "in the midst" in Jer 12:16 and Zech 2:11334 connects the God-seeking Gentiles of the
eschaton with those to whom Lev 17-18 originally applied.335 Beyond the difficulty of the
supposed allusions to Jer 12:16 and Zech 2:11, correspondences between the decree and Lev
17-18 are not close. Even Bauckham admits that his argument is not explicit ("Luke's summary
has obscured the exegetical argument"336). Nagele has correctly noted that "the Amos quote
served to settle the overall controversial issues, not just the question of table fellowship."337
Witherington has examined the argument for Lev 17-18 in detail and found it wanting.
First, the alleged similarities of the terms of the decree to Lev 17-18 are overstated: the
prohibitions concern strangers within Israel, not Gentiles in the Diaspora; ei&DXoeirrov does
not appear in Lev 17-18; there is no mention of things strangled in Lev 17-18; and the sexual

332 Lev17:8 (sacrifices not to Yahweh, i.e., "pollutions of idols"); 17:10, 12, 13 ("blood" and "what is
strangled"); 18:26 ("unchastity"). For textual issues, see Witherington, Acts, 460. For an earlier statement of this
argument, see Burton Scott Easton, The Purpose of Acts ("Theology" Occasional Papers; London: Society for
Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1936), 16-17.

333

Johnson, Acts, 273; Polhill, Acts, 332.

Jer 12:15-16 is a purported source of get& mina Cevccawgvw (Acts 15:16a—b). Zech 2:11 ("many
nations shall join themselves to the LORD") is "so closely related ... as to be an obvious resource for any Christian
exegete pursuing this theme." Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 163-64, 169.
334

335

Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 175-77.

336

Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem Church," 458. This would be due either to carelessness (which does
not seem characteristic of Luke) or a deliberate decision (which would be difficult to explain).
337 Nagele, Laubhutte Davids, 231. Note also the claim already made in Acts 15:9, that God has already ceased
making "distinction between us and them" and that he has "cleansed [the Gentiles'] hearts by faith." Nagele,
Laubhiitte Davids, 229.
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prohibitions in Lev 18 are not well described by the term nopvEice. Witherington instead asks
"in what social setting might one find all four of these sins?" He presents a persuasive argument
that worship in pagan temples (and pagan feasts in particular) are in view.338 Witherington offers
a possible explanation of the relationship between the citation and the decree. If in fact the
decree is aimed specifically at pagan religious observances, these could be understood as in
conflict with God's ownership of Gentile believers ("called by my name").
In any case, the terms of the decree do not substitute for circumcision or the law of Moses
as a requirement for salvation. The principle of salvation by faith, without ceremonial
observance, has already been clearly established in the narrative of Acts (10:47; 11:15; 15:8-11).
Moses Is Read Everywhere

4.5.5

The concluding verse of James' speech (v. 21) has been particularly troubling to scholars:
"For from early generations Moses has had in every city those who preach him, for he is read
every sabbath in the synagogues." Dibelius observed that "although straightforward from the
linguistic and textual points of view, in context and meaning it is one of the most difficult verses
in the New Testament."339 Lake and Cadbury commented that "the explanations offered by
commentators are numerous and unsatisfactory."34° Full consideration of this part of the
argument is beyond the scope of this paper, but a brief comment may be offered.
Daniel R. Schwartz has observed that there have been two main interpretations of the
verse.341 The first believes that the long proclamation of the Mosaic law justifies the imposition
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Witherington, Acts, 460-67. Cp. 1 Cor 10:14-22.

339

Dibelius, Studies, 97.

34° Foakes

Jackson and Lake, eds., Beginnings, 4:177.

341 Daniel

R. Schwartz, "The Futility of Preaching Moses (Acts 15,21)," Bib 67 (1982): 276-81.
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of decree's requirements, as things that would only be expected (by anyone who knew the law)
or that would be necessary for table fellowship.
Just as the conversion of the Gentiles has been made known by God in prophecy
from long ago (Acts 15.17b-18 = Isa.45.21), so the laws which apply to them are not
novel inventions, but have been read out in the synagogues in every city from ancient
times (Acts 15.21).342
The law of Moses is read in every synagogue everywhere; so these requirements
should come as not shock to the Gentiles.343
For a long time Moses has been proclaimed and read in every city so that both Jews
and Gentiles who attend synagogues know that the four injunctions just given (v. 20)
are what the Law of Moses requires of Gentiles living among the people of God.344
It was both reasonable and right to show consideration for the Jews by keeping the
rules mentioned in vss. 19-20—thus making co-existence possible.345
It may be regarded as saying that since there are Jews everywhere who regularly hear
the law of Moses being read in the synagogues, Christian Gentiles ought to respect
their scruples, and so avoid bringing the church into disrepute with them.
Alternatively, the point may be that if Christian Gentiles want to find out any more
about the Jewish law, they have plenty of opportunities in the local synagogues.346
He warns that it is not possible for the ceremonies to be abolished so quickly, as if at
one fell swoop, because the Jews had already been accustomed to the teaching of the
Law for many generations, and Moses had his preachers; that agreement therefore
must be gained for a short time until the freedom, procured by Christ, should
gradually be more clearly understood; in other words, as the common saying goes,
that the ceremonies had to be buried with some decency.347
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Bauckham, "James and the Gentiles," 177-178; Fitzmyer, Acts, 558.

343 Polhill,

Acts, 332. See also Johnson, Acts, 267.

3" Gerhard

A. Krodel, Acts (Augsburg Commentary on the New Testament; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1986).

Munck, The Acts of the Apostles (AB 31; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1967), 140. See also
Marshall, Acts, 254.
345 Johannes

346 Marshall,
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Calvin, Acts 14-28, 51-52.
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Opponents have objected that it is difficult to determine why only a few requirements of the
Mosaic law apply to Gentiles (and why these requirements in particular). Further, it is not merely
table fellowship that is at issue, but the salvation of Gentiles—Lcv µrl ireptapiefin t gOel,
're?) MoYbaitoc, oi) Stivaa0e awAilvoct ("unless you are circumcised according to the custom
of Moses, you cannot be saved," 15:1).
The second interpretation holds that the long proclamation of the Mosaic law limiting the
requirements to only a few points, since the whole law is regularly being preached by others.
With regard to Gentile converts to Christianity, "Moses, so to speak, would suffer no
loss, in failing to obtain the allegiance of those who had never been his." This
observation was perhaps intended to calm the apprehensions of the believing
Pharisees, in whose eyes it was specially important that the whole Torah should be
taught among the Gentiles; this, said James, was being attended to already by the
synagogues.348
James does not cancel or abrogate Torah, but issues a taqqanah to a specific group of
people in particular circumstances. . . . The alleviation is not so drastic as it seems,
because the full law of Moses is still maintained in every synagogue sabbath by
sabbath.349
There was still ample opportunity for Gentiles to learn the law of Moses, for it was
read publicly every sabbath in synagogues throughout the civilized world.350
There was no real danger of the Mosaic law being despised or losing its hold, as the
teaching in the synagogues would make it binding upon Jewish Christians.35'
Again, however, the issue was not the preservation of the law of Moses, but the insistence that
Gentiles obey the law in order to be saved.
Schwartz proposes a third approach.
348

Bruce, Acts, 296. The citation is from Rackham, Acts, 254.

349

Bowker, "Speeches," 108.
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Bruce, Acts, 296.

351 Burnside,

The Acts of the Apostles: The Greek Edited with Introduction and Notes for the Use of Schools,
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James means that it would be wrong to impose Mosaic law upon converts to
Christianity, for experience shows that only a few would be willing to accept the
worship of the true God under such a condition. The Mosaic law is thus an obstacle
to the acceptance of the true religion, and, since God wants the Gentiles to worship
him (as the quote from Amos in vv. 15-17 shows), it follows that the law is not to be
imposed.352
Schwartz thus attempts to explain verse 21 in light of the Amos citation and the repeated
assertion in Acts that not even the Jews had been able to keep the law (Acts 15:10; cf. 7:53;
13:38-39). Although his proposal cannot be regarded as established, it is intriguing and deserves
further study.
In support of Schwartz's proposal, we may note that, although Moses had been preached
"in every city" "from early generations," it was through the proclamation of Jesus that significant
numbers of Gentiles were now seeking the God of Abraham. Preaching "Moses" has proven
ineffective in bringing significant numbers of Gentiles into the people of God, while the
preaching of Jesus by Paul and Barnabas has been dramatically effective. The fulfillment of
God's purposes for the nations thus requires a different, and more effective, approach.
4.5.6 Did James Use Greek?
The view that the citation of Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15 is based on the 0G,353 has raised
questions regarding the historicity, or even the aptness, of the citation.
The Hebrew text would be useless for James's argument, and would even contradict
it. Nearly every expositor concedes that the Jewish Christian James would not in
Jerusalem have used a Septuagint text, differing from the Hebrew original, as
scriptural proof. It is not James but Luke who is speaking here.354

Schwartz, "The Futility of Preaching Moses (Acts 15,21)," 27. This is Schwartz's formulation of the view
of J. K. L. Gieseler, "Uber die Nazaraer und Ebioniten," Archiv fur alte und neue Kirchengeschichte 4 (1818-1820),
311-12. His own view is slightly different.
352

353 See,
354

e.g., Barrett, Acts, 727-28; Richard, "Creative Use," 44-48.

Haenchen, Acts, 448.
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James' argumentation would crumble if it rested on the Hebrew text of Amos 9. The
universalism that the brother of the Lord recommends in his speech, can only find
Scriptural support in the Greek version of the OT, and it is highly unlikely that James
spoke Greek at the conference of Jerusalem.355
"But is it likely that James, meeting in Jerusalem with fellow Jews (who happened also to be
Christians) would use a form of the text that differed from the Hebrew?"356
Others have responded that it would have been entirely appropriate for James to use the
Old Testament in Greek in a meeting with representatives of the church in Antioch.357 If the
letter attributed to James is in fact from the same church leader, that letter may be seen as
evidence of James' facility with Greek.358 Still others have argued that the argument does not
depend on the 00, but arises from first-century interpretive practices. Sabine Nagele has
suggested that this citation is "implicit midrash,"359 that is, an "interpretive paraphrase."36°
When Lake and Cadbury remark that the LXX here is "apparently based on a
misreading of the original Hebrew," and conclude that "It is incredible that a Jewish
Christian could thus have used the LXX in defiance of the Hebrew," they entirely
misunderstand the way in which Jewish exegesis of this period treated the biblical
text, as the Dead Sea Scrolls in particular have now made clear to us. A Jewish
Christian familiar both with the Hebrew and the LXX of this verse would not regard
the latter as a misreading of the Hebrew.36I
355

Bovon, Luke the Theologian, 85. The citation is from Jacques Dupont, Etudes sur les Actes des Apdtres
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Adna, "James," 127; Witherington, Acts, 457.

358 Joseph B. Mayor, The Epistle ofSt. James (3d ed.; New York: Macmillan, 1912), i—lxv, cclx—cclxvii. "More
attention should be paid to the various verbal similarities between what we find in this speech (and in the letter of
vv. 23-29) and the Epistle of James." Witherington, Acts. (Witherington calls particular attention to Mayor's work.)
For a recent assessment of the Greek of the letter, see Luke Timothy Johnson, The Letter ofJames: A New
Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB 37A; New York: Doubleday, 1994), 16-121. See also the
succinct summary in Cadbury, "Speeches," 5:411.
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Bauckham concludes that although James' speech in its current form is a Lukan composition, its
source "coheres well with what we know of the Jerusalem church under the leadership of James
and his circle."362
Still others believe that the argument can in fact be made from the MT. The judgment of C.
C. Torrey is often cited:
But even our Masoretic Hebrew would have served the present purpose admirably,
since it predicted that "the tabernacle of David," i.e. the church of the Messiah,
would "gain possession of all the nations which are called by the name [of the God
of Israel]." Cf. vs. 14, where we are told what this quotation was expected to proveo Ococ ineathva-co Xocf3Eiv i4 EBvwv Xccov TO) OvollaTt ainof).363
J. W. Bowker has argued that the yelammedenu form of the speech suggests a Palestinian origin.
Masoretic Text says that the rebuilt house of David will possess the nations, LXX
says that the rebuilt house of David will be the object of men's search. In either case
they will be included in it, and either, therefore, would support James' argument.364
As we have seen, either form of the text would have been sufficient to make James' argument.
The text is cited in the LXX version rather than the Hebrew, although, since James
was speaking Aramaic, he need not have rendered either version exactly. In either
version the Gentiles will be brought within the orbit of the new Davidic kingdom.
Practically all NT commentators agree that St. James correctly understands this
prophecy when he sees its fulfillment in the conversion of the Gentiles.365
In the end, nothing in either the language of the speech or citation prevents us from holding
that Luke's account represents substantially what James actually said at the council. Although
the citation of the text in Acts 15 appears to be based upon the OG and the OG form of the text is
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congenial to the argument made from it, the argument does not depend on the distinctive shape
of the OG text, but can be made equally well from the MT.
4.5.7 Jews, Gentiles and the People of God
The issues of "Jewish rejection"366 and the "supersession" of Israel by a church understood
as a Gentile entity are beyond the scope of this study. It is difficult, however, to entirely avoid
reflecting on these questions while examining Acts 15.
The citation of Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15 gives little support to "rejectionist" or
"supersessionist" readings. The citation indicates that the centerpiece of God's eschatological
work is the restoration of the Davidic kingdom, a kingdom in which Jews who believe in Jesus as
the Messiah, play a central role. It is by means of the kingdom, or as a result of God's raising up
of this kingdom (Caw; ay), that the nations will seek the Lord and be called by his name. There
is no suggestion that this central role of the kingdom is only temporary. In the MT form of the
citation, these Gentiles are "possessed," or conquered and (if the interpretation of the text offered
above is correct) not destroyed, but brought under the sway of the kingdom to enjoy the
blessings God pours out through his Messiah. By applying to Gentiles terms that were previously
applied pious Israelites (e.g., Xoioc, called by Yahweh's name), the citation indicates that
believing Gentiles are to be included among the people of God, not distinguished from them.367
The church is not the home of a Gentile religion, but through the promised Davidic Messiah,
Gentiles who believe in Jesus belong to the God of Israel, the creator of all.

366 In the senses both of rejection of the gospel by many Jews and of the rejection by God of Jews who did not
believe in Jesus.
367

Craig A. Evans argues that the incorporation of the Gentiles "is not at Israel's expense but to its glory (Luke
2:32)." Evans, "Prophecy and Polemic," 207.
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This reading is supported by the larger context. Peter argues that God has now "made no
distinction between us [Jews] and them [Gentiles]" (15:9). God treats believing Gentiles just as
he does Jews who believe in Jesus—he has "cleansed their hearts by faith," making the
ceremonial cleansing of circumcision unnecessary (15:9). The language speaks not of the
establishment of a rival people of God, but of the incorporation of believing Gentiles into the one
people of God. The language reflecting God's election and redemption of Israel ("signs and
wonders," 15:12; "visited the Gentiles, to take out of them a people for his name," 15:14) should
not be understood as implying that God is starting over by creating of a new entity, but of his
extension of Israel's election and blessing to believing Gentiles.
Now "David's fallen tent," i.e., David's kingdom, is being reestablished so that all
nations may seek the Lord (Acts 15:16f. = Amos 9:11, LXX; cf. Isa 45:22; Acts
28:26-28). The new nation is the new humanity.368
They do not enter by way of the old Israel, for she stands under condemnation and,
like the rest of mankind, has need of repentance (Acts 2.38; 3.19; 13.46), but what
they enter is Israel renewed and restored (15.14, 16-17).369
In Acts 15, at least, there is and there remains one people of God. The church does not
replace Israel.37° Its very name, irtaiaia, is itself rich with Old Testament associations.371
Thus, Jervell correctly observes that:
"EM Volk aus den VOlkern" ist hier nicht die Kirche aus Juden und Heiden. Israel ist
und bleibt das Volk Gottes Es gibt aber ein(e) Volk(smenge) aus den Heidenvolkern,
das jetzt nicht mehr zu den Volkern, sondern mit Israel zusammengehort. Zum
Gottesvolk geh6ren von nun an auch Nicht-Juden, ohne dass sie durch Beschneidung
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und Gesetz zu Israeliten werden. Die Kirche besteht aus dem erneuerten Israel und
"einem Volk aus den Volkern."372
4.6 Summary
Acts 15 offers an extended argument for the inclusion of the Gentiles among the people of
God without the necessity of circumcision and the observance of the Mosaic law. This argument
is advanced simultaneously on three levels. First, the narrative of the providential and Scriptural
reasons advanced in the council is meant to lead readers to the same decision that the council
itself reached. Second, the account of the council's reaching a decision under the direction of the
Spirit also serves to persuade Luke's readers. Third, the narrative of Acts as a whole shows
God's blessing on the council's decision in the joy with which it was received (15:31) and the
subsequent success of the Gentile mission.
4.6.1 Text
The textual issues connected with this citation are complex. The OG either represents a lost
Hebrew manuscript tradition, a misreading of the MT, or an interpretive rendering (the last is
most likely). The New Testament citation appears to represent a free citation of the text.
Nevertheless neither the OG or New Testament citation diverge at any essential points from the
apparent intent of the MT. The argument does not, as is often suggested, depend particularly on
the form of the OG text, but can be made from the MT as well. The citation of the text in Greek
does not undermine the historicity of the speech or of the account of the council. There is no
persuasive evidence that the words of Amos 9:11-12 are conflated with other texts.

m Jacob Jervell, Die Apostelgeschichte (KEK 3, 17th ed.; Gottingen: Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, 1998). Cited by
Adna, "James," 150-51, n. 78.
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4.6.2 Hermeneutic
The speech of James is presented in good yelammedenu form. At the same time, we found
no evidence for the suggestion that more imaginative first-century exegetical practices here serve
to link Amos 9 to other texts by mere verbal correspondence. The text of Amos is used in a way
that is consistent with its original contextual meaning.
The key to understanding James' use of Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15:16-18 is recognizing the
relation between the restoration of the Davidic kingdom and the ingathering of the Gentiles, in
the Amos citation itself and in Old Testament expectation generally, as well as in Luke-Acts.
James begins by characterizing the Peter's narrative of the events at Cornelius house as God's
having taken from the Gentiles "a people for his name." This expression sets up the citation of
Amos 9, where the same expression occurs in v. 11. The citation demonstrates that the
reestablishment of the kingdom in Christ (accepted by all in the council) implies the
incorporation of Gentiles among the people of God. In the context of Acts, the citation thus
requires an intentional Gentile mission. The narrative indicates that God has already begun
incorporating Gentiles through his providential working through Peter (Acts 10-11) and the
ministry of Barnabas and Paul. This understanding of events is confirmed by the "agreement" of
"the words of the prophets." This "agreement" is the agreement of prophecy with its expected
fulfillment: what God through Amos announced, God has through Jesus—and through the
preaching of Jesus by the apostles (not the preaching of Moses in the synagogue)—fulfilled. The
church, therefore, must not hinder the divinely ordained coming of Gentiles to God by imposing
an obligation that the Jews themselves had been unable to keep.
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4.6.3 Purpose
The citation from Amos 9:11-12 is introduced at a critical juncture in the narrative of Acts
to settle the question of the basis on which the Gentiles would be included among the people of
God. The narrative of the council immediately follows the account of Paul's first missionary
journey, in which he and Barnabas found an obligation for an intentional Gentile mission in the
prophecy of Isa 49:6: "I have set you to be a light for the Gentiles, that you may bring salvation
to the uttermost parts of the earth" (13:47). Their journey is concluded with the summary that
God "had opened a door of faith to the Gentiles" (14:27).
The centrality of this faith is the topic under discussion in Acts 15. Some had come from
Jerusalem to Antioch "teaching the brethren, 'Unless you are circumcised according to the
custom of Moses, you cannot be saved' (15:1). In Jerusalem, the implied obligation to the
Mosaic law was made more explicitly: "It is necessary to circumcise them, and to charge them to
keep the law of Moses" (15:5). James, however, makes it clear that what God did at Cornelius'
house where he "first visited the Gentiles, to take out of them a people for his name" was in
agreement "with the words of the prophets," particularly with Amos 9:11-12. The critical
question is not circumcision (with its attendant obligation to keep the law), but God's calling his
name over Gentiles in covenant relationship and blessing. (Salvation is by grace.) Since the
events at Cornelius' house made it clear that God had cleansed the hearts of Gentiles by faith
(15:9), the ceremonial cleansing of circumcision was unnecessary. (Salvation is also by faith.) To
require that Gentile believers undergo circumcision and obey the law would be "testing God"
and laying on them a burden that Jews themselves had not been able to bear (15:10). What was
necessary was that the church not "trouble" Gentiles in such a way that would interfere with their
addition to the people of God, for this would defeat the explicit purpose for which God sent his
Messiah to restore the kingdom of David.
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Where the citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47 established the necessity of an intentional
Gentile mission, the citation of Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15:16-17 establishes the necessity of
accommodation in the matter of circumcision and the ceremonies of the Mosaic law. For the
church, both the necessity of and the strategy for the Gentile mission are now established. The
appropriateness of an intentional Gentile mission remained controversial for Jews who did not
acknowledge Jesus as the Messiah (Acts 22:21-22).373
James' appeal to scripture enhances his authority before the council as he argues for the
inclusion of the Gentiles by faith, without the obligations of circumcision and Mosaic law.
Luke's inclusion of the citation in his work likewise enhances his authority as narrator. His
argument does not rest on the citation alone. The narrative (both of the decision of the council
and of the book as a whole) also supports the assertion that God has accepted Gentiles by faith
(without circumcision and the law) and blessed both the church's intentional Gentile mission and
the council's decision. Both citation and narrative address an important concern shared by Luke
and his audience, and provide confidence that God has indeed accepted Gentiles into people of
God without circumcision or obedience to the law of Moses.
The centerpiece of God's eschatological work in the citation is the reestablishment of the
Davidic kingdom, which becomes the means by which Gentiles come to have the name of
Yahweh called over them. In Acts 15, therefore, there is and there remains one people of God.

The related question of the obligation of Jews to the Mosaic law remained a matter of contention (Acts
21:20-25).
373
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CHAPTER 5 ANTICIPATIONS OF THE GENTILE MISSION
5.1 Introduction
The key role played by Old Testament citations in establishing the legitimacy of the
Gentile mission is clear from the foregoing examination of the citations in Acts 13:47; 15:16-18.
These citations are introduced into contexts that are explicitly concerned with the Gentile
mission for the purpose of addressing essential questions regarding that mission.
The survey of Old Testament citations in chapter 2 found two additional texts containing
language that appeared to indicate the inclusion of the Gentiles in the promises of God. The
citations of Joel 3:1-5 (Acts 2:17-21) and Gen 22:18 (Acts 3:25) figure prominently in the first
two sermons in Acts and play a significant role in introducing major themes of the book of Acts.'
In their immediate contexts, Peter cites these texts to establish his proclamation about Jesus. The
Gentile mission had not yet begun and the implications of these citations for the Gentile mission
are not made explicit at these early points in the narrative. The speeches of Acts, however, have
two audiences: in the narrative, Peter addresses these sermons to Jewish audiences in Jerusalem;
through the narrative, Luke addresses his readers.2 What may be of little importance to (or even
escape the notice of) one audience may still be a matter of importance to the other. While there is
no indication in the narrative that Peter's original audience attended to the implications of these

' Hans F. Bayer, "The Preaching of Peter in Acts," in Witness to the Gospel: The Theology of Acts (ed. Ian
Howard Marshall and David Peterson; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 260. Similarly the two speeches are
"complimentary" and "we must view the two speeches together in order to understand Peter's message in its full
scope," Tannehill, Narrative Unity, 2:58.
2 "Luke does not place his speeches randomly but rather strategically, in order to provide his readers at key
moments with an interpretation of the story he is narrating. In this sense his speeches are a form of authorial
commentary." Johnson, "Idols," 10.
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texts for Gentile ministry, Luke's Gentile readers, with personal interest in the Gentile mission,
would have readily seen themselves in the seemingly universal language of these citations.
Although the immediate contexts do not draw out implications of these citations for the Gentile
mission, these implications become clear in the larger context of the narrative of Acts and the
overall pattern of Old Testament citations. The references to the Gentiles in the citations of Joel
3:1-5 and Gen 22:18 may be anticipatory rather than explicit, but their contribution to Luke's
grounding of the Gentile mission in the Old Testament is important. Because of their anticipatory
character and because they do not present the complex textual and other issues raised by the
citations in Acts 13:47; 15:16-18, examination of them will be more abbreviated.
5.2

All Flesh . .. Everyone Who Calls (Acts 2:17-21; Joel 3:1-5)

The quotation of Joel 3:1-5 in Acts 2:16-21 has been called "the most discussed explicit
quotation in Ac"3 because of its programmatic significance as the introductory citation in the first
Christian sermon recorded in Acts.4 The full citation is printed below, although only Joel 3:1b
(Acts 2:17c), 3:5a (Acts 2: 21), and 3:5d (2:39) will be the focus of the present study.
Joel 3:1-5 MT
R-7rim 771

c701:1p1 cql; 1N;;•1

3

Joel 3:1-5 OG
la Kai iatat !Acta mina

b Kai irxeCti axe Toil
xviligatoc psyu gni,
naaav craptca
c Kai irpognitelicyovatv ol.
viol, *Leo v Kai at
evyatipec i)11,6)v

Acts 2:17-21
17a Kai &Tat iv Talc
&natal"; ttipatg,
b Xiyet o eioc,
c iicxceo arca 'rob"
nvel5gatoc gob ini
?Lac:7CW aapica,

d Kai npogniteliaccuatv of
viol. '61.16v Kai at
Ovyatepeg i)p,oliv

Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 72.

Robert Wall has argued that the citations from Joel 3 (Acts 2) and Amos 9 (Acts 15) play an important role in
"organizing the entire composition" (i.e., Acts). Wall, "Israel," 441. H. van de Sandt has argued that Joel plays a
prominent role, not only in Acts 2, but also in other important texts in Acts. His intertextual argument, relying on
slender verbal allusions, is ultimately too tenuous to be completely persuasive. Huub van de Sandt, "The Fate of the
Gentiles in Joel and Acts 2: An Intertextual Study," ETL 66 (1990): 55-77.
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before ipipav (3:4c);7 and the reading 8; eav in place of 8; ay (3:5a).8 Some manuscripts
have the singular ei)ayyeXtOgivo; for the plural eixtriXtOptvot (3:4d). Some read oii;
irpoici-avrat nipto; or oi3; nipto; npoaxiickroci for (YU; 16pto; apoalciickritat (3:5d).
Several appear to reflect the influence of Acts:9 the dative ivunviot; in place of the accusative
ivoirvta in 3:1d (Acts 2:17f);1° the addition of µcu to So.a.o.u; and 8craa; in 3:2a (Acts
2:18a); the addition of Kai npopirriliamatv at the end of 3:2 (Acts 2:18);11 and additional
words (underlined) to create the more poetic Kai 8thao) Tipata iv T6) oivaveo: iivo) Kai

criptia >riri tf1S yirl; micro) in 3:3 (Acts 2:19). None of these variants involve 3:1b or 3:5a.
Only two minor variants appear in the portions of the text relevant to this study. In place of
&7C0 TO.0

Eveliga-ro; in Joel 3: lb (Acts 2:17c), some manuscripts read TO nvii3lia.12 In place

of the aorist iiruccaimytat in Joel 3:5a (Acts 2:21), several manuscripts have the future
indicative, inticaXiaitat, and the original hand of Sinaiticus (alone) reads inticoc24ral
(present). In neither case are the variants sufficiently well supported to put the text in doubt, nor
do they make a significant difference in meaning. The OG text is substantially established.

The evidence for the article with the same phrase is divided also in 1:15; 2:1, 11 as well as in Acts 2:20c.
8

The variants ocav and 6; (one manuscript each) seem clearly to be corruptions.

9 Of course, it may be that these readings predated Acts in the manuscripts that were available to Luke, but
most editors regard them as efforts to conform the text of Joel to that of Acts.

I° In every other instance, the OG has the accusative in this cognate expression (Gen 37:5, 9, 10; Deut 13:2, 4,
6; Judg 7:3; Jer 23:25; 36:8 [MT 29:8]) with the exception of the genitive (by attraction?) in Gen 37:6. Only in Jer
36:8 does iVISICVta appear in the plural in this cognate expression (but see the plural in MT Gen 42:9; Dan 2:1).
11 Although

D and a small number of other Greek and Latin manuscripts omit this clause in Acts 2:18.

12

The verb gicxeco with ano appears in the OG only in Joel 3:1, 2. The construction with the accusative occurs
regularly (see, e.g., Gen 9:6; Lev. 8:15; 1 Sam 25:31; Ps 13:3; 21:15; Isa 59:7; Jer 14:16; Hos 5:10; Amos 9:6).
However, arca Tov itveiwcritic stands unchallenged in the MT of Joel 3:2b. Dillard attributes the reading to the
influence of Num 11:17, 25. Raymond Bryan Dillard, "Joel," in The Minor Prophets: An Exegetical and
Expositional Commentary (ed. Thomas Edward McComiskey; 3 vols.; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1992), 295.
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In his study of this text, Steyn identifies two differences between the MT and the OG and 11
between the OG and the text of Acts (eight additions, one substitution, one transposition, and one
change of grammatical case).13 Most of these will be readily apparent in the text shown above.
None involve Acts 2:17c (Joel 3:1b) or Acts 2:21 (Joel 3:5a),14 nor are any well attested variants
found in the New Testament manuscript tradition for Acts 2:17c, 21.15
5.2.1 Joel 3:1-5
5.2.1.1 The Context of Joel 3:1-5
The prophecy of Joel provides few clues regarding either its author or the historical
circumstances in which he prophesied. The book has been variously dated from the ninth century
to as late as 200 B.C.16 "Happily, Joel's message does not hinge on the date."17 More challenging
for the interpretation of the book is the debate over the situation that gave rise to the prophecy.
The prophet's description of the locust plague has been understood as a literal locust plague,18 as

13

Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 77-90.

14 A detailed examination of the form of the entire text is beyond the scope of this study. Steyn observes that
"previous studies of this quotation, although numerous, have not provided satisfactory explanation for all the textual
changes between the Ac reading and that in existing manuscripts from the LXX." Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 76.
It is better to understand the differences as reflecting a free citation rather than a distinctive original.

15 Eldon Epp has noted a number of variants in D that "universalize" the citation. Only recacc; acipmg (only
in the original hand of D) in 2:17c is part of the text considered here. However, it should be noted that the argument
below runs directly counter to Epp's assertion that it the Gentiles cannot be in view here because Peter is speaking to
Jews and "that the Gentile mission first began later with Cornelius." Epp, Theological Tendency, 66-70.
16 See, e.g., the survey of views presented in Dillard, "Joel," 242-43. See also the summaries in Harrison,
Introduction, 876-79; LaSor et al., Survey, 438-39.

17

LaSor et al., Survey, 439.

E.g., Leslie C. Allen, The Books of Joel, Obadiah, Jonah, and Micah (NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1976), 29-31; Harrison, Introduction, 875-76; Hubbard, Joel and Amos, 21; Simon M. Lehrman, "Joel," in The
Twelve Prophets: Hebrew Text, English Translation and Commentary (ed. Abraham Cohen; Soncino Books of the
Bible; Bournemouth, England: Soncino, 1948), 57-58; Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 232-34.
18
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invading armies,19 as apocalyptic imagery,20 or as a combination of these.21 While important for
the interpretation of the book as a whole, the identity of the locusts is not crucial for the
interpretation of 3:1-5.
The overall flow of thought within the prophecy is clear, even if there is disagreement on
the book's precise structure.22 Joel 1:1-20 describes the devastation of the current locust plague
and calls for a response of repentance. Joel 2 speaks either of the locust plague in terms of the
day of Yahweh or of the coming day of Yahweh in terms of the plague (2:1-11) and is followed
by another call to repentance (2:12-17). The message then turns from judgment to restoration:
material/economic (2:18-27) and military/political (with the destruction of Judah's enemies,
4:1-21), with Joel 3:1-5 between (although many mark the major division at 3:1).23
Joel 3:1-5 begins with the words p-ni:IN 771("and it shall come to pass afterward"),
indicating a temporal shift from the preceding verses.24 The expression p-,-,trits occurs 45 times
19 Henderson characterizes this as "the more ancient opinion" and attributes it to "the Targum, the Jews whom
Jerome consulted," Ephraem the Syrian, Theodoret, Cyril of Alexandria, Hugh of St. Victor, Luther and others.
Henderson, Minor Prophets, 91.

20

Most notably by A. Merx. See LaSor et al., Survey, 440.

21 Henderson believes that the plague of chapter 1 is literal, while that of chapter 2 describes the destruction of
Judah by its political enemies. Henderson, Minor Prophets, 91-92. So John Calvin, Commentaries on the Twelve
Minor Prophets (Calvin's Commentaries 14; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1979; repr., Calvin Translation Society edition,
Edinburgh, 1845-1856). Others see Yahweh's army in chapter 2. James L. Crenshaw, Joel: A New Translation with
Introduction and Commentary (AB 24C; New York: Doubleday, 1995), 15, 116-17, 128-31; Dillard, "Joel," 278.
Still others find apocalyptic creatures in chapter 2, e.g., Robert H. Pfeiffer, Introduction to the Old Testament (New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1941), 574; Wolff, Joel and Amos, 42.
22

See, e.g., the survey of views in Crenshaw, Joel, 29-34.

Otto Eissfeld, The Old Testament: An Introduction (trans. Peter J. Ackroyd; New York: Harper & Row,
1965), 393-394; Ernst Sellin and Georg Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament (Nashville: Abingdon, 1968),
426.
24 W. VanGemeren denies that there is a temporal shift here, arguing for the presence of eschatological
language in 2:17-27 and suggesting that this expression, as rrpoci crr7z. ("in those days," v. 29) simply means
"when." Willem VanGemeren, Interpreting the Prophetic Word (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1990), 123-124; "The
Spirit of Restoration," WTJ 50 (1988): 84-90.
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in MT and is typically translated as "afterward" or "after this."25 The exact expression (with n7)
occurs only here, although the similar p-73-4 771 occurs eleven times in narrative contexts in
the mT.26 David Chapman has argued that discourse analysis indicates the expression is "used to
create major discourse level transitions."27 The precise nature of the transition is a matter of
debate. Hubbard believes that it marks the transition from the repair of the old order to the
inauguration of the new.28 Achtemeier believes that the events of 3:1-5 do not take place soon
after the events of chapter 2, but in "that indefinite time of the coming of the day of the Lord."29
Hubbard denies that these words "necessarily point to the end," but admits that itp on7,,T, ("in
those days," v. 29) provide "an eschatological touch."3° Dillard, who understands 2:1-11 to refer
to an apocalyptic judgment on Judah, argues that 3:1-5 answers to that threat (as 2:18-27 has
answered the temporal threat of 1:1-20).31 Chapman finds the proposed transitions (future to
eschatological, physical to spiritual, prophetic to apocalyptic) to be oversimplifications and
argues that the transition is best understood as one from expected to unexpected blessings.32

25

HA LOT, s.v.. 7.7. Raymond Dillard argues that TP-7117; "seems unambiguously to signify temporal
sequence" and "it is hard to escape the fact that the prophet intends his readers to understand 3:1-5 [2:28-32] as
sequential to 2:18-27." Dillard, "Joel," 294.
26

i \ 77); 21:18; 2 Kgs 6:24; 1 Chr 18:1; 19:1.
Judg 16:4; 1 Sam 24:6; 2 Sam 2:1; 8:1; 10:1; 13:1; 15:1 (p '1;

27 David W. Chapman, "A Superabundance of Blessing: The Discourse Intent of Joel 3:1-5 and Its Canonical
Implications" (M.A. thesis, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, 1996), 129.

28

Hubbard, Joel and Amos.

29 Elizabeth Achtemeier, "The Book of Joel: Introduction, Commentary, and Reflections," in NIB (12 vols.;
Nashville: Abingdon, 1996), 7:326.

30

Hubbard, Joel and Amos, 68.

31 Dillard,

32

"Joel."

Chapman, "Superabundance," 129.
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The difference between the two stages is not that the first is material and the second
spiritual but that the first is the restoration of old damage and the second is the
inauguration of a new era in God's dealings with his people.33
Joel 4:1 is marked by another temporal indicator: wrgi

ri;):7 ,p ("for

behold, in those days and at that time"). Dillard sees this expression as a "somewhat similar
chronological note" to 3:1.34 Crenshaw notes that "in those days and at that time" occurs only
three other times in the MT (Jer 33:15; 50:4, 20)35 and does not appear to mark a temporal shift,
but the introduction of another blessing: "not only will I [God] do this, but at the same time, I
will also . . . " A similar transition can be seen in Joel 4:1:
For behold, in those days and at that time, when I restore the fortunes of Judah and
Jerusalem, I will gather all the nations and bring them down to the valley of
Jehoshaphat, and I will enter into judgment with them there.
Such a reading suggests that Joel 4 should be understood as closely associated with Joel 3. Joel
4:1, however, introduces a lengthy section on God's judgment on the nations, a theme at most
alluded to in 3:1-5.36 The primary object of God's action in chapter 4 is the nations, while it
chapter 3 it is Judah. It is therefore best to understand Joel 3:1-5 as a distinct section within the
message of restoration and salvation for Judah that began in 2:18.
Joel 3:1-5 (English Bible 2:28-32) can be divided into three sections.

33 Hubbard, Joel and Amos, 68. In a like vein also Wolff: "Not only will earlier conditions be restored (v 23),
the will be exceeded." Wolff, Joel and Amos, 65.

34

Dillard, "Joel."

35

Crenshaw, Joel.

36 The darkening of the sun and moon in 3:4 is paralleled in 4:15, suggesting that there may be a relation
between the events described (although 4:15 has the verb 1174 instead of 107). Some have suggested that the
"deliverance" of the "survivors" in 3:5 presupposes the condemnation of chapter 4. It is not necessary, however, to
look to chapter 4 for the danger. Darkness ('p) appears in 2:2, the need for deliverance (ritp.) in 2:3 and, in light
of the severe devastation of the locust plague, survival is clearly a matter of concern. Wolff understands the escape
to be from the cosmic catastrophes of 3:3-4. Wolff, Joel and Amos, 68.
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Three strophes, each of three lines, which deal with the outpouring of God's spirit in
prophecy (vv. 28, 29), cosmic signs heralding the Day of Yahweh (vv. 30, 31), and
the security of his people (v. 32). The first and second are spoken by Yahweh, the
third by the prophet."
The original discourse intent of Joel 3:1-5 is to provide impetus for repentance and
cause for hope to the people of Judah. It does this by adding, to the promise of the
reversal of the judgment on Judah, the superabounding blessing of three promises:
the immediate presence of God through His Spirit with all His people, portential
signs which signal Yahweh's impending judgment on the nations, and the promise of
their assured deliverance from that judgment."38
Of these three sections, the first ("all flesh") and the third ("everyone who calls" and "everyone
whom the LORD calls") are relevant to the present study. The apocalyptic signs of 3:3-4 appear
to be concomitants of God's action, rather than its primary content.
5.2.1.2 All Flesh (Joel 3:1b)
Joel 3:1-2 MT
P-7177tt 71:71.
71-1-11 Tin-CM
C;Ti3;1 CW7i;
pthm, rithn o;,;RT.
1N-r.

cp,Tra,

cvT,:1-L,12
nip ;q7-473:1
7ist;i11 rporri
711-1-n

Joel 3:1-2 OG
la Kai Eatat µEtta talita
b

axe Two avii*a-coc
liov bit miaow olipKa

Kai npogyrycElicrovatv oi ijiOL
*ibv Kai ai, evyatipec
d Kai of npeaKcepot
ivincvla tvwcvtaaelioorcat,
e KaL of veavicncot 1416v
opciaitc ovo \Prat
tobc Soi5Xovc Kai gni
2a Kai
Tag Soaac

Joel 2:28-29 RSV
28a "And it shall come to pass
afterward,
b that I will pour out my spirit
on all flesh;
c your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy,
d your old men shall dream
dreams,
e and your young men shall
see visions.
29a Even upon the menservants
and maidservants

b iv taic
iicxeci) ocno tiov NI/6ga-* gov

b

in those days, I will pour
out my spirit.

1 -'71ntt 771 ("that I will pour out

The first promise occurs is -VT..-17?-177

my spirit on all flesh.") in 3:1a, b, paralleled in a chiasm by 711-1-1-, 11EO rtroci

37

Allen, Joel, 97. So also Crenshaw, Joel, 170-71.

38

Chapman, "Superabundance," 200.
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("in those

days, I will pour out my spirit") in 3 :2b. This outpouring appears to differ from that found in
other Old Testament prophets. It is not for new obedience (Ezek 36:26-27) or for spiritual
refreshment and renewal (Isa 32:15; 44:3).39 The Spirit here brings revelation: prophecy (i.q.41),
dreaming dreams (pthrl, niti*, and seeing visions (Or- ni3'm).4° "In the Old Testament, the
Spirit of God is preeminently the spirit of prophecy." 41 Many see here the fulfillment of Moses'
wish in Num 11:29 ("Would that all the LORD'S people were prophets, that the LORD would put
his spirit upon them!").42
In what sense God's people become a nation of prophets? Bewer believes that Joel has in
view "the experience . . . of those ecstatic spiritual states which had always been regarded as
caused by a, or the, Spirit of God."43 Wolff rightly dismisses this idea. Further,
there is no reference to proclamation, especially since all who are in view shall
experience the pouring out. Much less can one think here of a promise of the spirit to
Israel for the purpose of effecting the conversion and salvation of the nations of the
world.44
Rather, Wolff believes, the parallels to "prophesy" (i.e., "dream dreams" and "see visions")
suggest "the verb must be interpreted here to refer not to prophetic expression, but merely to the
existence of prophets." "It is the relationship to God, then, which has become completely new in
39

Wolff, Joel and Amos, 66.

40 There is no particular significance to the fact that it is young men who see visions and old men who dream
dreams. The association of the forms of revelation with the groups who receive them appears merely "rhetorical."
Julius A. Bewer, "Commentary on Joel," in A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Micah, Zephaniah, Nahum,
Habakkuk, Obadiah and Joel (ICC; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1911), 122. So Crenshaw, Joel, 165.
41 Dillard, "Joel," 294-295. He calls attention in particular to Num 11:25-29; 1 Sam 10:6-10: 18:10; 19:20-33;
1 Kgs 22:22-23 (2 Chr 18:21-22); 2 Kgs 2;15; Neh 9:30; Ezek 13:3; Zech 7:12; 13:2.
42 So, e.g., Crenshaw, Joel, 171; Duane A. Garrett, Hosea, Joel (NAC 19A; Nashville: Broadman & Holman,
1997), 368.
43

Bewer, "Joel," 122.

44

Wolff, Joel and Amos, 66.
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the new creation through the outpouring of the spirit." "Thus the new relationship to God would
be similar to Jer 31:33-34: everyone will stand in a relationship of immediacy to God." If this
gift of prophecy does not necessarily include proclamation, it certainly includes "perception" of
God and his truth.45 Others suggest that "the dreams, visions, and prophecies serve to
authenticate the presence of the Spirit and draw the individual into a direct experience with
God"46 and that "the gift of the Spirit enables its recipients to discern and declare the will of
God."47 Wolff is likely correct in seeing a similarity to Jer 31:34 here ("they shall all know me,
from the least of them to the greatest"). What all receive is an intimate and direct knowledge of
God such as came previously only to prophets. This does not mean that some will not still
possess a distinctive prophetic gift (Acts 11:27; 13:1; 15:32; 19:6; 21:9-10), just as God's
promise that Israel would be "a kingdom of priests" (Exod 19:6) did not eliminate a distinct
priestly office (at least until the final fulfillment in the eschaton).
The expression in 3:1b that is of importance for the present study is the description of the
recipients as 17.31-5 ("all flesh"). A few read the expression here as a reference to all
humankind: Keil asserts that "all flesh' signifies all men"48 and Walter Kaiser understands the

45 Wolff, Joel and Amos, 66-67. Wolff compares the use of "prophesy" here to express "immediacy to God,"
with the similar use of "nation of priests" in Exod 19:5-6. He argues, less persuasively, that the content of this
"perception" consists in "the certainty that 'Yahweh is with us!'" and "the prophetic certainty of the coming acts of
God on behalf of his people."

46

Garrett, Hosea, Joel, 368.

47 Norman F. Langford, "The Book of Joel: Exposition," in IB (ed. George A. Buttrick, et. al.; 12 vols.; New
York: Abingdon, 1956), 6:752.

48

Keil, Minor Prophets, 210. Keil argues, somewhat weakly, "it cannot be proved that the specification in
vers. 2 and 3 is intended to exhaust the idea of 'all flesh.'"
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expression to be most often "a synonym for the 'nations,'" arguing that "seldom if ever may 'all
flesh' be reserved and restricted to all Israel."49 Most, however, limit the term here to Judah.
There can be little doubt in this context that Joel intends all flesh to refer to Israel
alone—the phrase all flesh is explicated as your sons and daughters, slaves, young
and old; the fortunes of Judah are contrasted to those of the Gentiles (4:1-17
[3:1-17]).5°
All flesh may mean all mankind, and we should interpret it thus, if the following
context did not restrict it to the Jews.5'
Here the following elaboration of the term, as well as the whole context of ch. 3,
makes it clear that Joel is referring to the community of Judah.52
All flesh could mean all mankind, as in Isa. 40:5, but the following possessives .. .
show that the phrase here means all Israel.53
Wolff notes that "concerning other nations a completely different message is coming (4: lff)."54
Despite this agreement, it is much more likely that -147.4t",5 ("all flesh") is a universal
reference. The expression appears 45 times in the MT. In six (Lev 4:11; 13:13; 15:16; Num 8:7;
Ezek 10:2; Prov 4:22) it is joined with a pronominal suffix and refers to a body (e.g., "his
body"). The remaining instances all appear to bear a universal sense, referring either to all living

49 Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., "The Promise of God and the Outpouring of the Holy Spirit," in The Living and Active
Word of God: Studies in Honor of Samuel J. Schulz (ed. Morris Inch and Ronald Youngblood; Winona Lake, IN:
Eisenbrauns, 1983; repr., pages 89-100 (with revisions) in The Uses of the Old Testament in the New. Chicago:
,"Studies in the Book of Genesis, OTS
Moody, 1985), 119. Kaiser refers to the work of A. R. Hulst, "Kol basar
12 (1958): 47-49, which was not available to me. However, an analysis of the 44 instances of the expression outside
Joel (Kaiser's count of 32 instances must combine adjacent references) does not support that claim that in a majority
of instances "the expression refers to Gentiles alone" in distinction from "all mankind."

5° Dillard,
51 Bewer,
52

"Joel," 295.

"Joel," 123.

Allen, Joel, 98.

53 John A. Thompson, "The Book of Joel: Introduction and Exegesis," in IB (ed. George A. Buttrick, et. al.; 12
vols.; New York: Abingdon, 1956), 6:752.

54

Wolff, Joel and Amos, 67.
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things (17 occurrences)55 or to all humankind (21 occurrences, not counting Joel 3:1).56 Many of
the latter (particularly those in prophetic books) appear in contexts that explicitly include other
nations. Examination of "everyone who calls on the name of the LORD" and "everyone the LORD
calls" (Joel 3:5, below) will show similarly universal references. "All flesh" here means "all
humankind." Just as the promised blessings in Joel 3 vastly exceed the earlier devastation, so the
recipients of those blessings vastly exceed Judah.
Nevertheless, even if we follow those who would limit the application of "all flesh" to
Judah, the promised blessing will still include Gentiles.
The promise is dramatic, that the Spirit will be poured out without distinction: "sons . . .
daughters . . . old men . . . young men . . . menservants and maidservants ..."57 Thus "all of
God's people will have all they need of God's Spirit," without "societal restrictions."58 "No
exclusion will be made on the basis of gender, age or social station. . . ."59 While the promise of
material restoration in Joel 2 may focus on those devastated by the locust plague in Judah, the
language must apply to faithful Jews anywhere (not only in Judah). Hubbard, while insisting that
"Israel, not the whole world is in view," still contends that in its broad extent, this promise
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All 12 occurrences in Gen 6-9 plus Lev 17:14 (3x); Num 18:15; and possibly Ps 136:25. In Gen 7:21-23,
"all flesh" (147;-'73) is explicated as "birds, cattle, beasts, all swarming creatures that swarm upon the earth, and
every man; everything on the dry land in whose nostrils was the breath of life." Cp. Gen 6:17 ("all flesh in which is
the breath of life ... everything that is on the earth") and Num 18:15 ("all flesh, whether man or beast").
56 Num 16:22; 27:16; Deut 5:26; Isa 40:5; 49:26; 66:16,23,24; Jer 12:12 (the sole negative, "no flesh"); 25:31;
32:27; 45:5; Ezek 20:48; 21:4-5; Zech 2:13; Ps 65:2; 145:21; Job 12:10; 34:15; Dan 4:9.

57 These pairs are instances of merism. Raabe, "Particularizing," 652. These appearance of these particulars
with the seemingly universal "all flesh," "everyone who calls," and "everyone Yahweh calls" may be a positive
correlate (in a context of blessing) of the particularizing of universals that Raabe finds in judgment oracles.

58

Garrett, Hosea, Joel, 260-61.

59

Hubbard, Joel and Amos, 69.
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"readies the people for a new era of oneness, when superficial distinctions are set aside and even
outcasts become core members of God's new fellowship."6°
There is more than preparation for that day. Servants ("menservants and maidservants,"
3:2) are particularly mentioned among those who receive the gift of the Spirit. We know little
about the slave population in Judea at this (or any time in the biblical period), but it is clear that
from an early point Israel held Gentile slaves.6I
As for your male and female slaves whom you may have: you may buy male and
female slaves from among the nations that are round about you. You may also buy
from among the strangers who sojourn with you and their families that are with you,
who have been born in your land; and they may be your property. You may bequeath
them to your sons after you, to inherit as a possession for ever; you may make slaves
of them, but over your brethren the people of Israel you shall not rule, one over
another, with harshness. (Lev 25:44-46)
Walter Kaiser has argued that the promise indicates that "even Gentile slaves in Jewish
households would benefit from this outpouring."62 The inclusion of servants in the promise
indicates the overflow of blessing to Gentiles.
In addition, there were apparently always Gentiles living within the borders of Israel:
Rahab (Jos 6:25), Ruth, Doeg the Edomite (1 Sam 22:9), Araunah the Jebusite (2 Sam 24), Uriah
the Hittite (2 Sam 11), Solomon's wives (1 Kgs 11), and the "foreign" women married by some
in the post-exilic community (Ezra 9-10; Neh 13:23-27). These were "strangers" (1A) or
"sojourners" (=Vin) recognized in Israel's law.63 They were provided certain protections and
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Hubbard, Joel and Amos, 69.

61 Since he had no sons, one of the descendants of Jerahmeel, son of Hezron, married his daughter to his
Egyptian slave (1 Chr 2:34-35). Under Moses, Israel kept (as slaves? wives?) the conquered virgins of Midian (Num
31:18). Joshua enslaved the people of Gibeon (Jos 9). David made "servants" of defeated Moabites, Syrians, and
Edomites (2 Sam 8). Israelites were enslaved in other lands, such as the slave girl in the house of Naaman (2 Kgs
5:2) and those captured in the raids described in Amos 1:6, 9.

62

Kaiser, "Promise," 119.

63

More than 50 occurrences.
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were held generally to the same requirements as ethnic Israelites (Exod 12:49; Lev 24:22; Num
15:15-16). All in Judah (including Gentile slaves, "strangers," and "sojourners") would have
suffered from the locust plague. Would not all in Judah benefit from the rain, locust-free growing
season, and abundant harvests of 2:18-27? Then, would not those who called on the name of
Yahweh also be included in the greater blessing of Joel 3:1-5?
5.2.1.3 Everyone Who Calls on the Name of the Lord (Joel 3:5a)
Joel 3:5 OG

Joel 3:5 MT
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Joel 2:32 RSV
And it shall come to pass that
all who call upon the name of
the LORD shall be delivered;
for in Mount Zion and in
Jerusalem there shall be those
who escape,
as the LORD has said,
and among the survivors shall
be those whom the LORD

calls.

The opening rt7i ("and it shall come to pass") echoes rroi of 3:1a. As in 3:1-2, there is an
inclusio: the clause nlrr 0V; N77-10,

("all who call upon the name of the LORD") in 5a is

balanced by x-lt, nyr -Vm ("those whom the LORD calls") in 5d.
Joel promises "escape" (mcir5, 5b), that those who call on Yahweh "shall be delivered"
(m*, 5a),64 whether from the effects of the locust plague (Joel 1), cosmic distress (Joel 3:3-4),
or the coming judgment on the nations (Joel 4). Many see a similarity here with the unusual
expression tyr

-1VN.z ("as the LORD has said"), as an intended citation of Obad 17.65

771171P'211-1";1

64

Joel 3:5b in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there shall be
those who escape [lit. there will be escape]

The verb "indicates survival in the face of grave danger," as 3x in Amos 2:14-15. Crenshaw, Joe!, 169.

65

Bewer, "Joel," 124-25; Crenshaw, Joel, 169; Wolff, Joel and Amos, 68. Of course, the argument for a
citation here also depends on the dating of these two books, both of which are difficult to date with any certainty.
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ru.?'`n mr:riD ii"4 17:1 Obad 17 but in Mount Zion there shall be those that escape
[lit. there will be escape]

Obadiah, like Joel, promised escape in Mount Zion in the mril-mt, "the day of the LORD" (17),
which not only threatened Edom, but "is near upon all the nations" (15).
The primary question is to whom Joel's promise of escape is made. It is first of all, in 5a,
made to min,. 00 $77-1VN '7t ("all who call upon the name of the LoRD").66
Invoking YHWH's name implied both privilege and responsibility. To come under
divine protection in a covenantal relationship meant surrendering to certain
obligations of fealty, the worshipper agreeing to keep YHWH's statutes and to
render exclusive loyalty to him.b7
To call on the name of the Lord (v. 32) . . . means to worship God (Gen 12:8), to
acknowledge that one belongs to God (Ps 105:1; (Isa 12:4; 44:5; Zech 13:9), and to
depend on God for ones' life (Prov 18:10; Zeph 2:3).68
"Call by the name of Yahweh" (2 NT, Ex 33:19) means veneration through worship
generally (Gen 12:8), especially the confessing of Yahweh among those of other
faiths (Is 41:25; 44:5), worshiping him in the midst of the world of nations (Is 12:4;
Ps 105:1; Zech 13:9).69
Deliverance, then, is offered to all who give their allegiance and trust to Yahweh—salvation is
by faith. This deliverance includes "not every Jew simply because he is a Jew, but every Godfearing Jew who trusts in Yahweh and calls on him for help"70—salvation is by faith alone.

1n addition to texts cited in these quotations, note also Gen 4:26; 1 Kgs 18:24-26; 2 Kgs 5:11; Ps 75:2;
116:13; Zeph 3:9; Zech 13:9. The OG has the passive of erticcaeco with Ovoga in a number of texts where "the
place which the LORD your God will choose" or "place his name" (7m, iv..1 or oti, seldom N1p), becomes "the
place where his name is called;" see 00 Deut 12:5, 11, 21, 26; 14:23, 24; 16:2, 6, 11; 17:8, 10; 26:2; 2 Chr 6:20.
66

67

Crenshaw, Joel, 169. Similarly also Hubbard, Joel and Amos, 72; Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 261.

68

Achtemeier, "Joel," 7:328. Curiously, in the "Reflection" section, Achtemeier adds that "to 'call on the name
of the Lord' means, in the scriptures, to tell others what God has done (Ps 105:1; Isa 12:4)."
69

Wolff, Joel and Amos, 68.
Bewer, "Joel," 124.
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Might Gentiles be included in this deliverance if they call on the name of Yahweh? Duane
Garrett notes an "implicit universality of 'everyone' here and understands the reference to Zion,
not as a limiting salvation to Jews, but as requiring "[identification] with the God of Israel."71 In
at least two Old Testament texts, God's wrath is directed "upon the nations that know thee not,
and upon the peoplesThat call not on thy name" (Jer 10:25), "on the nations that do not know
thee, and on the kingdoms that do not call on thy name" (Ps 79:6). In Isa 65:1, however, God
extends his mercy 74; Nip-g',

("a nation that did not call on my name"); although that

nation is admittedly Israel, the text underscores the depth and extent of God's mercy.
Throughout the Old Testament there are Gentiles who in essence call on the name of
Yahweh,72 even if that exact expression is not used.73 Boaz blessed the Moabite Ruth with words
that indicate her allegiance to and trust in Yahweh: "The LORD recompense you for what you
have done, and a full reward be given you by the LORD, the God of Israel, under whose wings
you have come to take refuge!" (2:12; cp. 1:16 "your people shall be my people, and your God
my God"). The Syrian general, Naaman, vowed that "henceforth your servant will not offer burnt
offering or sacrifice to any god but the LORD" (2 Kgs 5:17). Solomon, in his prayer at the
dedication of the temple, anticipates this very eventuality.
When a foreigner, who is not of thy people Israel N1;7 vpr.)-17
nwc.1],
comes from a far country for thy name's sake (for they shall hear of thy great name,
and thy mighty hand, and of thy outstretched arm), when he comes and prays toward
this house, hear thou in heaven thy dwelling place, and do according to all for which
the foreigner calls to thee; in order that all the peoples of the earth may know thy

71 Garrett,

72

Hosea, Joel, 369, n. 5.

Kostenberger and O'Brien, Salvation, 35.

73

There does not seem to be a narrative text where the expression "to call on the name of Yahweh" is
predicated of a Gentile or Gentiles, with the possible exception of the statement in Gen 12:8 that Abram "called on
the name of the LoRD." (What exactly was Abram's status at that point? Was he a Gentile?)
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name and fear thee, as do thy people Israel, and that they may know that this house
which I have built is called by thy name. (1 Kgs 8:41-43)
The prophets74 and Psalms75 speak of nations "turning to" Yahweh, presumably (if not explicitly)
by "calling on his name." It thus appears that Gentiles may share in the promised deliverance by
calling on the name of the Yahweh. Yet, as Paul notes in Rom 10:14 (immediately following his
citation of this expression from Joel 3:5), how will they believe if they have never heard and how
will they hear unless someone is sent? Before Gentiles can call on the name of the Lord and
share in God's deliverance as he has promised, there will have to be an intentional mission to
preach "the Lord" to Gentiles.
5.2.1.4 Everyone Whom the Lord Calls (Joel 3:5d)
Joel 3:5 MT
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The text concludes with N-0 mril

Joel 2:32 RSV
And it shall come to pass
that all who call upon the
name of the LORD shall be
delivered;
for in Mount Zion and in
Jerusalem there shall be
those who escape,
as the LORD has said,
and among the survivors
shall be those whom the
LORD calls.

("those whom the LORD calls"). RSV distinguishes

two groups in 5d: "and among the survivors shall be those whom the LORD calls," but most
commentators and recent translations equate the survivors with "those whom the LORD calls."76

74

E.g., Isa 14:2 (0G 13:2): "aliens will join them and will cleave to the house of Jacob."

75 E.g., Ps 22:27 (mT 22:28; OG 21:28): "All the ends of the earth shall remember and turn to the LORD; and all
the families of the nations shall worship before him."
"'Everyone who calls' and the 'survivors whom Yahweh will call' are one and the same." Stuart, HoseaJonah, 262. See NIV, Wolff, Joel and Amos, 68.
76
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Although some believe that the text shows evidence of earlier editing,77 our concern is with the
text as it stood in the first century and that text seems secure.
There are surprisingly few instances in the MT where Yahweh is said to call anyone; far
more often, people call (to) Yahweh. There appear to be only two instances of Yahweh's calling
anyone in the sense of election or appointment to a task: Isa 49:1 ("The LORD called me from the
womb."), and Exod 35:30-31 ("the LORD has called by name Bezalel . . . and he has filled him
with the Spirit of God, with ability, with intelligence, with knowledge, and with all
craftsmanship"). Yahweh's call communicates tender care, e.g., "called you like a wife forsaken"
(Isa 54:6) or called by name (Isa 45:3). Most often, Yahweh calls out to someone, e.g., Adam in
the garden (Gen 3:9), Moses from the burning bush (Exod 3:4), or Samuel in the tabernacle (1
Sam 3:4, 6, 8). In some cases the call is a summons (Ps 50:10), as when "the LORD called Moses
to the top of the mountain, and Moses went up" (Exod 19:20), or Yahweh "called Aaron and
Miriam; and they both came forward" (Num 12:5).78 The reference is therefore probably not to
election,79 but to God's gracious invitation or summons to come to Zion in order to escape
judgments° While no MT text speaks explicitly of God's calling Gentiles to salvation from
judgment, many speak of Gentiles coming to Jerusalem in allegiance to Yahweh." Their coming
is the correlate of their having been called by Yahweh.

77

Wolff, Joel and Amos, 68.

78 See also Gen 22:11,15; Exod 19:13; Lev 1:1; 2 Kgs 3:13; Ps 50:10; Isa 22:12; Zech 7:13. Instances of
"calling to" are ultimately instances of summoning, as well.

Wolff, Joel and Amos, 69.
8° Wolff, curiously, argues that Israelites outside of Jerusalem are not in view. Bewer earlier and more sensibly
argued "that the loyal Jews of the Dispersion are included among the true Yahweh worshippers is obvious. And
although it is not directly stated it may be gathered .. . that they will all be summoned to Zion." Bewer, "Joel," 125;
Wolff, Joel and Amos, 68-69.
Isa 2:2-4 Mic 4:1-3); 25:6-8; 55:5; Jer 3:17; Zech 2:10-11; 8:20-23; 14:16; cp. Is 45:22.
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5.2.1.5 Summary
Many commentators view the seemingly universal language in Joel 3: lb, 5a, d ("all flesh,"
"all who call upon the name of the LORD," "those whom the LORD calls") as limited to Jews or to
Judah. Like many others, Bewer holds that these expressions
have a universal ring and could later on, when the context was disregarded, be
interpreted without much difficulty in a universalistic manner, cf. Rom. 10:13. But
our authors would have been much astonished over such an interpretation.82
David Chapman doubts we can be certain that Joel 3:5 included Gentiles, noting that, while the
language sounds universal, the references to Zion and Jerusalem seem more restrictive.83
We have found, however, that the universalism in Joel 3 is unavoidable. Even if Judah is
primarily in view, the promises surely include faithful Jews in the Diaspora. Gentile slaves and
sojourners in Judah would have shared in the affliction of the locust plague and the subsequent
agricultural prosperity, and it is difficult to imagine that they would then be excluded from the
greater blessing of Joel 3. The expressions "all flesh," "everyone who calls on the LORD," and
"everyone the LORD calls" must be read in their full, universal sense. They indicate that the gift
of the Spirit and deliverance will indeed include Gentiles who, in the future as in Israel's past,
will call on the name of Yahweh because they have been called by him.
5.2.2 The Expected Spirit
5.2.2.1 The Spirit in the Old Testament
The promise of the Spirit is less prominent than the Davidic kingdom as a feature of
prophetic expectation. Nevertheless, the Spirit was understood to be a blessing of the age to
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Bewer, "Joel," 125.

83 Chapman,

"Superabundance," 192-93.
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come.84 The first hint comes in Moses' wish (Num 11:29), "Would that all the LORD'S people
were prophets, that the LORD would put his spirit upon them!" Isaiah envisioned the Spirit
resting in a special way on the promised servant-leader: "the Spirit of the LORD shall rest upon
him" (11:2); "behold my servant . . . I have put my Spirit upon him" (42:1); "the Spirit of the
Lord GOD is upon me, because the LORD has anointed me" (61:1, the text for Jesus' inaugural
sermon in Luke 4). Both Isaiah and Ezekiel promised a broad outpouring of the Spirit on all
God's people. The Spirit will be "poured out" "upon us" (Isa 32:15), "upon your descendants"
(Isa 44:3), and "upon the house of Israel" (Ezek 38:29). This gift of the Spirit will be permanent
and "shall not depart" (Isa 59:21). Ezekiel foresaw a time when God would "take out of your
flesh the heart of stone," "put a new spirit within you, and cause you to walk in my statutes and
be careful to observe my ordinances" (Ezek 11:19; 36:26, 27).
The prophets of Israel foretell the coming of the Suffering Servant and of the new
age that the outpouring of the Spirit will inaugurate. The Spirit will be pre-eminently
concentrated in the Messiah and He will wholly indwell the people of God who shall
live in the eschatological period. The abiding presence of the Spirit will be, as
Eichrodt has said, "the central wonder of the new aeon", in which He will no longer
appear "start-wise" but He will exercise "an enduring influence on men". Here
Incarnation and Pentecost and the new period in the history of redemption that shall
be inaugurated by them are adumbrated.85
The Spirit was understood as an eschatological gift in the apocryphal/pseudepigraphal and
rabbinic literature.86

84 So, e.g., Garrett, Hosea, Joel, 368. Nearly a century ago, G. Vos outlined four dimensions of the relation of
the Spirit and eschatology in the Old Testament: 1) The Spirit "by special manifestations of the supernatural, by
certain prophetic signs, heralds the near approach of the future world." 2) The Spirit forms "the official equipment
of the Messiah." 3) The Spirit "appears as the source of the future new life of Israel." 4) The Spirit "appears as the
comprehensive formula for the transcendental, the supernatural." Geerhardus Vos, "The Eschatological Aspect of
the Pauline Conception of the Spirit," in Redemptive History and Biblical Interpretation: The Shorter Writings of
Geerhardus Vos (ed. Richard B. Gaffin, Jr.; Phillipsburg, N.J.: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1980), 95-97.
85

Harry R. Boer, Pentecost and Missions (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1961), 69.

86

Vos, "Eschatological Aspect," 97-99.
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The prophecy of Joel was taken up in Judaism and understood to refer to an
outpouring of the Spirit in the age to come, when prophecy would cease to be
confined to a few. Thus Tanhuma yin § 4 (96b). In this age prophecy has been for
one in a thousand but in the age to come prophecy will be for every man; this
appears to make prophecy universal, but it should perhaps be understood in the sense
of Tanhuma in5vn: § 28 (31a), where the new gift of prophecy is restricted to every
Israelite (ecru' 17D). Joel 3.1 is quoted in both these passages, but Num 11.29 was no
doubt also influential."
Craig A. Evans and Darrell Bock call attention to midrashic texts that refer to Joel 3 and the
association of Spirit with the coming age.88 Vos summarizes these materials: "the Messiah
becomes bearer of the Spirit not merely for the discharge of His own official functions, but also
for the purpose of communicating the Spirit to others."89
5.2.2.2 The Spirit in Luke-Acts
When we turn to Luke-Acts, we find the Spirit everywhere. In the gospel, the Spirit is the
agent of the conception of Jesus (1:35), fills John the Baptist (1:15) and his parents (1:41, 67),
and reveals to Simeon that he will not die before seeing the Lord's Christ (2:25-27). John
promised that the one coming after him would baptize with the Holy Spirit (3:16). The Spirit
descended from heaven on Jesus at the time of his baptism (3:22), led him into the desert to be
tempted (4:1), and then empowered him for his ministry (4:14). Jesus claimed the Spirit's
anointing by citing Isa 61:1 in his inaugural sermon in Capernaum (4:18),90 rejoiced in the Spirit
(11:21), promised that the Father would give the Spirit to those who ask him (11:13), warned
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Barrett, Acts, 137.

88

Bock, Proclamation, 346, n. 39; Evans, "Prophecy and Polemic," 186-87.

" Vos, "Eschatological Aspect," 98.
90

Joel Green finds a number of important parallels between Jesus' inaugural sermon in Luke 4 and Peter's
speech in Acts 2. Joel B. Green, "'Proclaiming Repentance and Forgiveness of Sins to All Nations': A Biblical
Perspective on the Church's Mission," in The Mission of the Church in Methodist Perspective: The World Is My
Parish (ed. Alan G. Padgett; Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen, 1992), 34. So also Dupont, "Salvation," 20-24.
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against blaspheming the Spirit (12:10), promised that the Spirit would give his followers the
words they would need to testify to him (12:12). Finally, before his ascension, he promised his
followers that they would soon be "clothed with power from on high" (24:49).
In Acts, the risen Jesus gave his apostles instructions "through the Holy Spirit" (1:2) and
promised the Spirit's power for witness (1:8). The Spirit spoke in the Old Testament scriptures
(1:16; 28:25) and was the source of Jesus' power to heal (10:38). The gift of the Spirit (11:16) at
Pentecost, and particularly the praise of God in other languages, prompted the first postascension sermon (2:1-41), which argued from the evident fact of the outpouring of the Spirit
that Jesus had in fact been enthroned as Lord and Christ (2:33-36). Believers received the Holy
Spirit (2:38; 8:15; 9:31; 10:44-45, 47; 11:15; 13:52; 19:2, 6). Leaders were appointed by the
Spirit (20:28), directed by the Spirit in their ministry (8:29, 39; 10:19; 11:12; 13:2, 4; 16:6-7;
19:21), and filled with the Spirit for witness (4:8, 31; 7:55; 9:17), service (6:3, 5; 11:24),
revelation (11:28; 15:28; 20:22-23; 21:4), and miracles (13:9).
The prevalence of the Spirit in Luke-Acts and the place accorded the giving of the Spirit to
Jesus in Luke 3 and (through Jesus) to the church in Acts 2 underscores the importance of the
Spirit in Luke-Acts. Acts demonstrates the fulfillment of God's promise to "pour out" his Spirit.
5.2.3 Acts 2:17-21
5.2.3.1 The Context of Acts 2:16-21
Acts 2 is familiar as the setting of the first proclamation of the good news following the
death and resurrection of Jesus.91 On the day of Pentecost the Holy Spirit was poured out on the

91 Green speaks of "the central significance of Acts 2:1-41 for the Acts of the Apostles" and argues that it is
"anticipated throughout the Lukan story." Green, "Preaching Repentance," 33. I. Howard Marshall characterizes it
as "the first significant event in the story which he [i.e., Luke] has to tell in Acts and constitutes the beginning of the
church's mission." Ian Howard Marshall, "The Significance of Pentecost," SJT 30 (1977): 365. Tannehill calls it
"one of the most carefully constructed speeches in Acts." Tannehill, Narrative Unity, 2:41.
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assembled company of believers (2:1-4).92 The sound erfic pcoviic mini-109' drew a diverse
crowd of holiday pilgrims,94 who heard the believers "telling . . . the mighty works of God" in
their own language. Some quickly concluded that the believers were drunk (2:5-13). Taking this
accusation as his point of departure, Peter addressed the crowd, explaining that what they were
witnessing was what Joel had promised (2:14-21). He argued that scripture demonstrated the
necessity of Christ's resurrection from the dead and that the evident gift of the Spirit proved "that
God has made him both Lord and Christ, this Jesus whom you crucified" (2:22-36)."
The benefits of the Spirit, repentance, release of sins, and probably also salvation
through the name are viewed as consequences of Jesus' exaltation and enthronement.
As the one exalted to God's right hand, Jesus is able to extend the benefits of his
ministry to all Israel and the world. Thus we may say that God saves by establishing
through Jesus the messianic reign, which is the time of salvation promised Israel in
Scripture, a time of salvation that the Gentiles may share."
In response to Peter's call to "repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus
Christ for the forgiveness of your sins," about 3,000 believed (2:37-42).

92 "It is the unanimous conviction of the New Testament authors that Jesus inaugurated the last days or
Messianic age, and that the final proof of this was the outpouring of the Spirit, since this was the Old Testament
promise of promises for the end-time." Stott, Acts, 73.
93 Either of the blowing wind (2:2) or of their speaking in other tongues (2:4). The former view is that of
Fitzmyer (Acts, 230), the latter that of Bruce (Acts, 54).
94 "Jews, devout men from every nation under heaven" (2:5), "Parthians and Medes and Elamites and residents
of Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the parts of Libya
belonging to Cyrene, and visitors from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabians" (Acts 2:8-1 la).
Although they come from "every nation," those present are described only as Jews. "Nevertheless, by enumerating
their geographical places of origin, Luke has symbolized the universal scope of the gospel." Green, "Preaching
Repentance," 36.
95 Marshall terms this "the key point in the discourse. It is the fact that Jesus is the Lord." Marshall, Luke:
Historian and Theologian, 162. See also Fitzmyer, Acts, 248. The sermon as a whole appeals to royal, Davidic
themes—"the key to the speech is that it presents the imagery of fulfillment for both Davidic and new covenant
promise." Darrell L. Bock, "Proclamation from Prophecy and Pattern: Luke's Use of the Old Testament for
Christology and Mission," in The Gospels and the Scriptures of Israel (ed. Craig A. Evans and William Richard
Stegner; JSNTSup 104; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994), 297. For a less persuasive study of Davidic
themes in the Pentecost account, see O'Toole, "Davidic Covenant."

96 Tannehill, Narrative Unity, 2:40.
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For Luke, Acts 2:17-21 functions to bridge from the prophetic tongues at Pentecost
to an announcement of the advent of three new works of God: the outpouring of the
Spirit, the presence of God's signs and wonders, and the possibility of salvation.97
The introductory formula indicates that the words of Joel are seen as prophecy being
fulfilled on this occasion:98 Tato gaTIV do eipiavov otac iov RpogYrtcau 'IwijX ("this is
what was spoken by the prophet Joel"). The Pentecostal event is the fulfillment of prophecy."99
Similarly, Marshall contends that "the event is regarded as falling into the pattern of promise and
fulfillment, which is central to Luke's theology of history."m° More specifically, "Peter finds the
fulfillment of this prediction in the disciples of Jesus, as the true Israel . . 'lot
5.2.3.2 All Flesh (Acts 2:17)
Acts 2:17c

Exxaw ano toi3 nvexigatOc gou
adaav adpiox,

Acts 2:17c RSV
that I will pour out my Spirit
upon all flesh,

Acts 2:17c (author)
I will pour out from my Spirit
on all human kind.

It is "upon all flesh" that God promises to "pour out" his Spirit. While many scholars view
"all flesh" in Joel 3 as limited to the inhabitants of Judea, there are good reasons to see a broader
reference in the expression. In the New Testament, the expression ictiaoc Gag ("all flesh")

97

Chapman, "Superabundance," 200.

" So Fitzmyer, Acts, 252. It must be noted that a number of dispensational commentators have denied that Joel
3 is fulfilled in Acts 2, particularly in light of the absence of a literal fulfillment of the cosmic signs of Joel 3:3-4
(Acts 2:19-20). See the evaluation of Kaiser, "Promise," 112. Similar language occurs in (Matt 24:29 II Mark 13:2425 and Luke 21:25; cp. Rev 6:12). More recently Daniel J. Trier has attempted to affirm the fulfillment of Joel 3 in
Acts 2, while still allowing for future literal fulfillment of the cosmic signs. Daniel J. Treier, "The Fulfillment of
Joel 2:28-32: A Multiple-Lens Approach," JETS 40 (1997): 13-26. Regarding the cosmic signs, we would be wise
to follow David A. Hubbard's observation that "we should understand [vv. 19-20] as poetry ... not as prose."
Hubbard, Joel and Amos, 71. Darrell Bock has noted, however, that the eschatological judgment has also not yet
arrived and urged that we recognize "that the use of the Joel text in Acts 2 is open-ended, that is the fulfilment has
begun with the outpouring of God's Spirit but events are still to occur." Bock, Proclamation, 168.
" Barrett, Acts, 135.
I°D Marshall,

"Significance," 367.

l°1 Toy, Quotations, 98.
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appears in nine other texts, each time with a universal orientation. In five instances, it occurs as a
negative, yielding the sense "no flesh" or "no one" (Matt 24:22; Mark 13:20; Rom 3:20; 1 Cor
1:29; Gal 2:16). The other four texts are these:102
Kai owe= =Ewa crecpt 'co aoniptov tov
earo.
icaeeoc
68oNca; a&r4 it ovaiocv mimic
John 17:2
aapri5G, iva icav 8 8i8coxac avtiw Stem
ainoic Ccoiiv aithvtov.
crap &Alec (11X1
1 Cor 15:39 01') nit acc aeept
!Av avOpoinow, iakri Si Gag rtiviiyv,
dAkri Si amp ictrIviov,
ixthicov.
Suitt icaaa (744 wS xoptoc Kai naaa
1 Pet 1:24
Ei•ga crtitilc thc avOoc xoptou
o x6p-rog Kai to divot); gineaer
Luke 3:6

and all flesh shall see the salvation of
God.
since thou hast given him power over
all flesh, to give eternal life to all
whom thou hast given him.
For not all flesh is alike, but there is
one kind for men, another for animals,
another for birds, and another for fish.
for "All flesh is like grass and all its
glory like the flower of grass. The
grass withers, and the flower falls"

In 1 Cor 15:39, the expression refers to "all creatures," including human beings with animals,
birds, and fish.1°3 1 Peter 1:24 cites Isa 40:6, where recacc cracg is contrasted with the power of
Yahweh so that the superiority of God's power over comparative human weakness is the
guarantee of Judah's promised deliverance.104 In John 17:2, the expression refers to human
beings and refers to all people, in contrast to those whom the Father gives to the Son. toy
The fourth, Luke 3:6, is particularly relevant. Each of the synoptics cites Isa 40 as a
description and prophecy of the ministry of John the Baptist. Matthew and Mark cite only 40:3:

1°2 A

related expression is found in an additional text, Rev 19:18: aapicac Rav-cow ("the flesh of all").

103 Gordon D. Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987), 782-83.
104 Edward Gordon Selwyn, The First Epistle of Peter: The Greek Text with Introduction, Notes and Essays (2d
ed.; London: Macmillan, 1947), 152. See also Pao, Acts, 48.
105

Leon Morris, The Gospel according to John: The English Text with Introduction, Exposition and Notes
(NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1971), 718.
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"The voice of one crying in the wilderness: Prepare the way of the Lord, make his paths
straight"I°6 Luke alone continues the citation with the words of Isa 40:4-5.107
Isaiah 40:4-5 MT
NIF

1q-7.41 1;:1-4.7 1
.7.,P;r1 t1711

Isaiah 40:4-5 OG
4a necaa (pecpay
nkripcoEhjaetat
b Kai /ray Op(); Kai
13auvoc TanEtvcoeijoetaL
xai gatat navta -roc
C
aKoXta etc ei)edav
d Kai tj tpaxeia et; ire cx'

Luke 3:5-6
5a name (papayt
ic?alpcoariaEtat
b Kai irav opo; Kai
13ovv6; tanetvw0ijazTat,
gaTat to saKoXtex. etc
60Elav
d Kai al tpaxeat Et;
Oki); Xeiac

5a Kai 690ijavrat i 864a
Kvpiceu
b Kai owetat irdaa aecp
do ao ptov TO13 8E0'6'
otit Kiipto; aaknaev.

6a Kai Owetat nicaa cyap
to acoviptov TO.13 8£01i.

While one could conceivably view 14,-`7? as limited to the people of Judah ("Jerusalem"), as
those to whom the prophecy is addressed and whose deliverance is promised, we have noted that
the same expression in the immediately following verse (Isa 40:6, cited in 1 Pet 1:24) refers to
human beings generally, contrasting human (not Jewish) weakness with the greater power of
Yahweh's promise. The expression in 40:5 must therefore refer to "all people," including
Gentiles.108 To "see the salvation of God" is not merely to observe it, but to experience it.109

106 Matt 3:3; Mark 1:3. In the latter, lsa 40:3 is joined with the words of Exod 23:20 (and possibly Mal 3:1).
The gospels substitute ovinoti) in place of the OG to13 Oecii tjµwv (MT Vri"*.?).

107

Some believe there is also an echo of Isa 40:5 in Luke 2:30 (re csantiptov aov). Dupont, "Salvation," 15.

108 So Craig A. Evans, "The Prophetic Setting of the Pentecost Sermon," in Luke and Scripture: The Function
of Sacred Tradition in Luke-Acts (ed. Craig A. Evans and Jack T. Sanders; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), 220.

109 Some have argued that "seeing" "need not imply that all flesh will share in its benefits," e.g., W. R.
Hanford, "Deutero-Isaiah and Luke-Acts: Straightforward Universalism?," CQR 168 (1967): 147. But see the use of
the term in Isa 9:2; 33:17, 20; 35:2; 52:1 as well as John 3:3, where it is not a matter of merely observing (iociv,
3:3) the kingdom, but entering it (eizeMeiv, 3:5; cp. BDAG, s.v. ei8ov, 4.) Motyer speaks here of the "double
sense of observing and experiencing." Motyer, Prophecy, 300. See also above on Isa 42:6, section 3.2.2.3.
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Some believe that Luke has continued the citation from Isa 40 specifically to offer an early
indication of God's plan for the nations. Jack T. Sanders writes, "That the Gentiles are the
intended objects of God's salvation is announced at the outset by John the Baptist: 'All flesh will
see the salvation of God' (Luke 3:6 = Isa 40:5).'"11° J. Dupont writes:
Luke is the only evangelist, therefore, who continues the traditional quotation from
Isaiah 40 at this point in his Gospel up to the words, "And all flesh will see the
salvation of God." Similarly Luke is the only evangelist who continues the Gospel
story by going on to narrate the missions of the apostles. . . .
By thus placing Isaiah 40:5 at the beginning of his Gospel story, and also
drawing the conclusion of Acts from words that remind us of the same text, Luke
betrays his strong interest in the idea that the salvation of God is manifested to all
men. It seems reasonable to consider that interest one of the keys to his work: the
history Luke wishes to trace is the history of God's salvation for all flesh.111
Tannehill argues this quotation plays a programmatic role:
Since the quotation in Luke 3:4-6 relates John's work of preparing the way to the
revelation of God's salvation for all flesh, his work receives a place in the divine
purpose which underlies the whole narrative of Luke-Acts.112
If "all flesh" in Isa 40:5 refers to all human beings, Luke has in 3:6 introduced an anticipation of
the Gentile mission early in the third gospel, using language that is then echoed in the citation of
Joel 3:1 in Acts 2:17. Subsequent indications of the Gentile mission include the more explicit
statements in Luke 24:47 ("that repentance and forgiveness of sins should be preached in his
name to all nations") and Acts 1:8 ("you shall be my witnesses . . . to the end of the earth").
Peter's sermon focused on the accomplished gift of the Spirit, not on its recipients. His
hearers, too, would have paid less attention to "all flesh" than to "I will pour out my Spirit."
110

Sanders, "Prophetic Use," 194-95.

"'Dupont, "Salvation," 15-16.
112

Tannehill, Narrative Unity, 1:52. Tannehill compares the programmatic role of this quotation to those in
Luke 4:18-19 (Isa 61:1-2); Acts 2:17-21 (Joel 3:1-5); 13:47 (Isa 49:6), contending that "the way in which John's
mission is introduced is formally parallel to the way in which the narrator introduces the missions of Jesus, Peter and
the apostles, and Paul," each with a sermon including a scriptural quotation that has "a significance beyond the
scenes in which they appear."
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Nevertheless, the use of the expression in Joel 3 (and the Old Testament generally), the
consistently universal use of neccra crag in the New Testament, and the clear importance of the
Gentile mission to Luke's readers and the narrative of Luke-Acts indicate that Luke understands
the gift of the Spirit in Acts 2:17c to include "all humanity,"113 even Gentiles.114 The subsequent
narrative will bear this out (Acts 8:14-16; 10:44-45; 11:15-18). Not only does the citation from
Joel 3:1 anticipate the reception of the Spirit by Gentiles, it requires it.
5.2.3.3 Everyone Who Calls
Acts 2:21
Kai gatat

irdic oc
inticaXgartrat to ovoga
Kvpiov acothjaztat.

Acts 2:21 RSV
Acts 2:21 (author)
And it shall be that whoever calls And it will be that whoever will
on the name of the Lord shall be
call on the name of the Lord will
saved.
be saved.

To "call on the name of the Lord" (inicoael.a0at

Ovogoc roplov) occurs five other

times in the New Testament as equivalent to belief in Jesus, i.e., "invoking him in faith."115 Here
as elsewhere, Old Testament texts with 6 copto; ("the Lord") are applied to the Lord Jesus.116
Acts 9:14

113

Kai wSE gxet 4ovaiav /cap& tiov
apxtepgaw 8fiaat neorrag Tub;
girticcaowgvauq To ovolth acru.

and here he has authority from the chief
priests to bind all who call upon thy
name.

Green, "Preaching Repentance," 37.

114 Tasker speaks of "God's Spirit ... poured out not only on Israel, but on 'all flesh.'" Randolph V. G. Tasker,
The Old Testament in the New Testament (2d rev. ed.; London: SCM, 1954), 67. Tannehill sees "a variation on the
promises of worldwide salvation in Luke 2:30-32 and 3:6 (`All flesh will see the salvation of God')." See also
Evans, "Prophetic Setting," 220; Fitzmyer, Acts, 252. Less strongly, F. F. Bruce sees this expression as "looking
forward (in Luke's perspective) to the Gentile mission." Bruce, Acts (Greek, 3d ed), 121.

115 Barrett, Acts, 139. Similarly, Conzelmann understands it as a technical term, Hans Conzelmann, Acts of the
Apostles (trans. James A. Limburg, et al.; Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987), 20. The verb brucaXeop.at
without To &out( occurs in a similar sense in several other New Testament texts. Paul urged Timothy to "aim at
righteousness, faith, love, and peace, along with Ta/V i3tI1Cca,ovpivaw -thy icignov from a pure heart" (2 Tim
2:22). Peter warned that if we ei naTipoc brucaXcia9e (1 Pet 1:17), we must face the one who judges impartially.
The verb is used six times of Paul's appeal to the emperor (for justice and deliverance), Acts 25:11, 12, 21, 25;
26:32; 28:19. Stephen inucaXoligevov taxi Xgyovra (Rsv "prayed" [!], Acts 7:59) as he was being stoned. In 2
Cor 1:23 Paul uses the verb in the sense of summoning God as witness.

116 "In Acts 2 all the limits on Christology are broken as Jesus' function is totally equated with that of God."
Bock, "Proclamation from Prophecy and Pattern," 298.
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Acts 9:21

ii.croravto Si 7COCVTE; of ec1C0150Vt£c KcU
gXiyov crox oink actv 6 iropeipac at;

And all who heard him were amazed,
and said, "Is not this the man who made
havoc in Jerusalem of those who called
on this name? And he has come here
for this purpose, to bring them bound
before the chief priests."
And now why do you wait? Rise and be
baptized, and wash away your sins,
calling on his name.
For, "every one who calls upon the
name of the Lord will be saved."
To the church of God which is at
Corinth, to those sanctified in Christ
Jesus, called to be saints together with
all those who in every place call on the
name of our Lord Jesus Christ, both
their Lord and ours:

lepoucTaXiivroi); iirucaXougivauc do
ovoua C013TO, Kai cbSE at; to6to
EXTIA.1)Oet iva SeSEgivouc aiyroi)c altar'
Tub; OC.OXLCOCic;
Acts 22:16

MOGI, VON/ til.t.Mag; Ocvccatacc (lthrttaat
xai ecicaovaat Tot; 6cµaptiac Gov
I•cticcazacicliEvoc TO ovoua airtof).

Rom 10:13

icac 'yap oS 8 v brucaXgaitat te ovolia
icuplau acoarjactaL
oiiain iv
of eicariaitic

1 Cor 1:2

Kopiv0e), fritaagivot; Ev Xpuncii
'11(30'6, KA,Trroic c yiotS, csiw iramv TOic
inucaXougivoic To iivoga 'col) rupiou
Xptcrrof) Ev nava Tong),
airc(bv Kai, 7)µ,ciiv•

In Acts 9:14, 21, the expression is used by Ananias and the believers of Damascus concerning
the authority given to Paul by the high priest in Jerusalem to imprison tivag . . . tifS 65(iii
&Tot; ("any belonging to the Way," 9:2) because of his antipathy toward Tab; goceirrac tiov
rupian ("the disciples of the Lord, 9:1), just as he had persecuted TOic 671ot;

. . iv

lepopaakip ("thy saints at Jerusalem"). In 1 Cor 1:2, the expression parallels Aytaapivolc Ev
Xpt6'r4) Triaofi ("those sanctified in Christ Jesus") and ic2arroig ayiotc ("called to be saints")
as a description of till imaricsice iov Oeoi) Tr] a611 Ev KopivOo? ("the church of God which
is in Corinth"). In Acts 22:16, "calling on his name" is connected with baptism, a connection
reinforced by the "name" shared by Acts 2:21 with 2:38.
geTavarjaate, plaiv, Kai Pairttathirco Eicaatoc
i)µ6jv E7ri tic Ovogati 'Incroi3 XptaTci3 at; apeatv
to5v dep,aptithv 1.tifiv Kai Xill.twecree ti71v So)peocv
too Ocyiov icycligaTog.

Repent, and be baptized every one of you
in the name of Jesus Christ for the
forgiveness of your sins; and you shall
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.

Rom 10:13 explicitly cites Joel 3:5a at the conclusion of an appeal regarding salvation by faith.

Because, if you confess with your lips that Jesus is Lord and believe in your heart
that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved. For man believes with his
heart and so is justified, and he confesses with his lips and so is saved. The scripture
says, "No one who believes in him will be put to shame." For there is no distinction
between Jew and Greek; the same Lord is Lord of all and bestows his riches upon all
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who call upon him. For, "every one who calls upon the name of the Lord will be
saved." (Rom 10:9-13)
Here Joel 3:5a is cited in support of (y6p) the sweeping claim that "there is no distinction
between Jew and Greek; the same Lord is Lord of all and bestows his riches upon all who call
upon him." The salvation in view is the salvation from sin and God's final judgment offered in
Christ. Paul, at least understood Joel 3:5a to include Gentiles.'"
In Acts 2:21, inucaXeicreoct do ovoga rupiau is widely understood as an anticipation of
the Gentile mission.
[It] emphasizes the universal character of the gospel and thus anticipates the
incorporation of the Gentiles into the Christian community in the dramatic episodes
of the remainder of Acts.I18
The expression here bears its Old Testament sense of worshipping, confessing, and depending on
the Lord. In its New Testament context, it anticipates the more focused sense of calling upon
Jesus as savior,I19 something that not only Jews, but (particularly in light of Rom 10:12-13) but
Gentiles are expected to do.12°
5.2.3.4 Everyone the Lord Calls
Acts 2:39
151.1,iv yap i6T1V 111 incxyyeXia Kai

ToiS TilCV01,c .61.teov net many wig
et; 1.1cc1cpav, &you; (Iv
npocriccaiamoct icopto; 6 Ococ

117

Acts 2:39 RSV
For the promise is to you and
to your children and to all that
are far off, every one whom
the Lord our God calls to him.

Acts 2:39 (author)
For the promise is for you and
to your children and to all
those far off, those whom the
Lord our God called.

See further on both intkcaeogai and "the name" in Acts: Wall, "Israel," 445-48.

Marion L. Soards, The Speeches of Acts: Their Content, Context, and Concerns (Louisville:
Westminster/John Knox, 1994), 33.
118

119

Cp. Acts 3:16 ("by faith in his name"); 4:12 ("no other name under heaven given among men by which we
must be saved"); 8:12 ("good news about the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ"); 10:43 ("every one
who believes in him receives forgiveness of sins through his name").
120 "Luke does not want to limit the quoted words only to the Jews assembled in Jerusalem: all human beings
may call on the name of the Lord for salvation." Fitzmyer, Acts, 254.
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Commentators have noted that although the Joel citation ends in Acts 2:21 with Joel 3:5a,
the words of 3:5d are picked up in Acts 2:39, cr6g voptoc npoaxitarrat 121 The verb,
nposalcaXeop,at, occurs 29 times in the Greek New Testament, consistently in the sense of
"summon" or "call to oneself."122 With the exception of Jas 5:14 ("let him call for the elders"), it
is not used outside of the gospels and Acts. It does not appear (unless here) to be used in a
theological sense (as -kcaico is used of God's calling people to salvation, e.g., Rom 8:30; 1 Cor
1:9). It is used of calling to service in Acts 13:2; 16:10.
In context, "the promise" includes "the forgiveness of your sins" and "the gift of the Holy
Spirit" (2:38).123 Barrett, however, believes that "it would be a mistake to confine it . . . It covers
the covenant into which God entered with his people, to which he continues to be faithful."124
The "everyone" to whom the promise is made is comprehensive. The expression ei.g
µway refers to distance, as "children" refers to the future.125 F. F. Bruce states that "the
promise is not only to those distant in time, but also to those distant in place, even—as was soon

121 So, e.g., Barrett, Acts, 139, 156; Conzelmann, Acts, 20. Steyn identifies a number of similarities between the
Joel quotation and Acts 2:38-41, including of viot i)gov (2:17) and TOic TEKVOK i.Ccov (2:39); to ovoi.ta
Xptacoii (2:38); acoatjaEtcct (2:21) and Ei4 &peaty TeW
icvpicru (2:21) and int TO OvOj.tatt
rupiau (2:21) and Octo•uc ay
agaptttbv *by (2:38), acoOrrre (2:40); 8; ay irtxaXicsirca
itpoaxaXiaittat roptog (2:39); iv Talc ioxatat; hp.ipatc (2:18) and iv Ttj rjµt ptx itceivri (2:41). Steyn,
Septuagint Quotations, 127.

122

"To call to or notify in order to secure someone's presence." BDAG s.v. ItpoolcaXiogat.

123 The noun appears nine times in Luke-Acts, eight of them with reference to the promise of God (the
exception is the reference to the governor's anticipated promise to transport Paul for trial in Acts 23:21). In addition
to this text, it refers three times to the gift of the Spirit ("the promise of the [my] father," Luke 24:49; Acts 1:4; "the
promise of the Holy Spirit," Acts 2:33); once to the exodus (Acts 7:17); twice to the coming of the Savior (Acts
13:23, 32 [but in the latter perhaps also the forgiveness of sins, 13:38]); and once to the resurrection (Acts 26:6, if
this is to be understood in relation to 26:8 and Acts 24).

124

Barrett, Acts, 155.

Conzelmann, Acts, 22. LSJ lists both instances where the term refers to distance in space and to time,
although distance predominates.
125
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to appear—to Gentiles."I26 The adverb p.ocicpav is explicitly employed in OG texts referring to
Gentile nations, as Mic 4:3; Joel 4:8; Zech 10:9; Isa 5:26. It is likewise employed in relation to
the Gentiles in Acts 22:21 ("I will send you far away to the Gentiles," iyio etc gOvrt µwow
oc1ro(teXth ae) and Eph 2:13, 17 (4tEic of note owe; µway iyeviielte
e'inireXiaccto eiprjvrly vµiv toic µway) where the "far off' Gentiles are explicitly
contrasted with the Jews who were are "near."I27 Calvin understands not "distance in terms of
place but the distinction between Jews and Gentiles" in terms of proximity to God's promises
and kingdom.I28 Kaiser argues that "those who were afar off' was merely a circumlocution for
saying `Gentiles.'"129 Fitzmyer, commenting on this verse, summarizes: "The future divine call
of the Gentiles refers to reform of life, baptism, and the gift of the Spirit." I3°
Douglass Stuart rightly observes that, while Jerusalem is "the dominant subject" of Joel
3:5, Peter's emphasis on "everyone who calls" and "everyone God calls"
is faithful to the impact of the verse in its context. Though spoken to encourage
Jerusalemites at a time when the holy city was under attack, its real concern is future
deliverance for a covenant people. "Everyone who calls" and the "survivors whom
Yahweh will call" are one and the same—a broad constituency not limited to a single
locale, by reason of the spirit and language of the oracle as a whole.13I

126

Bruce, Acts (Greek, 3d ed), 130.

Kai wic tglCV01; i)1.1.CoV is probable, especially in
127 "That the same contrast is intended here with i)giv
view of Paul's declaration that he was sent sic avg ptexpecv (Acts 22:21). To be more specific in Acts 2 was not
within Luke's plans." Richard F. Zehnle, Peter's Pentecost Discourse: Tradition and Lukan Interpretation Peter's
Speeches of Acts 2 and 3 (SBLMS 15; Nashville: Abingdon, 1971), 124. Zehnle also sees the "near/far" contrast in
Isa 57:19. Others, however, believe that Isa 57:19 referred originally to diaspora Jews, e.g., Goppelt, Typos, 118.
128

Calvin, Acts 14-28, 83.

129

Kaiser, "Promise," 120.

13° Fitzmyer, Acts, 267.
131

Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, 261-62.
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5.2.4 The Use of Joel 3:1-5 in Acts 2:17-21
The citation of Joel 3 in Acts 2 plays a pivotal role in the development of the narrative of
Acts. There are resonances from Joel 3 throughout the book of Acts. Most obviously, the Spirit is
present and active, poured out (eIckixutat)—even on Gentiles (10:45). Signs and wonders are
done by Jesus and his followers (4:16, 22; 5:12; 6:8; 8:6, 13; 14:3; 15:12). Men and women
prophesy (19:6; 21:9). Ananias (9:10), Cornelius (10:3), Peter (10:19; 11:5), and Paul (9:12;
16:9-10; 18:9) see visions (opagata).132
5.2.4.1 Text
Although the form of the citation differs at points from that found in Joel (MT and 00),
there are no substantial differences relevant to the present study. The citations of Joel 3:1 b (Acts
2:17c), Joel 3:5a (Acts 2:21), and Joel 3:5d (2:39) could equally be based on the MT or the 0G.
5.2.4.2 Hermeneutic
Many believe that in Acts 2 the words of Joel are extended beyond their original meaning,
because the seemingly universal language of Joel 3:1b, 5a, 5d is seen as limited by context to the
inhabitants of Judah. Thus, e.g., John Thompson argues that "Peter, however, goes beyond Joel
in extending the promise of the Spirit even to non-Israelite believers (Acts 2:39)."133 "Luke
adopts terms and phrases from Joel, but confers on them a different meaning and function," or
"even contradicts [their] original meaning."I34 We have seen, however, that Gentiles are included
in the promises in Joel 3:1-5, both in their original context and in their citation in Acts 2.

132

Evans, "Prophetic Setting," 220. See also the less persuasive Sandt, "The Fate of the Gentiles."

"3 Thompson, "Joel," 6:753. In citing Joel 3:5a in Rom 10:13, "Paul understands that Joel spoke better than he
knew." Dillard, "Joel," 295.
134

Sandt, "The Fate of the Gentiles," 58.
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5.2.4.3 Purpose
While the Gentile mission is explicitly under discussion in Acts 13 and 15, this is not the
case in Acts 2. The question here is the meaning of the phenomena that accompany the
outpouring of the Spirit (the sound of wind, the tongues of flame, and speaking in tongues). Joel
3:1-5 is cited to demonstrate that, through the ascended Christ, God has fulfilled the
eschatological promise of the Spirit. The explanation of these current events is found in the
scriptures—"this is that," i.e., "what was spoken by the prophet Joel" (re ciinvivov 81,6 zov
EpogATOV 'LAX). Adducing additional scriptures, Peter demonstrated the necessity that the
Christ would suffer and be raised, moving to the conclusion that "God has made him both Lord
and Christ, this Jesus whom you crucified" (2:36). The outpouring of the Spirit shows this is
true: "being therefore exalted at the right hand of God, and having received from the Father the
promise of the Holy Spirit, he has poured out this which you see and hear" (2:33).
This initial and programmatic135 proclamation of the gospel in Acts leads to the command
to "repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of
your sins" with the promise that "you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit" (2:38)—you, your
children, and even nacatv TOic etc gap& ("all that are far off'). Both at the beginning of the
speech (2:17, 21) and at its end (2:39) there are indications in the language of Joel 3 of the
coming offer of salvation to the Gentiles through the Gentile mission. In fact, an intentional and
effective Gentile mission is essential in order for God's promise through Joel to be fulfilled.
It has been objected that Peter could not have had the Gentiles in mind at this early point,
given his own later hesitancy regarding the Gentiles.
He [Peter] could never have thought that the Gentiles were excluded from the church
or from salvation. There was no such exclusion, even under the restrictive
135

See the echoes of this sermon in the later sermons of Acts, especially in chapters 3; 10; 13.
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institutions of the old economy. All of the Gentiles in the world might have shared
the privileges of the Jews, by complying with the prescribed conditions. Peter's error
consisted in believing that these conditions still existed under the gospel, or in other
words, that Gentiles must become Jews before they could be Christians. Of this error
he was not yet disabused; but there was nothing in it to prevent his applying the
expressions here recorded to the Gentiles. I36
At Pentecost . . . this idea of a universal mission begins to become a reality. This is
not to say that innovation in the notion and experience of God's people came easily.
Luke narrates just the opposite . . . But with Pentecost the die had been cast.I37
While this may not have been evident to the crowd in Jerusalem, Luke's Gentile readers
would read the account with keen interest in their place as Gentiles among the people of God. By
appealing to Old Testament prophecy, Luke assured his readers of "the truth concerning the
things of which [they have] been informed" (Luke 1:4). In this pivotal announcement at the
beginning of Acts, the salvation brought by the risen Christ is described in the broad language of
Joel 3:1b, 5a, d ("all flesh," "everyone who calls," "everyone God calls"). This not only explains
the pii771ing phenomena that accompanied the gift of the Spirit, but demonstrates that God's
promised blessing was always meant to include Gentiles, and that the extension of the promised
blessings to them is a necessary consequence of the death, resurrection, and ascension of Christ.
5.3

All the Families of the Earth (Acts 3:25; Genesis 22:18)

The citation of Gen 22:18 in Acts 3:25 is the other Old Testament citation that anticipates
the Gentile mission. This sermon, too, plays a significant role in developing the narrative.
Genesis 22:18 MT

Acts 3:25
ion Oi UiOL C6V
npo(pritiov
b xai "CA; 81000TIKTIg -1)
Stieeto 6 ecoc irpbc toi.);
natipac

Genesis 22:18 OG

25a
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Xiyaw repo; 'Allipaacµd Kai iv t(i) arcipgati aov
ivEvA.orriefrovTat Kauai.
ai reatptal tfic yfi;.
c

`7t lint; In-;17;-.11
rWr.:1

''?P; 17;74 -0 'zi?g

Kai evevXoyrieliaovrat iv
To) areipgati aov reavta
to geVil viic plc
b aye' (1)v incipcovaac Tfic
(Pawl%

18a

The initial challenge posed by the citation is the question of the Old Testament text being
cited. The promise to Abraham (and the patriarchs) appears five times in Genesis, none
corresponding exactly to the citation in Acts 3:25.
Acts 3:25 xai gV to) arcipp.ati aov [iv]evXoyithiaovtat rctiaat ai rca-cptai rfic
Gen 12:3 Kai gveuXoyieriaorrat iv aoi naaat ai, gruA,ai Tfic yfic
Gen 18:18 Kai ivevA,oppriaorrat iv aincii rravta to gOvri tfic yijg
Gen 22:18 Kai ivivXopieTjaoreat iv tC arrip.tati aov rcavta to 60vt1 Tfic TA;
Gen 26:4 xai gvelaorrieirjaovtat gv tet) arripi.taTi Gov refevta to gOvri Tfic
Gen 28:14 xai ivivXoyrieliaortat iv aoi icecaat ai quXcit TT); plc Kai iv to) arcipgaTi 601)
Steyn notes that the two principal differences between the citation and the OG are the
transposition of evelaorPlaovrat and the substitution of /Edam ai Temptai Tfj; yfig for
itaAtta to av111 VI; pi; or redcoat ai qYacit Tfic yf15.138 No New Testament manuscripts
support the OG and no OG manuscripts support the reading in Acts. The differences must be
attributed either to Luke or to an otherwise unattested textual tradition.
The source of ietacaat at nottptai tr1S 711S is difficult. The MT employs two Hebrew
expressions in different occurrences of the promise, nrnr rip '7t ("all the families [or
"tribes"] of the earth," OG redcoat ai cciv77.al trjc yfic) in Gen 12:3; 28:14 and nr

'71 ("all

the nations of the earth," OG rcavra 'ea gOvii Tfic ifig) in Gen 18:18; 22:18; 26:4.'39

138 Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 154-56. A third, although minor, difference would be introduced if we were
to follow the few manuscripts that read viikopielioovtat (A* B v and several miniscules) or ineuXoyielloovtat
(C) in place of eve•AoriEricrorrat. Bock dismisses the matter as "of little ultimate significance ... since the verbs
mean virtually the same thing [and] the basic meaning of the text is not altered by the textual choice." Bock,
Proclamation, 196.
139 Bruce believes that "once again the Gk. of an OT quotation is closer to MT than is LXX." Bruce, Acts
(Greek, 3d ed.), 146. Both reatptci and yvkij translate ni-,74p, the former about two dozen times and the latter
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RSV
1n1.741 and by you all the families of the earth shall
bless themselves
71a
`7
is
1D1_41
and
all the nations of the earth shall bless
rw
themselves by him
1.7$7,1 7ia 5 1:27; In77.11 and by your descendants shall all the nations of
the earth bless themselves
ID"1.11.1:171 and by your descendants shall all the nations of
r-jt$;:l
5 j rit ;
the earth bless themselves
virim n977 riMp4p",,D 17. 1D1;41 and by you and your descendants shall all the
families of the earth bless themselves
MT
rirp1K7 ntlp;i; t7t

12:3
18:18
22:18
26:4
28:14

4°
The presence of b,/ i anipp.ccri col) in Acts 3:25 inclines Steyn' and otherst41 to
conclude that the citation is more similar to Gen 22:18; 26:4 than to Gen 12:3; 18:18; 28:14.142 In
context, Gen 12:3; 18:18 speak of Abraham as the one by/in whom the nations will be blessed
(not his anima) and 28:14 speaks of Jacob and his anewa. Because Gen 26:4 is addressed to
Isaac and speaks of Isaac's cricipp,a, Gen 22:18 is the most likely source of the citation.
Barnabas Lindars has persuasively argued that "the quotation is thus in a stylized form, and
not to be interpreted in any single context."143 In other words, it is the promise itself rather than a
particular instance of it (a particular text) to which appeal is made. As a result, we cannot on the
about three dozen (out of about 300 instances of 7170). The OG most often renders M:40 by 8-Fl.toc (over 100
times), although more than a dozen terms are used. For grail (which more often translates mq10 or C4), see Gen
10:5, 18, 20, 31; 32; 24: 4, 38, 40, 41; 28:14; 36:40; Jos 21:38; 1Kgs 9:21; 10:21; 20:6, 29; Amos 3:1, 2; Mic 2:3;
Nah 3:4; Zech 12:12, 13, 14; Ezek 20:32. For irovrptci (which most often translates :kt or ntkrn,;), see Lev 25:10;
Deut 29:18; 2 Chr 6 (10 times); Ps 21:27; 95:7; 106:41; Jer 2:4; 3:14; 25:9. The most common use of ircaptai, in
the OG is for families or tribes within Israel, but see ai navtai, ccijv iOvebv in Ps 21:28 OG (22:28 Kr); 95:7 OG
(96:7 MT) 1 Chr 16:28. The expression at 7romptai titl6 yijg does not appear in the OG. In secular Greek, natinci
refers generally to family (or clan) or lineage (LSJ), as in the only other New Testament occurrences: Luke 2:4 of
the "lineage" of Joseph and the seemingly universal "every family in heaven and on earth" (Eph 3:15).
140

Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 153.

141

Barrett, "Luke/Acts (1988)," 238; Bock, Proclamation, 195; Eynde, "Children of the Promise," 472;
Fitzmyer, Acts, 291.
142 Others disagree. Apart from iv tip orapp.ari csau, "the remainder clearly represent Edaat at qm2i.(11.
yilic" of 12:3. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, 43. Gen 22:18; 26:4 "does not provide such a close parallel,
but seems to be the source of the phrase iv r4 anipp,ati aov." Lindars, New Testament Apologetic, 208.
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Lindars, New Testament Apologetic, 208.
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basis of the citation, reliably draw connections from the context of any of particular occurrence
of the promise, e.g., from the offering of Isaac in Gen 22 to the suffering of Christ, and there are
no indications that Peter (or Luke) does so. The citation may be based on either the MT or oG.I44
5.3.1 The Blessing in Genesis
As noted, the promise to Abraham regarding the nations appears with very similar wording
five times in the book of Genesis: 12:3; 18:18; 22:18; 26:4; 28:14. The first is the foundational
statement.145 It occurs first at the point virtually all commentators view as beginning a major
section of the book.I46 The repetition of the promise in the subsequent chapters indicates its
central role in the narrative that follows. In 18:18, it immediately follows the promise of the
imminent birth of Isaac and sets the stage for Abraham's intercession (as a channel of blessing?)
for the hypothetical righteous of Sodom. In 22:18, it is reaffirmed following Abraham's
demonstration of his willingness to sacrifice Isaac. In 26:4, Yahweh assures Isaac that the
promise includes God's care during a time of famine. Finally, God renews the promise at Bethel
as Jacob flees from his home and the wrath of his brother Esau (28:14).
The promise in Gen 12:2-3 has a number of facets: descendants ("a great nation"), fame
("a great name"), protection ("bless those who bless you, and him who curses you I will curse"),
land, blessing ("I will bless you"), being a blessing to others ("you will be a blessing"), and a
central role in God's plan to bless all nations. While these are interconnected and mutually
dependent, the last of these is cited in Acts 3:25 and will be the focus of this examination.

I

" Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 156.

145

Many commentators do not bother to comment on the promise in these repeated occurrences.

146

Gerhard von Rad, for example, presents this text as the climax of the primeval history and the beginning of
the patriarchal narrative. Gerhard von Rad, Genesis (trans. John H. Marks; OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1961).
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This "blessing" is a familiar crux interpretum.147 A full treatment is beyond the scope of
the present study. The difficulty is the translation of the verb 7:1.148 In 12:3; 18:18; 28:14 the
verb occurs in the nip(al, while in Gen 22:18; 26:4 it occurs in the hitpa'el. Both may be
translated as reflexives ("bless oneself'), although the nipcal may have a passive sense ("be
blessed").149 The otherwise similar expressions would seem to require a common translation and
most scholars have proposed a single translation for all five texts. The OG renders both forms of
the verb with the future passive ivelaoyriEhjaorroct. The OG is followed in this by early
versions.I50 More recently, many have argued for a reflexive sense, i.e., that nations would say
"may we be blessed like Abraham."I51 Delitzsch argues that the existence of "an unambiguous
passive" in the peal indicates that the nip'al (occurring in MT only in Gen12:3; 18:18; 28:14)
should be understood as reflexively as the more common hitpace1.152 Others still see the passive
as the more likely rendering.I53 Gerhard Wehmeier has shown that the context in both Gen 12:3
and 18:18 militates against a reflexive sense.I54
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Westermann writes of "the long discussion about the translation of 1=.1 as it continues to sway now one
way, now another." "This constant change of direction indicates an uncertainty which has not yet been overcome."
Claus Westermann, Genesis 12-36: A Commentary (trans. John J. Scullion; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1985), 151.
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The central idea of "blessing" is of God's "manifesting his favor and grace" toward men, resulting in "wellbeing, prosperity." 1DB, s.v. "blessedness." The term appears five times in Gen 12:2-3, Rad, Genesis, 159.
149

So, e.g., GKC, §39f.

159

Wenham and Westerholm cite the Vg, Tg. Onk., Sir 44:21, and Gal 3:8.

151 HALOT proposes "to wish on oneself a blessing like that of (cf. Gn 48:20), with 3 of the person compared"
for the nip'al and "1. to wish a blessing on oneself (on one another?) to be blessed ... with ; ... 2. to bless oneself."

152
Franz Delitzsch, New Commentary on Genesis (trans. Sophia Taylor; 2 vols.; Clark's Foreign Theological
Library 36-37; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1899), 1:379. So also Bruce Vawter, On Genesis: A New Reading (New
York: Doubleday, 1977), 177.

153 "The translation 'be blessed' is preferable because it sets forward the idea of 'to be a blessing.' It also
corresponds more closely with the original declaration, 'I will bless.— Gerhard Ch. Aalders, Genesis (2 vols.; BSC;
Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1981), 1:269-70. See also Oswald T. Allis, "The Blessing of Abraham," PTR 25 (1927):
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The difference between the nip'al and the hitpa'el may be less than it appears.
God will bless those whom Abraham blesses, and it shall come to pass that at last all
the families of the earth shall wish and seek to participate in the blessing of which he
is the vehicle, which is the same as to say that they shall be actually blessed in him.155
G. Wenham believes that in 12:3 the nipcal is best understood as a middle ("find blessing").
Already it has been stated that Abram will be a blessing, which presupposes both the
passive sense, "Abram has been blessed," and the reflexive sense, men will use his
name in blessing one another. Then it was stated that all individuals who bless
Abram will themselves be blessed. Finally, this clause brings the passage to a
triumphant and universal conclusion: "all the families of the earth will find blessing
in you."
Finally it should be noted that even if a reflexive "bless themselves" is
preferred here, it would also carry the implications of a middle or passive. For if
those who bless Abram are blessed, and all families of the earth bless Abram, then it
follows that "all families will be blessed/find blessing in him."156
Waltke concludes simply that "in either case, God mediates his blessing to the nations through
Abraham."157 Kaiser concludes that Abraham "was the medium and agency through whom the
divine blessing would come."158
263-98; Christopher Wright Mitchell, The Meaning of BRK "To Bless" in the Old Testament (SBLDS 95; Atlanta:
Scholars Press, 1987), 31-35; Rad, Genesis, 155-56.
154

Wehmeier argues from the contrast in number in 12:3 ("I will bless those" vs. "I will curse him") that "what
is expected to be the normal action is expressed by the plural, that others bless Israel and consequently receive
blessings themselves... . Hence the context does not favor the reflexive understanding of the Nif(al." In 18:18, he
argues that " a statement that the nations wished to participate in Abraham's blessing would be quite out of place
here. It is only because they receive blessing through Abraham that the patriarch's role is so important." Gerhard
Wehmeier, "The Theme 'Blessing for the Nations' in the Promises to the Patriarchs and in Prophetical Literature,"
Bangalore Theological Forum 6 (1974): 5-6.
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Delitzsch, Genesis, 1:379.

156 Gordon J. Wenham, Genesis (2 vols.; WBC 1-2; Waco: Word, 1987-1994), 1:277-78. Another recent
advocate for a middle sense for both nipfal and hitparel is Keith N. Grtineberg, Abraham, Blessing and the Nations:
A Philological and Exegetical Study of Genesis 12:3 in its Narrative Context (BZAW 332; Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, 2003), 242.

157 Bruce K. Waltke and Cathi J. Fredricks, Genesis: A Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2001), 206.
Westermann, terms the controversy "otiose." He concludes that "the reflexive translation is saying no less than the
passive or receptive" and "there is no opposition between the passive and reflexive." Westermann, Genesis 12-36: A
Commentary, 152. "It is, however, hermeneutically wrong to limit such a programmatic saying, circulating in such
exalted style, to only one meaning (restrictively)." Rad, Genesis, 160.
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Although ru;177

(12:3; 28:14) could conceivably be translated "all the tribes of

the land" (i.e., all of Israel),I59 the parallel iwt 71; `7 (18:18; 22:18; 26:4) more probably refers
to Gentiles, in contrast to Abraham's "seed" (774 The promise is thus a universal one.16° This
was apparently the view of Nachmanides. I61 Von Rad states that "Abraham is assigned the role
of a mediator of blessing in God's saving plan, for 'all the families of the earth.'"162
In one of the oldest strata of the O.T. we find a concept which rightly can be termed
universalistic. The Yahwist clearly indicates that from the very beginning God is
interested in mankind as a whole, and not only concerned about Israel. The choosing
of Israel serves the purpose that God's plan with the world might be carried out. . . .
the line of thinking which has been opened by the Yahwist, has never completely
ceased to be effective in Israel.163
Blessing for the world was a vision fitfully seen at first (it disappears between the
patriarchs and the kings, apart from a reminder of Israel's priestly role in Ex. 19:5,
6). Later, it reappeared in the psalms and prophets, and perhaps even at its faintest it
always imparted some sense of mission to Israel; yet it never became a programme
of concerted action until the ascension.I64
Should there have been "a programme of concerted action?" Did the promise to Abraham
include an obligation to actively communicate blessing to the nations? Some have argued that it

153

Kaiser, Messiah, 48.

159 Alexis Leonas, "A Note on Acts 3,25-26: The Meaning of Peter's Genesis Quotation," ETL 77 (2000): 159.
lit. "sons of the land," OG T6)V 1)11.7)V VI;
Haenchen suggests the presence of an echo of Ezek 30:5 (1'71
&Oily% gov), but this seems highly unlikely.

160 "Not every individual is promised blessing in Abram but every major group in the world will be blessed."
Wenham, Genesis, 278.
161 "Not only

the families of Canaan, but the families of all the earth shall be blessed through thee." Abraham
Cohen, The Soncino Chumash: The Five Books of Moses with Haphtaroth (Soncino Books of the Bible; London:
Soncino, 1947), 60.
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Rad, Genesis, 156.
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Wehmeier, "Blessing for the Nations," 12.

11 Derek Kidner, Genesis: An Introduction and Commentary (TOTC; Downers Grove, Ill.: Inter-Varsity,
1967), 114.
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was.165 Gruneberg, however, believes that Abraham was given a promise, not a commission, and
that he (and his descendants) would bless the nations, as models or pioneers of the way of
blessing.166 Brueggemann believes the idea is "not that Israel has a direct responsibility to do
something for others, but that the life of Israel under the promise will energize and model a way
for other nations to receive a blessing from this God."I67 It appears that the idea of an intentional
mission to Gentiles was offensive to some Jews who did not believe in Jesus (Acts 22:21-22).
Nevertheless, the citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47 makes it clear that Luke believed an active
and intentional Gentile mission had now been commanded by God.
The fact that the promise to Abraham is repeated five times in Genesis indicates its
importance. Yahweh promised not only that Abraham will be blessed, but that he and his "seed"
will be a blessing to all peoples. At the heart of Old Testament particularism is the promise that
God's choice of Abraham and his descendants was for the purpose of blessing the world.
5.3.2 The Expected Blessing
The name of Abraham occurs 29 times outside of Genesis in the MT. Yahweh's covenant
with him is the basis of his acts on behalf of Israel and the guarantee of his continued mercy.168
And God heard their groaning, and God remembered his covenant with Abraham,
with Isaac, and with Jacob. (Exod 2:24)

165 So Kaiser, Mission, 9, 62-63, 74. So also David Filbeck, Yes, God of the Gentiles, Too (Wheaton, Ill.: Billy
Graham Center, Wheaton College, 1994), 65, 130-32; Robert Martin-Achard, A Light to the Nations: A Study of the
Old Testament Conception of Israel's Mission to the World (trans. John Penney Smith; Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd,
1962), 23.
166 Grilneberg, Abraham, 244. Similarities between the promise to Abraham and the language of Isa 42, lead
Goldingay to assert that neither Abraham nor Israel was called to preach to Gentiles. Goldingay, Isaiah, 241.

167 Walter Brueggemann, Genesis (IBC; Atlanta: John Knox, 1982), 120. Similarly Kostenberger and O'Brien,
Salvation, 28-36.

Exod 2:24; 6:3; 32:13; Lev 26:42; Deut 9:27; 29:13; Josh 24:2, 3; 2 Kgs 13:23; Isa 29:22; 41;8; 51:2; Mic
7:20; cf. Isa 63:16; Ezek 33:24.
168
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Remember Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, thy servants, to whom thou didst swear by
thine own self, and didst say to them, 'I will multiply your descendants as the stars of
heaven, and all this land that I have promised I will give to your descendants, and
they shall inherit it for ever.' (Exod 32:13)
The land of Canaan is "the land which he swore to your fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to
Jacob, to give you" (Exod 6:8; 33:1; Num 32:11; Deut 1:8; 6:10; 9:5; 30:20; 34:4). Yahweh is
known as the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Exod 3:6, 15, 16; 4:5, 1 Kgs 18:36). Abraham
plays a similar role in the later chapters of Genesis, where he is mentioned in 22 verses following
the account of his death in Gen 25. The promise to Abraham does not appear to be explicitly
connected with the prophets' expectation of eschatological blessing for the Gentiles.169
A mixed picture of the promise to Abraham regarding the nations appears in available
intertestamental materials.
The blessing of the nations through Abraham's offspring is also explicitly mentioned
in early Judaism but plays a less significant role, probably due to the political and
social situation of most Jews in the first century C.E., in Palestine and in the
Diaspora.17°
The promise is cited in Sirach, but there is no elaboration on its meaning or application.
Therefore the Lord assured him by an oath that the nations would be blessed
[iveukorriefivat awl] through his posterity; that he would multiply him like the
dust of the earth, and exalt his posterity like the stars, and cause them to inherit from
sea to sea and from the River to the ends of the earth. (Sir 44:21)
While some texts positively enumerate intellectual and spiritual blessings, which come to the
nations through Abraham, others see the blessing as wrested from Israel by Gentile
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Unless therr7r; ("blessing") in on Egypt and Assyria in Isa 19:24-25 is meant to evoke Gen 12:2.

170 Jeffrey S. Siker, Disinheriting the Jews: Abraham in Early Christian Controversy (Louisville:
Westminster/John Knox, 1991), 20.
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exploitation.17I Other study has found that second temple traditions regarding Abraham vary
between exclusivism and universalism.172
Abraham figures prominently in Luke-Acts, mentioned 22 times.173 The promise to
Abraham figures is the basis for his mercy to his people (Luke 1:55, 73). The promise figures as
well in Stephen's speech, Acts 7:17; cp. "our fathers," Acts 13:17, 32;174 26:6). God is identified
as the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Luke 20:37; Acts 3:13; 7:32; cp. "God of our fathers,"
Acts 5:30; 22:14). When Jesus comes bringing healing and restoration, it is specifically to an
unnamed "daughter of Abraham," who released from her sickness (Luke 13:16) and to a son of
Abraham, the chief tax collector, Zacchaeus (Luke 19:9). "Abraham's bosom" is the place of
eternal blessing (Luke 16:22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30; cp. the presence of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
"in the kingdom," 13:28). Apart from Acts 3:25, there appears to be no other explicit reference to
blessing of the nations through Abraham. I75 Jeffrey P. Siker has argued that in Abraham texts in
the gospel, Luke consistently downplays physical descent and highlights God's mercy to the
outcasts who repent, while in Acts those who receive the promise are those who worship God

171 At least some of this material is later and may have been shaped in response to Christian appropriation of
this promise. Evans, "Prophecy and Polemic," 192; Witherington, Acts, 188.
172 Brawley cites an unpublished 1997 Fuller Ph.D. dissertation that was not available to me: P. Choi, Abraham
Our Father: Paul's Voice in the Covenant Debate of the Second Temple Period. Robert L. Brawley, "Abrahamic
Traditions and the Characterization of God in Luke-Acts," in The Unity of Luke-Acts (ed. Jozef Verheyden; BETL
142; Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1999).
173

Including the genealogy in Luke 3 and references to the Jews as descendants of Abraham (e.g., Luke 3:8;
Acts 13:26).
174 Dahl rightly notes that "what God promised to the fathers" here "cannot refer exclusively to God's promise
to the patriarchs, but must include both the promise given to David and later prophecies," but these later promises
"reiterate and unfold" the foundational promise to Abraham. Dahl, "Abraham," 148.
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This remains true even when texts such as those referring to "the fathers" are taken into account.
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(7:7) from all nations (3:25; 13:47).176 Thus, although Abraham figures somewhat more
prominently in the gospel than in Acts, Siker correctly notes that in the work as a whole
Luke-Acts uses Abraham in order to show that Gentile Christians have a legitimate
claim to Abraham as their father, on the same terms as Jews, and thus they have a
share in the promise to Abraham along with the Jews.177
5.3.3 Acts 3:25
Acts 3:25
io-re of vioi, tiov
xpoyynubv
xai til; &cc°AKIN fig Stiecto
eeac irpOcVg iratipac

Acts 3:25 RSV
25a You are the sons of the
prophets
b and of the covenant which
God gave to your fathers,

Xiyow irpOc 'Ar3pacip,Kai. iv tfp Mrgpilati aov
ivetaorielicovtat icaacct at
goc-cptai Tfic

d

Acts 3:25 (author)
You are sons of the prophets
and of the covenant which
God made to your fathers

saying to Abraham,
when he said to Abraham,
`And in your posterity shall all "And in your seed all the
the families of the earth be
peoples of the earth will be
blessed.'
blessed."

5.3.3.1 The Context of Acts 3:25
At the conclusion of the Pentecost account, Luke summarized the life of the early church.
And they devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and the prayers.
And fear came upon every soul; and many wonders and signs were done
through the apostles. And all who believed were together and had all things in
common; and they sold their possessions and goods and distributed them to all, as
any had need. And day by day, attending the temple together and breaking bread in
their homes, they partook of food with glad and generous hearts, praising God and
having favor with all the people. And the Lord added to their number day by day
those who were being saved. (Acts 2:42-47)
The subsequent account illustrates many of the elements of this summary: "giving" (3:6),
"attending the temple together" (3:1), "wonders and miraculous signs" (3:7), "praising God"
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Siker, Disinheriting the Jews, 103.
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(3:8, 9), "the apostles' teaching" (see 3:12-26), "fear" (3:10, "wonder and amazement" (3:11),
and "the Lord added to their number" (4:4, "many . .. believed, and the number grew").
Acts 3 records the first miracle in Acts and the beginning of conflict between the church
and the religious leaders in Jerusalem.I78 On their way into the temple, Peter and John
encountered an apparently well-known cripple who regularly begged alms from those passing by
(3:1-10). When healed through the name of Jesus, the cripple responded with joy and followed
Peter and John into the temple, "walking and leaping and praising God" (3:8, 9). His actions
drew the attention of those nearby, who recognized him as the former cripple (3:10). The man's
exuberance, together with the "wonder and amazement" of those closest to the healing, attracted
a crowd (3:11). Provided with another opportunity to address an uncomprehending crowd (cp.
2:14), Peter began to speak. The message was apparently terminated by the arrival of temple
officials (4:1) who arrested Peter and John (4:3). Following an abbreviated hearing the next day
before a frustrated tribunal (before whom Peter again preached) Peter and John were instructed
"not to speak or teach at all in the name of Jesus" (4:18), an admonition they declined to accept
(4:19-20, 31, 33). The church's responded by praying for boldness and power (4:24-30).
As in his Pentecost sermon, Peter began with the (mis)perception of the crowd. It was not
Peter or John, who had healed the cripple, but it was Jesus whom they had killed and God had
raised and glorified (3:11-16). Even this horrible offense, committed in ignorance (3:17), was not
outside the plan of God: "But what God foretold by the mouth of all the prophets, that his Christ
should suffer, he thus fulfilled" (3:18). Peter therefore called his hearers to "repent . . . and turn
again" with three related ends in view: "that your sins may be blotted out, that times of

178 Fitzmyer, Acts, 275-76; Marshall, Acts, 86. Both Fitzmyer and Marshall see this conflict section continuing
through chapter 5. It may be more accurate to say that it continues through the scattering of the church from
Jerusalem in Acts 8:1.
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refreshing179 may come from the presence of the Lord, and that he may send the Christ appointed
for you, Jesus" (3:19-20). This call is followed by a warning that anyone who does not listen to
the prophet "like Moses" will be cut off (3:21-22, citing Deut 18: 15,19 and possibly Lev 23:29;
the former is also cited in 7:37). Not only Moses who spoke about this, but (echoing the assertion
of 3:18) "all the prophets who have spoken, from Samuel and those who came afterwards, also
proclaimed these days" (3:24). This message that the prophets proclaimed is for Peter's hearers:
"You are the sons of the prophets and of the covenant which God gave to your fathers" (3:25a).
This covenant is explicated by the citation of the promise to Abraham (3:25-26). The main point
of Peter's message to his Jewish audience is that Jesus is the Messiah promised to their fathers
(specifically to Abraham, Moses and Samuel). Luke's account, if not the sermon itself, ends at
this point, apparently with the arrival of temple officials, who proceed to arrest Peter and John
(4:1-3).18° Nevertheless, many responded favorably to the message and believed (4:4).181
5.3.3.2 The Interpretation of Acts 3:25
In Acts 3:25, the phrase iv 'RI) onepilati aau ("in your posterity" [lit. "seed"]) has been
brought forward to the beginning of the citation (following initial icat). Steyn attributes the
transposition to the desire to emphasize iv to) ongwaTi, 6cru.182 The focus of the sermon has

19 "The expression as such occurs only here, and its specific meaning is not clear." Johnson, Acts, 69.
Nevertheless, "the healing of the lame man brackets the reference to the Abrahamic covenant in 3,25 in such a
fashion that it is a concrete instance of the times of refreshing and the blessing of all the families of the earth
(3,19-20. 25)." Brawley, "Abrahamic Traditions," 126.
180

Barrett finds that "the speech ends abruptly," but does not believe it "is unfinished." Barrett, Acts, 214.

181 Brueggemann's suggestion that "the juxtaposition of Acts 2 and 3 is parallel to the structure of Gen. 11:1-9
(alluded to in Acts 2) and Gen. 12:1-4 (quoted in Acts 3)" is too subtle. Brueggemann, Genesis, 120.

182

Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 154-55.
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been the promised Christ.'83 Peter's argument is that it is through Christ, the "seed," that the
promised blessing comes. The "seed" of Abraham is here associated with the prophet like Moses
(3:22) and "his servant" (3:26), who was earlier identified as "his servant, Jesus" (3:13), "the
Holy and Righteous One" (3:14), "the Author of life" (3:15), and "his Christ" (3:18, 20).
Although in Genesis the "seed" is commonly understood as a collective referring to
Abraham's (or Isaac's or Jacob's) offspring, it is here it is applied as a singular, to the individual,
Jesus.'" Some see a sort of double reference, in which Luke has narrowed the term in the
promise from the Jewish people to Jesus.185 It is commonly noted that the same term from same
text is employed similarly by Paul in Gal 3:16.186 It could perhaps more profitably be seen as yet
another instance of typological interpretation.
The second distinctive reading in the citation is macron ai ncaptca Tfic Trig ("all the
families of the earth") where the OG has roma Tac gOvri
earth," 22:18; 26:4; 18:18) or ai 9v2k.ai.

Ifilc ("all the nations of the

yfic, ("all the families ["tribes"] of the earth," 12:3;

28:14). Because of the absence of significant textual support for ai ircaptai in the OG or for Tec
gOvri or ai yyukai in the New Testament, most commentators understand this to be a conscious

183 Hans F. Bayer, "Christ-Centered Eschatology in Acts 3:17-26," in Jesus of Nazareth: Lord and Christ:
Essays on the Historical Jesus and New Testament Christology (ed. Joel B. Green and Max Turner; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1994), 236-250.

184 Eynde, "Children of the Promise," 472. Admittedly, other instances of anipp,a in Luke-Acts appear to be
understood as collective (Luke 1:55; Acts 7:5, 6; 13:23; and probably Luke 20:28.)

185 The term here would then function in a "twofold way: not just generically of all the Jewish people, but more
specifically as a reference to an individual descendant of Abraham, the risen Christ." Fitzmyer, Acts, 291. So also
Siker, Disinheriting the Jews, 119-20.

186 Bruce, Acts (Greek, 3d ed.), 146; Marshall, Acts, 96. The use of Gen 22:18 in Galatians has attracted greater
attention than on its use here. See the survey of hermeneutical approaches in Clifford John Collins, "Galatians 3:16:
What Kind of Exegete Is Paul?," TynBul 54 (2003): 76-79. See also Frederick F. Bruce, The Epistle to the
Galatians: A Commentary on the Greek Text (NIGTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982); Ernest De Witt Burton, A
Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians (ICC; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1921).
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adaptation by the author.'" Some have suggested the influence of Ps 21:28 oG,188 "all the ends
of the earth shall remember and turn to the LORD; and all the families of the nations (Ream, at
nomplai. Tetiv £Avchv, 07t niri.0-`79) shall worship before him." However, 'Edam ai
nocTplai titiv eAvo3v is not the expression in Acts 3:25 and no satisfactory ground for allusion
to this text has been adduced. It has also been suggested that 7GaGat ai ircaptai here reflects
the author's own translation of NI-47p 55 (Gen 12:3).189 While this may be true, it is not the most
persuasive explanation.I9° It is more likely that Luke has chosen a "neutral" term that would
include Jews (Tex ievri most often designation other nations, not including the Jews).
Luke probably consciously changed the gOvi to icarptai. This was probably done
either to include the Jews (to whom this speech seems explicitly to be addressed), or
because Luke could not refer explicitly to the Gentiles, as did Gn 22:18, without a
clear reference to the gentile mission, which at this stage in the story still lies in the
future.19I
Luke has replaced the 'Ca govt.l of the Septuagint with ai iratptai, thus indicating
that the Jews are included among those who shall be blessed in the "posterity" of
Abraham, i.e., the Christ Jesus.I92
Thus, "if it is accepted that the speech was addressed to Jews, and that -Ea gOvn means the
Gentiles

187

in Ac, the change makes sense."193 The expression, nificrai ai na-cinal 'big plc ("all

Unless this represents an otherwise unattested reading in the OG, although this seems unlikely. Fitzmyer,

Acts, 291; Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 155-156.
188

MT 22:28; RSV 22:27.

189 It is not true that ai ita-cptat is often used by the OG to render nM.t as claimed by Leonas, "Acts
3,25-26," 152. See also Eynde, "Children of the Promise," 472.

19°

Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 156. We noted above that itatploi only occasionally translates

191 Steyn,

192

nr,lvt:7p.

Septuagint Quotations, 157.

Dahl, "Abraham," 149.

193 Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 156. So also Fitzmyer: "The Greek version of Genesis that Luke was using
may have substituted it patriai, 'families,' for ethne, 'nations,' but, more likely, Luke himself has substituted it for
the latter term, which he normally uses for 'Gentiles.' Fitzmyer, Acts, 291.
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the families of the earth"), is then intended specifically to include Israel in addition to the
Gentiles. The focus at this point in the narrative is on fulfillment of the promise to Israel.
The following verse (3:26) applies the promise and concludes the speech.
Irp6Yrov avaavjaa; 6 Ococ Toy
Roci6a ccirrol3 aniatiaiv ccircbv
Eaoyolivta i4tecc iv tei) ducompi(pitv
Eicocatov 6c7c6 to5v novriptclw 6µ6v.

God, having raised up his servant, sent him
to you first, to bless you in turning every
one of you from your wickedness.

"His servant" (toy irai& ainob) echoes 3:13 ("his servant, Jesus"), but may also refer to
Moses (often referred to as Yahweh's servant194) and the prophet like him (3:22-23). The
"raising up" (avoccrutjaccg) of the servant is not a reference to the resurrection,195 but echoes the
promise that God would "raise up" (avocatipet) the prophet like Moses (3:22).196 The purpose
for which God raised up his servant was "to bless you" (ciaoyolivtoc, i..tac), that is, to fulfill
the promise to Abraham (ivA..orrieljaovtat, 3:25). The blessing is obtained by iv 't4
OcnoaTpayetv Exacuov duce 'OW icowiptc-ov iwin, ("turning every one of you from your
wickedness"), i.e., repentance (3:19-20).197

194

See section 3.2.1.

195 As contended by Fitzmyer, Acts, 291; Tannehill, Narrative Unity, 2:56. Nor does it refer to the servant's
"appointment" as suggested by Leonas, "Acts 3,25-26," 160. The verb is already present in 3:22 from the OG of
Deut 18:18. It is used in the sense of "cause to appear for a role or function," BDAG, s.v. dviaTrult, 4 (although
BDAG assigns this verse to def. 2, "to raise up by bringing back to life," with def. 4 present only as wordplay).

196 L. T. Johnson finds that "the Mosaic imagery is obvious." Johnson, Acts, 70-71. Similarly (of coming "on
to the stage of history," or of "raising up" a leader) Barrett, Acts, 213; Bruce, Acts (Greek, 3d ed.), 88. The hifil of

my is commonly translated by icytilit (or one of its compounds) or ilicipo.). Also "raised up" (00 civiatipl) are a
priest (to replace Eli, 1 Sam 2:35), David's throne (2 Sam 3:10), David's "seed" (2 Sam 7:12), the king (Deut 28:36,
icaGiovratt), and the judges (e.g., Judg 2:16, iyetpo)) evil (2 Sam 12:11, WyEipci.)).
197 Barrett understands the infinitive in an active transitive sense: God (or the servant) "turns you from your
wickedness." Barrett, Acts, 214. If so, it is part of the promise; if not, it reinforces the command to repent (3:19).
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"First" (7rpekov) again brings the Gentiles into view. God has not sent his servant only to
i)!Ltiv ("you") Jews,I98 but to 'Ugly icpCotov ("to you first").199 "First" suggests "second,"20° a
subsequent stage in the work of the servant, that the promise to Abraham "will be realized for
others at a later stage."201 Steyn concludes that "the irpcinov in v. 26 clearly suggests that the
circle is wider than Jews alone."202 Barrett's careful discussion is worth quoting at length:
rpoitov implies that the offer of messianic salvation made to the Jews as heirs of the
prophets and inheritors of the covenant (see above, v. 25) will be followed by
another—to the Gentiles. Other ways of taking it, such as that Jesus was the first to
be raised from the dead (cf. 1 Cor. 15.20), or that he was raised before the parousia
took place, have little to commend them. . . . 7cpc1Yrov must then be taken closely
with i)1..tiv: It was initially but not exclusively for your benefit that God sent his
Servant; that is, the first sending will turn out not in the first instance but eventually
to be of benefit not only to Jews but to Gentiles also: to the Jew first and also to the
Greek (Rom 1:16). . .. The relation between Judaism and the Christian church is a
question that is frequently raised in Acts and one that cannot be adequately
considered on the basis of one passage. The present passage does however suggest
that for Luke the question was not a difficult one. It is God's intention to have a
newly constituted people of which the original heirs of the covenant and Gentiles,
newly called through the Gospel, may be members. For both there is only one way
into the inheritance: Jesus the Messiah.203
The appearance of "servant" in this context is interesting as well. In Isa 49:6, God
expanded the commission of his "servant" from the "trifling" task of "rais[ing] up the tribes of

198 That Jews are in view is evident from the beginning of 3:25: "You (emphatic,
the prophets and of the covenant which God gave to your fathers, saying to Abraham."

tatE) are the sons of

199 The word npiircov here may anticipate its occurrence in 13:46: "It was necessary that the word of God
should be spoken first to you. Since you thrust it from you, and judge yourselves unworthy of eternal life, behold,
we turn to the Gentiles." The citation of Isa 49:6 immediately follows.

200

Eynde, "Children of the Promise," 472.

201 Dupont, "Salvation," 23. Similarly, Fitzmyer speaks of a "note of universalism" provided by the citation
and indicates that "this quotation in Peter's speech foreshadows the spread of the Christian message to non-Jewish
families as well." Fitzmyer, Acts, 291.

202

Steyn, Septuagint Quotations, 156.

203

Barrett, Acts, 213.
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Jacob and . restor[ing] the preserved of Israel" by making him "a light to the nations, that my
salvation may reach to the end of the earth." Here in Acts 3:26 is the same two-stage process: the
servant is sent first for the seed of Abraham, and then for "all the families of the earth." Even
after Paul "turns to the Gentiles" (Acts 13:46), he continues to repeat this process, going "to the
Jew first," and only after encountering rejection there, "also to the Greek" (Rom 1:16).
The promise to bless "the families of the earth" through Abraham, then, is a promise of
salvation through Jesus for both Jews and Gentiles.
Peter's point is that the messianic blessing, though destined first for the Jews (3:26),
must extend to all nations: the risen Christ is a principle of salvation for the Gentiles,
too.204
It is generally agreed that there is a reference to the future Gentile mission in the
yfic and allusion to it implied in the use of i.tiv
phrase nolaat ai natptai
apcircov (v. 26).2°5
This is not to say that this assertion was explicitly understood by Peter's audience or
developed further at this point in the narrative. Marshall believes "the reference to the Gentiles is
at this stage a quiet hint (contrast 13:46)."206 Witherington finds that "here and in v. 26 the
blessing of the Gentiles is clearly alluded to, but only in connection with Jews or following
blessing given to Jews. Luke is masterfully preparing for later developments in his narrative."207
It does not even mean that Peter or other apostles clearly understood the implications at this time.
It may have taken the apostles some time to fully realize the implications of the
missionary imperative, but there it is. Peter was primarily concerned with the Jews.

204 Dupont,
205

"Apologetic," 135.

Wilson, Gentile Mission, 219.

'06 Marshall,

Acts, 96.

207 Witherington, Acts,

188.
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The gospel was preached to them first. Soon it would reach far beyond the
boundaries of Judaism "to all the peoples on earth."208
Nevertheless, in light of the later progress of Luke's narrative, it is impossible to imagine that
Luke or his audience would have been oblivious to the implications of the language used here,
particularly in light of the repeated assertion that the Old Testament prophesied the Gentile
mission (e.g., Luke 24:47) and the considerable attention paid to that mission in the narrative. As
a Gentile believer, Theophilus would have welcomed this early indication in the narrative of
Acts that, because Jesus came in fulfillment of God's promise to Abraham, the promised blessing
is not only for Jews, but for Gentiles like him as well. Further, the fulfillment of God's promise
and purpose requires that Gentiles receive the blessing promised. If the blessing comes by faith
(16), knowledge (17), repentance (19, 26), and hearing (22-23), then the message of and about
the servant/seed must be intentionally announced to Gentiles.
5.3.4 The Use of Genesis 22:18 in Acts 3:25
5.3.4.1 Text
Although the citation appears to be based on the OG, there are no significant differences
between the OG and the MT, and the argument could be made equally well from either. The
author has emphasized the "seed" by bringing the expression iv UT) 61*ga-a crov forward in
the citation. In addition, the apparently more inclusive wording naaat at 'Neap-Lai, 'di; 711;
appears in place of the OG 7tavza 'roc gOvri rfic yijc, where to gOV11 would typically be
understood as a reference to Gentiles only, while Peter wished to include Jews.

208 Polhill, Acts, 137.
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5.3.4.2 Hermeneutic
Acts 3 understands the promise to Abraham as a promise that God would act to bring
blessing to all nations (including Gentiles) through an individual. There has been substantial
disagreement concerning correct understanding of the promise as it appears in Genesis: whether
God promised to act, whether Gentiles are included, and whether the seed through whom the
blessing will come is an individual. The present study has shown that there is good reason to
understand the promise in Genesis in substantially the same terms as in Acts 3: that God did
promise to act, that Gentiles are included, and that the seed through whom the blessing comes is
ultimately an individual. The interpretation of the promise to Abraham in Acts 3:25 is therefore
consistent with a proper understanding of the promise in its original context.
5.3.4.3 Purpose
The argument in Acts 3 is based on the promise to Abraham as the foundation of all the
promises God made "to our fathers" (1:55, 72) "by the mouth of his holy prophets from of old"
(1:70). To support this claim, Peter appeals to the foundational promise of the Old Testament, the
promise to Abraham. Sabine van den Eynde has noted that Luke attributes promises made to
Moses as part of the promise to Abraham.209 Similarly, R. L. Brawley has underscored the way
in which Luke connects the promises to David to the promise to Abraham.21° Such studies
reinforce the understanding that we gain from the Old Testament narrative itself that the promise

209 E.g., in Acts 7:7, the promise that Israel will serve God in the land (Xcapelioovcrtv) owes more to Exod
3:12 than Gen 15:13-14. Eynde, "Children of the Promise," 473.
210 Thus, although the announcement to Mary is made in terms of the promise to David (1:30-33), the
Magnificat speaks of God's mercy to Abraham (1:55, cp. 37). Zachariah also moves from David (1:69) to Abraham
(1:73). "Not only the Davidic Messiah, but also the prophet like Moses is a particular way God moves the
Abrahamic covenant toward its term." Brawley, "Abrahamic Traditions," 112-13,125.
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to Abraham is the basis of God's subsequent redemptive work.2I I In his influential study of "The
Story of Abraham in Luke-Acts," Nils Dahl has observed that, unlike Paul or the author of
Hebrews, Luke does not point to Abraham's faith. Instead "God's word to Abraham is seen as
the beginning of a history in which partial realizations are interconnected with new promises,
until the coming of the Righteous One, of whom all the prophets spoke (cf. [Acts] 7:52)." Two
conclusions of Dahl's study are particularly worth noting. First, Dahl finds the use of Abraham
in Luke-Acts to be "a confirmation of Paul Schubert's thesis that 'proof-from-prophecy' is a
main theological and literary device of the work." Second,
Salvation of Gentiles was from the beginning envisaged by God and included as part
of his promises to Israel. Luke does not claim that the church has replaced Israel as
the people of God, nor does he call Gentile believers Abraham's children. Gentiles
are saved as Gentiles. Luke takes care to adduce prophecies that really spoke of
them. This "proof-from-prophecy" has a double function: to prove the legitimacy of
the Gentile mission and Gentile churches, and to prove that Jesus is the Anointed
One of whom the prophets spoke.212
As in Acts 2, Luke here cites the Old Testament to demonstrate that "the things which have
been accomplished among us" (Toiv ninXiipo(pongivow iv fully npayphu)v, Luke 1:1)
have happened just as God had foretold. Gentiles are included in the promises of God that were
made to the fathers and have been fulfilled in Jesus. Both the narrative of Acts as a whole and the
particular accounts of each of Paul's missionary visits follow the pattern inherent in the promise
to Abraham—"to the Jew first and also to the Greek." This "proof from prophecy" assures
Theophilus, and Luke's other readers, of the truth of the message they have believed, particularly
that by fulfilling the promise to Abraham in Jesus, God extended his blessing to all the families
of the earth.

211

See section 5.3.2 above.

212

Dahl, "Abraham," 144, 152, 151.
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5.4 Summary
The citations of Joel 3:1-5 in Acts 2:17-21 and Gen 22:18 in Acts 3:25 are not made
explicitly to address questions related to the Gentile mission. The former is cited to explain the
puzzling phenomena that accompanied the eschatological outpouring of the Holy Spirit at
Pentecost, although it also indicates that salvation, forgiveness, and the Spirit will be given to
Gentiles as well as Jews. The latter is cited, as the foundational promise of the Old Testament, as
part of Peter's assertion that what "all the prophets" proclaimed (3:18, 24) has been fulfilled in
Jesus, while also connecting the "seed" of Abraham, the expected Messiah (Christ), and the
prophet like Moses, to the promised blessing for Israel and "all the families of the earth." These
citations thus play an important role in the first two sermons of Acts that in turn shape the rest of
the narrative.213 In particular, the seemingly universal language of Joel 3 and the promise to
Abraham anticipate the later explicit treatment of the Gentile mission. The speeches in Acts have
two audiences: in the narrative, Peter addresses these sermons to Jewish audiences in Jerusalem;
through the narrative, Luke addresses his readers. Although these indications of the universal
extent of God's work in Jesus appear to have gone unnoticed by Peter's original hearers in
Jerusalem, Luke's Gentile readers would have noted with great interest and satisfaction these
early testimonies to the inclusiveness of God's plan.
5.4.1 Text
There are no significant differences between the OG and the MT in the relevant portions of
the citation of Joel 3:1-5 in Acts 2:16-21, although other portions of the citation suggest that the
OG

lies behind the citation. Acts 3:25 comes closest to the language of Genesis 22:18 of all the

213 Tannehill finds the two speeches "complimentary" and argues that "we must view the two speeches together
in order to understand Peter's message in its full scope." Tannehill, Narrative Unity, 2:58.
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statements of the promise to Abraham, although it is likely that the appeal is to the promise itself,
rather than any particular form of it. Neither the forms of the citations nor the arguments based
on them depend particularly on either the OG or the MT.
5.4.2 Hermeneutic
Both citations are employed with respect for their original contexts. Joel spoke of an
outpouring of God's Spirit that would come at a time after the material restoration of the people
from the locust plague. God promised Abraham "seed" through whom all nations would be
blessed. At Pentecost, Peter announced that the phenomena seen and heard by the crowd were
evidence that the awaited Spirit had at last been given. In the subsequent sermon in the temple,
Peter announced that the time of blessing promised to Abraham had begun. In both texts, the
eventual inclusion of the Gentiles among God's people can legitimately be seen in the Old
Testament original. The fulfillment of both promises requires the proclamation of the gospel to
the nations. While these implications are not made explicit at this point in the narrative, the later
narrative and Luke's evident interest in Gentile mission support the assertion that an intentional
Gentile mission is anticipated in these citations.
Both texts employ a Christocentric hermeneutic. The outpouring of the Spirit promised by
Joel is cited as evidence of the resurrection and enthronement of Jesus as "both Lord and Christ"
(2:36). In Acts 3, Peter associates the expected Messiah (Christ), the prophet like Moses, the
servant, and the "seed" of Abraham with the risen Jesus who had restored the lame man in token
of the restoration of all things (3:21, cf. 3:19). This hermeneutic is applied to texts from all of
"the law of Moses and the prophets and the psalms." The coming of Jesus in fulfillment of these
promises requires inclusion of the Gentiles for their intended consummation, just as the coming
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of the servant demands an intentional Gentile mission and the restoration of the kingdom in Jesus
necessitates accommodations to insure the unhindered extension of God's name over Gentiles.
Both texts develop the ecclesiology of Acts. In Acts 2, the Spirit poured out by the
enthroned Christ is given not only to Israel, but to "all flesh," to "everyone who calls on the
name of the Lord," and to "everyone whom the Lord calls." In Acts 3, the promise of blessing
through Abraham is for "all the families of the earth," even though it is sent to Jews "first."
5.4.3 Purpose
Both citations are employed as "proof from prophecy." Peter cited Joel 3:1-5 with the
explicit statement that "this is what was spoken by the prophet Joel" (2:16) and employed the
citation as part of his demonstration of the resurrection, ascension, and enthronement of Jesus as
the Messiah. Similarly, in Acts 3:26, Peter demonstrated that God offers the promised blessing
through Abraham to his audience through the identification of the Messiah/prophet/servant/seed
promised in Gen 22:18 and "all the prophet" with Jesus. In both cases the Old Testament is cited
to demonstrate that "this is that," to prove from prophecy that Jesus is the Christ and that through
him God is extending his promised blessings both to Peter's hearers and Luke's readers.
The citation of both texts is a rhetorical strategy that advances the author's purpose. In
Acts 2, Peter connects the phenomena of Pentecost to the promised outpouring of the Spirit in
order to persuade his hearers that "God has made him both Lord and Christ, this Jesus whom you
crucified." In Acts 3, he connects the covenant with Abraham and other promises to announce
that "all the prophets . . . proclaimed these days" of blessing through the name of Jesus. In both
cases, the goal is the hearers' repentance (2:38; 3:19) as a response to Peter's message. The
citations presume acceptance of scripture's authority and enhance Peter's own authority.
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In light of the larger narrative of Acts, we have seen that these citations also include
indications that God will pour out his Spirit on Gentiles and include Gentiles in the blessing
promised to Abraham. Luke's two-track argument joins the authority of the cited texts with the
providentially directed course of the narrative. The effectiveness of this strategy depends on his
audience's acceptance of the authority of the Old Testament.
Finally, Peter's citations from the Old Testament in Acts 2 and 3 play a key role in these
first two sermons which themselves play a central role in introducing major themes of the book.
Although explicit implications for the Gentile mission are not drawn from these citations where
they occur in the narrative, recognition of the dual audiences (the crowds of Jews in Jerusalem,
the Gentile readers of Luke's narrative) indicates their larger function. The presence of language
anticipating the Gentile mission at this early point in his work highlights this as one of Luke's
primary concerns in Acts and demonstrates that one of the issues concerning which Theophilus
needs assurance is the place of the Gentiles in the promises and among the people of God.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
This study has confirmed the importance of the Old Testament in the development of key
themes in Luke-Acts. The many appeals to the Old Testament play a prominent role in the
development of the narrative and of central themes in Luke-Acts.
Chapter 2 surveyed Luke's appeals to the Old Testament. There are 14 statements in which
Luke summarizes Old Testament teachings (e.g., Luke 24:44-49), 78 explicit Old Testament
citations identified in the text of NA27 and/or UBS4 (48 of which are marked by an introductory
formula). The summary statements all speak of fulfillment of prophecy in relation to the coming
of Christ. Of the citations, 42 of the 78 texts identified by NA27 and/or UBS4 (29 of the 48
citations marked with an introductory formula) are employed in prophetic contexts, referring the
prophecies either to present or future fulfillments. (The remaining citations refer to provisions of
the law, historical events, or doctrinal teachings.) The scripture summaries and the explicit
citations highlight five themes: the suffering, death, resurrection, and exaltation of the Messiah;
the coming of eschatological blessings; God's judgment; the rejection of Christ by many Jews;
and the offer of forgiveness to all (Jew or Gentile) who believe in Jesus. This survey of the
scripture summaries and the explicit citations is one of the contributions of the present study.
Christopher Stanley's work on Old Testament citations in Paul,' suggested that authors
generally appeal to authority for matters under dispute. It appears that these five themes in
Luke's use of the Old Testament offer a window into concerns shared by Luke and his readers,
I

See sections 1.4 and 2.3.
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and particularly into the areas in which Theophilus was in need of greater "certainty"
(ecapeaetccv). It is clear from elsewhere in the New Testament that Jesus' crucifixion was a
major issue. His resurrection was widely doubted and his Messiahship denied. Both the
summaries and the explicit citations evidence a substantial concern to demonstrate that all had in
fact gone according to God's plan for the Messiah.
The New Testament also indicates that the rejection of Jesus by so many Jews raised
serious questions. Acts indicates that the Gentile mission and the Gentiles' place in the church
was a matter of controversy, both within the church and between the church and the synagogue.
If Theophilus were in fact a Gentile, one of his chief concerns would have been that Gentiles like
himself properly share in the people and promises of God. That Luke-Acts is concerned to
demonstrate that Jesus is the Christ and that ecclesiology is one of its authors' major concerns
are not new findings, but the evidence that the scripture summaries and explicit citations offer in
support of these contentions is another contribution of this study.
The survey of explicit citations identified four texts that speak to the Gentile mission and
the inclusion of Gentiles among the people of God. Two are introduced explicitly in connection
with disputes over the Gentile mission: the citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47 and the citation of
Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15:16-18. Two other citations are introduced earlier in Acts primarily to
address other questions, but also anticipate the Gentile mission: the citation of Joel 3:1-5 in Acts
2:16-21 and the citation of Gen 22:18 in Acts 3:25. Because of the explicit connection to the
Gentile mission, as well as special issues related to each, Acts 13:47 and 15:16-18 were
examined in greater detail. The diverse sources of these four Old Testament texts (Genesis,
Isaiah, Joel, and Amos), the central prophetic themes they invoke (the promise to Abraham, the
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Servant, the Spirit, and the kingdom), and the centrality of the characters who cite them (Peter,
Paul, and James) indicate the importance of the Gentile mission to the author.
Findings regarding each of these texts have previously been summarized under the rubrics
of text, hermeneutic, and purpose. These rubrics will synthesize our findings.
6.1 Text
It is generally agreed that Luke's citations come from the OG, except when he quotes from
memory or is indebted to another source. Darrell Bock has refined the textual question by
distinguishing the form of the text cited and the argument that is based upon that cited text.2 A
particular citation may appear closer to the OG than the MT, but it is another question whether the
argument made from that text requires the distinctive readings of the OG. For those who regard
the MT as authoritative, this is a distinction of some importance.
In the citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47, there were no well-attested variants in the MT or
New Testament texts. Although Luke's wording exactly reproduces the OG, it omits the OG text
where the latter apparently adds to the MT. Whether the form of the citation in Acts 13 represents
a fresh rendering of the MT, or an OG manuscript closer to the MT than most extant OG
manuscripts, the form of the text cited in the New Testament does not significantly diverge from
the MT or OG.
The situation in Acts 15:16-18 (Amos 9:11-12) is quite different. The MT, the OG, and the
New Testament citation diverge significantly. The New Testament citation seems clearly to be
based upon, even if adapted from, the OG. Suggestions that the citation contains allusions to other
Old Testament texts do not seem well substantiated. Despite the differences from the MT, neither
the OG nor the citation in Acts 15 diverge from the sense of the original words of Amos. The
2

Bock, Proclamation, 48.
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argument in Acts 15 does not, as has often been suggested, depend particularly on the form of
the OG text.3 The argument can be made equally well from the MT, the citation of the OG in Acts
15:16-18 does not constitute a valid argument against the historicity of the speech or of Luke's
the account of the council.
There are fewer textual issues in the citations from Joel and Genesis. Both citations reflect
the wording of the 00, although the OG does not differ significantly from the MT in the portions
studied here. There is no particular dependence on distinctive OG readings in the arguments made
from either text.
These findings, particularly in light of the frequent claims that the citation of Amos
9:11-12 in Acts 15:16-18 is dependent entirely on the OG, suggest that similar claims regarding
other citations in Luke-Acts deserve further study.
6.2 Hermeneutic
These four citations are used in a way that is congruent with their meaning in their original
contexts. Luke did not disregard or distort the original sense of the Hebrew text (even when the
words of the citation appear to come from the oG). There is no evidence that meanings were
found in wordplay or linguistic ambiguities, or that texts were linked merely on the basis of
catchwords. Although these findings relate directly only to these four texts, the conclusion is
important because these citations have often been seen as representative of an imaginative and
arbitrary hermeneutic. The fact that such a view cannot be sustained in the case of these citations
suggests that this view may be profitably reconsidered in the case of other citations as well.
Luke consistently employs a Christocentric hermeneutic, stated clearly in Luke 24:44:
"everything written about me in the law of Moses and the prophets and the psalms must be
3

As a result, the use of the OG does not argue against the essential historicity of Luke's account of the council.
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fulfilled." The varied sources of these four citations (Genesis, Isaiah, Joel, and Amos) and the
varied prophetic themes they evoke (the promise to Abraham, the Servant, the Spirit, and the
kingdom) demonstrate that Luke indeed understands all of the Old Testament to be about Christ.
This may not initially appear to be the case in the citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47, where
the prophecy of Isaiah, "I have set you to be a light for the Gentiles, that you may bring salvation
to the uttermost parts of the earth," is applied to Paul and Barnabas. Examination of the whole of
Luke-Acts, however, found that this text is in at least two other places applied to Jesus (Luke
2:30; Acts 26:23; and possibly Acts 1:8). The suggestion that New Testament authors felt no
need of consistency seemed too superficial a response to accept without further investigation. In
fact, the New Testament indicates an intimate connection between Christ and his church. The
application of the text to Paul and Barnabas is not without a connection to Christ. While several
rationales have been used to explain that relationship in Acts 13, Richard Davidson's
understanding of appropriated/ecclesiological fulfillment of types provided a conceptual
framework that helps us understand how a Christological text might be applied to Christ's
apostolic messengers on behalf of the church. By this means, Luke uses "proof from prophecy"
to demonstrate the necessity of an intentional mission to the Gentiles. The cited text is employed
in a manner consistent with its original context.
Similarly, despite the variations in the form of the citation in the oc and the New
Testament, the citation of Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15 is used in a manner consistent with its
original contextual meaning. There is no plausible evidence of allusions to other prophetic texts,
nor is the text applied by fanciful exegetical strategies. A Christocentric hermeneutic is again
employed. The reestablishment of the Davidic kingdom is the centerpiece of God's
eschatological work. That this has been accomplished through the ministry (including the death
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and resurrection) of Christ is assumed and becomes the key to understanding the application of
the text of Amos. James' argument from Amos 9 is that this reestablishment of the kingdom
necessarily implies the inclusion of the Gentiles among the people of God—as Gentiles, not as
converts to Judaism. Although God's acceptance of the Gentiles was first called to the church's
attention through God's directing Peter to the house of Cornelius, James finds it confirmed in the
words of Amos.
Joel 3 and Genesis 22:18 are also employed in ways that are congruent with and respectful
of their original contexts. Both citations are applied to present circumstances by means of a
Christ-centered hermeneutic. The fact of the outpouring of the Spirit (as promised by Joel) serves
primarily as evidence of the enthronement of Jesus as "Lord and Christ" but he larger narrative
of Acts indicates that the outpouring of the Spirit on "all flesh" is meant here to include the
Gentiles, (as it does in Joel). The promised blessing to Abraham is now being made available to
all who call on the name of Jesus, even Gentiles. The extension of eschatological blessing to the
Gentiles is evident in both of these citations in their original contexts.
Although it is often asserted that these citations disregard their original contexts or distort
their original meanings, the opposite is true. Each citation displays awareness of and respect for
the meaning of the text in its original context. This suggests that other citations may be profitably
reexamined to see whether they display a similar respect for the original context.
6.3 Purpose
Luke appeals to the Old Testament as "proof from prophecy." The characters in Luke's
narrative encounter new and sometimes puzzling situations, which they come to understand with
the aid of the Old Testament. In particular, they argue that the new things happening are simply
what God had foretold in scripture—"this is that" that God had promised. By citing these Old
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Testament texts, the speakers claim the authority of scripture to their arguments. By recording
these appeals to scripture, Luke also claims the authority of the divine interpretation of these
events for his own narrative. Both the speakers' and the narrator's strategies depend on their
audience's acceptance of the authority of the scripture to which they appeal. Luke's argument,
however, does not rely on scripture alone. The narrative of God's pouring out the Spirit on the
household of Cornelius and the providentially directed and blessed ministry of Paul to Gentiles
join with these Old Testament citations to confirm God's salvation of Gentiles and the legitimacy
of the church's Gentile mission. The effort to view citations as rhetorical strategies demonstrates
how the citations function in their contexts in Acts and may be a fruitful avenue to pursue in the
study of other citations in Luke-Acts and elsewhere in the New Testament.
The survey of scripture summaries and explicit citations (chapter 2) indicated that Gentiles
and the Gentile mission are of considerable concern to Luke and, presumably, to his audience as
well. The four citations examined demonstrate the centrality of that concern. By these citations,
Luke seeks to address the concerns he believed Theophilus had. The study of explicit citations
as indications of an author's concerns may be a useful approach for further study in Luke-Acts
and elsewhere in the New Testament.
The citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47 marks a turning point in the book of Acts. The
chapter begins with the commissioning of Paul and Barnabas "for the work to which [God]
called them" (13:2). Although that work is not specified explicitly at this time, earlier hints
suggest what the subsequent narrative confirms: God has sent Paul to preach the gospel to
Gentiles. The initial ministry recorded in Acts 13 is new only in its geography. Paul's sermon in
Pisidian Antioch is addressed to Jews and "Gentiles who worship God" (13:16). Yet when Paul
and Barnabas encounter opposition from many Jews on the next sabbath, they condemn their
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detractors as demonstrating themselves "unworthy of eternal life" and declare their own intention
to "turn to the Gentiles" (13:46), citing Isa 49:6 as justification for this new development in their
preaching. Just as Paul and Barnabas share with the Isaianic servant a degree of frustration and
futility in their God-given ministry to Israel, like the servant they receive a broader mission to be
light to the nations. Their subsequent ministry will be summarized as God's having "opened a
door of faith to the Gentiles" (14:27), even as it continues to follow the pattern of "to the Jew
first" in every town they visit. Although the mission of Acts 13-14 is not the direct cause of the
controversy that led to the Jerusalem council in Acts 15, it is the narrative precursor to the
council, and the subsequent account three times records the testimony of Barnabas and Paul
regarding their work among the Gentiles (15:3, 4, 12). The citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47 thus
plays a pivotal role, not only demonstrating the necessity of an intentional mission to Gentiles,
but in setting the stage for the final decision of the church regarding the way in which the
Gentiles are to be included among the people of God.
The application of this text that is elsewhere applied to Jesus appears to be made possible
by an appeal to a typological or redemptive-historical union between Christ and his followers
(Richard Davidson's "ecclesiastical/appropriated typology"). His mission is theirs, and
particularly belongs his appointed, apostolic representatives such as Paul and Barnabas. What
Paul and Barnabas do, therefore, in turning to the Gentiles is simply what God had announced
through Isaiah. The appeal to Isa 49:6 is thus an appeal to "proof from prophecy."
The account of Acts 15 clarifies the means by which Gentiles are to be included among the
people of God. The narrative of the Spirit's direction of the council, the case made by speakers
during the council, and the citation demonstrate the acceptance of the Gentiles by faith alone
(without circumcision or obedience to the ceremonial provisions of the law). The citation of
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Amos 9:11-12 appears to be the deciding argument in the council's deliberations. God's
providential directing of Peter to the house of Cornelius (supplemented by accounts of "what
God had done through" Barnabas and Paul "among the Gentiles," 15:12) is confirmed by James'
appeal to the words of Amos. This is what God had said would happen—the appeal is to "proof
from prophecy." Coming on the heels of the citation of Isa 49:6 in Acts 13:47, the citation of
Amos 9 powerfully settles the question of the means of Gentile inclusion. For James, for the
council, and (so far as the narrative of Acts is concerned) for the church, salvation is by grace,
through faith, without circumcision or the Mosaic law. (The Gentile mission remained
controversial for Jews who had not acknowledged Jesus as the Messiah, Acts 22:21-22, as did
the obligation of Jews who believed in Jesus to keep the law.) The Gentile mission is caused by
widespread Jewish rejection of Jesus or the gospel, but was announced by God "from of old."
Preaching to Jews continued, but even to the end of the narrative, many Jews reject the message,
while many Gentiles believe. Believing Gentiles do not replace Israel, but are welcomed into the
restored kingdom of David and submit to the rule of Yahweh and his anointed ("Christ").
Peter's citations of Joel 3 and Genesis 22:18 are both instances of "proof from prophecy."
Neither is introduced explicitly for the purpose of legitimating the Gentile mission, but the
language of both texts ("all flesh," "everyone who calls," "everyone God calls," "all the families
of the earth") in their original contexts and in the larger narrative of Acts anticipates that
mission. Both citations are rhetorical strategies that appeal to the authority of the Old Testament
to enhance the authority of the speaker, as well as of Luke as narrator. Both depend for their
effectiveness on the audiences'/readers' acceptance of the authority of scripture explicitly for
purposes other than the legitimization of the Gentile mission. While the implications of these
citations for the Gentile mission are not developed at this point in the narrative, it is difficult to
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imagine either that Luke did not have the Gentile mission in mind or that early readers would not
have noticed these references in light of their awareness of "the rest of the story." The
cumulative effect is to provide Gentile readers like Theophilus with assurance of their place in
the promises, program, and people of God.
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APPENDIX 1
SCRIPTURE SUMMARIES IN LUKE-ACTS

Underlined text indicates the general reference to the Old Testament. Bold italic text marks the content of the Old
Testament teaching. References given in bold type indicate texts of particular clarity and importance.
Reference
Luke 1:68-75

NA27
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Luke 18:31-33
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Luke 21:20-24
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RSV
"Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, for he
has visited and redeemed his people, and
has raised up a horn of salvation for us in
the house of his servant David, as he spoke
by the mouth of his holy prophets from of
old, that we should be saved from our
enemies, and from the hand of all who
hate us; to perform the mercy promised to
our fathers, and to remember his holy
covenant, the oath which he swore to our
father Abraham, to grant us that we, being
delivered from the hand of our enemies,
might serve him without fear, in holiness
and righteousness before him all the days
of our life.
And taking the twelve, he said to them,
"Behold, we are going up to Jerusalem, and
everything that is written of the Son of man
by the prophets will be accomplished. For
he will be delivered to the Gentiles, and
will be mocked and shamefully treated and
spit upon; they will scourge him and kill
him, and on the third day he will rise."
But when you see Jerusalem surrounded
by armies, then know that its desolation
has come near. Then let those who are in
Judea flee to the mountains, and let those
who are inside the city depart, and let not
those who are out in the country enter it; for
these are days of vengeance, to fulfil all
that is written. Alas for those who are with
child and for those who give suck in those
days! For great distress shall be upon the
earth and wrath upon this people; they
will fall by the edge of the sword, and be
led captive among all nations; and
Jerusalem will be trodden down by the
Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles are
fulfilled.

Luke 24:25-27

-

Luke 24:44 49

-

Acts 3:18 26
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And he said to them, "0 foolish men, and
slow of heart to believe all that the prophets
have spoken! Was it not necessary that the
Christ should suffer these things and enter
into his glory?" And beginning with Moses

and all the prophets, he interpreted to them
in all the scriptures the things concerning
himself.
Then he said to them, "These are my words
which I spoke to you, while I was still with
you, that everything written about me in the
law of Moses and the prophets and the
psalms must be fulfilled." Then he opened
their minds to understand the scriptures,
and said to them, "Thus it is written, that
the Christ should suffer and on the third
day rise from the dead, and that
repentance and forgiveness of sins should
be preached in his name to all nations,
beginning from Jerusalem. You are
witnesses of these things. And behold, I
send the promise of my Father upon you;
but stay in the city, until you are clothed
with power from on high."

But what God foretold by the mouth of all
the prophets, that his Christ should suffer,
he thus fulfilled. Repent therefore, and turn
again, that your sins may be blotted out,
that times of refreshing may come from the
presence of the Lord, and that he may send
the Christ appointed for you, Jesus, whom
heaven must receive until the time for
establishing all that God spoke by the
mouth of his holy prophets from of old.
Moses said, The Lord God will raise up
for you a prophet from your brethren as
he raised me up. You shall listen to him in
whatever he tells you. And it shall be that
every soul that does not listen to that
prophet shall be destroyed from the

people.' And all the prophets who have
spoken, from Samuel and those who came
afterwards, also proclaimed these days.
You are the sons of the prophets and of the
covenant which God gave to your fathers,
saying to Abraham, 'And in your posterity
shall all the families of the earth be
blessed.' God, having raised up his
servant, sent him to you first, to bless you
in turning every one of you from your
wickedness."

Acts 7:52

tiva t(i)v irpopritenv ovK iStuAav of
tatipe; tp.65v; Kai aziKtetvav tot;
7rpoxatayieilavtac ,reps riffs eAsbcrecoc
vtv tp,ei; rrpoSatat xai
rob thralov,
tpovii; eyeveae,

Which of the prophets did not your fathers
persecute? And they killed those who
announced beforehand the coming of the
Righteous One, whom you have now
betrayed and murdered,

T01:YCW /mite; off, gpopttat gaptvpotatv

To him all the prophets bear witness that

iiceatv ciitapraw 2,afleiv 816 rob
ovoparoc atirob gams rev Incrrebovra
sic abrov.

every one who believes in him receives
forgiveness of sins through his name.

Acts 13:27-29

off, yap KatotKotvti; ev lepowaXiitt Kai
of Cipxovteg attiov tottov ayvolicravte;
Kai tot; (poivot; tetiv irponribv tag Kara
ray 4:yealatov aVOCAVCOOKOJIEVOtc
rpivavrec inktipopaay. Kai j.tiOettiav
aitiav eavatou etpcivre; firtjaavto
litiVittov devatpelh)vat atirov. uic SE
itaecav nay= to( Kepi attot
yeypattpiva, meeXcivre; axe tot .1SXot.)
ei; iwripziov.

For those who live in Jerusalem and their
rulers, because they did not recognize him
nor understand the utterances of the
prophets whiclfare read every sabbath,
fulfilled these by condemning him. Though
they could charge him with nothing
deserving death, yet they asked Pilate to
have him killed. And when they had
fulfilled all that was written of him, they
took him down from the tree, and laid him
in a tomb.

Acts 17:2-3

flaiXcp eicfiXecv
Kato( Si TO eito06;
irpog attotc Kai eicI adfflata
Stagato a,l)TOic anO TOW ypacpcbv,
Stavoiycov Kai rrapattOillevo; Ott ray

And Paul went in, as was his custom, and
for three weeks he argued with them from
the scriptures, explaining and proving that

Acts 10:43

xptarav &ea raCeiv rat avacrrijyaz er
vetcp&v Kai Ott civic early 0 zptcrrog [6]
717crotic Ov eye° Kat ayyiUtto tgiv.

it was necessary for the Christ to suffer
and to rise from the dead, and saying,
"This Jesus, whom I proclaim to you, is
the Christ."

Acts 18:28

ittovco; yap -KA; lovoctiot;
StaxarrikiyxEto orittoaia irrt8itxvt; Stet
TON/ ypayciiv that thy zplarbv Tqcroliy.

for he [Apollos] powerfully confuted the
Jews in public, showing by the scriptures
that the Christ was Jesus.

Acts 24:14-15

op.oXoycii Si totto (rot Ott Kato( thy 680v
ijv Xiyaupiv *caw, onto); Xatpeto)
rrottpu* 0ecii matetow /rapt 'CI* Kata
toy *tot, Kai toff; EV -col; irpognitat;
yeYpaititivotc, eAgi8a ion/ sic thy Oeoy
ijv Kai attoi (*cot rpouSixovrat,

But this I admit to you, that according to
the Way, which they call a sect, I worship

ervacrracrtv palely icrea0ca &calm, re
rai dairtov.
Acts 26:22-23
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iteXI,Ovuov yivicreat Kai Matcri-j;. ci
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civaarciaetoc verpeav voic pe.I.Aet
tcarayyiLtery sq3 se Aati.) rat wig
18Yeatv.
Acts 28:23

Tattigevoi, Si wino) ttipay fikOov Imo;
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getieeto Stai.tapt.upOttEvoc rile 13amielav
rot) Reoti, rceieow to wino'; rept rob
Itiooti alto te tot vOgov Mortcciu.); xai
TON, irpo(pritoiv, arb •Irptot Ea); iarripac.
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the God of our fathers, believing everything
laid down by the law or written in the
prophets, having a hope in God which
these themselves accept, that there will be a

resurrection of both the just and the
unjust.
To this day I have had the help that comes
from God, and so 1 stand here testifying
both to small and great, saying nothing but
what the prophets and Moses said would
come to pass: that the Christ must suffer,

and that, by being the first to rise from the
dead, he would proclaim light both to the
people and to the Gentiles.
When they had appointed a day for him,
they came to him at his lodging in great
numbers. And he expounded the matter to
them from morning till evening, testifying
to the kingdom of God and trying to
convince them about Jesus both from the
law of Moses and from the prophets.

APPENDIX 2
EXPLICIT OLD TESTAMENT CITATIONS IN LUKE-ACTS
Bold italics indicates the text cited from the Old Testament. Underlining indicates an introductory formula.
• indicates a text marked as a citation only in NA27; ° indicates a text marked as a citation only in UBS4.
Key to Prophetic texts: C=Christological, J=Judgment, R=Rejection, S=Soteriological, U=Universal.
Luke-Acts
Luke 1:15•

Source
Num 6:3; Lev
10:9

Luke 2:23
Luke 2:24

Exod 13:2, 12,
15
Lev 5:11.; 12:8

Luke 3:4-6

Isa 40:3-5

Luke 4:4

Deut 8:3

Luke 4:8

Deut 6:13;
10:20•

Luke 4:10-11

Ps 91:11-12

Luke 4:12

Deut 6:16

Luke 4:17-19

lsa 61:1-2 // Isa
58:6•

Luke 7:22•

Isa 29:18•; 35:5,
60; 42:18•;
26:19•

Luke 7:27

Exod 23:20•;
Mal 3:1

RSV

for he will be great before the Lord, and he shall drink no
wine nor strong drink, and he will be filled with the Holy
Spirit, even from his mother's womb.
(as it is written in the law of the Lord, "Every male that
opens the womb shall be called holy to the Lord")
and to offer a sacrifice according to what is said in the law
of the Lord, "a pair of turtledoves, or two young
pigeons."
As it is written in the book of the words of Isaiah the
prophet, "The voice of one crying in the wilderness:
Prepare the way of the Lord, make his paths straight.
Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill
shall be brought low, and the crooked shall be made
straight, and the rough ways shall be made smooth; and
all flesh shall see the salvation of God"
And Jesus answered him, "It is written, 'Man shall not
live by bread alone."
And Jesus answered him, "It is written, 'You shall
worship the Lord your God, and him only shall you
serve."'
"for it is written, 'He will give his angels charge of you,
to guard you,' and 'On their hands they will bear you
up, lest you strike your foot against a stone.'"
And Jesus answered him, "It is said, 'You shall not tempt
the Lord your God.
and there was given to him the book of the prophet Isaiah.
He opened the book and found the place where it was
written, "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he
has anointed me to preach good news to the poor. He
has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and
recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty those
who are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year of
the Lord."
And he answered them, "Go and tell John what you have
seen and heard: the blind receive their sight, the lame
walk, lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are
raised up, the poor have good news preached to them."
This is he of whom it is written, 'Behold, I send my
messenger before thy face, who shall prepare thy way
before thee.'
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Use
Legal

Legal
Legal

Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (U)

Legal
Legal

Other

Legal
Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (S)

Prophetic (S)

Prophetic (S)

Luke 8:10°

Isa 6:9

Luke 9:54•

2 Kgs 1:10,12

Luke 10:26-27

Deut 6:5

Luke 10:27
Luke 12:35•
Luke 12:53•

Lev 19:18
Exod 12:11
Mal 7:6

Luke 13:19•

Ps 104:12 [103:12
LXX]

Luke 13:27•

Ps 6:8 [6:9 MT,
LXX]

Luke 13:35

Ps

Luke 18:20

Exod 20:12-16;
Deut 5:16-20

Luke 19:38

Ps 118:26

Luke 19:46

Isa 56:7

Luke 19:46•
Luke 20:17

Jer 7:11
Ps 118:22

Luke 20:28

Deut 25:5

Luke 20:37

Exod 3:6

Luke 20:42-43

Ps 110:1

Luke 21:26•

lsa 34:4

Luke 21:27

Dan 7:13,14-

118:26

he said, "To you it has been given to know the secrets of
the kingdom of God; but for others they are in parables,
so that seeing they may not see, and hearing they may
not understand."
And when his disciples James and John saw it, they said,
"Lord, do you want us to bid fire come down from
heaven and consume them?"
He said to him, "What is written in the law? How do you
read?" And he answered, "You shall love the Lord your
God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with
all your strength, and with all your mind."
"and your neighbor as yourself."
"Let your loins be girded and your lamps burning."
they will be divided, father against son and son against
father, mother against daughter and daughter against her
mother, mother-in-law against her daughter-in-law and
daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law."
It is like a grain of mustard seed which a man took and
sowed in his garden; and it grew and became a tree, and
the birds of the air made nests in its branches.
But he will say, "I tell you, I do not know where you
come from; depart from me, all you workers of iniquity!"
Behold, your house is forsaken. And I tell you, you will
not see me until you say, "Blessed is he who comes in the
name of the Lord!"
You know the commandments: "Do not commit adultery,
Do not kill, Do not steal, Do not bear false witness,
Honor your father and mother."
saying, "Blessed is the King who comes in the name of
the Lord! Peace in heaven and glory in the highest!"
saying to them, "It is written, 'My house shall be a house
of prayer'."
"but you have made it a den of robbers."
But he looked at them and said, "What then is this that is
written: 'The very stone which the builders rejected has
become the head of the corner'?
and they asked him a question, saying, "Teacher, Moses
wrote for us that if a man's brother dies, having a wife
but no children, the man must take the wife and raise up
children for his brother."
But that the dead are raised, even Moses showed, in the
passage about the bush, where he calls the Lord the God
of Abraham and the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob.
For David himself says in the Book of Psalms, "The Lord
said to my Lord, Sit at my right hand, till I make thy
enemies a stool for thy feet."
men fainting with fear and with foreboding of what is
coming on the world; for the powers of the heavens will
be shaken.
And then they will see the Son of man coming in a cloud
with power and great glory.
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Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (R)

Other

Legal

Legal
Legal
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (R)

Other or
Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (.1)
Prophetic (R)
Prophetic (C)

Legal

Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (C)

Legal

Doctrinal

Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (J)

Prophetic (C)

Luke 22:37

Isa 53:12

Luke 22:69°

Ps 110:1

Luke 23:30

Hos 10:8

Luke 23:34.

Ps 22:19

Luke 23:46

Ps 31:5 [31:6
30:6 LXX]

Acts 1:20

Ps 69:25 [69:26
MT; 68:26 LXX]

Acts 1:20
Acts 2:16-21

Ps 109:8
Joel 2:28-32
[3:1-5 LXX]

Acts 2:25-28

Ps 16:8-11
[15:8-11 LXX]

Acts 2:30°

Ps 132:11

Acts 2:31°

Ps 16:10

Acts 2:34-35

Ps 110:1 [109:1
LXX]

Acts 3:13

Exod 3:6

For I tell you that this scripture must be fulfilled in me,
"And he was reckoned with transgressors"; for what is
written about me has its fulfilment.
But from now on the Son of man shall be seated at the

right hand of the power of God.
Then they will begin to say to the mountains, 'Fall on
us'; and to the hills, 'Cover us.'
And Jesus said, "Father, forgive them; for they know not
what they do." And they cast lots to divide his garments.
Then Jesus, crying with a loud voice, said, "Father, into
thy hands I commit my spirit!" And having said this he
breathed his last.
For it is written in the book of Psalms, 'Let his habitation

become desolate, and let there be no one to live in it"
and 'His office let another take.'
but this is what was spoken by the prophet Joel: "And in
the last days it shall be, God declares, that I will pour out
my Spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see
visions, and your old men shall dream dreams; yea, and
on my menservants and my maidservants in those days I
will pour out my Spirit; and they shall prophesy. And I
will show wonders in the heaven above and signs on the
earth beneath, blood, and fire, and vapor of smoke; the
sun shall be turned into darkness and the moon into
blood, before the day of the Lord comes, the great and
manifest day. And it shall be that whoever calls on the
name of the Lord shall be saved."
For David says concerning him, "I saw the Lord always
before me, for he is at my right hand that I may not be
shaken; therefore my heart was glad, and my tongue
rejoiced; moreover my flesh will dwell in hope. For thou
wilt not abandon my soul to Hades, nor let thy Holy One
see corruption. Thou hast made known to me the ways
of life; thou wilt make me full of gladness with thy
presence."
Being therefore a prophet, and knowing that God had
sworn with an oath to him that he would set one of his
descendants upon his throne.
he foresaw and spoke of the resurrection of the Christ,
that he was not abandoned to Hades, nor did his flesh
see corruption.
For David did not ascend into the heavens; but he himself
says, "The Lord said to my Lord, Sit at my right hand,
till I make thy enemies a stool for thy feet."
The God of Abraham and of Isaac and of Jacob, the
God of our fathers, glorified his servant Jesus, whom you

Prophetic (C)

Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (R)
Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (C)

Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (U)

Prophetic (C)

Prophetic (C)

Prophetic (C)

Prophetic (C)

Doctrinal

delivered up and denied in the presence of Pilate, when he
had decided to release him.

Acts 3:22

Deut 18:15-16

Moses said, "The Lord God will raise up for you a
prophet from your brethren as he raised me up. You
shall listen to him in whatever he tells you."
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Prophetic (C)

Acts 3:23

Deut 18:19

Acts 3:23

Lev 23:29

Acts 3:25

Gen 22:18; 26:4

Acts 4:11°

Ps 118:22

Acts 4:24•

Acts 4:25-26

2 Kgs 19:15; Isa
37:16 //Neh 9:6;
Exod 20:11; Ps
146:6
Ps 2:1-2

Acts 7:3

Gen 12:1

Acts 7:5

Gen 17:8; 48:4

Acts 7:6-7

Gen 15:13-14;
Exod 2:22•

Acts 7:7°
Acts 7:18

Exod 3:12
Exod 1:8

Acts 7:27-28

Exod 2:14

Acts 7:30°

Exod 3:2

Acts 7:31-32

Exod 3:6

Acts 7:33

Exod 3:5

Acts 7:34

Exod 3:7-8, 10

"And it shall be that every soul that does not listen to
that prophet."
"shall be destroyed from the people."
You are the sons of the prophets and of the covenant
which God gave to your fathers, saying to Abraham,
"And in your posterity shall all the families of the earth
be blessed."
This is the stone which was rejected by you builders, but
which has become the head of the corner.
And when they heard it, they lifted their voices together
to God and said, "Sovereign Lord, who didst make the
heaven and the earth and the sea and everything in them
"who by the mouth of our father David. thy servant. didst
say by the Holy Spirit, 'Why did the Gentiles rage, and
the peoples imagine vain things? The kings of the earth
set themselves in array, and the rulers were gathered
together, against the Lord and against his Anointed"'
and said to him, "Depart from your land and from your
kindred and go into the land which I will show you."
yet he gave him no inheritance in it, not even a foot's
length, but promised to give it to him in possession and to
his posterity after him, though he had no child.
And God spoke to this effect, that his posterity would be
aliens in a land belonging to others, who would enslave
them and ill-treat them four hundred years. "But I will
judge the nation which they serve," said God, "and after
that they shall come out."
"and worship me in this place."
till there arose over Egypt another king who had not
known Joseph.
But the man who was wronging his neighbor thrust him
aside, saying, "Who made you a ruler and a judge over
us? Do you want to kill me as you killed the Egyptian
yesterday?"
"Now when forty years had passed, an angel appeared to
him in the wilderness of Mount Sinai, in a flame of fire
in a bush.
When Moses saw it he wondered at the sight; and as he
drew near to look, the voice of the Lord came, "I am the
God of your fathers, the God of Abraham and of Isaac
and of Jacob." And Moses trembled and did not dare to
look.
And the Lord said to him, "Take off the shoes from your
feet, for the place where you are standing is holy
ground."
"I have surely seen the ill-treatment of my people that
are in Egypt and heard their groaning, and I have come
down to deliver them. And now come, I will send you to
Egypt"
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Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (R)
Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (U)

Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (R)
Doctrinal

Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (R)

Historical
Historical

Historical

Historical
Historical
Historical

Historical

Historical

Historical

Historical

Acts 7:35

Exod 2:14

Acts 7:37

Deut 18:15

Acts 7:40

Exod 32:1, 23

Acts 7:42-43

Amos 5:25-27

Acts 7:49-50

Isa 66:1-2

Acts 8:32-33

Isa 53:7-8

Acts 13:22'

Ps 89:20

Acts 13:22'
Acts 13:33

1 Sam 13:14
Ps 2:7

Acts 13:34

Isa 55:3

Acts 13:35

Ps 16:10

Acts 13:40-41

Hab 1:5

Acts 13:47

Isa 49:6

Acts 14:15•

Exod 20:11; Ps
146:6

Historical
This Moses whom they refused, saying, "Who made you
a ruler and a judge?" God sent as both ruler and
deliverer by the hand of the angel that appeared to him in
the bush.
This is the Moses who said to the Israelites, "God will
Historical
raise up for you a prophet from your brethren as he
raised me up.'"
saying to Aaron, "Make for us gods to go before us; as
Historical
for this Moses who led us out from the land of Egypt, we
do not know what has become of him."
But God turned and gave them over to worship the host of Historical
heaven, as it is written in the book of the prophets: "Did
you offer to me slain beasts and sacrifices, forty years in
the wilderness, 0 house of Israel? And you took up the
tent of Moloch, and the star of the god Rephan, the
figures which you made to worship; and I will remove
you beyond Babylon."
Yet the Most High does not dwell in houses made with
Historical
hands; as the prophet says, "Heaven is my throne, and
earth my footstool. What house will you build for me,
says the Lord, or what is the place of my rest? Did not
my hand make all these things?"
Now the passage of the scripture which he was reading
Prophetic (C)
was this: "As a sheep led to the slaughter or a lamb
before its shearer is dumb, so he opens not his mouth. In
his humiliation justice was denied him. Who can
describe his generation? For his life is taken up from
the earth."
And when he had removed him, he raised up David to be
Historical
their king; of whom he testified and said, "I have found
in David the son of Jesse"
"a man after my heart, who will do all my will."
Historical
this he has fulfilled to us their children by raising Jesus;
Prophetic (C)
as also it is written in the second psalm, "Thou art my
Son, today I have begotten thee."
And as for the fact that he raised him from the dead, no
Prophetic (C)
more to return to corruption, he spoke in this way, 'I will
give you the holy and sure blessings of David.'
Therefore he says also in another psalm, "Thou wilt not
Prophetic (C)
let thy Holy One see corruption."
Beware, therefore, lest there come upon you what is said
Prophetic (J)
in the prophets: "Behold, you scoffers, and wonder, and
Prophetic (R)
perish; for I do a deed in your days, a deed you will
never believe, i f one declares it to you."
For so the Lord has commanded us, saying, "I have set
Prophetic (U)
you to be a light for the Gentiles, that you may bring
salvation to the uttermost parts of the earth."
Men, why are you doing this? We also are men, of like
Doctrinal
nature with you, and bring you good news, that you
should turn from these vain things to a living God who
made the heaven and the earth and the sea and all that
is in them.
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Acts 15:15-17

Amos 9:11-12

Acts 15:18•
Acts 23:5

Isa 45:21
Exod 22:28
[22:27 MT, LXX]

Acts 28:25-27

Isa 6:9-10

And with this the words of the prophets agree, as it is
written, "After this I will return, and I will rebuild the
dwelling of David, which has fallen; I will rebuild its
ruins, and I will set it up, that the rest of men may seek
the Lord, and all the Gentiles who are called by my
name, says the Lord, who has made these things."
known from of old.
And Paul said, "I did not know, brethren, that he was the
high priest; for it is written, ` You shall not speak evil of a
ruler of your people.'"
So, as they disagreed among themselves, they departed,
after Paul had made one statement: "The Holy Spirit was
right in saying to your fathers through Isaiah the prophet:
`Go to this people, and say, You shall indeed hear but
never understand, and you shall indeed see but never
perceive. For this people's heart has grown dull, and
their ears are heavy of hearing, and their eyes they have
closed; lest they should perceive with their eyes, and
hear with their ears, and understand with their heart,
and turn for me to heal them.' Let it be known to you
then that this salvation of God has been sent to the
Gentiles; they will listen."
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Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (U)

Prophetic (S)
Legal

Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (R)

APPENDIX 3
INTRODUCTORY FORMULAS FOR OLD TESTAMENT CITATIONS
Key to Prophetic texts: C=Christological, J=Judgment, R=Rejection, S=Soteriological, U=Universal.

Luke-Acts

Luke 2:24

Source
Exod 13:2, 12,
15
Lev 5:11.; 12:8

Luke 3:4-6

Isa 40:3-5

Luke 4:4
Luke 4:8

Luke 19:46
Luke 19:46•
Luke 20:17

Deut 8:3
Deut 6:13;
10:20•
Ps 91:11-12
Deut 6:16
Isa 61:1-2 // Isa
58:6•
Exod 23:20•;
Mal 3:1
Deut 6:5
Lev 19:18
Exod 20:12-16;
Deut 5:16-20
Isa 56:7
Jer 7:11
Ps 118:22

Luke 20:28
Luke 20:37

Deut 25:5
Exod 3:6

Luke 20:42-43

Ps 110:1

Luke 22:37

Isa 53:12

Acts 1:20

Ps 69:25 [69:26
mr; 68:26 LXX]

Acts 1:20
Acts 2:16-21

Ps 109:8
Joel 2:28-32
[3:1-5 LXX]

Acts 2:25-28

Ps 16:8-11
[15:8-11 LXX]

Acts 2:31°
Acts 2:34-35

Ps 16:10
Ps 110:1 [109:1

Luke 2:23

Luke 4:10-11
Luke 4:12
Luke 4:17-19
Luke 7:27
Luke 10:26-27
Luke 10:27
Luke 18:20

Greek Text (NA27)
yiwoottat iv yap) ropiau

RSV

Use
Legal

-Katie to eirrigivov iv TO
vap,cp icupiau
64 yiypearcat iv 131.(3Xcp
kayoyv 'Hacetov too
rpotpfrcov
yiypear-cat
Itiypairrav

as it is written in the law of
the Lord
according to what is said in
the law of the Lord
As it is written in the book
of the words of Isaiah the
prophet
It is written
It is written

yiypearrat
dpitat
131f3Xiov Tab apovritau
yeipaggivov
'Haaicru
wine); ionv repi, Ov
yiyparcal
iv "CC.0 vow!) -a; yeypeurrat
see Luke 10:26; Deut 6:5
Tex; ivtoXacc

it is written
It is said
the book of the prophet
Isaiah . . . it was written
This is he of whom it is
written
What is written in the law?
see Luke 10:26; Deut 6:5
the commandments

Other
Legal
Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (S)

iiypeurcal
ace Aince 19.46; Iaa 56.7
t% ovv iactv TO
yeypaggivov tovto
MwvanS gypaivev
Mcobafic

It is written
see Luke 10:26; Deut 6:5
What then is this that is
written
Moses wrote for us that
Moses . . . in the passage
about the bush .. . calls
David himself says in the
Book of Psalms
scripture must be fulfilled

Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (C)

it is written in the book of
Psalms
see Acts 1:20; Ps 69:25
this is what was spoken by
the prophet Joel
David says

Prophetic (J)

npaiSow iA.cicknoev
Si air*

he foresaw and spoke
David . . . he himself says

Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (C)

Moitiatig µev dicey

Moses said

Prophetic (C)

palm)
cciythc yap AcciitS Xiyet iv
131,13X o? wakiattiv•
to ycypagavov 8ei
TeXealivai
yeypairrat yap ev13ipX(1)
waXpAiivsee Acts 1:20; Ps 69:25
toino ECTLv To eiangivov
Stec Tao icpopircov loyrik
Aavio yitp Aeyet

Legal
Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (U)
Legal
Legal

Legal
Legal
Legal

Legal
Doctrinal
Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (C)

Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (U)
Prophetic (C)

LXX]

Acts 3:22

Deut 18:15-16
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Luke—Acts
Acts 3:23

Source
Deut 18:19

Greek Text (NA27)
see Acts 3:22; Deut 18:15-16

Acts 3:23

Lev 23:29

see Acts 3:22; Deut 18:15-16

Acts 3:25
Acts 4:11°

Gen 22:18;
26:4
Ps 118:22

o OcOc
Xiyow npoc
'Appadv
oircoc gaTIN

Acts 4:25-26

Ps 2:1-2

Acts 7:31-32
Acts 7:33
Acts 7:34
Acts 7:42-43

Exod 3:6
Exod 3:5
Exod 3:7-8, 10
Amos 5:25-27

Acts 7:49-50
Acts 8:32-33

Isa 66:1-2
Isa 53:7-8

o zoi3 ratp6c
xvel5gato; duyiou
oTogatoc Aavto noct8O;
aov einthv•
iyiveto (powii Kvpiov
dicey Si cartiO 0 room;
see Acts 7:33; Exod 3:5
ica06.); ydypcurrat iv 13i13Xo)
te6v npognrccbv
ica06; 0 irpogyiric
tl Si niptoril Tfic ypagnic

Acts 13:22°
Acts 13:22°
Acts 13:33

Ps 89:20
1 Sam 13:14
Ps 2:7

Acts 13:34
Acts 13:35

Isa 55:3
Ps 16:10

Acts 13:40-41

Hab 1:5

Acts 13:47

Isa 49:6

Acts 15:15-17

Amos 9:11-12

Acts 15:18.

Isa 45:21

Acts 23:5

Exod 22:28

EIREV imp-rupTjaccc•
see Acts 13:22; Ps 89:20
oic Kai iv TO waXi.ao:
yiyparrroct t6;) Seuripcp•
aka); e'ipirpciv
ical iv ETipq) Eycv

RSV

see Acts 3:22; Deut
18:15-16
see Acts 3:22; Deut
18:15-16
God ... saying to Abraham
This is
who by the mouth of our
father David, thy servant,
didst say by the Holy Spirit
the voice of the Lord came
And the Lord said to him
see Acts 7:33; Exod 3:5
as it is written in the book
of the prophets
as the prophet says
the passage of the scripture
... was this
he testified and said
see Acts 13:22; Ps 89:20
as also it is written in the
second psalm
he spoke in this way
he says also in another
psalm
what is said in the prophets

Use
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (R)
Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (U)
Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (R)
Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (R)

Historical
Historical
Historical
Historical
Historical
Prophetic (C)
Historical
Historical
Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (C)
Prophetic (C)

to etaigevov iv wig
Itpopircag
aka); yelp ivtitaX-cat
Ap.iv 6 iniptoc
avtupowobaw of Xoyot thy
rpotpit6)v KaElcbc

so the Lord has
commanded us, saying
the words of the prophets
agree, as it is written

see Acts 15:15-17; Amos
9:11-12
7iypcottat

see Acts 15:15-17; Amos
9:11-12
it is written

Prophetic (S)

icaXcii; zo 7rvei3got zo aitov
adartaev Slat 'Haatau toi)
irpocnitov npoc Tab;
naTipac i)µ.63v

Holy Spirit was right in
saying to your fathers
through Isaiah the prophet

Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (R)

Prophetic (J)
Prophetic (R)
Prophetic (U)
Prophetic (S)
Prophetic (U)

Legal

[22:27 MT, LXX]

Acts 28:25-27 Isa 6:9-10
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